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Supervisor:  Steven A. Moore 

 

In the wake of mid-twentieth century mass urbanization and the inequitable 

access to education that ensued, people in consolidated informal settlements in São Paulo, 

Brazil united to self-build educational institutions and programs in their communities. 

Initially constructed to address severe gaps in educational access, the social and physical 

networks that advanced an educational agenda evolved to address a range of power and 

equity issues. While some charge that any form of self-building exploits the city’s most 

vulnerable, or that self-building operates at a scale too insignificant to impart significant 

outcomes, proponents assert that self-building in its contemporary form of autogestão 

(self-development) has galvanized communities through substantial spillover effects. 

Critically examining these positions, this dissertation analyzes how the social and 

technical dynamics of self-building have shaped education in three informal settlements 

and how self-directed efforts of communities to fill gaps in the educational infrastructure 

might inform current planning and development practice.  

In a context shaped by the political fluctuations characteristic of Brazil’s 

emerging democracy over the past twenty-five years, the cases reflect the unevenness 

wrought by São Paulo’s high levels of urban development and displacement, and 

contradictions between improved housing conditions and new challenges within informal 

settlements – from environmental degradation to organized crime. This study draws on 

data from ethnographic fieldwork conducted between 2008-2014 among residents of 
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informal settlements, community advocates, architects, planners, educators, and policy 

makers in São Paulo. These investigations reveal how the efficacy of self-building draws 

from its displacement by citizens from housing to an educational focus. The cases offer 

key insights into how the translation of self-building into new cultural domains of 

learning and action has begun to compensate for underdeveloped educational 

infrastructures provided by the state. These social and technical displacements challenge 

the centralized logic of planning and development with new forms of infrastructure that 

increase access to education, expand citizen participation, and contribute to broader urban 

networks.  In the cases of successful displacement, actors have moved beyond the rote 

adoption of self-help’s in-situ development approach, and suggest how a situated lens 

might better account for the social contingency, experimentation, and transdisciplinary 

and inter-generational collaborations that characterize the ongoing planning efforts that 

communities employ to realize their aspirations.  
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and the Politics of Development in Brazilian Informal Settlements 

 

Kristine Marie Stiphany, Ph.D. 
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Orientador:  Steven A. Moore 

 

Com a urbanização rápida e o acesso desigual à educação que se seguiu, as 

pessoas que vivem em assentamentos informais consolidados em São Paulo, Brasil, se 

uniram para construir seus próprios programas educacionais em suas comunidades. 

Inicialmente construídos para suprir as lacunas graves do acesso à educação, as redes 

sociais e físicas que avançaram para um programa educacional evoluíram para resolver 

uma série de questões de poder e equidade. Enquanto alguns fazem a acusação de que 

qualquer forma de autoconstrução explora a cidade e a deixa mais vulnerável, ou que a 

autoconstrução opera em uma escala muito insignificante para gerar resultados 

significativos, outros defendem que a autoconstrução em sua forma contemporânea de 

autogestão (autodesenvolvimento) tem comunidades estimuladas através de repercussões 

substanciais. Criticamente examinando estas posições, esta dissertação analisa como as 

dinâmicas sociais e técnicas de autoconstrução moldaram a educação em três 

assentamentos informais e como os esforços de autogestão das comunidades para 

preencher lacunas na infraestrutura educacional pode informar o planejamento atual e a 

prática de desenvolvimento. 

Em um contexto formado pela característica de política flutuante da democracia 

emergente do Brasil ao longo dos últimos 25 anos, os casos refletem a desigualdade 

forjada por altos níveis de desenvolvimento urbano e do deslocamento de São Paulo, e as 

contradições entre a melhoria das condições de habitação e novos desafios dentro dos 
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assentamentos informais - da degradação ambiental ao crime organizado. Este estudo se 

baseia em dados de pesquisa etnográfica realizada entre 2008-2014 com moradores de 

assentamentos informais, defensores da comunidade, arquitetos, planejadores, educadores 

e formuladores de políticas em São Paulo. Estas investigações revelam como a eficácia 

da autoconstrução levou os cidadãos do foco da habitação para um enfoque educacional. 

Os casos oferecem informações importantes sobre a forma como a tradução de 

autoconstrução em novos domínios culturais de aprendizagem e ação começou a 

compensar as infraestruturas educacionais subdesenvolvidas prestados pelo Estado. Estes 

deslocamentos sociais e técnicos desafiam a lógica centralizada de planejamento e 

desenvolvimento com novas formas de infraestrutura que aumentam o acesso à educação, 

expandem a participação dos cidadãos e contribuem para redes urbanas mais amplas. Nos 

casos de deslocamento de sucesso, os atores foram além da adoção rotineira de “ajuda 

mútua”  in-situ e sugerem uma abordagem de como uma lente situada pode contribuir 

mais para a contingência social, para a experimentação, e para as colaborações 

transdisciplinares e inter-geracionais que caracterizam os esforços do planejamento em 

andamento que as comunidades utilizam para realizar suas aspirações. 
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Preface 

In May of 2011, I stood on Paulino Cabral Street above the Bamburral favela as it 

was demolished to make room for a new housing development.  A resident named 

Valdemar asserted, 

 

I considered myself educated because I learned to build my own home and 
provide for my family with a fourth grade education. But I wasn’t smart enough 
to fight this demolition. None of us are. If we were educated differently, I believe 
things would have been different. I wouldn’t be moving back to the northeast to 
find another hidden place to live. 

 

That morning I had taken the same train from centro to the periferia as I had in 

2008, when I began studying self-building in Bamburral. At that time, just weeks after 

arriving in São Paulo, the local sub-mayor gave me the telephone number of a resident. I 

called the number and arranged a Saturday meeting with Pelé and his wife Paula, and 

looked forward to the opportunity to experience an informal settlement from the inside 

out. I was eager to move beyond the images I had taken of a cortiço1 many years prior, 

and toward a deeper understanding of the physical outcomes that emerge when people are 

faced with no other option but to build their own communities.  

Departing from São Paulo’s central Luz station, I watched buildings give way to 

low rolling hills encrusted with a cacophony of red brick structures as the train moved 

deeper into the periferia. Twenty kilometers from centro, I found a ravine replete with 

the same structures, and met Pele’s teenage daughter Jessica at a garbage bin at the lower 

entrance to Bamburral. From that point forward Jessica became my chapa (guide) to 

navigating Bamburral’s narrow passageways and following residents through the spaces 

they built. My research about self-building unfolded over the next year as people told me 

                                                
1 A cortiço is a tenement. 
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stories about how their houses had changed due to the discovery of a new technique, 

source for materials, change in relationship status, the election of a new politician, births, 

deaths, bliss, despair, and courage.  

I became familiar with the beginning of the story: the pull of the city from a 

divested rural region or the push of a bulldozer had displaced them to Bamburral, a word 

that expresses excitement: I struck gold! As the whirr of my measuring tape cut the 

humid air, residents told me that Bamburral had not always been overcrowded, that they 

once bathed in water that was now saturated with sewerage, that there were banana trees, 

and that the caras (people associated with organized crime) and the noia (teenage crack 

users) had not always been around. As I became immersed in their lives, the people of 

Bamburral became immersed in mine. Residents began to ask questions about why I was 

there, to where I went at the end of the day, and why I was in Brazil without my family.  

Bamburral is not unlike many favelas that are located on leftover pieces of land, 

where structures that range from flimsy wood shacks to five story masonry rental houses 

unfold along a central open waterway, a condition common to approximately 65% of 

Brazil’s favelas.2 Settled in the 1990s, Bamburral is downhill from a chain of older 

favelas, all of which coevolved with the Bandeirantes landfill, at one time the largest in 

Latin America. The waterway receives not only Bamburral’s own waste and stormwater 

runoff, but also that of the landfill and the favelas uphill. In the early 2000s, the State 

removed a handful of structures to channelize just enough of the murky water to build the 

Fernando Gracioso elementary school. I discovered that like most public schools in São 

Paulo, Fernando Gracioso ran in three shifts of four and a half hours to accommodate 

demand. 

Over the months after meeting Jessica, I came to see how Bamburral was distinct 

from other favelas. The gap of time in school was evident as bands of children roamed 

                                                
2 Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatistica. Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics. 
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around at all hours of the day. O que voce esta fazendo? Queremos desenhar e 

fotografar. What are you doing? We want to draw and photograph, they insisted, and 

knew of places I had overlooked. The more I saw of Bamburral’s unique characteristics 

as I reviewed my photographs at night in Centro, the more I questioned my ability to see 

Bamburral as clearly as the people who lived there. I eventually turned cameras over to 

these children, and on Saturdays held a photography workshop on Paula and Pele’s 

veranda.3 The workshop was one of a small handful of community-based initiatives that 

residents ran to fill the time and space gaps of the local school, one held in a one-room 

community center constructed in the 1980s, another in the basement of a church. Squeals, 

shouts, and the pounding of small feet infused the community with a cadence of activity, 

while photo recall exercises on the veranda – undertaken at the end of the day – 

confirmed that they were right: there was much that I had overlooked in Bamburral. As 

the children moved, their images moved, and I saw the simultaneity of the community’s 

crevices, slight spaces, expanses of street, wall, and light in a way I could not have on my 

own. Their images provided evidence of Bamburral, not my measured drawings.  

The city of São Paulo was also measuring favelas, but with remote, not situated, 

sensing. At any moment, anyone in the world could access detailed geographical data 

about the city’s informal settlements, and where development was projected to occur 

based on risk, determined by slope incline and relationship to a waterway. Yet beneath 

this virtual competence, two logics competed as informal settlements were “urbanized.” 

The environmentalists advocated for the clearance of a 50 meter margin on either side of 

any waterway, which, in favelas, was often the same land coveted by the housing 

Secretariat (SEHAB) because it provided the least expensive on which to build new 

housing.  

                                                
3 Figure 39 on page 177 locates the Fernando Gracioso School and the Veranda.  
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A bridge between these logics emerged by way of a project financed by carbon 

credits sold from the landfill’s sequestered gas. The Secretariat for the Environment 

(VERDE) held the purse strings to the carbon credits, and partnered with SEHAB to 

upgrade Bamburral. Media credited environmental stewardship with using garbage to 

transform a favela and politicians lauded an unprecedented partnership between 

conventionally antagonistic institutions. Because I had a relationship with the 

community, I was hired as the project architect to develop a participatory plan with 

residents and coordinate with a local architecture office. My tactile understanding of 

Bamburral took on a distant, telescopic quality, a perspective that was foreign to me even 

as my foreignness was given unjustified credence.  

I became the chapa, guiding Brazilian architects through the favela as they 

stepped gingerly around dung, garbage, and pools of mud. I made physical models of 

Bamburral so that residents could see their community clearly, held community meetings 

on nights and weekends; and coordinated between environmental activists, housing 

advocates, and the architecture office. As I showed interns the waterway they would later 

model in 3D, residents whispered – é a Americana, nossa arquiteta – it’s the American 

woman, our architect. I still wonder if they would have embraced me had I not been an 

American woman, or did not have the option to retreat to centro at the end of the day. 

As the project unfolded, the conflicts surrounding development became 

increasingly clear to me, and I found myself caught in a moral crisis.  On one hand, I was 

identified as the expert on what Bamburral should be in the future, designing on blank 

white paper from my office in Centro. On the other, I had evidence of what Bamburral 

already was, contained in notebooks filled with sketches and photographs of vibrant 

community life.  Around me, polarization transpired: community members wanted full 

capacity to live life as they wished in the place they called home while municipal 

technocrats pushed to deliver a more dignified life to Bamburral residents. It was a 

classic case of dominance and resistance, and neither side was particularly interested in 
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understanding the other’s perspective. Two options presented themselves – either 

romanticize and defend Bamburral as it existed or follow the lead of the 

environmentalists who saw in this community an affront to nature, not 537 homes and a 

few thousand people.  

I was the only person who toggled between these worlds, and had the strained role 

of translator between diverse stakeholders. Because of my intimate knowledge of 

Bamburral, I could not just leave the community with a polluted waterway running down 

the middle if given the opportunity to change it. Yet clearing away all of Bamburral also 

seemed unethical, as this would destroy a rich fabric of relationships, knowledge, and 

human capital constructed over 25 years. My space of tension became generative, and it 

occurred to me that neither of the options was a winning choice. I came up with a 

solution – a water infrastructure design that could prevent erosion and flooding while 

preserving existing housing that is structurally sound. Existing stairways would be 

upgraded with lighting and handrails, and extend to a central deck that would provide a 

safe passage for children between their homes and the Fernando Gracioso School. 

Unexpectedly, SEHAB and VERDE approved the design and soon it was featured in 

international exhibitions and SEHAB’s book of best projects.4 As a plus for VERDE, 

community residents leveraged the green alternative to concrete channelization for 

conservation of consolidated structures. VERDE agreed to reduce the fifty-meter no build 

zone and remove only the wood shacks along the waterway. 

A year later, halfway through my first semester of graduate school, the project 

took a turn. Over Skype, Pele gesticulated and told me that the city had determined that 

Bamburral was an “area of risk” and should be removed in its entirety. In small groups, 

residents were shown images of Rio de Janeiro’s tumultuous mudslides to emphasize the 

dangers of living in Bamburral. He recounted how people from the prefeitura – the City –  

                                                
4 The City of São Paulo, A Cidade Informal no Século 21. 
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worked house to house, sprayed yellow numbers on doors, and photographed heads of 

household who were given the same two options – accept 13,000 reais5 to leave, or 

partially subsidized rent until a new unit became available. He asked me when I would 

return, and what they should do. 

When I returned to São Paulo in May of 2011, my questions to the city were met 

with decisive replies: Bamburral is unsafe, unstable. My immediate attempts to make 

sense of what had happened were overcome with the recollection of VERDE’s opposition 

to any settlement in a riparian zone, and position that even the Fernando Gracioso School 

should be demolished. I remembered the local politician who denounced community 

participation because “they don’t have anything in their heads.” Upon visiting Brasil 

Arquitetura, my architect colleagues referred to the earlier project as uma ficção (a 

fiction). They said the real project would require housing to transform the area of risk 

into um novo bairro (a new neighborhood). As I reconciled these conflicts with the 

stories and personal relationships that I had engaged through the project’s early planning 

stages, my ambivalence was clear. Would residents blame me for exposing them to a 

development project? 

My reluctance to return to Bamburral was mollified by Pele, who assured me that 

most residents recognized that I, too, was as removed from the project as they were, yet 

that some believed I had the power to do something. When I arrived in Bamburral, people 

from the uphill favelas asked questions to which I once had no answers, such as how far 

up the demolition would extend. Dona Lau claimed that she would block bulldozers with 

her body. Valdemar walked by, angry that his neighbors were not put out enough to fight: 

you’re all cowards! E nosso projeto? And what about our project?  

Around us, men with sledgehammers broke windows out of homes whose 

residents had fled, while a small bulldozer scraped away wood shacks with ease. 

                                                
5 Approximately USD$6,500.00. 
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Seemingly indifferent, children kicked a soccer ball against a crumbling curb. Voltou – 

vamos fotografar? You’re back – let’s take pictures? People slowly disbanded, and 

peered from Paulino Cabral Street over the remains of their community. Yet no one, 

including myself, could see the entire situation.  

As I watched Valdemar and other residents pack up their belongings and others 

physically removed from their homes over the coming weeks, I recognized the 

inextricable link between housing and education in informal settlements and the two-fold 

contradiction of development. First, although the stated goal of development is to 

improve life opportunities, it does not provide opportunities beyond housing to support 

residents in defining and achieving enhanced life conditions. Second, that while 

development in São Paulo claims to build an inclusive city, development processes are 

actually exclusive affairs. This disconnect between the rhetoric of development and its 

actual outcomes highlighted the limitation of analyzing urban change from a singular 

perspective, and inspired my doctoral research undertaken between 2010 and 2015.6  

While it is not only in Brazil that governments fail to build cities coherently, or equitably 

develop informal settlements, it is in Brazil that I have chosen to investigate this 

misalignment. 
  

                                                
6 Haraway, Donna, “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial 
Perspective.” 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

 

The story of self-building in informal settlements is often told by way of housing, 

as a practice that emerged from uneven development related to mid-century urbanization 

and, following institutionalization, fell out of policy favor in the 1990s. In reality, it was 

during this time when self-builders in São Paulo recognized the limitations of housing to 

provide inroads to greater social inclusion – despite its historical role as a community 

stabilizer. Their vision gave rise to a community development approach that expanded 

the praxis of self-built housing to improve access to quality education. As settlements 

consolidated, the communities of learners, spaces, and buildings that shape educational 

infrastructure have evolved to address new needs. In what follows, educational 

infrastructure is, then, defined as a sociotechnical system of spaces, buildings, and 

relationships that is concentrated in informal settlements and increases access to 

educational opportunities and public-decision making processes, and improves 

community conditions.7 One-room structures nested amid the cacophony of a favela, 

buildings that have been incrementally constructed, and schools open to surrounding 

communities challenge the centralized logic of conventional infrastructure with 

distributed learning contexts made by people in relationship to their environment. These 

educational spillover effects – the most compelling aspect of self-built housing – are 

often overlooked by the very development logic from which they emerged.8 

Like in other Latin American cities, mid-twentieth century industrialization led to 

massive in-migration for which São Paulo was entirely unprepared. As agricultural 

                                                
7 Consolidated settlements were formed twenty to thirty years ago and tend to correspond to a physical 
inner spatial ring and middle incomes.  
8 Spillover effect is an economic term that describes the unintended externalities of a given investment. As 
Aschauer notes, infrastructure is important because it its direct relationship to quality of life and economic 
growth makes it a catalyst for spillover effects, whereby the installation of one type of infrastructure can 
“provide diffuse public benefits.” Aschauer, “Why Is Infrastructure Important?”; Aschauer, “Transportation 
Spending and Economic Growth.” 
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modernization displaced rural migrants from their livelihoods, many sought jobs and 

opportunities in the city. Brazil’s urban population increased – from 26.3% in 1940 to 

81.2% in 2000.9  Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo received the majority of this share, and 

São Paulo’s population doubled once between 1950 and 1960, and again between 1960 

and 1970. Figure 1, below, illustrates the impending outcome of these dynamics, whereby 

the formal municipal boundaries are narrow with respect to São Paulo’s greater 

metropolitan region (RMSP).10 

 

 
Figure 1: São Paulo Municipality and Metropolitan Region 
                                                
9 Maricato, Brasil, Cidades, 16. 
10 Subsequent maps illustrate geospatial analysis undertaken within São Paulo’s municipal boundaries. 
Therefore, that which seems peripheral to these analyses is actually not as peripheral as are other regions 
still considered part of São Paulo. 
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When industrial jobs failed to materialize and housing deficits mounted, people 

were left with no other option than to self-build their own homes. These uneven 

dynamics led to the emergence of self-built informal settlements. Within São Paulo’s 

municipality, 30% or 3,340,000 people live in an informal settlement.11 The photograph 

of the Heliópolis favela in figure 2, below, as São Paulo’s second largest favela and a 

case studied under this research, provides a quintessential example of these processes. 

 

  
Figure 2: The Heliópolis Favela 
Source: Gil Felix 
 

Over a sixty-year period, migrants and their offspring led to an additional 125 

million people in Brazilian cities, and taxed both existing infrastructure as well as the 

State’s ability to provide even basic services.12 This lack reflected the State’s broad 
                                                
11 São Paulo Secretary of Housing. 
12 Maricato, Brasil, Cidades. 
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decision to prioritize large-scale infrastructure projects such as highways, bridges, and 

airports, and disregard the distribution of the multiple infrastructures necessary for 

survival to residents of informal settlements.  

Within these distributional gaps, people mobilized to collectively settle land, build 

homes, and negotiate with local government for basic water, electricity, and sanitation 

infrastructures. These initial conduits of communication were facilitated by self-help 

policies that led to a sociotechnical hybridization of informal settlements, increased 

community capacity, and a thickened space of political action between communities and 

States.  

Housing gains, however, were persistently constrained by gaps in education. 

Faced with poor access to quality educational opportunities, residents of some 

communities built their own spaces of learning as they built their own homes. As 

conditions in communities have changed, self-building’s sociotechnical system has been 

expanded to meet emerging needs. This study’s focus on the transference of a housing 

process to an educational one forms the central research question: How have the social 

and technical dynamics of self-building shaped education in informal settlements, and 

how might the self-directed efforts of communities to fill gaps in the educational 

infrastructure inform current planning and development practice? While studies of 

informal settlements are vast, the unique intersection of housing and education provides 

insights into how people conventionally displaced from planning processes have evolved 

capacities to think collectively, transform space according to community experience, and 

participate in public decision-making processes. 

Tracing the transference of the praxis of self-building from its familiar domain of 

housing to one of education reveals two of the most important lessons in the history of 

technological change, which are that change entails conflict and is never an apolitical 
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matter.13 Not all consolidated settlements have educational infrastructure, nor have all 

self-help policies catalyzed positive community change. Within communities that do 

have educational infrastructure, however, a nexus of factors shapes capacity to transfer 

housing practices to educational ones within and across cases. These differences highlight 

the need to study development and its infrastructures as an ecological system, rather than 

in terms of discrete types such as water, communications, housing, and education.14 

Informal settlements have long been central and problematic dimensions of 

planning and development in the Global South.  From this perspective, São Paulo shares 

many characteristics with other cities still grappling with the aftermath of mass 

urbanization and pressure from international organizations to build cities without slums.15 

Within this context, São Paulo exhibits tensions common to other Global South planning 

cultures that advance two contradictory development approaches: participatory and 

rational.16  These contradictions are most manifest in São Paulo’s adoption of approaches 

that are influenced by a Right to the City ideology and recognize the existing physical 

contexts of informal settlements, yet lack the tools and methods for rigorously analyzing 

and incorporating existing social achievements into planning and development processes.  

São Paulo is distinct from other Global South cities because it has three types of 

informal settlement: loteamentos, favelas, and cortiços. Thirty years ago the divisions 

between these categories were stark: cortiços were tenements in the city center, favelas 

occupied scraps of land within an inner and second ring, and loteamentos – established 

by the State or self-built – were confined to the outskirts. Today, the distinctions are less 

visible as favelas are nested within loteamentos, and cortiços are built in favelas to 

                                                
13 Hickman, Philosophical Tools for Technological Culture.  Winner, The Whale and the Reactor: A 
Search for the Limits in the Age of High Technology. 
14 Star and Ruhleder, “Steps Toward an Ecology of Infrastructure: Design and Access for Large 
Information Spaces.” 
15 Meth, “Millennium Development Goals and Urban Informal Settlements: Unintended Consequences.” 
16 Lara, Fernando Luiz, “Beyond Curitiba: The Rise of a Participatory Model for Urban Intervention in 
Brazil.” 
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accommodate increased rental demands. These sociotechnical hybridizations create 

internal unevenness that could be incommensurate to informal settlements in other cities.  

This distinction emphasizes the importance of analyzing the relationship between site-

specific conditions and broader structural dynamics. 

São Paulo’s heterogeneity, claimed in theory by housing, has been largely ignored 

by education policy. It was not until the late 1970s that the São Paulo State and 

Municipal governments began building schools for informal settlements, as it was 

common to believe that as development took hold, informal settlements would eventually 

diminish. When this idealized vision crumbled during the lost decade of the 1980s, 

school distribution was extraordinarily sparse and of paltry quality, resulting in Brazil’s 

uniformly poor educational system.17 To meet demand, the majority of public schools 

today operate in three to four shifts to offer only four hours of instruction per day. 

Schools are developed separately from housing and located on the cheapest parcels 

available, not where they could potentially interface with existing social relationships or 

new development. These factors have very generally limited more integrated approaches 

to the development of informal settlements that could lead to better outcomes for 

residents over the long term. 

In contrast, people in some consolidated settlements have built upon the 

sociotechnical heterogeneity of their communities to advance socially determined 

patterns of unevenness. Shaped by people united through self-building and the actors 

with whom they have associated over time, educational infrastructure is one way to 

understand the value of self-help’s evolutionary trajectory in light of top-down planning 

processes.  

Because of these hybrid realities, I will not employ formal and informal as a 

means of analysis, even as I utilize the term informal settlements to describe a historical 

                                                
17 Plank, The Means of Our Salvation: Public Education in Brazil 1930 - 1995. 
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process of uneven development and particular places in the city. I have found that the 

binary distinction between formal and informal spaces and practices tends to dilute the 

linkages between the range of actors that collaborate to develop strategies and spaces to 

advance an educational agenda.  Instead, I will rely on the ethnographic engagement of 

the cases themselves to offer thick descriptions of this transference. 

Through my ethnographic study of community-based strategies of resistance and 

innovation, I observed that educational infrastructure creates cultural domains of learning 

and action that are ongoing and sometimes collide with government development 

processes. After my experience in the Bamburral favela between 2008 and 2011, I was 

interested in understanding how development unfolds in other communities impacted by 

São Paulo’s Urbanization of Favelas program. I therefore selected two additional cases 

based on similar degrees of consolidation and the presence of community-based 

educational spaces, including a public school. While the cases are bookended by a 

mutirão (self-help program) in the late 1980s and the Urbanization of Favelas program 

between 2005 and 2012, the impact of these policies and community evolution between 

their implementation varies significantly. As the cases will demonstrate, these differences 

emphasize the importance of studying the nexus of development, not just the merits or 

failures of singular approaches.  

While educational infrastructure is evidence that settlements have improved, it 

also leads the government to limit investment in consolidated communities, rationalized 

by the notion that residents do not need as much assistance. Consolidated settlements, 

however, remain afflicted by low-access to amenities, and social issues such as crime and 

a robust drug trade.18 Still in need of planning, these areas often remain beyond the 

purview of current strategies that focus on the production of new housing. Even as 

                                                
18 Ward, Jiménez, and Di Virgilio, Housing Policies in Latin American Cities: A New Generation of 
Strategies and Approaches for 2016 UN Habitat III. 
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consolidated settlements are in constant evolution, they often remain politically lodged 

between self-help policies of the past and an undetermined future.  

In the immediate term, by virtue of location on land that is increasing in value or 

exhibits areas of risk, informal settlements are vulnerable to displacement. Displacement 

is defined in the conventional sense as the direct and indirect mechanisms through which 

governments remove and resettle people from land on which they have built shelter.19 

Whereas in 2006, 26 informal settlements were targeted for development, by 2011 that 

number had increased to 248.20 According to the Observatório de Remoções, research 

conducted at the University of São Paulo, in 2012 there were 486 settlements undergoing 

development in São Paulo, most of which involved some form of displacement.21 While 

there are significant disparities depending on who measures displacement, and according 

to what criteria, by both counts one can conclude that there is significant development, 

redevelopment, and displacement, happening in São Paulo. 

Many believe that the analysis of global political economic forces is sufficient 

enough to explain uneven conditions in informal settlements. From these perspectives, 

people have little agency to change deeply inequitable conditions. Self-building is not a 

choice, but a forced indentured servitude to the powers of globalization.22 Alternatively, 

others assume that self-building is a medium through which people have full leeway to 

take housing matters into their own hands.23 Such liberal perspectives champion a 

universal human spirit of local bootstrapping to overcome global odds.24 Moderate 

                                                
19 Penz, Drydyk, and Bose, Development by Displacement: Ethics, Rights, and Responsibilities. 
20 City of São Paulo, Secretary of Housing, Urbanização de Favelas: A Experiencia de São Paulo. França 
and Costa, O Urbanismo Nas Preexistências Territoriais E O Compartilhamento de Ideias. 
21 See Observatório de Remoções. http://observatoriodefavelas.org.br/noticias-analises/observatorio-de-
remocoes-reune-dados-sobre-operacoes-urbanas-em-sp/ 
Accessed April 22, 2015. 
22 Burgess, “Self-Help Advocacy: A Curious Form of Radicalism. A Critique of the Work of John F.C. 
Turner.” Oliveira, “Autoconstrução E Acumulação Capitalista No Brasil.” 
23 Huchzermeyer, Unlawful Occupation: Informal Settlements and Urban Policy in South Africa and 
Brazil. 
24 Turner, Housing by People: Toward Autonomy in Building Environments. 
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theorists recognize that particularly in the Global South, neither position is entirely 

adequate in accounting for the difference space, and people, make to uneven 

development.25 

To examine the reciprocity between local and global dynamics, I adopt a Critical 

Pragmatist meso lens as the epistemological foundation to this study.26 This lens employs 

the analytical tools of Science and Technology Studies (STS) to advance an analysis of 

educational infrastructure that is empirically grounded and critically informed. This 

position challenges the notion that informal settlements can be studied from either a top 

down or bottom up position, or with an emphasis on either social or physical phenomena. 

The study of self-building as a sociotechnical process responds to the lacunae between 

macro political economic and ethnographic, empirical analysis. Rather than an either/or 

consideration of how informal settlements evolve, this moderate position understands 

infrastructural outcomes relationally and as a nexus between people, their environments, 

and technological apparatus.  

Key insights for this study’s ethnographic analysis of community-based 

infrastructure come from Trevor Pinch and Susan Star, who emphasize the evolution of 

infrastructure as emergent from social experience.27 Specifically, Star’s focus on the 

ecological dimensions of infrastructure provides a means of mapping the different actors 

and perspectives that inform its ongoing construction. A combined STS and ethnographic 

approach understands technology as a conduit through which to expand infrastructure 

that is enriched by particular contexts yet limited in its capacity to influence broader 

networks and development thought. Rather than a fixed apparatus, technology is 

                                                
25 Portes, “Sociology in the Hemisphere: Past Convergencies and a New Middle-Range Agenda.” 
26 Forester. “On the Theory and Practice of Critical Pragmatism: Deliberative Practices and Creative 
Negotiations.” 
27 Pinch, “On Making Infrastructure Visible: Putting the Non-Humans to Rights.” 
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understood as a flexible tool through which to critically construct a middle ground of 

knowledge in anticipation of transformative actions.28 

Relatedly, from a classic political economic sense, the displacement of people 

results from the imposition of infrastructure that has been designed by elites and 

distributed by experts. While I witnessed this condition first-hand in my early study of 

Bamburral, as my research unfolded I came to understand displacement differently than 

is conventionally understood. This position is not intended to downplay the seriousness 

of conditions when people are forcibly removed from land, but to examine it as the 

transference of ideas, movement of people, and transformation of space that guides the 

exchange of self-building as a housing practice for an educational one.  

The displacement of ideas refers to the circulation of planning ideas that shape 

how informal settlements are approached over time, as well as the back and forth 

exchange between community spaces built for housing and used for education.29 The 

displacement of people describes how self-building as a process has increased physical 

access to educational spaces and spaces of political mobilization that influence city 

making. It also describes the shifts that occur when people unhinge from a conventional 

position – political or otherwise – to associate around a common project or cause.  The 

displacement of space references the physical hybridization of community spaces that 

have been transformed over time from a housing to an educational use. From an STS 

perspective, displacement is one way to consider how decisions about infrastructure shift 

between centralized and distributed networks. As I will demonstrate, these sometimes-

productive displacements embed new layers of cultural meaning and action that equip 

people to resist conventional forms of displacement.  

                                                
28 Hine, “Multi-Sited Ethnography as a Middle Range Methodology for Contemporary STS.” 
29 Healy, “The Universal and the Contingent: Some Reflections on the Transnational Flow of Planning 
Ideas and Practices.” 
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Over the course of this research, I have encountered many who claim that there is 

little left to study in the realm of self-building, citing its technical poverty, lack of an 

economy of scale to make transformative change, and inherently contradictory nature. 

Others in practice contend that people simply do not self-build anymore. These claims are 

paralleled by residents of informal settlements who have directly benefitted from self-

building and self-help policies, and continue to reference these experiences as concretely 

influential over the long term. From between these perspectives, this research recognizes 

the technical limitations of self-building, and its contradictions, but also the value of 

analyzing self-building’s temporal and contextual contingencies.  

While there has been extensive fieldwork around self-help practices in informal 

settlements, the value of self-help and bottom up practices for planning practice and 

architecture, as well as recent theorizing about community-based strategies of resistance, 

little is known about how people united through self-building have mobilized their 

experience over the long term.30 This study complements broader analyses of self-help 

with a focus on how people have actually transferred its practices and changed its spaces 

over time.   

Further, the conduits of communication between communities and governments 

were just beginning to take root with the rise of self-help policies. Particularly in Brazil, 

those conduits are directly linked to democratic reemergence, and are now thickened by 

new spaces of political action, technological exchange, and spatial outcomes that have 

built up since the dictatorship’s termination in 1984. The analysis of this thickened 

middle-realm between communities and governments has revealed how policies and 

programs that claim to be context-sensitive actually operate and interface, and how they 

might in the future. 

                                                
30 Gilbert and Ward, Housing, the State, and the Poor. Lara, “Modernism Made Vernacular: The Brazilian 
Case.” Simone, “Emergency Democracy and the Governing Composite.” 
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Finally, community members’ recognition of the need for education to participate 

in public decision-making processes has expanded self-help’s system boundaries. New 

associations have expanded the scope of self-help; yet have also revealed its ongoing 

contradictions. This study highlights the use of contradictions and conflict as a portal 

through which to better align efforts undertaken by communities and governments in 

their development efforts.  

 

GOAL AND OBJECTIVES OF THE DISSERTATION 

These concerns shape the primary goal of this study, which is to offer a more 

nuanced understanding of how communities have mobilized their self-help experiences, 

and how capacity has evolved through space – making that transforms development 

processes and outcomes. Toward this primary goal, my first objective of three is to 

evaluate the main development approaches, actors, and institutions that shape 

development in São Paulo generally, and the coevolution of housing and education in 

informal settlements specifically. The primary assumption is that housing and education 

are inequitably distributed. Given this reality, I consider how the experience of uneven 

development in particular communities has catalyzed coping mechanisms that emerge 

from the praxis of self-built housing yet have, by necessity and will, spilled over into 

education.  

The second objective is to trace the evolution of educational infrastructure in three 

São Paulo communities as they have consolidated over time. The analysis of outcomes 

provides a sketch of how people have concretely addressed education, but also how those 

efforts and spaces catalyze agency and have expanded to encompass emerging needs and 

new issues.  

The third objective is to advance a sociotechnical understanding of infrastructure 

that is relevant for policies that aim to improve informal settlements in and beyond 
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Brazil. Specifically, I examine how conventional ideas about infrastructure can be 

stretched in order to structure communities around education through partnerships with 

public and private actors. In my conclusion, I examine how an empirical reframing of 

uneven development might guide development whereby education is used to explore new 

policy opportunities and directions in planning practice – with the explicit goal of 

learning to reduce negative displacement. The primary argument holds that participation 

in both community-based and governmental planning processes imparts agency. The goal 

of equitable, not even, development emerges from the co-construction of infrastructure 

by the diverse actors that impact development in informal settlements. 

 

STRUCTURE OF THE DISSERTATION 

Following this introductory chapter, I offer an intellectual backdrop by reviewing 

literature from international planning and development, geography, critical pedagogy, 

science and technology studies (STS), and urban studies. I frame the analysis of 

educational infrastructure through uneven development’s three interrelated variables of 

self-building, situated knowledge, and infrastructure.31  

In chapter three, I root the ontological and epistemological loyalty of the study’s 

meso lens to the Pragmatism of John Dewey and Critical Theory of Paulo Freire. As 

Portes asserts, middle range theorizing holds the potential of merging analysis and 

critique with proposal for future change – a commitment to which this dissertation is 

dedicated.32 I introduce Actor Network Theory as complementary to the multi-sited 

ethnographic approach used to compare community change and the evolution of 

educational infrastructure within and across the three case studies. Star’s concept of 

                                                
31 Haraway, “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial 
Perspective,” 
32 Portes, “Sociology in the Hemisphere: Past Convergencies and a New Middle Range Agenda.” 
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Ethnography of Infrastructure is introduced as an analytical and descriptive lens for 

illuminating the intersection of housing and education in the subsequent chapters. 

My work in Brazil has put me in contact with a range of social contexts between 

what Jacques Lambert naively referred to as os dois braseis – the two Brazils.33 I retain it 

as an anecdotal reference to claim that while I have engaged local, state, and federal 

spheres of government, the local architecture community, and several academics at the 

University of São Paulo, this analysis privileges community perspectives as I spent the 

majority of my fieldwork in informal settlements.  

Following the methodological and theoretical foundations of the dissertation, 

focus shifts in chapters four, five, and six toward analysis of how the four theoretical 

themes (uneven development, self-building, knowledge, and infrastructure) unfold in São 

Paulo, in the three cases, and within the context of São Paulo’s Urbanization of Favelas 

(UF) program. Chapter four begins with a broad-brush examination of four Brazilian 

development types that have influenced planning thought and practice since the 1930s. I 

analyze how São Paulo’s mutirão program provided the social and physical DNA from 

which educational infrastructure has emerged. This DNA is very broadly generalized as 

sociotechnical centers, networks, and fictions, components of educational infrastructure, 

that frame chapter five’s Ethnographies of Infrastructure. Chapter five presents the actors, 

spaces, and relationships that produce and reproduce educational infrastructure that is 

reflective of each case’s unique contextual variables. These ethnographies reflect the 

ongoing and everyday planning activities that people undertake to establish, maintain, 

and envision an educational agenda. Chapter six introduces São Paulo’s Urbanization of 

Favelas (UF) program as a hybrid of previous development types. An analysis of UF 

plans for the three cases presents key conflicts and opportunities between community-

based and UF planning efforts.  These conflicts and opportunities frame chapter seven’s 

                                                
33 Lambert, Os Dois Brasís. 
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discussion of how the study responds to gaps revealed in the four theoretical themes, and 

relates to future research.  
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Chapter Two: Literature Review 

 

This chapter relates four theoretical themes that explain the development process 

and are relevant to the study of educational infrastructure in informal settlements. The 

first, uneven development, emerges from Marxist analysis and geography and examines 

the tension between on-the-ground actions in informal settlements and their situation 

within broader political economic structures.34 The second engages scholarship in 

sociology, public policy, and architecture and traces self-building’s trajectory from a 

scorned practice to orthodox housing policy, and considers it currency for contemporary 

urban regeneration and in-situ upgrading approaches.35 The third, situated knowledge, 

draws from Critical Pedagogy and Pragmatism to emphasize the contextual nature of 

problem identification and forms of learning that arise from self-built environments. 36  

Rooted in Science and Technology Studies (STS), the fourth theme examines 

infrastructure as a sociotechnical system beyond pipes and wires, and inclusive of 

schools and related educational spaces that require up-close analysis of its production 

processes.37 

As will be empirically demonstrated, self-building, situated knowledge, and 

infrastructure are dimensions of uneven development within informal settlements that 

illuminate the relationship between bottom-up practices and top-down planning 

processes. Amid differences, there is a common concern for collective action’s role in 

reconfiguring unevenness toward socially determined patterns of spatial differentiation.38  

This theoretical discussion frames the dissertation’s broader concern for educational 
                                                
34 Lefebvre, The Production of Space. Harvey, Spaces of Global Capitalism: Toward a Theory of Uneven 
Geographical Development. 
35 Ward, Jiménez, and Di Virgilio, Housing Policies in Latin American Cities: A New Generation of 
Strategies and Approaches for 2016 UN Habitat III. Bouillon, Room for Development: Housing Markets in 
Latin America and the Caribbean. 
36 Dewey, Experience and Education. Freire, Paulo, Pedagogy of the Oppressed.  
37 Meehan, “Tool-Power: Water Infrastructure as Wellsprings of State Power.” 
38 Coutard and Guy, “STS and the City: Politics and Practices of Hope.” Harvey, David, Spaces of Hope. 
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infrastructure: its lineage in self-building practices, relevance for community planning 

processes, and currency for hybrid planning cultures and development processes.39  I will 

engage each of the four theoretical themes in turn, and conclude by identifying gaps to 

which I respond by way of the dissertation’s conclusion.  

 

2.1 UNEVEN DEVELOPMENT 

 

The lack of educational development for the poor is a form of violence. 40 

One of the confusions, common through development literature, is between 
development as an immanent and unintentional process…and development as an 
intentional activity.41 

 

Uneven development is the differentiated access to resources, exposure to risk, 

and participation in planning processes that emerges when governments, markets, and 

elites shape capital flows and infrastructure networks. In this section, I briefly delineate 

the conceptual origins of uneven development as related to post-World War II 

development strategies. Second, I discuss critiques of these development strategies that 

emerged in the 1960s, and emphasize the work of David Harvey and Henri Lefebvre in 

reframing an understanding of uneven development with respect to urbanization, 

capitalism, and planning policies. Last, I examine uneven development’s impact on 

Brazil’s patterns of urbanization and its education system.  

As a Marxist concept, uneven development describes capitalism’s tendency to 

concentrate economic, material, and spatial resources; and the subsequent displacement 

of surplus from one area to another. Based on a rationalization that poor countries could 

attain an advanced economy, post-WWII development strategies positioned unevenness 
                                                
39 Sanyal, “Hybrid Planning Cultures: The Search for the Global Cultural Commons.” 
40 João Miranda Neto, interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
41 Cowen and Shenton, Doctrines of Development, 50. 
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as a necessary phase in the transformation of these nations in accord with Western 

standards. The subsequent displacement of traditional social and cultural processes with 

technologies, practices, and knowledge heralded by advanced nations fueled 

industrialization under the assurance by experts that such modernization would elevate 

the city as a setting for sustained wealth generation and improved living conditions.42  

Many were excluded, then, from the benefits of developmentalism that 

materialized for a rising industrial class, which exacerbated, rather than curtailed, the 

uneven development that the appropriation of a modernized economy was intended to 

overcome. In Brazil, rapid economic growth led to shifting forms of unevenness and 

inequality. These dynamics coalesced in an industrial sector unable to absorb the influx 

of migrants, and inadequate access to housing, education, and basic infrastructure 

services. The emergence of informal settlements in the wake of 1950s mass-urbanization 

highlighted that unevenness was not confined to a rural-urban divide, in which economic 

centers extract resources from satellite areas, but a condition endemic to urbanization.43  

Developmentalism’s failures generated sharp critiques in the 1960s. The liberal 

vision of uneven development as an unfortunate but necessary phase of growth yielded to 

claims that the underdevelopment of poor countries was not attributable to an inherent 

culture of poverty or natural backwardness. Rather, as Frank asserted, places are 

underdeveloped because they are entrenched within western capitalist activities, not 

because they are unable or unwilling to participate in them.44 This entrenchment is 

operationalized through a hierarchical network whereby “…a whole chain of 

constellations of metropoles and satellites relates to all parts of the whole system from its 

metropolitan center in Europe or the United States to the farthest outpost in the Latin 

                                                
42 Harvey, Spaces of Global Capitalism: Toward a Theory of Uneven Geographical Development. 
43 Frank, Capitalism and Underdevelopment in Latin America: Historical Studies of Chile and Brazil. 
Perlman, The Myth of Marginality. 
44 Frank, “The Development of Underdevelopment.”Escobar, Arturo, Encountering Development. 
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American countryside.”45 Citing Brazil, Frank noted that its industrial heart in São Paulo 

“has not brought greater riches to the other regions of Brazil. Instead, it converted them 

into internal colonial satellites, de-capitalized them further.”46 Emphasizing that once a 

place evolves to a state of development it “suck(s) capital or economic surplus out of its 

own satellites and channel(s) part of this surplus to the world metropolis of which all are 

satellites,” Frank foreshadowed a progressively expansive web of unevenly developed 

cities and spatial differentiation.47  

Frank’s critique, and that of other scholars, culminated in harsh assessments of 

uneven development most widely recognized in the work of Harvey and Lefebvre. From 

their scholarship, and subsequent post-structuralist critiques, emerged a focus on the city 

as a nexus of capitalist accumulation, and a parallel interest in the role of everyday life in 

resisting the ill effects of these processes.48 These studies departed from functionalist 

understandings of development as a neutral, uncontested process; and toward integrated 

examinations of the social struggles that shape urban space.49  

Central to this focus is Lefebvre’s concept of Right to the City (RTC), which has 

shaped critical analyses of the urban realm generally, and Brazilian urban policy, 

specifically. Simply stated, a Right to the City is a right to difference.50  Beyond mere 

physical access, a right to the city entails the dismantlement of barriers between citizens, 

                                                
45 Frank, “The Development of Underdevelopment,” 7. 
46 Ibid., 9. 
47 Frank, “The Development of Underdevelopment.” Frank, Capitalism and Underdevelopment in Latin 
America: Historical Studies of Chile and Brazil. Harvey, Spaces of Global Capitalism: Toward a Theory of 
Uneven Geographical Development. 
48 Harvey, Social Justice and the City. Lefebvre, The Production of Space. 
49 As Chen et al. describe, Functionalism draws from the Durkheimian idea that divisions between labor 
and cohesion among different social classes are inevitable and, because of this, provided an ideological 
bedrock for the 20th century welfare state and its operationalization through large-scale modernist housing 
projects in the United States and Europe. This ideology was disseminated and institutionalized through the 
1943 Charter of Athens and the International Congress of Modern Architecture (CIAM), as well as through 
numerous architecture and planning programs shaped modernist canons of city making from which political 
economy analyses departed in the 1960s. See Chen et al., “Urban Regeneration, Housing Rehabilitation, 
and Densification without Displacement in Latin American Cities.” 
50 Friendly, “A Right to the City.” 
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public decision-making processes, and city making. While this study explores the 

challenges and opportunities of Brazil’s unusual but direct insertion of the RTC ideology 

into policy in chapter four, I note it here as a general frame through which Lefebvre 

challenges uneven development; and Harvey makes a sympathetic, yet cautious claim 

that the currency of RTC rests in its actual capacity to “change and reinvent the city more 

after our hearts’ desire.”51  

Lefebvre and Harvey agreed that the State was the primary conduit through which 

capital was inequitably distributed, leading to the deterioration of public life: 

 

How and why is it that the advent of a world market, implying a degree of unity at 
the level of the planet, gives rise to a fractioning of space […] Toward what space 
and time will such interwoven contradictions lead us?52  

 

However, whereas Lefebvre’s State was relatively centralized and monolithic, 

Harvey’s critique has taken aim at an increasingly decentralized system of governance. In 

the 1960s, State adoption of rational planning across global cities sought to minimize the 

presence of low-income neighborhoods and informal settlements, and rationalize the 

production of cheap, peripheral social housing. Yet as governments decentralized, cities 

became differentiated in their implementation of such macro policies. For example, in 

Brazil, new housing received people displaced by municipal programs, such as São 

Paulo’s 1971 Remoção de Favelas – Favela Removal, that razed informal settlements and 

“forced the exile” of people condemned as “too poor to contribute anything to the city’s 

infrastructure.”53  From Paris to Detroit, and Mexico City to São Paulo, these dynamics 

reduced urban space according to class, gender, and race; and, as Lefebvre described, 

transformed cities into “a collection of ghettos where individuals are at once ‘socialized,’ 
                                                
51 Harvey, Rebel Cities: From the Right to the City to the Urban Revolution, 4. 
52 Lefebvre in Brenner, “The Urban Question as a Scale Question: Reflections on Henri Lefebvre, Urban 
Theory and the Politics of Scale.” 
53 Misra, Housing the Poor in Third World Cities. Malhalhaes, A Cidade Na Incerteza. 
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integrated, submitted to artificial pressures and constraints […] and separated, isolated, 

disintegrated.”54  

Within these disintegrated spaces, Lefebvre envisioned possibilities for radical 

transformation and alternative forms of life.55 Marxist in nature, this vision rejected the 

State and articulated space as a contingent and evolving project that shepherds people 

from the control of capitalism to the self-management (autogestão) of their affairs.56 As 

will be discussed in Chapters four and five, the roots of autogestão in Brazil are 

embedded within mutirão self-help policies.  

Lefebvre’s proposal required a restructuring of space as “perceived, conceived, 

and lived” spaces that operate relationally and asymmetrically.57 Perceived space 

describes the material world as shaped by cultural, practices whereby people influence, 

and are reciprocally ordered by, space. Conceived space is the representation of space as 

told by experts through drawings, maps, and other types of visualizations. Lived spaces 

are hybrid spaces that are produced by a range of actors operating a common physical or 

conceptual space. Lived spaces encompass the everyday practices, routines, and luta 

(struggle) that ultimately gives rise to social change. The production of space, then, 

“entails much more than just planning the material space of the city,” but involves 

extending information to citizens so that they are empowered to participate in decision-

making processes that impact an urban way of life.58 Linked to the Right to the City, 

Lefebvre’s triad asserts that the practices of everyday life control the production and 

maintenance of space, even as they are influenced at a distance by the abstract 

representations and categories of experts.   

                                                
54 Lefebvre 1972: 168. In McCann, “Race Protest and Public Space: Contextualizing Lefebvre in the US 
City,” 171. 
55 Purcell, “Possible Worlds: Henri Lefebvre and the Right to the City.” 
56 Ibid.,145. 
57 Lefebvre, The Production of Space. 
58 Purcell, “Excavating Lefebvre: The Right to the City and Its Urban Politics of the Inhabitant,” 102. 
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David Harvey, in Social Justice and the City and later work, extends parallel 

concerns: first, how much control over macro political economic processes can people 

access and maintain?  Second, who decides what the city ought to be? Harvey agrees that 

it is possible to resist the impacts of uneven development, yet contests Lefebvre’s claim 

that the practices of people had begun to dominate industrial society and urbanization.59 

Harvey argues, instead, that urbanization is still driven by flows of capital that are 

transmitted through governments, markets, and elites; and echoes Lefebvre’s earlier 

claim that “capitalism survives by occupying space, by producing space.”60 Harvey does 

not deny the possibility that local struggles can resist and even appropriate broader flows 

of capital; yet he questions the ability of local power to make change from scales, such as 

that of the “lived space,” that lack a critical mass to do so over a long term and on a 

revolutionary basis.61 Harvey’s skepticism challenges Lefebvre’s symbolic representation 

of the State as a singular, known entity, and emphasizes the challenge of abating a State 

that is more embedded and distributed. In other words, there is no longer a singular city 

hall.  

There are limitations to the extent to which abstract theory can describe the 

inequitable distribution of resources in communities. These limitations highlight the need 

for on-the-ground perspectives to elucidate how the experience of uneven development 

by people in particular places leads to its partial reconfiguration. The empirical 

perspectives revealed in this dissertation, then, shape a necessary corrective for making 

space for equitable development within an inequitably distributed system.  The next 

sections will examine the political backdrop to uneven development, its manifestation in 

São Paulo, and its ripple effects in education.     

                                                
59 Harvey, Social Justice and the City. 
60 Harvey, The Urban Experience, 190. 
61 Harvey, Rebel Cities: From the Right to the City to the Urban Revolution, 73; Harvey, Spaces of Hope; 
Harvey, Social Justice and the City. 
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Political Context of Uneven Development in Brazil 

Uneven development in Brazil cannot be understood outside of the political 

sequencing that gave rise to Brazil’s democratic emergence in the 1980s. This sequencing 

is distinguished for a post-World War II period of conservative governance followed by 

twenty years of military rule, and the subsequent emergence of center-left governments, 

dominated by the Worker’s Party (PT), that have alternated since the mid-1980s with 

center and center right governments at federal and, in São Paulo, municipal scales. This 

sequencing is illustrated by figure 3, below. While the cases have been influenced by all 

of these shifts, of immediate import is the transfer of Kassab’s center-right to Haddad’s 

PT administration in 2012. As will be discussed in chapter six, this shift significantly 

impacted the development projects in the case studies that were initiated by Kassab’s 

government and then stalled or aborted by the Haddad administration. 
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Figure 3: Brazilian Political Sequencing 1950s - current  
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In parallel to an unusual but direct adoption of the Lefebvrian ideal Right to the City, this 

emergence had direct influence on Brazil’s democratic urban reform movement. These 

reforms emerged from social movements that had taken shape in the 1970s, and their 

tenets articulated in the 1988 Federal Constitution and the 2001 Statute of the City, which 

defend the social function of public space.62 Brazilian planning strategies today, then, 

cannot be separated from their link to the Lefebvrian ideals as previously discussed in the 

literature review and their incorporation into the Brazilian legal system. Urban reform 

policies and planning processes, however, continue to be intimately embedded in the 

habitual political fluctuations characteristic of Brazilian governance illustrated in figure 

3. As the cases will demonstrate, these fluctuations undermine, and at times oppose, 

progressive and emancipatory ideals of Brazilian city making and provision of 

infrastructural services generally, and as specifically directed to education.63 

 

The Uneven Development of Education in São Paulo 

Brazil’s historical uneven and inequitable tendencies toward the provision of 

education were exacerbated by mid-century mass urbanization. Prior to the 1930s, the 

public system was largely segregated in service of the elite classes. With the onset of the 

Vargas administration in the 1930s, efforts were undertaken to fold the poor into the 

education system in the interest of national development goals. For Vargas, if newly-

arrived rural people “weakened by poverty, poorly-fed, indolent, and lacking in 

initiative,” had access to education, the would be better equipped to guide a newly-

industrializing nation deserving of a seat at the global table.64 The school, he argued, “is 

                                                
62 Fernandes, “Constructing the ‘Right to the City’ in Brazil.” Friendly, “A Right to the City.” 
63 Maricato, “Metropole, legislação, e desigualidade.” Rolnik, “10 anos do Estatuto da Cidade.” 
64 Plank, The Means of Our Salvation: Public Education in Brazil 1930 - 1995, 1. 
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the means of our salvation,” a message so paramount that it was inscribed into the lobby 

of the newly inaugurated Ministry of Education in Rio de Janeiro.65  

Proponents of a parallel educational reform movement, the Escola Nova (The 

New School) decried the maintenance of what many condemned as a privileged system 

that excluded the poor to the advance of the wealthy. For lawyer-turned pedagogue 

Anísio Teixeira and an interdisciplinary cohort alternatively inspired by American 

Pragmatism and European Critical Theory, the role of reform went beyond the 

preparation of the poor for the workforce. Rather, education was to dismantle privilege 

by empowering people to recognize their unique capacities and, in so doing, realize their 

aspirations. In line with Deweyian thinking, the contexts for supporting education were 

neither good nor bad, but simply offered distinct dimensions to the fusion of “home life 

and school life.”66  For Dewey, and other Pragmatists, knowledge emerges from 

experience in particular places, and in anticipation of its application to immediate and 

broader societal problems.67 Given that Brazil’s industrializing economy had significantly 

altered home life, a central tenet of the New School was escola integral – an eight-hour 

school day – to ensure that the school environment served domestic and broader social 

aspirations. 

Vargas’ educational vision was propelled by economic strategies that attempted to 

replace Brazil’s underdevelopment with achievement. Impediments to growth and market 

acceleration were dismantled throughout the 1950s and 60s, and led to the modernization 

of Brazil’s agricultural sector and surge in its industrial sectors. These dynamics infused 

small rural farms with high technologies, pushing rural migrants to concentrated centers 

of industry in São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro.  

                                                
65 Ibid. 
66 Teixeira, Educação No Brasil, 44. 
67 Moore, Pragmatic Sustainability. 
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As the city fabric changed and flows of commerce swept into Brazil’s institutions 

and emergent industrial sectors, the poor struggled and grew disillusioned by their 

exclusion from the realms that had previously held such promise. Faced with no other 

housing option, many began to self-build homes and communities, which led to a 

massive growth of informal settlements throughout the 1970s and 80s. Because the 

majority of incoming migrants were uneducated, and the provision of schools latent, 

human capital levels were low and many were never absorbed into the industrial sector. 

During the 1960s and 70s, several military governments ruled during the Brazilian 

Miracle, when Brazil’s GDP nearly doubled in less than ten years. The Grande Potência 

(Great Power) policies guided a growth regime that focused on creating demand for 

consumer goods. Focus on the increase of middle class purchasing power was buttressed 

by an expansive infrastructure campaign resulting in the country’s large-scale public 

works projects in the energy and transportation sectors. 

Housing was an additional component of the dictatorship’s infrastructure 

investment plans, and was intended to legitimize the State and build upon previous 

policies that attempted to link the poor with the labor market. However, despite the 

rhetoric, these dynamics promulgated uneven processes of development within cities. 

Housing provision was promoted as one means by which unevenness would be 

transcended and the cycle of poverty interrupted, because in theory it creates access to the 

job market. Yet because housing and education were not developed in tandem, housing 

failed to establish key conduits and channels of mobility afforded by education that could 

essentially be reinvested in communities.  

For the poor, simply having a place to live took priority and energy was focused 

on the acquisition of resources to achieve that goal. Further, even as the State provided 

minimal adult education programs, its focus, in contradiction to its stated goals, was 

provision of housing for the middle class. The poor were granted few resources in areas 
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of primary need: housing and education. Figure 4, below, illustrates that despite a rising 

population growth, schools were constructed at a steady rate after the 1960s. By the time  

 

 
Figure 4: Population Growth and School Construction in São Paulo 
 

Brazil emerged from the military dictatorship in the 1980s; fiscal deterioration in the 

form of high inflation, low productivity, and a decrease in real wages stifled the 

production of schools. The patterns below roughly follow eight-year political cycles, 

where increases are followed by sharp dips in productivity. The peak in the mid 1970s 

corresponds to the mayorship of Olávo Setubal, an engineer who was responsible for the 

city’s most concentrated school building efforts in history, including the establishment of 

the OSEM educational programs for low-income communities.68 The downward trend is 

especially apparent in Brazil’s re-democratization period, where an inverse relationship 

between population growth and school construction can be seen as São Paulo’s 

administration alternated between left and conservative mayors throughout the late 

1980s, 90s, and 2000s.  

                                                
68 OSEMs (Youth Social Education Orientation) were the precursors to the CCAs (Centers for Children 
and Adolescents), discussed in Chapters four and five. 
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Since the New School reforms in the 1930s, the known link between investment 

in education and national development influenced many efforts to increase access and 

quality instruction to the urban poor, the primary users of the public system. These efforts 

followed orthodox development theory, which has long held that education reduces 

inequality and results in productive individuals that contribute to broader capital flows, 

attain and apply information, and seek and respond to opportunities.69  This knowledge 

has manifest in a multitude of laws and guidelines established since the 1930s, from the 

1948 Law of Basic Education (LDB) and the dictatorship’s US-Aid-backed national 

education plans of the 1960s and 70s; to the 1996 LDB that recommended progressive 

extension of the school day. As the 2014 National Development Plan (PNE) states, the 

public system’s primary objective is to “structure the guarantee to a right to quality 

education that improves access, the universalization of literacy, and the expansion of 

school participation and educational opportunities.”70   

Despite policies and legislation, and after decades of development, these goals 

have never materialized. This historical unevenness is evidenced by the fact that 

currently, school aged children between the ages of four and seventeen years of age 

spend an average of 3.47 hours in school a day.71 The primary challenge to the 

progressive extension of the school day, then, is that any increase beyond five hours 

limits the extent to which schools can operate in their normal two and three hour shifts. 

Overcoming this contradiction would require, then, a massive expansion of infrastructure 

that includes classroom spaces and schools. In the words of one public school director, 

“we’re not just talking about doubling, but trebling, even quadrupling the system.”  

These deficits have accumulated and are discussed in academic spheres and by 

international agencies that agree that while attendance has improved since the 1990s, the 

                                                
69 Plank, The Means of Our Salvation: Public Education in Brazil 1930 - 1995. Behrman and Schneider, 
“Where Does Brazil Fit? Schooling Investments in an International Perspective.” 
70 “Planejando a Próxima Década: Conhecendo as 20 Metas Do Plano Nacional de Educação,” 9. 
71 Fundação Getúlio Vargas (FGV).  
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distribution of infrastructure and quality remain abysmal.72 In addition to the obvious 

problems associated with a four-hour school day, central to which is that students must 

fend for themselves for the rest of the day, there is an array of problems facing poor 

children who seek an education in São Paulo. First, children have to travel great distances 

to get to school, and once there they face “the favela effect” where teachers maintain a 

mental distance from the surrounding neighborhoods and thus from their students.73 

While initiatives for reducing illiteracy have been relatively successful, matriculation 

rates continue to be low, and performance assessments using the Federal Basic Education 

Assessment System (SABE) remain bleak.74 Quality is poor, and only basic subjects are 

offered from teachers who receive limited training, and very low salaries.75 To earn a 

living wage, many work the second and third shift at other schools, thus reinforcing the 

fragmentation of the broader system. 

On an international scale, the performance of the Brazilian system exhibits levels 

aligned with countries like Ecuador and Honduras, even as its GDP has rivaled developed 

market economies.76 The problem, then, lies not in a lack of resources but a lack of desire 

on the part of public officials to educate Brazil’s poorest citizens. As Plank notes, these 

dynamics reflect the long-standing limitation of Brazil’s public education system, “which 

is not substantive or based on objectives, but distributive, centered around the control of 

resources and (the) extent to which the system should be supplemented by the private 

market.”77  

                                                
72 Bruns, Evans, and Luque, “Achieving World Class Education in Brazil: The Next Agenda.” “Education 
at a Glance: OECD Indicators.” 
73 Torres and de Oliveira, “Primary Education and Spatial Segregation in the Municipality of São Paulo.” 
Paiva and Burgos, A Escola E a Favela. 
74 Alves, “Qualidade Na Educação Fundamental Pública Nas Capitais Brasileiras: Tendências, Contextos E 
Desafios.” 
75 Ibid. 
76 Bruns, Evans, and Luque, “Achieving World Class Education in Brazil: The Next Agenda.” OECD, 
“Education at a Glance." 
77 Plank, The Means of Our Salvation: Public Education in Brazil 1930 - 1995. 
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While calls to privatize education emerged in the 1950s as the industrial class 

demanded options for their children, the formal deference of responsibility for education 

to the private market occurred in parallel to economic restructuring schemes in the 1990s. 

Figure 5, below, illustrates the spatial consequences of a 1990s shift toward market 

deregulation and its impact on education.78 Visible are the three case studies, which I will 

discuss in chapter three, with respect to the broader urban system and the Central 

Business District (CBD) Sé, outlined in white.  

                                                
78 See chapter three for an explanation of how the maps were constructed.  
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Figure 5: Income and Distribution of Schools in São Paulo, 2010 
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The city’s wealthy central southwest area is largely devoid of public schools, as the upper 

classes have largely abandoned the public system. This area encompasses Morumbi and 

the Faria Lima / Berrini corridors, all regions that surged with wealth in the late 1990s. 

Berrini in particular is a concentration of the country’s telecommunications companies 

that formed after Cardoso dismantled State services. In contrast, there are higher 

concentrations of schools correspondent to an inner ring of middle incomes and, as will 

be demonstrated, consolidated settlements like the case of the Heliópolis favela. With the 

exception of the east zone, which has historically high levels of political mobilization, the 

map demonstrates the relationship between low incomes, fewer schools, and greater 

distances from the city center. These dynamics have very generally impacted the other 

two cases, even though they exhibit physical consolidation similar to that of Heliópolis. 

This map corroborates Torres and Oliveira’s 2002 study of poor access to schools in São 

Paulo’s peripheral areas.79  

While it is plainly evident that there are deficits in access to education in São 

Paulo, it remains in question where the deficits are concentrated. The map below shows 

concentrations by district, whereby darker shades indicate higher ratios of school-aged 

children to number of available school spaces and a lower deficit.  Alternatively, lighter 

shades indicate a lower ratio and higher deficit. Figure 6 shows, then, higher deficits 

correspondent to the aforementioned concentration of wealth to the city’s central 

southwest region, and an irregular pattern of districts with lower deficits that roughly 

correspond to the city’s inner ring of middle incomes. 

 

                                                
79 Torres and de Oliveira, “Primary Education and Spatial Segregation in the Municipality of São Paulo.” 
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Figure 6: Access to School Deficit in São Paulo, 2010 
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general public support for greater state investment in public schools, which was already 

far behind meeting the educational demand impacted by rapid population growth.  

From these dynamics emerged a substructure of third sector educational 

opportunities that supplement the public system. In São Paulo, a central spine of this 

structure consists of the Secretariat for Social Assistance’s support for Centers for 

Children and Adolescents (CCAs), which provide after school programs that serve 

children during the morning or afternoon when they are not in school, and two funds, 

financed by corporate and income tax, that support cultural programs.80 Very generally, 

community organizations and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) propose 

projects to ProAc or the Municipal Fund for Children and Adolescents, which, upon 

approval, are then open to donor funding. Because donation to the fund is linked to 

significant tax breaks, many corporations actively seek out community organizations to 

begin the cycle of a troca de favores (an exchange of favors). In the experience of the 

community organizations engaged for this study, it is very common for companies to 

receive the tax break and then default on payment. 

As figure 7 below demonstrates, the concentrations of CCAs throughout São 

Paulo’s districts are uneven.  On one hand, higher concentrations of CCAs in São Paulo’s 

east zone may correspond to a larger number of schools as shown in the previous maps.  

                                                
80 ProAc is a cultural program financed by income tax; while São Paulo’s Municipal Fund for Children and 
Adolescents relies on corporate tax.  
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Figure 7: Distribution of Centers for Children and Adolescents in São Paulo (CCAs), 
2010 
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This pattern might suggest a legacy of gradual educational attainment in this region that 

has better equipped communities to receive CCAs. However, that the west zone exhibits 

lower educational deficits but has fewer CCAs suggests the presence of political 

organizations, historically concentrated in the east and southern areas, may have 

contributed to higher instances of CCAs in these regions.  

The most recent governmental response to the four-hour school day was the 2007 

Mais Educação (More Education) program. Mais Educação has incentivized schools to 

also offer “after-school” activities. As a 2009 study showed, the majority of these 

programs offer sports and occasional “school reinforcement.”81 This palliative measure 

and its outcomes highlight the entrenched resistance to embracing an eight-hour school 

day. 

Given this unevenness, one might wonder why East Asian countries such as Japan 

and Korea, with similar dynamics as Brazil’s, have done vastly better in terms of 

education. For example, in the 1950s, Latin America was far more important in terms of 

per capita income and scope of manufacturing sector than the undeveloped region of East 

Asia. This broad economic duality has not only been entirely reversed since that time, but 

also widened as East Asia pulled ahead of the United States’ income level and Latin 

America fell far behind it.82  

Two hypotheses explain why this inversion occurred. First, East Asian countries 

invested heavily in education in the 1980s, just as Brazil fell into the depths of an 

economic crisis. These investments were enabled by highly disciplined industrialization 

schemes, in contrast to Brazil’s, which have historically relied on external capital. 

Second, some suggest that East Asian countries are less divided by race and ethnicity; 

hence their education project was a national push to bring all to a common level.83 While 

                                                
81 “Educação Integral/educação Integrada E(m) Tempo Integral: Concepções E Práticas Na Educação 
Brasileira.” 
82 Elson, Globalization and Development: Why East Asia Surged Ahead and Latin America Fell Behind. 
83 Ibid. 
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this seeming lack of difference was due in part to hegemonic nation-building regimes, 

there was little question as to who was a proper citizen.84 As James Holston’s work so 

clearly demonstrates, Brazil has not yet decided if lower classes and Brazilians of African 

descent are yet worthy of full citizenship.85 There are, then, significant economic, racial, 

and ethnic differences that explain why Latin American countries in general, and Brazil 

in particular, has fallen so far behind a global education curve.  

Holston joins several recent scholars who focus on what people in informal 

settlements do to combat uneven development, and how coping mechanisms are related 

to citizenship building.86 With theoretical strains in both Lefebvre and Harvey, insurgent 

planning theorists consider the contentious relationship between the ongoing planning 

efforts in informal settlements and State-led development projects. Holston emphasizes 

informal settlements as sites of insurgent planning activity that destabilize Brazil’s 

“strange” citizenship whereby the State “distributes different treatment to different kinds 

of citizens…a gradation of rights.”87 Because they are not recognized as full citizens, 

those in informal settlements must engage practices that “escape a classically narrow 

understanding of the political” to realize democracy.88 

Yet as Bayat suggests, it is common to conflate coping and resistance, imagining 

that to be marginalized is to be politicized.89 Bayat’s concept of quiet encroachment 

describes apolitical coping strategies necessary to get by in informal settlements, the 

“non-collective, but prolonged, direct action by individuals and families to acquire the 

basic necessities of life … in a quiet and unassuming, yet illegal fashion.”90 From this 

perspective, actions undertaken to improve conditions do not directly confront elite 

                                                
84 Tilly, Coercion, Capital, and European States. 
85 Holston, Cities and Citizenship. 
86 Holston, “Spaces of Insurgent Citizenship.” 
87 Holston, Insurgent Citizenship, 7. 
88 Ibid., 310. 
89 Bayat,   “From Dangerous Classes to Quiet Rebels: Politics of the Urban Subaltern in the Global South.” 
90 Bayat, “Globalization and Politics of the Informals in the Global South,” 81. 
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power structures nor involve the motivation to transform them, as do those described by 

Holston. 

Unevenness between informal settlements leads to differences in how 

communities fare with respect to large development projects. For Miraftab, development 

works through invited spaces, which are sanctioned by the State for controlled 

participatory processes; and invented spaces created by citizens who “invent new spaces 

or re-appropriate old ones where they can invoke their citizenship rights to further 

counter-hegemonic interests.”91 Invited spaces seem participatory, yet often involve little 

more than the one-way transmission of information about projects from planners to 

residents of informal settlements. Invited spaces, on the other hand, emerge from the 

assumption that informal settlements are homogenous: “…planners and other agents of 

intervention continue to make assumptions about the values, beliefs, or rationalities of 

those for (or with) whom they plan, which frequently does not hold.”92 Reciprocally, 

while invented spaces hold the potential to change these dynamics, they are often 

disconnected from modes of operation capable of meaningfully tipping broader power 

balances.  

The solution, Watson holds, is not a matter of better thinking or better practice, 

but situated practices through which to better merge normative goals and contextual 

contingency.93  This merger is widely claimed by scholars that advocate for a pragmatic 

turn in planning thought and practice, yet was first considered in the context of Latin 

America in the 1960s.94 It is to the topic of self-building and its institutional corollary, 

self-help housing, that the next section turns.   
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2.2 SELF-BUILDING 

 

The barraco (self-built house) is the origin of the favela problem.95 

 

As a dimension of uneven development, self-building is an incremental and non-

neutral city making process undertaken by a social network of actors with lineage in 

community, state, and private realms that produces outcomes indicative of the social 

network’s values, struggle, and differences. Self-building’s most recognizable, but not 

only, outcome is housing and informal settlements of various types. This section traces 

attitudes and critiques regarding interpretations and policies of self-building beyond its 

use to construct singular housing units. First, I examine critiques of state-led rational 

development of informal settlements and emphasize how these critiques altered 

conceptions of informal settlements and led to the institutionalization of self-building as a 

development policy. Second, I discuss criticism of institutionalization and its impacts. 

Third, I assess the unique position of self-building practices with Brazil’s Urban Reform 

Movement and autogestão. Finally, I explore moderate arguments that have begun to 

shift focus toward novel outcomes of self-building’s evolutionary trajectory.96  

 

Critiques of Rational Planning: Changing Conceptions of Self-Building  

Inherently contradictory, self-building has been alternatively framed as (1) way of 

life that occupies gaps in time and space left behind by uneven development; (2) an 

“urban growth process that emerges, in part, beyond institutional control,”97 (3) a 

mechanism that “exploits workers by reducing their cost of labor,”98 and creates isolated 
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“experiments” that cannot be scaled up within the capitalist mode of production;99 just as 

it (4) creates urban space based on use, rather than exchange, value;100 (5) an 

emancipatory and intentional process through which the poor are “de-alienized” and 

empowered to define new forms of production;101 and (6) a “way of satisfying and 

controlling the necessary essential” of housing.102 Self-building involves social learning 

processes related to mobilizing and staking claim to land and home building as well as 

community development practices that involve negotiating with local government for 

tenure, resources, and infrastructure such as electricity, water and wastewater removal 

systems.103 These diverse definitions and characteristics have led to decades of debates 

about the role of self-building in shaping physical space, directing urban policy, and 

catalyzing novel realms of political mobilization and action.    

Considered both undesirable and antithetical to urban development by state-led 

rational planning regimes, self-built informal settlements were targeted in the 1950s and 

60s for demolition, and residents resettled to peripheral housing projects. Subsequent 

critique of these removal policies led to a paradigm shift in institutional perception of 

how informal settlements and self-building practices.104 Led by the work of John Turner, 

scholars critical of rational planning claimed that the difference between “the oppressive 

house” and “supportive shack” owed to self-building’s capacity to efficiently generate 

flexible, higher quality outcomes at lower costs while catalyzing an emancipatory process 

that involved residents in the design and construction of their own dwellings. Turner 

referenced Peru, with the claim that the government had managed to build 5,476 houses 
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between 1949 – 1956, while during the same time “no less than 50,000 families” solved 

their housing problems.105 Rather than waiting for housing to be given – something that 

may or may not materialize – Turner emphasized that self-building strength lies in the 

extent to which it places housing agency in the hands of people.106  

Others recognized the benefits of self-building, albeit more critically, and the 

extent to which large-scale housing estates displaced people from participation in their 

own communities. In the late 1960s, Lisa Peattie studied the Ciudad Guyana project in 

Venezuela, and highlighted the vast lacunae between the “platonic city” designed by 

planners, and the “Aristotelian city” built in reality.107 From São Paulo, Lemos and 

Sampaio undertook a pioneering survey of self-building in São Paulo and admonished the 

project architects who didn’t “take into consideration user needs when designing for the 

poor.”108  

Erminia Maricato’s 1976 study suggested that self-building was “an architecture 

of the possible” because it was not confined to housing, but extended to include the 

construction of “churches, community centers, and schools.”109 Within the fervor of 

building on weekends and holidays, residents organized to “build sidewalks and make 

improvements to streets, access ways, bridges, and streams.” The circulation of ideas and 

practices cultivated a “practice of learning through which people realized that housing 

meant much more than a simple shelter.”110 As Maricato noted in 1976, these are the 

dynamics that make an “urban fabric that is handmade by people because they use their 

leisure time to build the city.”111  
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These pioneering studies made the case that self-built, incremental housing was 

better positioned to adapt to diverse physical contexts as well as the changing social 

circumstances of families and community associations. Self-building allowed for the use 

of technical systems that increased efficiency, the collective purchase of material, and 

“other advantages that would make a house worth its social value.”112 More importantly, 

self-building provided skill development and contact with local government, 

opportunities that were non-existent in ready-made housing solutions.113 Through this 

exchange, people practiced the collective construction of citizenship.114 These 

characteristics confronted the centralized logic of “instant development” that entrenched 

class hierarchies with equitable “progressive development” that stimulated the 

accumulation of social capital.115 As some attested, the benefits of self-building involve 

participatory values, while housing produced by States actively excluded families from 

contributing to the production of their own homes.116  

Studies of self-building were part of a broader effort to dismantle the 

developmentalist myths of a dual-society, which held that informal settlements and their 

residents were poor because they existed on the fringes of society and beyond the 

activities of capitalist activity. These ideas not only swayed public policy and 

development strategies toward housing solutions that failed to meet the needs of the 

urban poor, but also rationalized massive displacement regimes.117 Perlman asserted that 

marginality was a myth that was actively constructed by the elite classes to maintain the 

poor in a static position. The problem, then, was not the isolation of the poor, but their 
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capture by an exploitative political economic structure.118 In Rio’s favelas, Leeds 

highlighted that non-monetary resources invested in the community not only improved 

internal conditions, but led to economic gain for the broader urban structure that was not 

reciprocated.119 As is now known from Perlman’s follow-up study Favela, large-scale 

rational housing estates did very little to improve the lives of the poor – even while the 

lives the poor lived benefitted cities.120 In parallel, Brazilian scholars laid fundamental 

foundations to a critical body of literature within Brazil. These critical studies indicated a 

general agreement among scholars in sociology, anthropology, and urban studies that the 

negative associations assigned to informal settlements were not only deeply unjust, but 

failed to account for how residents, when given a stake in building the city, would invest 

in the long-term improvement of themselves and the community.121  

 

Institutionalization of Self-Building and Resulting Critiques 

The work of Turner and likeminded scholars altered incited a paradigm shift in 

policy, planning, and development away from removal and toward incremental, “self-

help” approaches.122 Emphasis on incremental housing led to the institutionalization of 

self-building by states and international organizations as a means to equitably 

accommodate basic needs, achieve growth, and alleviate poverty. Linn’s 1983 World 

Bank publication, in particular, argued that to combat decades of uneven development, 

governments should reallocate resources from building for the poor toward policies and 
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activities that facilitated working with the poor to improve their own households, 

infrastructure, and communities. 123  

“Self-help” policies relied on three adaptable strategies that established an 

infrastructural approach to housing upon which subsequent phases were constructed. The 

first, known as the Sites and Services program, involved the government provision of 

land with basic utility hook ups on which people would build their own homes over time. 

The extension of this scheme, the Wet Core, involved the expert construction of a 

systems core, onto which residents would graft domestic spaces. The third strategy, 

Urbanization or slum upgrading is a hybrid approach that involves tenure, community 

improvements, employment, basic infrastructure, housing, and, in later projects, 

environmental management. These hybridizations served to re-packaged self-building 

with foreign aid, and were sold back to developing countries by the World Bank as a new 

product.  

The promotion of self-building and servicing policies as a social welfare model 

precipitated conflicting consequences and highlighted several challenges. The first led to 

the recognition that informal settlements were a part of the urban realm. This required 

planners, and architects to learn how to build within informal settlements, a feat for 

which few were trained to engage.  The second, while self-help as a technical response 

supported upgrading, high land costs and opaque local processes led to inconsistency in 

outcomes and failure to generate investment returns. The third, and paradoxical, outcome 

of self-help’s institutionalization ensured continued peripheral expansion and segregation 

of the poor. 

Self-help drew sharp critiques led by Rod Burgess and, in Brazil, Francisco 

Oliveira.124 Policies supportive of self-building were critiqued on the grounds that they 
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lacked clear standards, consistency, and assessment criteria. Burgess decried self-help 

housing – in any form – as a conduit through which to legitimize capitalist exploitation of 

the urban poor and cheapen labor.125 Balking at the idea that self-building was somehow 

beyond the reach of capitalism, Burgess claimed that Turner’s advocacy of self-building 

conflated a freedom to build with an obligation to do so, and promoted an urbanization 

too limited in scale to enact broader structural change.126   

Moderate scholars recognize these critiques; yet envision the role of self-help as 

one that facilitates community agency over the form and implementation of infrastructure 

networks.127 As Harvey suggested, and Lefebvre envisioned, citizen acquisition of self-

development strategies and tools counteract unevenness and plight. Equipped with the 

experience of self-help over time, scholars and practitioners argue that incremental 

approaches linked to the private market can permit communities to direct densification, 

resist displacement, and ultimately refine participation in planning processes.128  

Ward has long emphasized the paradox of Western nations’ export of self-help 

policies to the developing world, yet impermeability to the re-uptake of their 

implementation.129 As a result, little is known about the evolutionary trajectory of self-

help, the extent to which implementation has generated new needs and expectations in 

particular communities, and the currency of outcomes for contemporary development. As 

Ward et. al argue, “fourth generation housing policies” must focus on areas that have 

undergone successive waves of incremental, self-help development, yet still experience 

issues such as drug use, crime, and limited access to the amenities residents in central 
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locations enjoy.130 Shifting away from the notion of universal best practices, Ward 

emphasizes the value of holistic policies lies in the potential to engage the multiple scales 

of change that occur simultaneously in consolidated communities. These include the 

micro, household scale; the meso scale in the immediate vicinity of the household 

(sidewalks, street vending); and the macro community scale, including schools, plazas, 

and markets.131 Central to the argument is that the states of exception, whereby normal 

codes and standards are relaxed, permit people already living beyond them to comply.132  

Broadly conceived, this contemporary approach to self-help highlights the need for policy 

recognition of spaces and uses in informal settlements that do not fit neatly within 

conventional “housing” categories. Educational infrastructure is one such innovative 

aberration that requires radical policy reconsideration.  

Moderate proposals that have learned from self-help offer concrete solutions to 

the myriad of calls for deep-rooted, community-based approaches to development. While 

many advocate that we “trust the poor in understanding their own situation,” there have 

been few practical proposals that cross disciplinary divides and apply creative thinking to 

so-called “wicked problems” of the Global South.133 To return to the concern of insurgent 

planners, moderate scholarship within public policy shifts focus from theory and toward 

what, exactly, invited spaces might look like.  This shift ensures the practical support of 

self-building that contributes to urban livability, and rectification of sub-standard levels 

of access and living conditions for the city’s most vulnerable.134 

Out of the self-help debate, however, remains a general gap between theory and 

practice; and, within practice, divergence between those who advocate for community-
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based, incremental change; and large-scale, transformative change. Central this debate is 

knowledge, and who it is that ultimately determines planning decisions and development 

outcomes. It is to the role of situated knowledge within this debate that the next section 

turns.  

 

2.3 SITUATED KNOWLEDGE 

 

What money does in the exchange orders of capitalism, reductionism does in the 
powerful mental orders of global sciences.135 

Education cannot be reduced to technology, but it cannot be done without it.136 

 

Self-building’s transition as a distinguishing feature of poverty to a development 

policy promoted by international organizations bifurcated knowledge about self-building 

into local and scientific domains. This divide presupposed the notion that local 

knowledge is subjective and emotionally derived, while scientific knowledge was 

objective and rational.137 Such an understanding colored local knowledge as less 

sophisticated, and consciously conceptualized knowledge production and exchange as 

inherently uneven.  

Constructivist assessments of this bifurcation consider these distinctions 

unproductive and challenge the characterization of scientific or expert knowledge as 

neutral with respect to method and context.138 In this manner, constructivists define all 

knowledge as situated, whereby knowledge is both constructed and context-dependent, 
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and simultaneously local and global.139 Building on this position, in this section I first 

examine the foundations of situated knowledge within Pragmatism, Feminist Studies, and 

Planning Theory. Second, I outline how conceptions of local knowledge have influenced 

attitudes toward informal settlements. Third, I compare Freire and Dewey’s positions 

regarding knowledge, education, and technology. Last, I introduce how an interlocutor or 

mediator can facilitate the integration of various knowledges in the planning process. 

 

Pragmatism and Contextual Knowledge 

The notion that learning is rooted in context draws from John Stuart Mill (1806 – 

1973), who understood education as a pathway through which to participate in local 

governance. Mill was interested in how people learn democracy, and argued that people 

did not understand civic practices from ideology, but through everyday acts of being that 

cultivate a relationship – not just rhetorical adoption – with democracy.  As Mill notes, ‘ 

 

We do not learn to read or write, to ride or swim, by merely being told how to do 
it, but by doing it, so it is only by practicing popular government on a limited 
scale that people will ever learn how to exercise it on a larger one.140  

 

Influenced by the evolutionary theories of Darwin,141 John Dewey shared this 

thrust of thinking, yet extended Mill’s narrow focus on individual development to 

encompass democracy’s collective nature, which “is not an alternative to other principles 

of associated life. It is the idea of community life itself.”142 For Dewey, everyday routines 

and interactions of community life connect knowledge to its application. Through 
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interaction, people form collective ethics and hone decision-making capabilities whereby 

“the inner process as determined by the outer conditions or as changing these outer 

conditions, and the outward behavior or institution as determined by the inner purpose, or 

as affecting the inner life.143 When this process occurs among a community of learners, it 

links practical activities to forms of collective knowledge that have a direct bearing on 

conditions of the immediate context. While some argue that this link constitutes a divide 

between informal, experiential knowledge, and knowledge acquired through formal 

educational processes, Moore argues that it is immaterial to focus on if knowledge 

production is “formal” or “informal.” Rather, it is the potential of ‘experimental thinking’ 

between people that holds the potential for collective action to deeply challenge forms of 

accepted protocol and, most critically, solve commonly-identified problems.144  

 

Local Knowledge and Situated Perspectives 

Over time, local knowledge has come to refer to the practices, values, and beliefs 

through which people understand the world around them.145 By engaging particular 

places, people observe and act within a locale, which equips them to evaluate reality and 

reason abductively about the future. It is often assumed that this engagement arises 

because locals lack contact with elevated scientific activities of broader knowledge 

structures. Because local knowledge and its technologies are assumed to be vastly 

distinct, and its holders relatively powerless, it has been historically associated with 

latency, backwardness, and an inability to thrive within normalized, international 

development systems.146  
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The intersection of “local” knowledge with development has caused many to 

question the utility of a concept that ultimately legitimizes scientific knowledge and 

nations with advanced economies.147 While anthropological accounts of so-called local 

knowledge reveal previously unknown practices, they also further entrench the notion 

that some forms of knowledge cannot be assimilated with others. The division between 

scientific and “local” knowledge is problematic, then, not because it identifies knowledge 

as being place-based, but because it operates as a hegemonic force to entrain 

marginalized populations into development through their production of knowledge.148  

A focus on how contexts shape knowledge highlights the fact that science is 

perpetually shaped by discrete political economic contexts.”149 The goal of objectivity 

has generated a “perverse capacity…tied to militarism, capitalism, colonialism, and male 

supremacy – to distance the knowing subject from everybody and everything.”150 

Challenging the utility of objectivity, yet in the interest of making claims to know a 

phenomena intimately, Haraway proposes the benefit of partial perspectives that 

encompass “locatable, critical knowledges sustaining the possibility of webs of 

connections called solidarity in politics and shared conversations in epistemology.”151 

The goal, then, is not to see everything infinitely, but to see something close enough to 

take responsibility for its content. Such a proposition involves not distance, but is about 

“limited location and situated knowledge, not about transcendence and splitting of subject 

and object. It allows us to become answerable for what we learn how to see.”152  

James Holston also calls for situated perspectives, highlighting the 

epistemological divide between ideologies about informal settlements and the reality of 
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life within them.153 Holston advocates for an ethnography of the present that searches for 

“possible sources for the development of new kinds of practices and narratives about 

belonging to and participating in society.”154 For Holston, such close-up views challenge 

planning practice to include “the conflict, ambiguity, and indeterminacy characteristic of 

actual social life.”155 In critiquing broader knowledge structures, Haraway and Holston 

agree that the answer is not a departure from an overarching vision, but that “Science had 

been visionary from the start – that is one reason ‘we’ need it.”156 Instead, emphasis rests 

on how knowledge is produced so as to “read the social against the grain of its typical 

formations. The typical are the obvious, assumed, normative, and routine…the hardest to 

detect.”157 These perspectives are useful because they depart from divisions between 

local and scientific knowledge, and understand knowledge as socially constructed 

through networks of “situated and interrelated knowledges and practices, all of which are 

simultaneously local and global.”158  

 

Knowledge and Technology 

While Dewey’s early writings expressed concern for the disconnection between 

people and production processes brought on by the industrial revolution, he eventually 

advocated that schools serve as platforms for technological innovations that “rearrange 

existing alliances, tip balances of power, render some forms of community life obsolete, 

and encourage the development of others.”159 For Dewey, technology was a tool through 

which to transform immediate scales of action as well as broader political dynamics.160 
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Freire agreed with this understanding, yet, from the Brazilian context, condemned 

the extent to which only Western institutions and elites controlled technological modes of 

production. In order to direct education around the contexts of everyday life, Brazilian 

pedagogue Paulo Freire held that “the starting point for organizing the program content 

of education or political action must be the present, existential, concrete situation, 

reflecting the aspirations of the people.”161 A pioneer in community-based educational 

movements, Freire championed the concept of dialogue to advance a practical, radical 

struggle for social transformation.162 For Freire, dialogue facilitates the dismantling of 

dominant perspectives of knowledge about marginalized populations with practices that 

advance the production of knowledge by marginalized populations.163 To these ends, 

Freire created contexts through which people were empowered to build their own, 

locally-rooted pedagogies.164  

Freire’s pedagogical perspective was shaped by a sequence of events related to 

the industrialization of the agricultural sector.  He witnessed firsthand the cultural 

impacts that arose from the perception of rural lands and peripheral countries as a 

standing reserve.165 Freire’s rural education movement engaged those most adversely 

affected by development: people whose livelihoods had been dissolved in a matter of 

years by large agriculture, the same people he later encountered in the city, faltering 

because industry failed to absorb them.  

Given the ongoing turmoil that resulted from these dynamics, Freire’s 

understanding of technology as a tool is deeply-rooted in a context that has been 

conventionally perceived to be devoid of tools and the human capacity to invent them. 

Therefore, Freire shared Dewey’s belief that knowledge is continually constructed 
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through interaction in the world, emergent through “invention and reinvention, through 

the restless, impatient, continuing, hopeful inquiry human beings pursue in the world, 

with the world, and with each other.”166 He recognized, however, the limits of this 

construction within a deeply inequitable context.  

Both Dewey and Freire eschewed traditional educational systems, and advocated 

for education that stemmed from the concrete problems that people collectively identify, 

and seek to change, as they relate to the world.167 In addition, both were interested in the 

potential of technology for transforming how students perceived their own knowledge 

and therefore capacity to act in the world. Freire’s commitment to action distinguishes his 

position within a broader continuum of critiques about the production of knowledge in 

developing world regions and marginalized communities.168 Therefore, even as Freire 

critiqued hegemonic knowledge structures, he also sought to develop concrete ways to 

dismantle them.169  

For example, Freire considered how education “could increase and improve our 

knowledge of science and technology and also meet the social needs of people.”170 After 

being appointed Secretary of Education for the City of São Paulo in 1989, Freire 

established a Central Laboratory for Educational Informatics, a project that infused public 

schools with televisions, video cassette players, slide projectors, and computers as a way 

“to overcome the underdevelopment Brazil faces in relation to the First World.”171 Since 

the 1990s, this program has de-centralized and taken the form of Telecentros, which are 

computing centers in informal settlements. Once under the purview of the Department of 

Social Services, this network of spaces was released to the private market in the early 
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2000s and, just as quickly, was absorbed by community associations and their local 

educational infrastructure. While from different contexts and philosophical roots, Freire 

and Dewey saw the role of technology as a demand for “a shorter distance between the 

knowledge of the rich and that of the poor,” and a tool through which people are 

empowered to see themselves and their capacity to act differently in the world.172   

Simone’s concept of an interlocutor is helpful for bridging conventional 

knowledge binaries by opening “up the possibility of some alternative kind of 

communication that itself may generate new ways of working.”173 The interlocutor is not 

an expert in the way that most would conceive of someone with an omnipresent 

knowledge of, for example, development in informal settlements – as some planners 

claim to possess. Rather, the interlocutor mediates diverse public narratives related to 

doing business or achieving shelter in particular places, a “hybridized entity of local 

residents, whose combined actions and features are able to get the bulk of participants in 

the market to see all that transpires according to a basically shared, if flexibly drawn, 

point of view” or “emergency democracy.”174 In this sense, Simone’s interlocutor is 

similar to Dewey’s democratic expert, whose role it is to merge different kinds of 

competence into social knowledge, the goal of which is to equip citizens to more robustly 

participate in public decision making processes. Focus is not on overhauling an 

overarching structure; rather, it is the identification of individuals that best facilitate the 

construction of useful knowledge among citizens in order to get things done.  

Planning approaches within Brazil have categorized knowledge about self-

building into scientific and local domains. This not only bifurcates domains of learning 

and action, but reflects a kind of consciously constructed unevenness. As constructivist 

scholars from Pragmatism, Feminist Studies, and Planning Theory have discussed, this 
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bifurcation fails to acknowledge that all knowledge is situated and produced in a social 

process that leads to technical choice and political action. What the studies lack, however, 

is a meso-level articulation of how situated knowledge might bridge the scientific/ local 

divide.  

 

2.4 INFRASTRUCTURE 

 

In the beginning, our luta (struggle) wasn’t for housing, but for infrastructure. We 
were already on the land. Infrastructure was a logical gap around which to 
mobilize.175 

So, we didn’t have infrastructure…water, sewer, light, pavement… in those days. 
People that don’t have it, don’t exist, you see?176 

 

Infrastructure is commonly understood as essential to the improvement of 

informal settlements and a key metric through which an area is understood as 

developed.177 Defined as a socio-technical system that supports local practices within a 

broader network’s standards, infrastructure occurs as much temporally as it does 

spatially.178 In this section, I first examine conventional conceptions of infrastructure as a 

centralized, capital-intensive system, and gauge how these understandings, as applied to 

the global south, attempt to situate infrastructure as an underlying substrate or network 

that facilitates or mediates social needs. As a challenge to these conceptions, I then 

discuss scholarship in Urban Political Ecology (UPE), Science and Technology Studies 

(STS), Large Technical Systems (LTS), and ethnographic studies in Information Science 
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in order to address infrastructure’s social construction, momentum, obduracy, and 

relational characteristics. 

 

Definitions of Infrastructure and Applications to the Global South 

Definitions and conceptions of infrastructure, as tied to distinct disciplines, are 

varied and expansive. Adopted from late-nineteenth century French infrastructure, which 

described the associated engineering structures of the railroad system, the word referred 

to both a sub-base (Latin, infra) and the process of building (Latin, structure).179 

Contemporary usage broadly defines infrastructure as an interconnected 

technological system shaped by its social and physical context.180 Several U.S. 

governmental agencies define infrastructure as a pervasive substructure, network, or 

underlying foundation that provides goods and services on which the growth and security 

of communities, cities, and states depend; or the physical assets and operating procedures 

required to mediate between social and biophysical processes.181  

Scholars describe infrastructure as a socio-technical system necessary for 

sustaining human well-being and interaction. Yet unlike a number of State institutions or 

agencies, scholars emphasize the role of context in shaping its flexibility and obduracy, 

visibility, accessibility, and connectivity.182  These characteristics define infrastructure 

according to how social values and technical decisions influence the system’s 

implementation, function, and management. 
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In the context of the global south, infrastructure was conceived and constructed in 

accord with post-war modernization efforts, whereby design and operational benchmarks 

were imported from standards set by international experts.183  Infrastructure projects, 

then, were thought to catalyze “big push” and “takeoff” phases that aligned with 

modernization theories like Rostow’s Stages of Growth.184 As Van Blitzen recalls 

Hirschman’s idea of the hiding hand, large infrastructure projects were often blindly 

adopted because they were considered “a straightforward application of a well-known 

technology which was used successfully elsewhere.”185 These dynamics led to what 

Hommels refers to as persistent traditions, whereby large-scale projects are undertaken in 

rote repetition without regard for their long-term outcomes. 186 

Maricato argues that countries in the Global South that bought ready-made, yet 

“out of place,” ideas about infrastructure compromised the extent to which infrastructure 

could be designed from the perspective of local contexts.187 The impermeability of 

infrastructure came to be an accepted characteristic, “a veritable black box only 

intelligible to professional experts and therefore beyond critical scrutiny.”188 Maricato 

argues that the oversight of informal settlements by urban planning processes – shaped by 

external ideologies – limits the ability of planners to know the true dimensions, 

characteristics, and growth of Brazilian cities.  She cites the extent to which this problem 

is exacerbated by the appropriation of foreign ideas that frame infrastructure as a conduit 

through which to “transform the ‘non-city’ into the ‘city.’”189  To counter this, Maricato 

suggests – as do more recent scholars Parnell, Pieterse, and Watson – that the 
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development of new planning approaches incorporate self-built, neighborhood-scale 

infrastructures and their associated issues of social solidarity and cohesion.190  

In parallel to Maricato, Meehan, in her study of water infrastructure in Tijuana, 

Mexico, suggests that self-built infrastructures in informal settlements imbue residents 

with “tool power,” whereby their mobilization of technologies generate equitable 

alternatives to uneven development and exert a modicum of control over development 

processes.191 From this perspective, local practices are neither degraded forms of expert 

infrastructure nor cultural novelties, but a means by which communities resist State 

strategies that attempt to control people through socio-technical means.192 As I argue, 

educational infrastructure in Brazil’s informal settlements is an explicit example of this 

power reversal.  

 

Critical Perspectives of Infrastructure 

Critical perspectives of infrastructure examine the socio-technical context in 

which technological systems or networks are constructed. Drawing from various 

disciplines – including Urban Political Ecology, Science and Technology Studies, and 

ethnographies of Information Science – these approaches map the complex and often 

convoluted relationships between actors, artifacts, and environments that contribute to an 

infrastructure’s implementation and evolution. These studies recognize infrastructure’s 

dual capacity to connect even as it disrupts, fragments, or isolates.193 As such, these 

perspectives assess how infrastructure influences urbanization, becomes more obdurate 

over time, and contributes to uneven development, yet remains malleable to being remade 

as people transform technologies to meet their needs.  
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Urban Political Ecology (UPE) analyzes infrastructure’s unevenness, reflecting 

Harvey’s declaration that “space must be understood as dynamic and in motion, an active 

moment (rather than a passive frame) in the constitution of physical, ecological, social, 

and political – economic life.”194 Through a socio-ecological lens, infrastructure is 

considered as a technological network that connects the city both within and to broader 

urban or ecological environments.195 With a focus on how infrastructure transforms 

resources into commodities that sustain development, UPE examines the political 

relationships that “script” this transformation.196 For the purposes of this study, UPE 

scholars tend to stress the inherent social stratification tied to infrastructure provision, 

and note that infrastructure’s embedded, and largely invisible, nature contributes to 

exclusive systems that limit or prevent communities access to resources.197  

Similar to UPE’s inquiry into infrastructure’s power dynamics, Science and 

Technology Studies (STS) examines technologies relative to how people choose one 

technology over another. Arguing that science and technology are “social practices 

geared to the establishment of varied kinds of structure and authority,” STS scholars 

eschew deterministic viewpoints and dissect how technological artifacts arise from the 

“work of social networks of actors, (whereby) the values and interests of those actors are 

seen as having a fundamental determining role in the development of technological 

knowledge.”198  

STS has evolved around three primary intellectual threads: the Social 

Construction of Technology (SCOT); Large Technical Systems (LTS); and Actor 
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Network Theory. 199 ANT and its relevance to this research will be covered in Chapter 3: 

Research Methods. For this reason, only SCOT and LTS will be discussed in detail, with 

overlaps between ANT noted as required. Each framework understands the world as a 

“seamless web” of social and technical phenomena whose boundaries are in constant 

construction.200 Although different in their approaches, each agree that technological 

change is socially contingent, whereby technologies arise from conflict, influence 

strategies to shape or limit change, and that the consequences of those strategies are 

emergent phenomena.201 These assumptions recognize that deconstructing a technology – 

be it knowledge, practice, or artifact – is inherently complex, and must account for how 

agency between actors and non-actors is immanently situated.202  

The distinctions between SCOT, LTS, and ANT reflect a difference in theoretical 

emphasis. SCOT understands agency as catalyzed by people’s relationship to particular 

artifacts and argues that technologies are “built in a process of social construction and 

negotiation, a process often seen as driven by the social interests of participants.”203 Led 

by scholars Wiebe Bijker and Trevor Pinch, SCOT’s study of how technologies acquire 

meaning in the “heterogeneity of social interactions” seeks an asymmetrical analysis of 

artifacts and practices.204 This approach evaluates the function of technology relative to 

the perspective of users, and determines the working aspect of a technology or 

infrastructure as linked to its interpretation and acceptance by social groups.205 ANT 

scholars analyze under what conditions heterogeneous groupings of actants – be they 
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human actors, artifacts, or natural phenomena – shape different forms of agency. 

Challenging structural theories of change, ANT theorists assert “an invisible agency that 

makes no difference, produces no transformation, leaves no trace, and enters no account 

is not an agency.”206 For the purposes of this study, then, SCOT scholars tend to agree 

with feminist theorizing of science studies and understand agency as immanently 

situated.207  

LTS, similar to SCOT and ANT, stresses how technologies emanate from an 

integration of social, technical, political, and economic factors. Derived largely from the 

work of Thomas Hughes, LTS examines the processes of innovation, development, and 

consolidation in which a complex system serves as the “unit of analysis.”208  Hughes 

argues that a technology’s evolution into a large-scale system results from actors that are 

able to think in system terms.209 For Hughes, this understanding ties the technical 

character of technology or infrastructure to its political context, whereby actors design 

“not only the devices but societies within which those devices might be successfully 

located.”210 Expanding on this, Davies suggests that economic factors deserve increased 

consideration for system direction and innovation, given that cost structures of capital- 

intensive systems generate internal pressures that exude influence over technical 

solutions, institutional organization, or regulatory structure.211    

In order to manage large systems, Hughes explicitly recognizes the need for 

people to complete the feedback loop between system performance and user objectives, 

even as he acknowledges that as large systems gain momentum and become more 

embedded, the less likely the systems accommodate local change.212 This process of 
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momentum arises over time from an asymmetrical relationship between technology and 

society, resulting in systems that, as they mature, shape their environment more than they 

are shaped by it. In order to then alter the system via a democratic process suggests, for 

Hughes, the need to address refinements prior to the system acquiring “political, 

economic, and value components.”213 For Geels, however, changing an existing system 

occurs through incremental adjustments derived from feedback that “societal pressure 

groups” mobilize through citizens demanding a voice in decision-making.214 For the 

purposes of this study, then, LTS scholars provide a framework for understanding how to 

analyze phases of infrastructure maturity and emphasize that change occurs 

incrementally.  

 

STS and the City: Artifact and Obduracy, Experiments and Politics of Hope 

Building on the work of Hughes and LTS, as well as Aibar and Bijker’s 

examination of Cerda’s Plan for Barcelona, recent STS studies have analyzed the city as 

a technological artifact composed of infrastructure networks whose size and distribution 

reflect the sociotechnical factors in which the city was developed.215 The studies 

acknowledge the complexity of urban environments and stress that urban change and 

sociotechnical innovation are mutually reinforcing. Hommels, in particular, investigates 

the processes tied to this change, noting that despite their dynamism, cities are in many 

respects incredibly difficult to modify. Referencing the work of John Staudenmaier, 

Hommels outlines “cultural” causes of technology’s rigidity and notes that the dominance 

of a technological definition reduces the development of novel approaches. Hommels’ 

argument emphasizes the extent to which social and technical traditions embed an 
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infrastructure into place and render it fixed, or “obdurate.”216 As a consequence, 

infrastructure installed from previous planning decisions and outmoded logic becomes an 

“obstacle for those who aspire to bring about urban innovation.”217  

Given embedded infrastructure and obsolete systems, how do people remake 

infrastructure in an effort to resist obdurate systems and the unevenness they produce? 

Feenberg asserts that technical change as a process directs the goal of technological 

production beyond critique toward “identifying the contingency of the existing 

technological system, the points at which it can be invested with new values and bent to 

new purposes.218 Bijker and Bijsterveld, in their analysis of Dutch Women’s Advisory 

Committees on Housing, conclude that ordinary citizens affect infrastructure through 

incremental change, often with the assistance of an interlocutor to help direct feedback to 

appropriate actors in the planning process. Analyzing the sociotechnical characteristics of 

urban storm water management practices, Karvonen’s work bridges the disciplines of 

UPE and STS and demonstrates how “context-bound” practices have cultivated 

sustainable approaches to water management in the urban realm.219 Moore applies a 

SCOT framework to a careful unraveling of Curitiba’s widely accepted “green” storyline, 

challenging the notion that it is only in democratic societies that sustainability can 

flourish.220 Rather than democracy building, Moore demonstrates that the miracle of 

Curitiba derives from the largely authoritarian implementation of a series of “good” 

projects.221 Moore’s work illustrates how entrenched political divisions and the 

immobility of Brazil’s profound structural inequalities aggravate Brazilian planning 

processes.222 
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If cities are indeed a set of infrastructures, some emphasize that these 

infrastructures can be reconfigured toward more emancipatory ends.223 The most recent 

medium explored for its potential to generate alternative development strategies and 

advance change is the urban laboratory and experiment.224 Drawing from Guy and 

Coutard’s suggestion that STS is a middle range strategy for balancing between the very 

real crises that afflict urban realms and the cultivation of “politics and practices of hope,” 

these advances adopt a context-dependent, pragmatist approach to urban issues.225 

 

Ethnographies of Infrastructure 

Building infrastructure requires the mediation of multiple groups, designing 

connections between them, and grafting onto an existing system. In this process, the new 

infrastructure must acknowledge the objectives, standards, and practices of various 

people, even as it accounts for how these concerns will evolve over time.226 These 

dependent qualities of building infrastructure, according to Neumann and Star, reveal 

inherent paradoxes, whereby “good working infrastructure is transparent to use, yet good 

participatory design makes the problematics of use visible.”227 

As Star and Ruhleder outline, common conceptions portray infrastructure “as a 

substrate upon which something else ‘runs’ or ‘operates.’”228 Such an image becomes 

complicated when one investigates large technical systems in the making, or has to 
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examine the situations of those not served by a particular infrastructure.229 To challenge 

this metaphor, they define infrastructure as a relational concept that gains substance and 

“dimension” according to organized practices. 230 Star and Ruhleder further argue that 

infrastructure emerges from knowledge tested over time, whereby cultural conventions 

and standards establish a “base” for how infrastructure is embedded or modified 

according to existing social and technical processes. As a result, infrastructure “inherits 

the strengths and limitations” of its specific context, even as its scale, complexity, and 

local interpretation lead to change that is both incremental and amenable to other 

systems.231 

In their study of web-based information systems, Star and Ruhleder determine 

that infrastructure “occurs when local practices” are integrated into “larger-scale 

technologies,” such that the infrastructure can be readily utilized to perform a particular 

task.232 Similar to STS scholars, they argue that meaning assigned to infrastructure by 

different people is “based on their circumstances” whereby “these meanings would be 

inscribed into their judgments about their built environment.”233 In this regard, a user’s 

experience with infrastructure influences their perceptions of the context in which the 

infrastructure is embedded.  

Despite the different meanings that such ethnographies of infrastructure engender 

(and the conflicts that arise from these differences), Star characterizes infrastructure as an 

integral part of human organization. As she notes, it is “part of the balance of action, 

tools, and the built environment, inseparable from them.”234 The everyday uses that 

infrastructure supports are therefore inherently political; it is within planning committees 
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that issues about infrastructure are made “visible, and which decide on which 

infrastructure to maintain and which to change, and where these politics are played 

out.”235 

As a sociotechnical system, infrastructure “both shapes and is shaped by the 

conventions of a community of practice.”236 Embedded into social accords and other 

technologies, infrastructure as both a product and a process is constructed on an existing 

foundation, learned through use, and modified incrementally given that its large scale, 

complexity, and capital intensive nature impart an inherent technological momentum.237 

Given different meanings that arise from different users and social groups, infrastructure 

connects even as it fragments, and enables change even as rigidity or obduracy prevents 

modification. There is a gap in the literature about large technical systems and 

infrastructural networks, which is that no one has yet measured the change induced by 

infrastructure experimentation.238 The self-building of houses and education in informal 

settlements constitutes an experimental infrastructure. Analysis of the change catalyzed 

by these systems will be taken up in Chapters four, five, and six.  

  As this chapter has demonstrated, self-building, knowledge, and infrastructure 

are primary interrelated variables of uneven development. The inequitable distribution of 

housing and educational infrastructure leads to the need for people to self-build to fill 

gaps in the system. This process results in the production of new knowledge and new 

infrastructures. While some have argued that this process could provide a feedback loop 

to planning and development policy, this re-uptake has yet to occur.239  In the next 

chapters, I will fill the gap by providing the empirical data through which to consider 
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how the dynamic relationship between these units of analysis might be mobilized toward 

alternative proposals for planning and development. 
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Chapter Three: Research Design 

 

Ethnographic fieldwork and writing depend on intimate ties and attachments, and 
they entail a good deal of traveling.240 

…one of the difficulties of studying infrastructure is distinguishing different 
levels of reference in one subject matter.241 

         

Informal settlements are often studied in isolation and horizontally, meaning that 

the focus of the researcher’s lens on actors and phenomena within the boundaries of a 

particular site tends to not “look up” to broader structural dynamics. While the benefit of 

this position is depth, it often lacks breadth and, ultimately, the possibility of impacting 

inequitable conditions. Change in informal settlements is much more dynamic, and relies 

on internal synchronization of actors and community groups as much as external 

connection to local government. Over the seven-year period since I began studying the 

first case of this study, and in the four years since I engaged the second two cases, 

community members who had self-built their homes were undertaking incremental 

changes in their communities, engaging district and city-level planning processes, and, in 

some instances, proposing educational projects that filled gaps within the public system 

and engaged actors from the public and private sector. In parallel, the São Paulo 

municipal housing Secretariat (SEHAB) was managing development projects in more 

than 150 informal settlements across the city and contributing to a broader surge of 

change catalyzed by the directorship of an architect – visionary. In some cases these “top-

down” development projects supported change already catalyzed by community efforts, 

and in others resulted in the displacement of a community’s resources and educational 

spaces.242 When the left-leaning Haddad (2012 – current) administration replaced that of 
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conservative Kassab (2006 – 2012), projects in full tilt were suddenly stalled, and many 

were never reinitiated.  

From the perspective of an outsider, it would seem that SEHAB’s planning 

projects initiate development in settlements that are otherwise fairly static or only 

undergoing incremental change relative to household expansion. In reality, many actors 

in informal settlements maintain a constant state of planning to defend their houses and 

neighborhoods against displacement, and provide needed amenities. In cases where 

people are secure in tenure, these actions have expanded beyond the domestic realm and 

have resulted in community improvements. These dynamic relationships emphasize the 

need to study informal settlements from a mobile position and utilize methods that 

evolve. The adoption of an ethnographic approach has allowed the study to evolve as 

change in informal settlements relates to ongoing urbanization processes and specific 

development projects.   

Based on these concerns, my primary research question asks: How do the 

dynamics of self-built housing shape education in informal settlements, and how might 

the self-directed efforts of communities to fill gaps in the educational infrastructure 

inform current planning and development practice? Three supporting questions include: 

What are the policies and approaches that guide housing and education development in 

informal settlements? What are the social and technical characteristics of associations 

and settlements that mobilize the experience of self-built housing to establish, build, and 

maintain educational infrastructure?  How do current development projects impact the 

educational infrastructure of informal settlements? The theoretical positions and strategic 

methods employed to answer these questions are reviewed in this chapter.  
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3.1 EPISTEMOLOGICAL AND THEORETICAL POSITION  

Given this context and my research questions, I adopt a critical-pragmatist meso 

lens as the epistemological foundation to this work. This position holds that the 

construction of knowledge is contingent on social interactions in particular contexts and 

macro-global economic forces. The strength of a critical pragmatist position is its 

emphasis on the multiple dimensions of change in informal settlements, and a departure 

from one overarching theory or a set of universal principles. Rather than rearticulate what 

is already known – that education is a dimension of uneven development – a key goal of 

this dissertation is to reveal how community-based planning occurs among people 

organized through self-building processes, and decipher how they produce and manage 

educational spaces that are vulnerable to displacement.  

Some suggest there is an inherent incompatibility between Pragmatism and 

Critical Theory. Critical Theorists view pragmatism as a frivolous form of positivism, 

while Pragmatists contend that critical metanarratives are obstacles to inquiry. As 

Hickman points out, however, it is Dewey’s philosophy of technology that connected 

radical political transformation to technological change.243 For Dewey, the inclusion of 

citizen experience in the production of technology fosters individuality yet also 

transforms how societies establish and maintain broader claims to civic action.244 

The complementarity between Critical Theory and Pragmatism emphasizes the 

value in decoupling pure ideas from their roots in order to facilitate cross-pollination 

between them. In this case, Pragmatism offers practical resources for moving beyond 

critique toward the realization of Critical Theory’s emancipatory goals. In turn, Critical 

Theory provides a lens to track nuanced conduits of power.  The currency of jointly 

applying Pragmatism and Critical Theory to the study of inequitably structured cities 
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rests in the rejection of a priori proclamations that ultimately suppress plans through 

which uneven development might be reconfigured.245   

To operationalize the meso lens, I draw on Bruno Latour’s Actor Network Theory 

(ANT) to trace the social and material connections that shape change in informal 

settlements. While not a middle range theory, ANT begins in medias res as a general 

method for empirically examining the links between social and physical phenomena – 

referred to as actants – as they unite, break apart, and reassemble in order to enact 

productive change.246 As the literature review suggested, ANT moves beyond common 

assumptions that social ties, like glue, unite people presumed to have a connection, and 

unearths how and why diverse associations between people, things and places form over 

time.247 

Within these associations, the social does not beget agency. Rather, Latour argues 

that social science’s reliance on grand theories limits it from understanding the “precise 

ingredients that are entering into the social domain.”248 Latour insists that what unites 

humans and their environment is not the by-product of society in the way that most 

understand the term. Instead, he suggests this occurs as a result of what remains in 

constant and contested construction by people, organizations, and groups in relation to an 

unevenly developed physical world.   

As an STS framework, ANT’s benefits lie in its contextual focus on how social 

and material actors create, operationalize, and catalyze agency. These strengths have 

directed the current study to determine which associations of people and educational 

spaces within the three case studies catalyze agency more effectively, and why. This 

focus challenges political economy critiques that tend to assume that actions in informal 

settlements are determined by uneven development. In contrast, ANT casts its lens on 

                                                
245 Portes, “Sociology in the Hemisphere: Past Convergencies and a New Middle Range Agenda.” 
246 Latour, Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor Network Theory, 27. 
247 Latour, Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor Network Theory. 
248 Ibid., 1. 
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how unevenness is experienced, reproduced, and dismantled on an everyday basis.249 

Beyond a call for pointed critique or open-ended empiricism, I argue that the first-hand 

study of uneven development holds the potential to reconfigure it toward more equitable 

ends.  

ANT’s conceptualization of displacement is helpful in understanding how the 

networks evolve. This conception of displacement underlies my use of it as a productive 

term in this dissertation. For Latour, displacement involves the negotiation, coercion, 

exchange, and learning that change an actor and link it to others in an assemblage.250 It 

describes all of the instances that a black box of “social forces” collapses in an effort to 

explain something. Displacement is necessary for actors to establish connections and 

induce change, and conceptually can be used for analyzing the temporal dimensions of a 

network’s hybrid conditions. As Latour proposes, “I have to be able to travel from one 

frame of reference to the next, from one standpoint to the next. Without those 

displacements, I would be limited to my own narrow point of view for good.” In other 

words, displacements trace a path of associations between human and non-human actors 

and modes of thinking at particular instances of transformation. From this perspective, 

displacement is not always negative, but holds the possibility of “reversing the hierarchy 

of a dominant structure, dislodging a system.”251 

 

3.2 RESEARCH OVERVIEW AND PHASES 

This research employs a multi-sited ethnographic approach to three case studies in 

São Paulo, Brazil: Heliópolis, Jardim São Francisco, and Bamburral. These cases were 

selected on the basis of (1) common levels of consolidation, as previously defined; (2) 

impact by two common municipal development policies: self-help (mutirão) in the early 

                                                
249 Portes, “Sociology in the Hemisphere: Past Convergencies and a New Middle Range Agenda.” 
250 Latour, Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor Network Theory, 64. 
251 Krupnick, “Introduction,” 4. 
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1990s and urbanization (Urbanização de Favelas) between 2008 and 2012; (3) presence 

of a public school; and (4) presence of community-based educational spaces and 

initiatives.  

The research was undertaken in three phases between 2008 and 2014 among 

residents of informal settlements, including children and adolescents; educators; public 

sector planners and architects; private sector architects; social workers; and politicians at 

municipal and federal realms. Over the course of the study and through ethnographic 

methods, my early research focus on self-built housing was distracted by a concern for 

education. This concern has directed inquiry to the relationship between education and 

planning as people in informal settlements and local government attempt to alter the 

physical world.   

Phase one, pre-doctoral research, was undertaken between 2008 – 2009 and 

examined the social and technical dynamics of self-building in the Bamburral favela with 

the support of a Fulbright Fellowship. Between 2009-2010, the year prior to my doctoral 

work, I served as the project architect for the Bamburral development project. Phase two, 

pre-dissertation fieldwork took place over seven months in 2011, examined the 

relationship between schools, informal settlements, and development projects. The 

primary finding of phase two – that access to quality education in informal settlements is 

achieved through community-based educational spaces and public schools – directed my 

dissertation research toward analysis of the diverse educational spaces that together 

compose a community’s educational infrastructure. Undertaken over four months in 

2012, four months in 2013, and eight months in 2014, phase three of the research 

analyzed educational infrastructure in the Bamburral, Heliópolis, and Jardim São 

Francisco settlements, and its relationship to contemporary development projects.  

In addition to a review of the literature, my strategic methods of data collection 

and interpretation include (1) a content analysis of housing and education plans since 
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1988;252 (2) direct and participant observation in the three case studies, including 

involvement in a development project and shadowing planners, social workers, and 

engineers as they undertook fieldwork in multiple informal settlements undergoing 

development; (3) key-informant interviews with residents of informal settlements; 

educators; public sector planners and architects; private sector architects; social workers; 

and policy makers; (4) a survey questionnaire of head of household self-builders; (5) 

visual and spatial analysis (Geographic Information Systems, photographs, as-built 

drawings); and (6) participatory photographic mapping in Bamburral and Heliópolis.  

 

3.3 MULTI-SITED ETHNOGRAPHY 

Ethnography is a first-hand study about what people do and say in a particular 

context.253 Fieldwork involves “getting close” to people in places about which little is 

known, and through continued engagement, supports an understanding of the social and 

physical world through patterns of cultural practice.254 Beyond this base definition and 

early anthropological studies of indigenous cultures at the turn to the 20th century, 

ethnography has migrated across disciplinary boundaries and cast a critical lens on 

wicked problems of concern to sociology, planning, and urban studies, including 

gentrification, drug activity, poverty, homelessness, and displacement.255 Originally an 

approach whereby a lone ethnographer would embed him or herself in a remote, non-

Western community and emerge to write a “thick description,” ethnography has evolved 

to engage multiple sites, institutions, and the urban realm.256 

                                                
252 The 1988 Federal Constitution marked a political turning point between Brazil’s twenty-year military 
dictatorship (1964 – 1984) and democratic Brazil.   
253 Hammersley, “Ethnography: Problems and Prospects.” 
254 Pelto and Pelto, Anthropological Research: The Structure of Inquiry. 
255 Rittel and Webber, “Dilemmas in a General Theory of Planning.” 
256 Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Essays. Bijker and Pinch, “Preface to the Anniversary 
Edition.” Hess, “Ethnography and the Development of Science and Technology Studies.” Marcus, 
“Ethnography in / of the World System.” 
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Ethnography’s urban turn identifies the city as a series of sites through which to 

gauge “how people understand their own situations in their lives, examine the 

connections between their micro-level thoughts and actions and macro level social 

structures, and provide generalized explanations for their behavior and for what makes 

them distinct or similar to other social groups.257 For urban ethnographers, the complexity 

of urban realms and contexts within them is not a detriment but better reflects real life, 

given that the majority of the world’s population is urban, and ethnographic methods 

emerged within contexts that were unraveling and in transition amid political volatility.258 

Chicago School sociologists studied the social fabric of Jewish and African 

American neighborhoods as well as youth gangs, taxi-drivers, and bohemians amid 

industrialization and urbanization.259 Studies that demonstrated high-levels of social 

organization in ethnic enclaves blighted by urban renewal in Chicago and London’s East 

End challenged the notion that urbanization precipitated social malaise.260 Amid a wave 

of pioneering research in Latin America, Janice Perlman’s work undertaken in Rio’s 

favelas showed that the marginality of favelados261 was a myth and that in fact, 

“favelados and suburbanos do not have the attitudes or behavior supposedly associated 

with marginal groups. Socially, they are well organized and cohesive and make wide use 

of the urban milieu and its institutions.”262 Portes’ work on informal settlements 

examined how, within the fluxes of development, slum-dwellers’ decisions to self-build 

were rational responses to a housing shortage.263 Given that these early ethnographies 

influenced in part a paradigm shift in development policy away from informal settlement 
                                                
257 Ocejo, “Introduction,” 3. 
258 Greenhouse, Mertz, and Warren, Ethnography in Unstable Places : Everyday Lives in Contexts of 
Dramatic Political Change. 
259 Ocejo, “Introduction.” 
260 Gans, The Urban Villagers. Young and Willmott, Family and Kinship in East London. 
261 Favelado was used in the 1960s, 70s, and 80s to describe a person who lives in a Brazilian slum 
(favela). This term has been generally replaced by the word periferia, as in ele(a) é da perifa – (s)he is 
from the periphery. 
262 Perlman, The Myth of Marginality: Urban Poverty and Politics in Rio de Janeiro, 242. 
263 Portes, “Rationality in the Slums: An Essay in Interpretive Sociology.” 
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demolition, they exemplify Flyvbjerg’s assertion that in-depth studies can potentially 

inform practical tools to better align planning practice to real world conditions.264 

Local studies that focus on place-based relationships are sometimes criticized for 

not recognizing the broader contexts of which they are a part. Soon after I initiated work 

on the Bamburral development project, I realized that “local knowledge” was not 

confined to informal settlements. Public sector planners, social workers, and architects 

were learning from decades of the development process itself. When I began my doctoral 

research, I shadowed these professionals in the field and witnessed the everyday 

exchange of knowledge between them and residents impacted by development. As my 

observations shifted back to the case studies, my pursuit of where people in informal 

settlements learn things led me to follow a range of actors engaged in various activities, 

from a community’s quest to conserve green spaces, to building schools in areas of drug 

trafficking as a means of shifting social behavior. In tracing these dynamics, I recognized 

that the immersed approach that I adopted in my pre-doctoral research needed 

modification. A key insight came from Scheper-Hughes account of the global human 

organ trade. Hughes demonstrated that to understand the hidden dimensions of global 

unevenness it is not only necessary to make “intimate ties and attachments” but “to 

travel.”265 The mobile immersion that characterizes multi-sited ethnography involves 

“strategies of quite literally following connections, associations, and putative 

relationships (that) are thus at the very heart of designing multi-sited ethnographic 

research.”266 After a year of embedded research in Bamburral, I have engaged the three 

cases of this study simultaneously. 

 

                                                
264 Flyvbjerg, Making Social Science Matter: Why Social Inquiry Fails and How It Can Succeed Again. 
265 Scheper - Hughes, N., Death Without Weeping: The Violence of Everyday Life in Brazil. 
266 Marcus, “Ethnography in / of the World System,” 97. 
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3.4 ETHNOGRAPHIES OF INFRASTRUCTURE 

In order to make the complexity of the educational infrastructure legible within 

the three case studies, I drew from Star’s concept of ethnography of infrastructure to 

organize the data and communicate the stories embedded within educational 

infrastructure. In contrast to a narrative, which accounts for a singular storyline, the 

ethnography as a bound analytical entity merges perspectives and triangulates different 

kinds of data. For Star, an ethnographic sensibility involves “an idea that people make 

meanings based on their circumstances and that these meanings would be inscribed into 

their judgments about the built environment.”267 

To structure the ethnographies on infrastructure in Chapter 5, I have adapted 

Star’s three methods for analyzing social and spatial data collected during fieldwork. 

These methods (1) identify master narratives and unnamed narratives; (2) reveal invisible 

work, as “with any form of work there are always people whose work goes unnoticed or 

is not formally recognized,”268 and (3) denote the paradoxes of infrastructure, whereby 

obduracy within infrastructure creates barriers in use that border on irrational.  

The relationship between Star’s ethnographic categories and domains of learning 

and action is illustrated in table 1, below.   

 

Table 1: Analytical Categories 

Ethnographic analytical categories269 Ethnographic domains of action 

Master and unnamed narratives Núcleos (Centers) 

Revealing invisible work Redes (Networks) 

Paradoxes of infrastructure Ficções (Fictions) 

 

                                                
267 Star, “The Ethnography of Infrastructure,” 383. 
268 Ibid., 386. 
269 Star, “The Ethnography of Infrastructure.” 
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These general categories to guide my inquiry into the associations of actors and 

spaces that shape educational infrastructure across the cases, and correspond to three 

ethnographic domains of learning and action that examine the transference of self-

building from a housing practice to an educational one. By domains of learning and 

action, I mean the educational contexts that are shaped by the intersection of planning 

ideas, as described in Chapter Four, and the sociotechnical environments of informal 

settlements.  

Núcleos (Centers) describe the actors, associations, and spaces that constitute the 

buildings that are directly related to self-built housing. These are work canteens and 

community centers that have been transformed into educational spaces over time. 

Drawing on Star, núcleos are an installed base onto which subsequent translations of self-

building are grafted over time. This evolution depends on grand narratives of self-

building that perpetuate, for example, the use of familiar building techniques and 

relationships to undertake a project. They also depend on unnamed or alternative 

narratives that, as will be demonstrated in one case, modify self-building’s typical norms 

and standards.  

Redes (Networks) describe the context-dependent expansion of the system into 

new spatial and social frontiers. It is within this category that I examine how each case 

has modified self-building to suit contextual variables, and the enrollment of different 

actors – second-generation self-builders, community residents, private and public sector 

actors – that change self-building’s sociotechnical landscape. Because the formation of 

redes is largely driven by community members, I contend that it is within this domain 

that the translation of self-building from a technical to a self-management (autogestão) 

enterprise is most apparent.  

Ficções (Fictions) examine the visions of youth who have grown up within self-

built environments yet simultaneously test their sociotechnical boundaries. This category 

reveals another layer of paradox, which is that self-help policies and planning in general 
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have created conditions for youth to grow up amid slightly improved conditions, but lack 

the tools to learn from, and respond to, the outcomes of these conditions. There are three 

primary connotations to the use of fictions. First, it refers to the extent to which many – 

informal settlement residents and the broader public alike – believed that education for 

people of lower classes was a fiction. Second, fictions describe the extent to which people 

in the case studies have used education as a heuristic, an as-yet realized outcome or 

vision, to unhinge from old ways of seeing and to tell new stories about their 

communities.270 From this perspective, fiction is a way to talk about future possibilities 

without committing to, or entirely discarding, a grand master narrative. Third, the use of 

fictions is used to challenge architects and planners who have directly or indirectly 

referred to the planning activities of people in informal settlements as fictional because 

they do not conform to the canon of high design, or the parameters of planning regimes.   

 

3.5 COMPARATIVE CASE STUDIES AND CASE INTRODUCTION 

Through my pre-doctoral research, I observed that Bamburral had little social 

mobility despite being upgraded through a participatory policy (the mutirão); immediate 

access and adjacency to a school; and basic community-based educational spaces. None 

of these were leveraged, however, against its ultimate displacement.  This led me to 

question if communities with more social mobility and community-based educational 

spaces would be more facile in leveraging those resources toward appropriate 

development. This interest shaped the core of my doctoral work. 

In addition to Bamburral, I selected two additional cases, Heliópolis and São 

Francisco, as two critical cases that were impacted by a mutirão and chosen through the 

inductive process of phase two, pre-dissertation, fieldwork.271  Critical cases are defined 

as a case that has strategic importance in relation to the general problem of development 
                                                
270 Senge et al., Presence: Human Purpose and the Field of the Future. 
271 Flyvbjerg, “Five Misunderstandings About Case-Study Research,” 231. 
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that integrates housing and education.272 As will be demonstrated, each case has a unique 

contextual contribution to the broader quest of integrated development. The case 

selection process emerged over eleven months, after I shadowed social workers and 

technicians who worked for the Housing Secretariat (SEHAB) as they undertook 

fieldwork in informal settlements undergoing development in São Paulo. The process was 

augmented from further consultation with planners and architects associated with the 

University of São Paulo’s School of Architecture and Urbanism. São Francisco was 

selected from the former process, and Heliópolis from the latter.  

With the exception of greater size and social mobility, Heliópolis and São 

Francisco are broadly comparable to Bamburral in terms of level of physical 

consolidation and socioeconomic status, as shown in figure 8, below. To note, classic 

peripheral development patterns have concentrated higher incomes in the city’s central 

southwestern region.273 Slightly higher levels of income consolidation can be seen in 

Sacomã, which corresponds to the Heliópolis case, than the other two cases in São 

Mateus (Jardim São Francisco) and Perus (Bamburral). 

                                                
272 Flyvbjerg, “Five Misunderstandings About Case-Study Research.” 
273 These regions correspond to the Faria Lima (banking and professional services) and Berrini 
(telecommunications) Corridor Business Districts that formed following Cardoso’s deregulation policies in 
the 1990s. These Corridor Business Districts migrated from São Paulo’s historial Central Business District 
Sé, outlined in white in Figure 8 and all subsequent GIS maps. 
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Figure 8: Case Studies, Income, and Informal Settlements in São Paulo 
 

The Bamburral case is actually composed three small favelas and a mutirão (self-

help housing) that line the Bandeirantes landfill. Figure 9, below, demonstrates divisions 
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between Esperança (yellow) and Cidade das Crianças (yellow), settled in the late 70s and 

80s; and Arvore São Tomas (red), and Bamburral (orange), which formed in the 1990s. 

 

 
Figure 9: The Bamburral favela 
Source: SEHAB 
 

All three cases (1) were involved in a self-help housing policy in the early 1990s; 

(2) underwent subsequent, albeit varying, levels of consolidation; (3) have at least one 

school; and (4) have community-based educational spaces and programs.  Like most 

informal settlements, the cases are hybrids of loteamento and favela, two of three types of 

informal settlement in São Paulo presented in the introduction. 

In addition to these similarities, there are key differences between the cases. In 

terms of social organization, Bamburral has strong leaders united through self-building 

yet lacks the broader social consolidation that has transpired in Heliopolis and São 

Francisco.  Heliópolis is also significantly larger, and has 90,000 inhabitants in 
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comparison to Jardim São Francisco (40,000) and Bamburral (10,000 inhabitants). The 

urban situation of the cases is also distinct. Heliópolis is a dense, inner-ring favela that 

was settled in the early 1970s, approximately 10 kilometers from the city center.  In 

contrast, Bamburral and Jardim São Francisco were settled in the late 1970s and are 

located at the margins of the periferia, characterized by large fragments of 

environmentally protected zones, landfills, petrochemical plants, and low-density 

informal land occupation. These criteria were intentional, and enabled a comparison of 

the long-term impacts of a common housing policy across a range of contexts. 

Within the two additional case studies of Heliópolis and São Francisco, I worked 

with community groups UNAS (União dos Núcleos, Associações e Sociedade de 

Moradores)274 in Heliópolis, and the Zeladoria Ambiental (Environmental Caretaking 

Group) in São Francisco. These two groups were selected because their social 

composition concentrates self-builders and community leaders. While my survey 

interviews put me in contact with people not involved in these organizations, my 

connection with these organizations and their core leaders impacted the focus of the 

dissertation on the educational spaces recognized and produced by these associations.  

Like ethnography, case studies emphasize the study of phenomena in real life 

settings, permeable to the complexity that is omitted from controlled experiments.275 This 

complexity, however, is subject to critique that both lack external validity and 

generalizability. To mitigate the first critique, I have triangulated different kinds of data 

within and across sites, described by Stake as “a process of using multiple perceptions to 

clarify meaning, and (verify) the repeatability of an observation or interpretation.”276 To 

do so, I have utilized reflection memos that were exchanged with my adviser in order to 

gauge my interpretations of the data. In the cases of Heliópolis and São Francisco, I 
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275 Yin, Case Study Research Design and Methods (4th Ed.). 
276 Stake, “Qualitative Case Studies,” 454. 
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corroborated findings with community members to ensure that my understanding of their 

statements was consistent with their intended meaning.  

I addressed validity guided by Bernard’s Constant Validity Check, which 

involved checking for consistencies and inconsistencies among interviews of key 

informants and triangulating their descriptions of what they said they did with 

observations of their actual actions.277 As an example, I analyzed interviews with 

Zeladoria members for patterns that described their relationship and working process 

with each other and the municipal housing Secretariat (SEHAB). By attending the 

Zeladoria’s weekly meetings, I compared my findings to group dynamics and actions to 

better understand how the group negotiated their internal dynamics and their connection 

to SEHAB. 

During this process, I also remained open to “negative” evidence that did not 

align with my hypothesis that self-building imparts agency that can ultimately influence 

development processes.278 The Bamburral mutirão provides a case in point, and indicates 

the need for future research to determine if it is an aberration or a normal variation among 

mutirão projects. Bernard also suggests that the researcher seek out explanations when 

one has assumptions about how something works.279 Based on the Bamburral 

development project, I began the study convinced that displacement worked in one way. I 

believed that communities had little control over displacement. As I engaged other cases, 

however, my understanding of displacement changed and expanded.  

Toward the second critique of the generalizability of case studies, Flyvbjerg 

argues that comparative case studies can be generalizable insofar as they provoke a 

change in epistemological assumptions.280 That residents of informal settlements have 

established educational spaces proves that they believe Brazil’s public educational system 
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to be inadequate. As I will demonstrate, the evolution and associated cultural values 

related to educational infrastructure in informal settlements challenge three assumptions 

that underlie development: (1) that housing and education are separate spheres of 

development; (2) that self-help policies are too small, limited, and incremental to yield 

transformative change; and (3) that residents of informal settlements are uneducated 

because they remain trapped by extreme poverty and inequality – hence justifying their 

exclusion from decision-making processes. The falsifications provided by the cases 

support Flyvbjerg’s assertion.  

 

3.6 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND METHODS 

This section presents the research questions and methods that I used to guide my 

inquiry, outlined in table 2, below. 
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Table 2: Research Questions and Methods 

Research Questions Methods 
How have the social and technical 
dynamics of self-building shaped education 
in informal settlements, and how might the 
self-directed efforts of communities to fill 
gaps in the educational infrastructure 
inform current planning and development 
practice? 
 

 

What are the policies and approaches that 
guide housing and education development 
in informal settlements? 

Content analysis of maps, historical aerial 
photographs, and plans to determine 
development approaches, the emergence of 
informal settlements, and housing and 
education policies since 1988. GIS analysis 
of the distribution of schools, informal 
settlements, and development.  

What are the social and technical 
characteristics of associations and 
settlements that establish, build, and 
maintain educational infrastructure? 

Direct and participant observation in 
informal settlements and in educational 
spaces. Key informant interviews with 
residents of informal settlements. Analysis 
of educational spaces. 

How do current development projects 
impact the educational infrastructure of 
informal settlements? 

Key informant interviews with politicians 
(municipal and federal), planners, 
architects, social workers, and educators 
(teachers and school directors). 
Observation of and participation in 
planning processes related to the 
Urbanization of Favelas program. 

 

In the following, I describe my approach to: (1) the content analysis of the 

coevolution of housing and education policies; (2) Geographic Information System (GIS) 

Analysis; (3) direct and participant observation in informal settlements and among 

planners, architects, engineers, and social workers involved in development; (4) 

interviews with (a) the policy makers, planners, social workers, and architects involved 

in urban development; (b) activists and educators involved in educational initiatives in 

informal settlements; (c) residents of informal settlements, including first generation self-

builders and their children; (5) a survey interview with self-builders in the three cases; 
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(6) a consolidation study of educational spaces; and (6) participatory photographic 

mapping.   

 

Content Analysis  

To situate the cases within the broader urban and policy context, I first employed 

a content analysis of plans and policies related to housing and education and undertook 

spatial analysis using a Geographical Information System database (GIS). I analyzed 

plans and policy documents that I acquired through the municipal Secretariats of Housing 

(SEHAB), Education (SME), Environment (VERDE), and, after its creation in 2012, 

Municipal Development (SMDU). These documents included the 1988 Federal 

Constitution; the 2002 and 2014 City of São Paulo Master plans; the São Paulo Goals 

Program (2013 – 2016); National Educational Guidelines (1996); and the National 

Education Plan (2001 – 2010). I also analyzed SEHAB’s publications between 2006 – 

2012. Through this analysis, I looked for the extent to which housing and education plans 

accounted for existing social and technical conditions in informal settlements; and the 

official political pathways available to people in informal settlements on an ongoing 

basis.   

To organize and analyze my data, I plotted on a graph key political moments, 

plans, and actors at federal and municipal levels. This review allowed me to ascertain the 

extent to which education and housing policy were integrated, as well as identify key 

shifts, philosophical foundations, and gaps in policy, all of which informed subsequent 

interview and survey questions. 

 

Geographical Information Systems (GIS) 

I supplemented my ethnographic study with GIS analysis to understand how the 

cases relate to broader spatial patterns of uneven development. Aerial images and shape 
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files were obtained from the Secretariat of Housing (SEHAB) and the HABISP system; 

the City of São Paulo’s Open Data system; SEADE, a foundation that undertakes 

vulnerability mapping in São Paulo; and the Secretariat of Social Assistance and 

Development. Census data was obtained from the Brazilian Institute of Geography and 

Statistics (IBGE). There are four general map categories were constructed and analyzed: 

(1) Historical aerial images that track the evolution of each case’s settlement patterns; (2) 

The situation of the three case studies with respect to general patterns of consolidation in 

the city of São Paulo; (3) The uneven development of education, including the 

distribution of schools with respect to income; educational deficit; and the distribution of 

CCAs, which are after-school programs called Centers of Children and Adolescents;  (4) 

The distribution of development projects with respect to areas of vulnerability. These 

maps were produced in collaboration with Dr. Letícia Palazzi Perez, a geographer at the 

University of São Paulo.   

Historical aerial images were collected from SEHAB and Google Earth in order to 

study each case’s settlement pattern over time.  I analyzed broad settlement patterns in 

Heliópolis and São Francisco since the 1940s. In these maps, I looked at how each case 

had evolved before and after the mutirão (self-help) policies in the early 1990s. Because I 

was not able to attain historical aerial images for Bamburral, I used Google Earth’s 

historical setting to understand how the area has grown since 2002. I supplemented 

Google Earth data with a Computer Aided Design (CAD) file obtained from the Perus 

sub-district office, which includes information about historical informal settlement 

patterns.  

In order to understand general consolidation patterns at the metropolitan scale, I 

used shape files with census data related to family income at the sector level, and the 

location of informal settlements (favelas and loteamentos). In superimposing the layers, 

the broader periphrealization pattern suggests how the city has expanded over time. To 

analyze the distribution of income and informal settlements, I looked for patterns of 
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middle incomes that correspond with informal settlements. These maps confirmed typical 

patterns of uneven development, whereby income is concentrated in the city center, 

specifically São Paulo’s central southwestern region, and gradually diminishes from the 

center outward. These maps also confirmed typical consolidation patterns, whereby an 

inner ring of informal settlements is nested within middle-income neighborhoods. In São 

Paulo, the outer edge of this band is fifteen kilometers from the center. From this 

analysis, I extracted a shape file of the three cases and used to highlight their location in 

all maps. 

The uneven development of education is less obvious than patterns of 

peripheralization. Therefore, I used three types of analysis to supplement my observation 

that there is an educational deficit in the cases: (1) the spatial distribution of schools in 

São Paulo; (2) the spatial concentration of educational deficit, as measured by the number 

of school aged children for elementary and middle / high school and spaces available in 

each of the city’s districts; and (3) the spatial concentration of CCA (After School 

Programs) by district.  

In order to understand the relationship between informal settlements and the 

spatial distribution of schools, I layered points that indicate the location of municipal 

(elementary) and state (middle and high) schools upon the distribution of income. I found 

that there is a relationship between higher incomes and fewer public schools, which 

correlates with a broader abandonment of the public system by the middle and upper 

classes. The rich, southwestern sector of the city, then, has fewer public schools (figure 5, 

Page 39).  

 While an educational deficit is known, the concentration of schools that are 

running the deficit in relation to the city at large is not. To better visualize the 

spatialization of deficit and how it changed between 2000 and 2010, I used census data 

and calculated the number of school-aged children in each district according to the 

number of spaces available in the municipal (elementary, children between 6 – 11 years 
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of age) and state (middle and high, adolescents between 11 – 18 years of age) schools 

within those districts. The number of spaces available in a district was calculated by 

multiplying the number of schools by 1,500 available spaces. This benchmark number 

was selected based on an interview with a school director. It should be noted that this 

calculation is intended as a general average, rather than an exhaustive study, of the city’s 

educational deficits. Because there is a known deficit in physical access (otherwise 

schools would not run in two to three shifts a day), I did not calculate the actual average 

number of students per school in peripheral areas.  

I used the index to compare the deficit between municipal and state schools 

between 2000 and 2010. Through this analysis, I was able to confirm that the location of 

the city’s educational deficit aligns with the previous map’s findings that areas of low 

incomes correspond to higher levels of public schools: educational deficits are highest in 

high income neighborhoods that are replete with private schools. The deficit maps, shown 

in figure 6, page 41, indicate that the lighter the shade, the fewer schools there are per a 

given population of children. Darker shades, in contrast, suggest a more even distribution 

of schools with respect to the same population of children.  

Third, I analyzed the relationship between informal settlements (favelas and 

loteamentos) and the concentration of CCAs across the city. I undertook this analysis to 

understand differentiation in access to programs that supplement the public education 

system. I used a 2010 shape file of the location of CCAs obtained from the Secretariat of 

Social Assistance, and calculated in which districts they are more highly concentrated 

(figure 7, Page 43).  

Finally, to understand the criteria through which informal settlements are 

developed, I layered shape files of the city’s areas of risk, defined as a geographically 

unstable area, levels of vulnerability as defined by the IPVS index; and the actual 

location of SEHAB projects (figure 67, Page 255). In these maps, I looked for 

concentrations of vulnerability and areas of risk. The loose spatial relationship between 
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these variables and SEHAB project locations suggests the influence of political factors in 

selecting sites for development. This variability demonstrates why Heliópolis continues 

to be developed even though there are other areas of the city with higher concentrations 

of areas of risk and vulnerability. This is not to suggest that consolidated settlements 

should not be developed, or that SEHAB has good reason for making case-by-case 

decisions about development. Rather, the most important point that emerges from the 

analysis is that distinct policies are needed not for different informal settlement types, but 

according to their location in the city and existing resources. 

 

Direct and Participant Observation 

While interviewing is a mechanism through which to delineate what people think 

they do, direct observation is a way to determine what people actually do.281 I undertook 

direct and participant observation during all phases of my fieldwork.  

During the first phase of pre-doctoral research (2008 – 2010), I undertook 

intensive fieldwork in the Bamburral favela (year one), and then worked in the Brasil 

Arquitetura office on a project for its development (year two).  My fieldwork involved 

observing in the Bamburral favela, then mapping each structure according to building 

material and constructive technique, and undertaking interviews with self-builders and 

community members.  At the conclusion of the Fulbright, I was hired as the project 

architect for the Bamburral upgrading project together with the office of Brasil 

Arquitetura. In this position, I undertook participant observation as I transitioned between 

different agencies that had jurisdiction or were stakeholders in that process. The project 

was presented by the sub-mayor of Perus as a compensation project funded by carbon 

credits from the neighboring Bandeirantes landfill.  

                                                
281 Bernard, Research Methods in Anthropology, 306. 
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During the second phase of research (2011) I observed social workers, planners, 

and architects involved in development as they made field visits to communities 

undergoing development. I met them at the SEHAB headquarters in Centro, and a city 

vehicle transported us to a field office in different communities. While I knew higher-

level planners and architects from my involvement in the Bamburral project, my 

observation was undertaken primarily with field technicians with whom I was less 

familiar. I attended meetings, watched social workers engage with residents, and 

observed in many of the communities being developed by SEHAB. The drive into the 

periferia – often at least an hour – and back to Centro provided time during which to ask 

questions about how my companions had come to work on development in informal 

settlements. After Bamburral, I was very critical of SEHAB’s operation, and these daily 

exchanges with social workers and technicians highlighted a different perspective. Many 

had been public servants for years, and their interaction with residents of informal 

settlements demonstrated that they were working to the best of their ability within what I 

came to regard as a faulty system.  

This second phase of research enabled me to identify settlements that had strong 

social mobility and community based educational infrastructure. I saw this process as a 

filter through which I could undertake first hand observation in informal settlements and 

watch people at the front lines of development in action. I visited ten communities and 

initiated community and school contacts.  

During phase three of the fieldwork, I observed, over the course of one week, 

three schools, one in each community: Fernando Gracioso in Bamburral, CEU São Rafael 

in São Francisco, and Campos Salles in Heliópolis. My objective in undertaking 

observation was not to log time in the classroom, but to watch the relationship between 

community members and the school directors and teachers. Because Campos Salles is 

very permeable to the Heliópolis community, I spent significantly more time at this 

school. I also observed adult education and computing classes offered in Heliópolis’ 
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seven CCAs (Centers for Youth and Adolescents) and the Community Center in Jardim 

São Francisco. My observation in these spaces provided insight into their social and 

physical relationship to the surrounding community. I undertook a more in-depth analysis 

of the seven CCAs, described below under the Analysis of Educational Spaces section.  

Also during phase three of the research, I began to engage in participant 

observation, which involves prolonged immersion in the everyday life of a community, 

“characterized by a period of intense social interaction between the researcher and the 

subjects, in the milieu of the latter.”282 After establishing a relationship with leaders in the 

cases and maintaining contact with members of UNAS and the Zeladoria, I began to 

frequent their educational spaces on a regular basis. My activities ranged from 

observation, invitations to walk through the community and to different educational 

spaces, the attendance of meetings, and a household survey questionnaire, described 

below. Observing and accompanying people as they undertook daily activities related to 

educational spaces exposed me to more nuanced facets of how education unfolds in 

communities. I eventually realized that these actions were as much about planning than 

what can conventionally be understood as an educational activity. For example, teachers 

at the CCAs undertake monthly household visits to vulnerable families. The data from 

fieldwork is applied to educational content at the CCA, but it is also used in the context 

of monthly coordinating meetings at the UNAS headquarters that ultimately shape the 

community’s strategic plan. As will be demonstrated in the cases of Heliópolis and São 

Francisco, the operation of educational infrastructure creates planning feedback loops.  

While observing at educational spaces, I learned about the people involved in 

their construction, which led to subsequent interviews with those individuals and the as-

built analysis (figure 45 on page 196, and figure 56 on page 217). I was regularly invited 

to attend marches, meetings, and other community events, during some of which I 

                                                
282 Bogdan and Taylor, Introduction to Qualitative Research Methods: A Phenomenological Approach to 
the Social Sciences, 5. In Robertson, “Participant Observation and Geographical Research.” 
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assumed a participatory role. These events put me in direct contact with community 

leaders as they interact with younger participants of UNAS, residents, and planners.  

Once I became familiar with the Heliópolis (UNAS) and Jardim São Francisco 

(Zeladoria) cases, I engaged them on a regular basis. Beyond the logistical support, my 

relationship to the cases was unchanged when SEHAB’s development project was 

dismantled in 2012. This permitted me the opportunity to interview people with the city 

government, particularly those in the new administration. These interviews added depth 

of understanding about development practices that could then be compared to that of the 

community. From the field office in São Francisco, I witnessed firsthand the paralysis 

that transpires when a functioning operation is indefinitely suspended. In particular, I had 

the opportunity to watch the Zeladoria transition from beneath its partnership with 

SEHAB in 2012 and become its own entity over the next three years.283 

I used the UNAS headquarters and the Zeladoria’s community center as bases 

from which I conducted my fieldwork in phases two and three of fieldwork. I used 

snowball sampling that began with UNAS and the Zeladoria and followed the actors 

engaged in education. Because I needed to see more of these communities and become 

better acquainted with people participating in education, I asked people with ties to 

education within these community groups if they were available to show me the 

community and its educational spaces. On one hand, this sampling method provided a 

narrow view of Heliópolis and the Zeladoria, on the other it provided a much more 

nuanced lens of how education is conceived, perceived, and lived. It is through these 

observations that my study experientially shifted from an early focus on schools and 

informal settlements to the spaces and activities that community members themselves 

define as educational.  

                                                
283 Stiphany, “Civic Environmentalism in the Urban Global South: The Case of São Paulo’s Zeladoria 
Ambiental.” 
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Bernard highlights five benefits of conducting participant observation that prove 

helpful.284 First, participant observation reveals fields of inquiry that lead to a wider 

range of collectable data. Participant observation exposes the researcher to insider 

information that may not be accessible from less immersed positions. Second, participant 

observations reduce community reactivity to the researcher. In the context of this study, I 

was observed drawing with a clipboard or photographing – which identified me as an 

outsider; yet I was also seen walking in the presence of community members or eating 

lunch among cooks at one of Heliópolis’ CCA educational spaces. I never lost, nor 

intended to lose, my outsider status, but observed that in the context of these activities 

people began to engage in conversation and ask me questions.  

Third, participant observation extends tacit tools of cultural immersion to the 

researcher.285 Over time, I learned a new vocabulary tied to people and spaces in favelas. 

Bocas, caras, noia, and de baixo, respectively: Mouths (drug points); Faces (organized 

crime); Noia (as in paranoia, or how kids on crack behave as told by elders), and below 

(detached from real geographical space – anywhere la embaixo (below) was deemed 

dangerous). These words emerged through everyday engagement whereby I learned 

about my relationship to the community and how spaces and people are related to 

education.  

 Fourth, for Bernard, participant observation facilitates intuition about the 

meaning and relevance of the data.286 It ensures that the researcher is adept at identifying 

issues that would also likely be identified by an “insider” and, in turn, editing patterns 

and observations from a context-appropriate lens. Fifth, participant observation 

encroaches on data not achievable through other methods, such as when particular things 

take place and where in a community. In the context of informal settlements, such data 

                                                
284 Bernard, Research Methods in Anthropology. 
285 Bernard, Research Methods in Anthropology. 
286 Ibid. 
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about data as a triangulating method proved invaluable for listening to what people said 

about educational spaces and then observing what actually happened within them.287  

Participant observation proved invaluable for better understanding how people in 

the cases perceived development as compared to the global story told by SEHAB. During 

participant observation of meetings at both UNAS and the Zeladoria, I learned that the 

former engaged SEHAB on an as-needed basis within a broader local planning trajectory. 

However, because UNAS leadership is allied with the Worker’s Party (PT) and SEHAB, 

at the time, was under the center-right PSD, UNAS perceived SEHAB as an adversary 

regardless of SEHAB’s efforts. Since São Francisco was among a handful of 

communities that SEHAB engaged more intimately, the Zeladoria, in contrast, 

maintained an open relationship with SEHAB through a social worker hired by SEHAB.  

To track my fieldwork activities, I maintained a running log of the date and any 

major findings. I organized all corresponding photographs according to date and case or 

within a general image file organized by themes. I maintained a field journal for notes, 

which I then used to generate weekly reflection memos that I have retained on my 

computer. My process of coding occurred during and after data collection, whereby I 

used codes to create a basic structure of analysis. The codes were grouped into categories, 

and the categories were consolidated into themes. 

 

Interviews 

In addition to the survey interviews described below, I undertook seventy-five key 

informant, semi-structured interviews with (1) residents in the three case studies; (2) 

current and past directors of SEHAB, the Municipal and State Secretaries of Education; 

municipal, state, and federal policy makers related to housing and urban development; (3) 

planners, social workers, and architects associated with SEHAB – either directly or 

                                                
287 Ibid. 
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through private contract in association with a development project; and (4) educators. In 

order to understand the relationship between education and housing in development, I 

sought interviews from people that work at a range of spatial scales. Within SEHAB, I 

interviewed directors and project managers who work at a central São Paulo office. 

Interviews with architects and social workers who work in project field offices permitted 

a comparison of how development is conceived by policy makers and planners and 

actually undertaken in informal settlements.  

In figure 10, below, I have diagrammed the interviews taken according to spatial 

scale of influence and research phase.  

 

 

 
Figure 10: Research Phase, Research Methods, and Interviews  
 

Interviews were open-ended and semi structured, allowing me to reference and 

delve into greater detail the topics that had emerged during my period of direct 

observation and shadowing. As McCracken points out, open-ended interviews “take us 

into the life world of the individual, to see the content and pattern of daily experience.”288 

                                                
288 McCracken, The Long Interview: Qualitative Research Methods, 9. 
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There were two primary methods through which I solicited an interview. I used 

the first when in the field and undertaking participant and direct observation, and asked 

for an interview within the context of a conversation with a community resident. Because 

of this pre-meeting, I was afforded the added benefit of having had a small glimpse into 

these individuals’ daily lives prior to presenting more targeted questions. I also adopted 

this method when shadowing planners and architects at SEHAB. For example, when at 

SEHAB’s central headquarters to interview a planner and observe a meeting, I met a 

social worker whose primary focus was social networks. I therefore asked the social 

worker for an interview on a later date and followed up by email to schedule a meeting. 

My prior engagement of SEHAB facilitated these interactions.  

The second method was generally applied upon receiving a contact for a policy 

maker. I subsequently engaged through email or, in some cases, directly by telephone. I 

was generally successful at accessing people outside of the Municipal Secretariat of 

Education. After repeated failed attempts to contact officials in the Municipal Secretariat 

of Education, and several cancelled interviews, I eased attempting to engage. I felt 

comfortable doing so based on my experience of high permeability on the part of other 

Secretaries; this lack of correspondence suggested that the Secretariat of Education had 

little desire to engage the study. 

In the majority of cases, interviews were recorded and transcribed into Portuguese 

by a Brazilian assistant. Alternatively, interviews were noted by hand while the interview 

was being undertaken. Voice data was linked to an interviewee number and a date, and 

the file destroyed upon transcription. The number was linked to names in an excel file 

and, upon making a list of interviewees and their general affiliations and scope of spatial 

influence (Appendix A), the names were deleted from the file.  

I printed and read these documents, first without coding, and then by interpreting 

how actions in particular places relate to broader themes of behavior, practices, and 

spaces. Aligned with my critical pragmatist epistemological lens, I coded interview and 
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all other data according to macro codes (e.g. equitable development) and micro themes 

(e.g. control over community change.) This ongoing coding process layered interviews 

with links, for example, between two dimensions of self-building – social and technical 

change. This process shaped the coding structure presented in the previous section. The 

hard copies of these interviews have been destroyed.  All of the digital interview files are 

on my password-encrypted computer and have been backed up in multiple locations.  

 

Interview Survey Questionnaire 

I undertook a interview survey questionnaire in 2013 and early 2014 in order to 

compare information across the three cases regarding the relationship between self-

building one’s home and involvement in educational initiatives (Appendix B). 

Specifically, the survey had nine sections: (1) physical characteristics of dwelling, using a 

point system to describe quality and servicing; (2) socioeconomic data; (3) community 

services and consolidation, using a point system; (4) process of housing construction; (5) 

construction and / or involvement in a community-based educational initiative and / or 

reservation of domestic space for education; (6) education level and attitudes about 

education; (7) politics, participation, and development; (8) additional comments; (9) 

elaboration of interesting points (second generation involvement in education). See 

Appendix G for the survey questionnaire. 289    

I began the survey in Bamburral and then moved on to São Francisco, completing 

both during the summer of 2013. Heliópolis was completed in early 2014. In the three 

settlements, respondent selection was based on a representative sample determined by the 

associations UNAS and the Zeladoria and, in the case of Bamburral, which does not have 

an association, by a group of three community leaders. For reasons of safety, this method 

was selected over a random sample. The criteria were that respondents should be (1) first-
                                                
289 The survey interview format is inspired by Gilbert and Ward’s study of informal settlements in Mexico 
City, Bogotá, and Valencia. See Gilbert and Ward, Housing, the State, and the Poor. 
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generation self-builders; (2) located in different areas of the communities; (3) roughly 

50% male and 50% female; and (4) heads of household.  

Four interviewees in São Francisco and three in Heliopolis requested to be 

interviewed at UNAS or the Zeladoria, in which case I asked them questions about the 

physical condition of their house. Still, this was not ideal. While unknown, people living 

in a low-quality home may be less likely to host visitors in general, and my presence as a 

foreigner could have caused people to unintentionally exaggerate the quality of their 

home. I completed the questionnaires in hard copy as the interview was underway with 

short answers, and at the end of each day wrote short memos in response to sections (8) 

additional comments; and (9) elaboration of interesting points (first and second 

generation involvement in education). I flagged particularly interesting cases to revisit 

and interview, which I did in three of the four cases where children of self-builders, like 

their parents, were also involved in education.  

I found the survey questionnaire most relevant for determining the extent to which 

context influenced the likelihood that people who self-built their homes would also be 

involved in a community-based educational space. All other factors being relatively 

equal, direct involvement in the same mutirão (self-help) policy in 1992 did not yield a 

subsequent team of community educators in Bamburral as it did in Heliopolis and to a 

lesser extent Jardim São Francisco. While respondents in Heliópolis and São Francisco 

spoke fluidly about the building process as a learning one, those in Bamburral had very 

little to say about education beyond reference to the local Fernando Gracioso School.  

Second, because the survey interview format was conducive to linking the process 

of self-building to education, and in most cases was undertaken in the interviewee’s 

home, the method was extraordinarily valuable for gathering contextual information that 

describe the broader characteristics of each case.  

These benefits, however, were constrained by undertaking the survey during later 

stages of the research. As a result, I excluded the detailed consolidation survey due to 
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time constraints and because all of the houses were uniformly consolidated within each of 

the cases. Since I had previously engaged many of the respondents in Heliópolis and São 

Francisco in the context of direct and participant observation, the structured format of the 

survey seemed to force responses that flowed more readily in the context of 

conversations in community centers or on the street. Respondents seemed confused as to 

why I asked them questions about activities that they perceived me to have already 

observed.  

Because the survey categories emerged from previous fieldwork and interviews, I 

analyzed the survey questionnaire through an a priori structure. I took associated notes as 

the survey was undertaken. Through weekly memos, I analyzed patterns that linked 

involvement in self-building to community educational activities, and the relationship of 

those activities to current development. I also analyzed patterns of the relationship 

between communities and different politicians over time. Upon completion of the 

memos, I destroyed the hard-copy surveys. The primary contributions of the survey 

interview to the coding structure was an analysis of case differences given a common 

mutirão (self-help) policy and impact by the Urbanization of Favelas program; the 

identification of respondents’ perceptions of educational spaces; and the extent to which 

respondents perceived themselves as active agents in development processes.   

 

Analysis of Educational Spaces 

Building from the previous strategic methods, I set out to document the spaces 

identified by community members as educational. This led to a mapping that focused on 

spaces most in common and agreed upon across interviews, surveys, and through my 

observation: the CCAs in Heliópolis and a network of springs in São Francisco. 

I first used Adobe Illustrator to make a base map of educational spaces derived 

from direct and participant observation (See figures 26, 34, and 39 in Chapter Four). 
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Using Bing maps, the view was set to a 20-meter level, images were captured, and then 

tiled together in order to form a high-resolution composite image.  

I then undertook an as-built architectural survey and analysis of educational 

spaces in the three communities, with particular focus on the CCAs (See Appendix C, 

and figures 45 and 56). The survey provided a baseline of measures through which to 

understand how the evolution of the buildings and spaces over time, their former uses, 

and the conditions of renovation – from the builders to the funding. To track the 

relationship between physical evolution and social change in the CCAs that have 

undergone significant transformation since the 1990s, I made diagrammatic plans to 

illustrate how the building’s evolution was related to particular resource acquisition or 

experience.  

Because the majority of the buildings have never been documented, I used 

interviews with leaders and participant observation to fill in historical data, and 

subsequent interviews with the CCA directors for information about their current use. 

Situating the CCAs as technical artifacts within a broader educational system, I 

developed a consolidation metric that accounts for physical consolidation and educational 

amenities, each rated on a scale from 1 (does not have) – 10 (excellent condition). The 

criteria include (1) Quality of construction; (2) Sports court; (3) Telecentro (Internet 

center); (4) Kitchen; (5) Cafeteria; (6) Exterior Finish; (7) Interior Finish; (8) Ventilation; 

(9) Circulation; (10) Audio Visual Equipment; (11) Creative Material; (12) Classrooms; 

(13) Bathrooms. These basic assessment criteria allowed me to systematically analyze 

unevenness between the CCAs. 

Through this survey, I was able to layer the survey of physical change to the 

sociotechnical trajectory of spaces to better understand how incremental building, 

typically tied to the household, was expanded to educational spaces and an educational 

network. As an example, the majority of renovations are bundled so that a new kitchen in 

one CCA is coupled with a Telecentro computing center in another. The survey, then, not 
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only mapped the artifact’s evolution but its social, economic, and technical relationship to 

other structures.  

This physical evolution did not happen in Bamburral. In São Francisco, I analyzed 

the relationship of the springs as they currently exists, as reported by community 

members in the report “Agua Nossa de Cada Dia,” and corresponding proposals made by 

the Zeladoria for the Springs’ future improvement.290 

 

Participatory Photographic Mapping 

I undertook participatory photographic mapping with children and adolescents in 

Bamburral between 2008 – 2011. These mappings were most valuable for understanding 

how youth experience the self-built communities made by others. The project began with 

an art collective that I initiated in 2008. I held the Bamburral Art Collective weekly for 

15 – 20 children on a resident’s veranda. Drawing exercises eventually led to 

photographic mapping and community walks. Children photographed in pairs, after 

which we returned to the veranda and I used a laptop computer to advance photo-recall 

exercises. Participants talked about the spaces they had photographed, highlighted safe 

and unsafe places, and talked about why they were important. The Bamburral exercise 

resulted in approximately 3,000 images that I maintain on an external hard drive. In 2011, 

I partnered with another researcher, Kirsten Larson, and the Coletivo used digital film 

cameras to map important places in the community. Young participants drew these 

spaces, and were then interviewed on camera by older participants. This work resulted in 

a film called “Bamburral: O Meu Lugar.”291 Through these images, I analyzed the extent 

to which community children recognized the boundaries of Bamburral that were of 

critical importance to their parents and to the State. The primary finding was that youth 

do not respect the geopolitical boundaries that had become embedded for adults. As the 
                                                
290 Zeladoria Ambiental, “Projeto Agua Nossa de Cada Dia.” 
291 The Bamburral: O meu lugar film may be viewed on vimeo: https://vimeo.com/42279061 
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ethnography will show, youth tend to construct their community based on experiences 

that challenge widely-accepted boundaries.   

 

Documentation 

I employed photography, fieldwork “jottings,” descriptive field notes, analytical 

reflection memos that I shared with my advisor, and maps to document my fieldwork 

activities.292 I dated and coded images according to case to link the image to field notes 

and memos. To compare ideal and real development scenarios, I benefitted from 

SEHAB’s complete transparency with their working drawings. I used CAD files in the 

field to note how the plan was actually being undertaken. As an example, figure 11 below 

shows SEHAB’s drawing of the São Francisco development, and my notes and sketches 

that depict where cleared sites were re-squatted when the project was stalled following 

the 2012 changes to city administration.  

 

                                                
292 Bernard, Research Methods in Anthropology. 
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Figure 11: São Francisco map and field notes 
Source: COBRAPE 
 

I then used the map to layer other information as I engaged different actors and 

conducted subsequent interviews.   

At the end of the fieldwork day, I used fieldwork jottings to write descriptive field 

notes, and once a week I wrote reflective analytical memos that I shared with my advisor, 

Dr. Steven Moore.  Reflection memos are part of the academic genre of ethnographic 

“reflexivity” and in the current context are based on the ideas of planning scholar and 

practitioner Donald Schön, who asserted that a stance toward inquiry involves an 

“attitude toward the reality with which (s)he deals.”293 

 

                                                
293 Schön, The Reflective Practitoner, 163. 
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Closure 

I have become embedded in several communities in São Paulo, and the long 

duration of my research has permitted me to maintain contact with most of the people I 

engaged in communities as well as in the local architecture and planning community. The 

relationships that I formed in informal settlements have in most cases been sustained and, 

in the case of Bamburral, strained. Email and social media have facilitated connection 

with contacts in Heliópolis and São Francisco. Through the UNAS and the Zeladoria’s 

Facebook pages, I am able to keep up with their ongoing achievements, and from time to 

time hear about struggles in an email.   

Maintaining contact with residents in Bamburral has proven more challenging. 

Those displaced are in other favelas, and contact requires personal visits that I have 

maintained with three families. The difficulty of this contact is exacerbated by the 

symptoms of poverty and displacement, such as changing cell phone numbers because 

people cannot pay their bill and must find a new contract, or constantly moving toward 

cheaper rent. These symptoms reveal how the initial moment of displacement is long 

lived. Finding my primary contact from Bamburral, Pele, and his family, involves 

traveling to their relatives’ homes in the Parada de Taipas neighborhood and asking 

them for physical directions to what is inevitably a new address. In contrast, leaders from 

the Zeladoria and UNAS regularly reach out, and I to them.  Such experiences 

demonstrate how the stark contrasts in the cases have played out in other areas.  

These differences arise in part from broader planning ideas and development 

types that have been employed and engaged in different areas of the city. In the following 

chapter, these types will be explored and their impact on the cases discussed.  
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Chapter Four: Development Domains of Learning and Action 

 

There is a trajectory of historical coevolving development types in Brazilian 

planning, within which there were key moments of connection between housing and 

education under the assumption that doing so would maximize the impacts of both. 

Within that trajectory and following mid-century mass urbanization, the development of 

informal settlements has delinked them. The continuation of this connection in planning 

thought emerged in the participatory approaches, which attempted to advance self-help as 

a social learning process. In this chapter, I will discuss four historical development types 

that as an aggregate influence the planning and development of informal settlements 

today. The evolution of these types reflects a circulation of planning ideas and 

dissemination of knowledge largely through expert exchange and associated with distinct 

conceptions of infrastructure. With respect to the three cases on which this study focuses, 

the participatory approach (1980s) had a predominant influence on the actors, 

associations, and spaces that have given rise to educational infrastructure. Following a 

review of the types, which were constructed according to the intersection between 

historical planning and development trends and broader political economic shifts, I will 

analyze how the participatory approach has impacted each of the three cases.  

 

4.1 THE INTEGRATED TYPE 

The integrated approach is characterized as planned developments that merged 

housing with a range of services and basic amenities deemed necessary for the cultivation 

of social cohesiveness and worker productivity. The first approaches to integrated 

development that coupled housing with education were rolled out from cultural experts to 

the newly urban poor during the Vargas administration (1930 – 1945). Prior to the 1930s, 

low-income workers resided in vilas operárias (worker housing) built to serve factories 
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that expanded with São Paulo’s railroad, or cortiços (tenements) constructed in adjacent 

industrial neighborhoods of Braz, Mooca, Tatuapé, and Lapa. As people slowly trickled 

into cities from rural areas, there was a need for a centralized policy to efficiently 

incorporate the masses into Vargas’ broader development agenda.  Regulations were 

established to curb the private housing market, and national housing and education 

programs were implemented to transform the popular classes into gente - citizens that 

were capable of participating in an industrial economy.294 From the position of the newly 

formed Ministerio de Educação e Saude (MES) (Ministry of Education and Health) 

education should be context-independent: centrally controlled to ensure that local 

implementation aligned with national development goals. This position was advanced by 

the military dictatorship in partnership with USAID from 1964 onward.   

In contrast, the progressive Escola Nova – New School – reform movement 

sought a new conception of schools centered around the individual experience of children 

and rooted in community life. For Anísio Teixeira, leader of the New School, schools 

should serve as supports for local interests and aspirations, not conduits of central 

government control.  From the 1930s onward, the Brazilian Institute of Retirement and 

Pension (IAP) housing, the School Park (Escola Parque), and the School Pact (Convênio 

Escolar) merged these divergent strains into a series of projects whose central idea was 

that integrated communities alone would imbue civic life. 

 

IAP Housing 

The IAP housing was a vehicle for expanding Brazil’s public education system 

beyond its elite roots. In 1937, the national Institute of Aposentaria e Pensões (IAP)  

(Institute of Retirement and Pensions) began to develop housing conjuntos  

(communities) for workers tied to industry.  Designed by an emerging cadre of architects 

                                                
294 Holston, Insurgent Citizenship. 
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associated with the modern movement and proponents of Vargas’ government, projects 

such as Pedregulho in Rio de Janeiro, and Varzea do Carmo and IAPC Cidade Jardim in 

São Paulo, merged housing with education, leisure, commerce, religious, and other 

programs thought to output new citizens or what Vargas referred to as o homen novo (the 

new man). IAP housing communities were designed to be self-sufficient where “residents 

should find everything they need – except work – each unit shall have its school, its 

church, its ‘playgrounds,’ and its commerce.”295 As figure 12, below, depicts, the 

irregular forms of the school and community center buildings interrupt the clean modern 

lines of the housing blocks.  

 

  
Figure 12: IAPC Garden City 
Source: Bruna, Paulo. Os Primeiros Arquitetos Modernos  : Habitação Social No Brasil 
1930 - 1950. 

The pattern of a school as an anchor to the community was codified into a 1937 

book of guidelines, which called for each community to be constructed around 

“neighborhood unit cells,” a reference to Clarence Perry’s 1929 “Neighborhood Unit.”296 

                                                
295 Porto, O Problema Das Casas Operárias E Os Institutos E Caixas de Aposentadoria E Pensões, 52. 
296 Ibid. Also see: Perry, The Neighbourhood Unit. 
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These guidelines critiqued “solutions based on individual housing units, constructed in 

the middle of the site” and proposed the collective use of land within the community.297 

The first IAP housing complex in Realengo, a suburb of Rio, included nursery and 

elementary schools, medical and dental clinics, a community garden, sports facilities, and 

a Catholic Church. Image 11, below, is a model of the Cidade Jardim conjunto, with 

many of the same amenities, at the center of which are the school and community center.  

The Pedregulho Housing and School project adopted a similar stance at a much 

smaller scale on Rio’s challenging terrain, designed to “call the attention of the world” as 

Brazil entered onto a global economic stage.298 As shown in figure 13, below, the fusion 

of pilotis (slim, modernist columns) and a sun-baked brick brise soleil (sunscreen) 

exemplifies the adaptation of Modernism to the Brazilian context or what Lara refers to  

 

 
Figure 13: Pedregulho Housing and School 

                                                
297 “O Seguro Social. A Indústria Brasileira. O Instituto Dos Industriários,” 291. In Bonduki, “Habitação, 
Estado, E Movimento Moderno: A Ação Dos IAPs.” 
298 Cavalcanti, Casas Para O Povo (Dissertation), 72. In Bonduki, Nabil, Origens Da Habitação Social No 
Brasil. Arquitetura Moderna, Lei Do Inquilinato E Difusão Da Casa Própria, 134. 
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as “Modernism made vernacular.”299 Like others, Pedregulho also reflects the Brazilian 

tendency to hybridize “modern forms and the tranquil, unadorned sobriety of the old 

Brazilian rural constructions,” a tendency that has been widely critiqued by Brazilians 

themselves.300 In recalling Corbusier’s praise for the Pedregulho project, Portinari – a 

project manager of Pedregulho – argued that it was only outsider recognition that led the 

project to be accepted by Brazilians.301 Such recognition by a distinguished expert is 

important because it suggests that a country deemed inferior is capable of coherent 

development and architectonic hybridization not yet observed in countries that occupy 

the pinnacle of civilization.  

Lauded as the first State-led effort at low-income housing, the IAP was 

alternatively condemned by architect-urbanists because it established a pattern of 

development that perpetuated peripheral housing communities too expensive for the poor 

that quickly settled in its vicinity.302  First, the housing units were unaffordable to poor 

residents not associated with the IAP, and the number of units inadequate with respect to 

overall demand. At the time, zoning regulations were established for the city center, 

leaving a ring of ungoverned land open to government development and preyed upon by 

real estate investors who had previously invested in coffee yet were faced with a 

dwindling market.  

Land speculators (loteadores) followed a parallel logic to that of the housing 

communities, and laid the foundations for informal loteamentos that proliferated over the 

next decades. Upon acquiring land adjacent to new projects, loteadores illegally 

subdivided the plots and sold them to incoming rural migrants.303 To ensure further land 

valuation, construction material stores were installed and the practice of self-building 

                                                
299 Lara, “Modernism Made Vernacular: The Brazilian Case.” 
300 Andreoli and Forty, Brazil’s Modern Architecture. 
301 Bonduki, Origens Da Habitação Social No Brasil. Arquitetura Moderna, Lei Do Inquilinato E Difusão 
Da Casa Própria. 
302 Bonduki, “Habitação, Estado, e o Movimento Moderno: A Ação Dos IAPs.”  
303 Sampaio, “O Papel da Iniciativa Privada na Formação da Periferia Paulistana.” 
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legitimized as a persistent partner to conventional building and development projects. In 

parallel, Vargas’ rent control laws discouraged new production of low-income housing, 

creating early gentrification dynamics that, for decades, purged the poorest from the 

center.304  The combined land use actions by the State and speculators led to a patchwork 

peripheral region from which two forms of urbanization – one formal, the other self-built 

– emerged.  

While the IAP was successful in its creation of diverse spaces, its narrow housing 

reach limited its educational reach, as the centralized placement of educational 

opportunities failed to serve those financially and physically beyond the IAP’s 

boundaries. Within this gap emerged the School Park, designed by IAP architect Hélio 

Duarte in partnership with pedagogue Anísio Teixeira.305 The School Park’s distributed 

network of buildings and classrooms were designed to coevolve with housing built by 

others, including self-builders, and reach families excluded from the industrial sector.  

 

The School Park 

The reforms catalyzed by the Escola Nova shifted focus away from education as a 

class filter and toward learning as a social medium between “home life and school 

life.”306 This shift was supported by key legislation that universalized access to education 

and thus spurred school-building programs in the late 1930s and early 1940s. Teixeira 

had contact with the work of John Dewey when he studied at NYU at the end of the 

1920s. His appointment as Secretariat of Education for the State of Bahia and a 

partnership with UNESCO funneled money to the northeastern city of Salvador, Bahia. 

Similar to São Paulo, Salvador’s peripheral patterns of development led to concentrations 

of poor, self-built communities at the city’s outskirts.  
                                                
304 Vale, Purging the Poorest. 
305 Architect Diógenes de Almeida Rebouças was also a contributor to the School Park project. 
306 Teixeira, Pequena Introdução a Filosofia de Educação: A Escola Progressiva Ou a Transformação Da 
Escola. 
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Teixeira’s external contacts and the contextual variables of low-income 

neighborhoods unhinged schools from the service of elite superstructures and connected 

them to an emerging public culture of democracy. In so doing, the School Park was 

designed to cast “closer relationships with local interests and occupations.”307 The School 

Park was a central park supported by satellites of peripheral open-classroom schools 

constructed into the surrounding self-built community. These peripheral schools were 

constructed on small lots around which it was expected that people would build and 

connect the School Park’s myriad of spaces (figure 14).308 By creating a distributed 

installed base, the school was positioned to construct its broader territory over time.309 

 

 
Figure 14: The School Park 

                                                
307 Teixeira, “Uma Experiência de Educação Primária Integral No Brasil.” 
308 Dewey and Dewey, “The School as a Social Settlement.” Bahian architect Diogenes Rebouças was also 
involved in the design of the Escola Parque. 
309 Star and Ruhleder, “Steps Toward an Ecology of Infrastructure: Design and Access for Large 
Information Spaces.” 
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The key pedagogical innovation that shaped the form of the School Park was 

tempo integral – an eight-hour school day that would fuel regular physical exchange 

between diverse school spaces, each with an experiential function. Teixeira and Duarte’s 

knowledge of urbanization patterns in the 1940s permitted them to recognize that State-

led housing was not meeting demands, thus requiring an educational model that aligned 

with how people were actually building housing on unregulated peripheral sites. As 

Duarte explains, the School Park’s strategy for urban development involved schools that: 

 

…will be organized as centers of education, where traditional school activities 
will be undertaken in buildings constructed for these ends, while the activities of 
social, physical, artistic, and industrial education will function in other buildings, 
also specialized. … the conjunto will house two types of establishments: the 
School Class and the School Park…It is important to note that the School Class 
(an economical building of twelve classrooms) will occupy small lots, reserving 
large plots of land only for the School Parks.310 

 

The School Park’s set of structures is shown in figure 15, below, a hybrid of modernist 

and vernacular forms that each house Duarte’s “centers of education.”311 

 

                                                
310 Duarte, “O Problema Escolar E Arquitetura.” 
311 Ibid. 
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Figure 15: The School Park 

Figure 16, below, shows the School Park’s library, one of five unique modernist 

structures within the School Park. In contrast, the School Class structures are externally 

austere and, modeled from Dewey’s Platoon School, internally flexible.   
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Figure 16: The School Park Library 
 

In 1953 the Brazilian architecture and art journal Habitat released a special issue 

on education. In it, the intellectual exchange between Duarte and Teixeira is clear.312 

Duarte wrote “We are sure that the construction of fine schools will not advance the State 

or the nation if, at the same time, we do not enact pedagogical reform.”313 In the same 

issue, Teixeira identifies Brazilian architecture as “(1) a liberator of old mental structures; 

(2) the use of new resources and techniques to courageously adapt old and new building 

functions; and (3) a lyric confidence in the capacity of people to solve their own 

problems.”314 Duarte’s subsequent public servant posts in São Paulo’s building 

department and at the University of São Paulo’s School of Architecture are characterized 

by interdisciplinary partnerships, a lesson he claimed came from his contact with Teixeira 

at the School Park.315 
                                                
312 Bardi, “Editor’s Note.” 
313 Duarte, “O Problema Escolar E Arquitetura,” 6. 
314 Teixeira, “Um Presagio de Progresso,” 2.  
315 Duarte, Interview with Euler Sandeville. 
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The alliance of the School Park with reforms espoused by the State was 

challenged in the early 1950s, when a plan to construct fifty replicas was blocked by the 

industrial elite of São Paulo. As Delijacov, the architect that resuscitated the School Park 

project in the 1990s, recalls, “To break the legs of this radical project, the elites had to 

create a bigger one. And that bigger project was the Ibirapuera Park and all of its public 

buildings designed by Niemeyer.” He explains,  

 

Duarte and Teixeira’s proposal was a political one that took advantage of the fact 
that the city was growing a ring of poor communities beginning in the late 1940s. 
When Teixeira talked about forming citizens through art and philosophy, he 
created unrest for the elite, who wouldn’t tolerate, for example, that that a son or 
daughter of a driver wouldn’t grow up to be his drivers, or gardeners, but know, 
and learn, what they wanted to learn. The possibility the daughter of a kitchen 
hand wouldn’t grow up to be a kitchen hand… this was the beginning of the end 
of a perverse process of domination. […]There was a plan to build 50 School 
Parks in São Paulo’s periferia. So the idea was to build the School Parks within 
the ring of peripheral neighborhoods because they were growing, and the schools 
could grow with the belt. This was all within EDIF… called the Convênio Escolar 
at that time. Duarte, the lead, had worked on the Escola Parque. There was a 
budget, a timeline, for fifty School Parks within the first two phases of the 
Convênio Escolar. At the same time, the industrial elites formed an Executive 
Commission of Celebration of 400 years of the city of São Paulo. The celebration 
was to take place in 1954, but it needed a park. That park is Ibirapuera.316 

 

Concurrent with the claims of the Escola Nova, the School Park’s distributed 

learning model reconceived as embedded within, not distinct from, surrounding 

neighborhoods. While neither the IAP nor School Park were participatory as most 

consider the term today, their urban strategies had several consequences for community-

oriented development. Instead of factories and railroad lines, the IAP and School Park 

suggested how educational spaces, leisure, and other social services could anchor 

communities and promote the collective use of space.317 Particularly in the School Park, 

                                                
316 Alejandre Delijacov, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
317 Bonduki, “Habitação, Estado, E Movimento Moderno: A Ação Dos IAPs.” 
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the distribution of educational spaces within as-yet constructed territory emphasized the 

value of experimental development. For those familiar with the North American context, 

the distributed model proposed by the School Park starkly contrasts the walled-in campus 

favored in the United States. The School Park, then, suggests that Dewey’s pedagogical 

ideas were in some ways more productively transformed into physical space when 

decontextualized from their cultural DNA.318  Finally, architects and planners began to 

investigate the heterogeneity of neighborhoods in which schools would be inserted. 

While it was not until the 1960s that a movement emerged to build within the city as is 

rather than as should be, the IAP and the School Park projects established a legacy on 

which future urban design strategies for informal settlements would build.319  

After the School Park, Duarte moved to São Paulo and designed several schools 

for the IAP Housing program. Following a 1946 constitutional mandate that a percentage 

of Federal, State, and Municipal tax be directed to education, the São Paulo School 

Accord was established to dot the urbanizing city and growing countryside with schools 

modeled after the School Park. At the time, the deficit of seats in school was already 

growing as newcomers arrived in droves.320 Duarte was appointed director of the School 

Accord, and invited several IAP colleagues to join him in “rethinking schools and 

constructing them according to the taste and technique of our time,” given “São Paulo’s 

exceptional growth.”321  

 

The School Accord 

Within the integrated development type, the School Accord can be characterized 

as an attempt to hybridize the School Park. This hybridization occurred on one hand due 

                                                
318 Stiphany, Moore, and Lara, “Hybridizing Ideas Out of Place: The Influence of American Pragmatism on 
Brazilian Architecture Education.” 
319 Elisabete França, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
320 Silva, “A Construção Da Cidadania E Da Escola Nas Décadas de 1950 E 1960.” 
321 Bardi, “Convenio Escolar.” 22. 
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to São Paulo’s physical density, and the other due to political debates between the 

authoritarian technocratic right, the Escola Nova advocates of a decentralized system, and 

Catholic elites in favor of public subsidies for private institutions. As a middle ground, 

the School Accord became a temporary alliance that resulted in the construction of a 

network of parks with schools, one of which was built next to the Heliópolis case study. 

Out of the conflict, the Catholics and the Right managed to steer public education toward 

the standardized and privatized measures realized within the interventionist planning 

type, discussed in the next section. These efforts strangled the School Accord’s parti in 

five years’ time.  

In principle, the School Accord schools broke with the monumentality associated 

with elitist education systems and designed schools that were responsive to local 

aspirations and interests.  The inspiration of Richard Neutra’s schools in California, and 

Deweyian Platoons influenced a series of projects that championed flexible space as a 

pathway to experiential learning and collaboration.322 Duarte’s thesis,323 Flexible Space: 

A Tendency in Architecture, explored the benefits of merging industrialization with 

traditional building techniques. 

The hybridity of the School Accord schools, like Pedregulho, deconstructed 

modern forms and punctuated them with local materiality to house multiple programs – 

libraries, technical centers, and classrooms – within parks. Duarte and his colleagues 

were ultimately condemned by leftist architects for settling on improving access to 

education rather than designing structures to emancipate people.324 For this radical elite 

sect, the School Accord schools lacked a true architectonic rupture with the past 

characteristic of the Paulista School’s Brutalist style, assumed to embody the 

revolutionary fervor. 

                                                
322 Duarte, Escolas Classe, Escola Parque. 
323 A thesis is required to teach at the University of São Paulo’s Faculty of Architecture and Urbanism. 
324 Silva, “A Construção Da Cidadania E Da Escola Nas Décadas de 1950 E 1960.” 
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As Duarte described, the School Accord schools were not about rupture, but 

integration and should serve as a “source of educational energy, as a point of social 

union” within São Paulo’s diverse neighborhoods.325 In a later interview, Duarte admits 

to being more concerned with the social interactions under the roof, rather than the roof 

itself – a concern for which his formalist colleagues at the University of São Paulo’s 

Faculty of Architecture and Urbanism (FAU-USP) ultimately shunned him.326  

The School Accord gained more traction in rural areas than urban ones. By 1960, 

the program had constructed 109 schools of concrete block, and another 158 temporary 

schools made of wood in São Paulo. In the countryside, of the 1,578 schools built, only 

1,022 were permanent.327 Ultimately, the School Pact failed to materialize as planned or 

impart significant influence given population increase, resource decrease, and the 

growing privatization of education in the 1950s. While unsupported in their time, the 

School Park and the School Accord schools inspired subsequent school-building 

programs including the CIEPs project in Rio de Janeiro (1980s) and the CEU schools in 

São Paulo (2000s – current) to design schools as networks, and, more critically, exposed 

the political nature of knowledge production within development.  

The integrated development approach embodied a universal storyline about 

improving access to education for previously excluded citizens. The ambiguity of what 

“universal” means in practice resulted in development projects that evolved through the 

circulation of ideas tied to modernism and pragmatism, and actors committed to 

experience, not ideology. There were, however, two interpretations. For state technocrats, 

universal describes an a priori quality standard designed to catalyze social change. From 

this perspective, if quality architecture is used to bind housing and educational 

                                                
325 Duarte, “O Problema Escolar E Arquitetura,” 5. 
326 Duarte, Interview with Euler Sandeville. 
327 Silva, “A Construção Da Cidadania E Da Escola Nas Décadas de 1950 E 1960,” 47. 
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infrastructure together, positive social change will result.  The State, its selected cultural 

experts, and elites determine quality.  

However, for Duarte and Teixeira, universal implied something more along the 

lines of a performance-based code. Performance-based codes permit progressive 

compliance to a common goal. They involve Dewey’s ‘practical character’ of knowing, 

whereby “we insist upon something in the way of actual physical making – be it only the 

diagram. In other words, science, or knowing in its honorific sense, is experimental, 

involving physical construction.”328 In contrast to the constructed outcomes of IAP 

housing communities, the distributed system of the School Park was structured to 

catalyze learning as its system evolved over time. This intention went beyond the 

technical coupling of housing and educational infrastructure achieved by the IAP 

housing, and aspired to create a synthesis based on the social context. This synthesis 

emerged from a conception of infrastructure as an evolving entity, not a static outcome. 

While I cannot claim that Duarte and Teixeira were advocates of self-building, the extent 

to which the School Park was designed to grow with its surrounding context indicates 

that they were prepared for such a scenario. Given that the School Park continues to play 

a critical role in the community that was nonexistent when it was constructed, it is 

reasonable to suggest that the contingency of the School Park model realized Teixeira’s 

goal of striking a tighter connection between home life and school life.    

 

4.2 THE INTERVENTIONIST TYPE 

The intervention list type can be characterized as one whereby a centralized 

regime applies prescriptive, standardized approaches to strike a direct connection 

between idea (housing production and capital accumulation) and outcome (housing 

                                                
328 Dewey, “Does Reality Possess Practical Character?” 131. 
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infrastructure). Learning, then, is determined through prescribed sociotechnical channels, 

and the State undertakes standardized projects to prove that it is efficiently doing its job.  

The integration of housing and education seen in the IAP housing, the School 

Park and School Pact projects was shaken in the 1950s, and entirely dismantled following 

the 1964 military coup. Cities across Brazil were buckling under the pressure of mid-

century mass urbanization as informal settlements grew out of severe housing deficits. 

The loteamentos that served as the primary means of low-income housing were joined by 

favelas in the 1960s: between 1970 and 1980 the number of people living in favelas grew 

at an annual rate of 45%, ten times that of the non-favela population in the Metropolitan 

region.329  Price increases in peripheral lots, rising food costs, and transportation attracted 

people to shards of leftover land that was closer to the city center were under viaducts, in 

creek beds, and alongside rivers and railways.330  The dictatorship rationalized the 

removal of favelas based on rational planning ideas borrowed from the United States, and 

established the National Housing Bank (BNH) to standardize the production of housing 

on large peripheral lots, stimulate regional and national infrastructure expansion, and 

institute the first Basic Urban Plans (PUBs).  

Housing and education were developed separately, and infrastructure networks 

determined by the centralized logic of the regime. A 1966 accord between the Ministry of 

Education and Culture (MEC) and USAID discarded the pedagogical achievements of the 

Escola Nova and established an education system in service of technical and economic 

advance. The disintegration of Vargas’ technocracies disintegrated housing and schools 

in the landscape. This paved the way for development based on an “‘enterprising’ State in 

which users and society as a whole did not participate.”331  

                                                
329 Taschner. 
330 da Silva, Catelli, and Pereira, “Apartheid Urbano E Politicas Sociais Para as Favelas.” 
331 Pasternak and D’Ottaviano, “Half a century of self-help in Brazil.”  
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The disintegration of housing and educational infrastructure not only fragmented 

public experience and institutional efforts, but shaped the social segregation of entire 

cities. Informal settlements were considered signs of sickness on the city and affronts to a 

modernist building culture. The State’s large infrastructure projects resulted in mass 

evictions, and between 1971 and 1979, approximately 19,000 people were displaced from 

favelas in São Paulo.332 Those removed either resettled in another favela or were 

redirected to peripheral housing resettlement communities, deemed necessary for social 

control.333 Cidade Tiradentes (190,000 inhabitants), shown below in figure 17, was nearly 

devoid of schools and disconnected from other resettlement communities. Children were 

sent to schools in neighboring areas.  

 

                                                
332 da Silva, Catelli, and Pereira, “Apartheid Urbano E Politicas Sociais Para as Favelas,” 16. 
333 The BNH’s conflicting goals of capital accumulation and social service ultimately failed to provide 
housing for the country’s poorest. Over the twenty-two years of its operation, the BNH produced 4.5 
million housing units, only 33% of which were directed to the popular classes. Of those, the very poorest 
(between 0 – 3 minimum salaries) were allotted 250,000 units (5.9% of the total). See Denaldi, “Políticas 
de Urbanização de Favelas: Evolução E Impasses.”and Azevedo and Ribeiro, A Crise Da Moradia Nas 
Grandes Cidades, 13. 
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Figure 17: Cidade Tiradentes    
Source: 
https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linha_15_do_Metr%C3%B4_de_S%C3%A3o_Paulo#/med
ia/File:Cidade_Tiradentes_-_S%C3%A3o_Paulo_City.jpg 

 

These peripheral communities segregated the poor from the city center and from one 

another, and promoted the expansion of self-built housing.334 These patterns of 

displacement “were disorienting to people and its lasting effects diminished the capacity 

of communities to organize” because of lost social capital and relocation to areas devoid 

of amenities and services.335  

Communities that were closer in to the center, on the other hand, had to mobilize 

to effectively hold their ground. In parallel, there were thousands constructing 

communities in peripheral loteamentos. Central to the organizing efforts of favelas and 
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loteamentos beyond the State’s radar was the Catholic Church and Comunidades 

Eclesiais de Base (CEBs) (Catholic Community Associations). Catholics associated with 

the CEBs were at the frontlines of promoting social justice issues through the idea of self-

help.336 Influenced by liberation theology within the church’s political turn in 1960s, the 

CEBs offered the first spaces through which the poor on the periphery could mobilize and 

fight for housing and urban services.337  As several community members in the peripheral 

east zone recall, “we learned to talk about housing, transportation, and… basic 

infrastructure at church. Padres would build small blue chapels in communities, which 

also provided space for everyday meetings and even daycare. Once we had gained some 

ground, in the 80s, we started to meet in garages, in botecos (bars)… people moved away 

from the Church but continued to collectively educate themselves.”338   

In some communities, the CEBs merged with a nascent urban educação popular 

(EP) movement, inspired by Paulo Freire and the Rural Education Movement. Designed 

to promote inquiry as a social mobilization parti to overcome immediate “limit 

situations,” the EP and CEBs shared a common concern for education that was political, 

context-dependent, and emergent from the experiences of the urban poor. As Camargo et 

al assert “Along their pedagogical trajectory, many CEBs adopted the general idea that 

the obstacles to an equitable society were imposed by a capitalist society: exploitation of 

labor, the attractions of mass culture, economic competitiveness, and the myth of social 

ascendency.”339 

                                                
336 Camargo, Souza, and Pierucci, “Comunidades Eclesiais de Base.” 
337 The Catholics were initially aligned with dictatorial regimes that sought to repress leftist movements. 
See Valla, Educação E Favela: Politicas Para as Favelas Do Rio de Janeiro 1940 – 1985. Vatican II was a 
turning point as it unhinged a large domain of the Church from conservative leanings, paving the way to 
support the emergent Worker’s Party (PT). This estrangement was propelled by the Church’s condemnation 
of the use of torture generally, and critiques that Brazil’s economic miracle served the elite. By 1982, there 
were 60,000-80,000 CEB groups in Brazil and a membership of two to three million. See Sader, Quando 
Novos Personagens Entraram Na Cena.  
338 Pedro Karanikolov, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
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The CEBs catalyzed discourse and action that displaced the production of 

knowledge from the public school to the streets. Just as the city center was no longer the 

only place of political action, schools became one of many places in which knowledge 

was being produced in peripheral areas.340 First, education became linked to political 

mobilization around collectively-identified issues in marginalized communities. Whereas 

education as conceived by the State negated the social and spatial heterogeneity of 

informal settlements, CEBs relied on it.  Second, education was blind to age and 

hierarchy, focusing instead on how people generally excluded from the educational 

system could learn from one another’s diverse experiences. Many of the CEBs relied on 

Freire’s method of using teaching themes drawn from discourse between young and old 

participants. As people told stories, they became the teachers of their communities. Third, 

CEB spaces supported feedback loops within communities and served as centers for 

knowledge production that transmitted action plans and a greater awareness of how to 

engage urban issues.  

As State housing responses continually failed the poor in the periphery, the CEBs 

expanded into broader social movements that culminated in a progressive urban reform 

movement that claimed a right to the city for all citizens. Central to these claims were 

participatory processes and development approaches that supported informal settlements 

through self-help policies. These early movements fortified new relationships between 

civil society actors, peripheral space, and the State even as they envisioned a new 

(democratic) State, new configurations of space, and new (as yet realized) 

relationships.341 These visions gave rise to the participatory development type.  

 

                                                
340 Holston, “Spaces of Insurgent Citizenship.” 
341 Baiocchi, Heller, and Silva, Bootstrapping Democracy: Transforming Local Governance in Civil 
Society in Brazil. 
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4.3 THE PARTICIPATORY TYPE 

The participatory type is founded on the emancipatory ideal that people, not 

States, should determine the form and content of their communities.   A departure from 

top down, rational planning, the participatory type introduced development approaches 

that engage the existing social and physical contexts of informal settlements. This 

departure emerged amid Brazil’s transition from a military dictatorship to a democracy, 

and an urban reform movement that altered political opportunity structures for people 

previously excluded from public deliberation. Because of this link, the participatory type 

and its manifestation in self-help polices are often considered experimental because they 

constructed new spatial outcomes as they constructed novel forms of citizenship.   

As Rossetto notes, it is not that self-help was the right policy, but that it was 

revolutionary because “up to then, the State designed the project and delivered it to 

communities – and removed informal settlements to rationalize this approach. Self-help’s 

proposal permitted building within communities…It’s a plural proposal…Most fail to 

recognize that self-building is itself constructed by a range of actors – many with 

contentious relationships – amid a very volatile transition to democracy.”342 

Ironically, the participatory approach is rooted in self-help policies established 

when the military dictatorship’s BNH reconsidered its original mission to eradicate 

informal settlements and promoted policies to preserve them.  PROFILURB (1975) 

provided serviced lots in the periphery, some with wet cores, to be completed 

progressively by families in the lowest economic sectors, referred to in Brazil as families 

that earn less than three minimum salaries.343 While PROFILURB attended to families 

too poor to afford a unit in BNH housing resettlement communities, it perpetuated 

peripheral expansion. A more radical approach came with PROMORAR, which upgraded 

                                                
342 Rossella Rossetto, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
343Currently, one minimum salary per month equals R$788.00. Outside of the current economic 
fluctuations, this is the equivalent to approximately USD$394.00. A family that earns less than three 
minimum salaries, then, lives on equal to or less than R$2,364.00 or USD$1,182.00 / month. 
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existing, more centrally located informal settlements with sewerage, water, electricity, 

public lighting, and sidewalks.  

Conservative and liberal mayors and governors opposed to the dictatorship 

employed self-help policies as they took up the cause of popular participation in the early 

1980s.  These technical interventions were significant because they recognized informal 

settlements as integral parts of the urban realm. PROFAVELA and its sub-programs 

PROLUZ (light) and PROAGUA (water) programs extended basic infrastructure to 

improve domains once targeted for removal. The Covas (1982 – 1985) administration 

expanded the provision of basic infrastructure and drew up a citywide plan that included 

policies for addressing the heterogeneous social and physical conditions of São Paulo’s 

expanding urban footprint. 

Jânio Quadras’ mayoral administration (1986 – 1988) used self-help in parallel to 

a Law of Desfavelamento - designed to put an end to all favelas in the city. Quadras 

extended servicing to organized groups that fought intrepidly to maintain their land just 

as he constructed high-rise middle class towers on cleared sites. In an uncanny twist, 

residents of the Heliópolis favela resisted Quadras’ multiple attempts to displace 

residents and instead convinced him to upgrade what is now the second largest favela in 

São Paulo.  

Leftist activist-architects undertook a handful of pioneering projects based on the 

ideas from the Uruguayan housing cooperatives. Vila Nova Cachoerinha (1982), a 

housing project in São Paulo’s north zone, and servicing projects in Recanto da Alegria 

(1983) and Vila Comunitária (1985) in São Bernardo do Campo were projects through 

which intellectuals introduced the concepts and practices of self-management and 

collective construction processes to organized community groups. Lessons from these 

experiences were translated into municipal housing policy when key participants were 

appointed to high-ranking positions in the Erundina administration. Erminia Maricato and 

Nabil Bonduki held the positions of Secretary of Housing and Superintendent of 
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Housing, respectively, between 1989 and 1992 as they also maintained ties to the 

University of São Paulo’s School of Architecture and Urbanism (FAU-USP). 

By the time the PT conquered São Paulo and Luiza Erundina was elected mayor 

in 1989, participatory practices were ill-defined and had accumulated experience but little 

“systematic theorizing.”344 The architect activists – once supportive of the mutirão (self-

help housing) had adopted a critical perspective, while social movements, on which the 

PT relied for reelection, demanded it. Large city-wide organizations like the UMM – 

Union of Housing Movements – that had consolidated the CEBs and popular movements 

active in the 1970s, demanded “1,000 lots in each district” for continued support.345 As 

Maricato recalls, “Our hands were really tied. Communities wanted mutirão… And the 

movements backed it…you have to remember how many people were out of work at the 

time. No one had money. Those who did work failed to realize how hard it would be to 

undertake mutirão after working six days a week. Still, it was impossible to advance 

anything else.”346   

Based on these alternative claims, planners and architects attempted to translate 

self-help from a technical enterprise to a social one.347 To do this, a plan of action was 

developed to shift the locus of participation from the home to the community scale and 

“catalyze citizenship, understood as a guarantee of fundamental rights, the capacity to 

collectively distribute public resources, and create living spaces that support activities 

necessary to community organization.”348 Goals included (1) the development of social, 

cultural, and political projects centered around community participation; (2) the 

                                                
344 Baiocchi, Heller, and Silva, Bootstrapping Democracy: Transforming Local Governance in Civil 
Society in Brazil, 53. 
345 Carvalho, Lupo E Telescópio - O Mutirão Em Foco: São Paulo Anos 90 E Atualidade (Master’s 
Thesis), 34. 
346 Erminia Maricato, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
347 Rossella Rossetto, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
348 Bonduki, Arquitetura E Habitação Social Em São Paulo, 81. 
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regularization and servicing of existing peripheral lots; and (3) the development of 

distributed community systems that were embedded in the existing urban fabric.349  

The FUNACOM program was created and proposed large- scale mutrião and 

urbanization projects, conceived by Bonduki as a “housing production process realized 

through partnerships between the public sector and organized community groups, in a 

system called non-state public development.”350  Through this process, community 

associations, not States, developed their own integrated project, contracted an 

architecture office, and managed the construction process at night and during weekends. 

While FUNACOM was theoretically based in the idea of integrative approaches to 

service provision, including schools, its outcomes were largely housing-centric. For 

example, designers and communities reserved land for schools in close proximity to the 

mutirão, however these plans were stymied by poor inter-institutional coordination. 

Inaction on the part of the Secretariat for Education led many of these sites to be quickly 

swallowed by self-built housing.     

There are several empirical accounts of the mutirão process in São Paulo that 

demonstrate the benefits of incremental housing and its role in broader community 

consolidation processes.351 Most interesting for this discussion, however, is the extent to 

which the mutirão conserved auxiliary spaces for an immediate or future build. While the 

IAP housing communities advanced an urban design approach to housing, the mutirão 

comes much closer to Duarte and Teixeira’s strategy of building for incremental change 

as seen in the School Park.  

                                                
349 Maricato, Enfrentando Desafios: A Politica Desenvolvida Pela Secretaria de Habitação E 
Desenvolvimento Urbano de Prefeitura de São Paulo (Tenure Thesis). 
350 Bonduki, Habitat: As Praticas Bem-Sucedidas Em Habitação, Meio Ambiente, E Gestão Urbana Nas 
Cidades Brasileiros, 183. 
351 Felipe, Mutirão E Autogestão No Jardim São Francisco (1989 - 1992): Movimento de Moradia Lugar 
Do Arquiteto (Master’s Thesis). Carvalho, Lupo E Telescópio - O Mutirão Em Foco: São Paulo Anos 90 E 
Atualidade (Master’s Thesis). 
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During the Erundina administration, Alejandre Delijacov had the opportunity to 

resuscitate the School Park proposal for São Paulo. As Delijacov describes, “the CEU 

schools were to evolve with low-income neighborhoods but also serve as large 

community centers.”352 While the CEU schools and the mutirão were to be constructed in 

tandem, the School Park project was shelved once again until 2001. At this time, CEU 

schools were designed as a precast kit of parts that accounted for three key components, a 

circular library, a rectangular building of classrooms, and an open patio with a pool for 

community use. Between 2001 – 2005, the Suplicy administration constructed twenty-six 

CEUs in São Paulo’s periferia. While architectonically distinct, the primary challenge of 

the CEU schools is that “a change in the building does not change the teachers, the fact 

that they are all from the public system. It all depends on the director.”353 This empirical 

observation challenges the architectural deterministic claim that good design can 

universally impart social well-being and justice.354  

The mutirão, upgrading, and the regularization of loteamentos continued to be 

undertaken into the early 2000s, yet by then “the PT had already left the streets. It was a 

different project.”355 Indeed, many in São Francisco refer to the second-generation 

mutirões as de luxo (luxury) because they lacked the sweat equity that many had 

experienced in the first generation.   

While the physical products of self-help within the participatory approach were of 

mixed quality, the primary outcome was an in-situ, collaborative process and the 

production of space through which people learned to participate in planning processes. 

These outcomes were achieved by (1) the cultivation of transdisciplinary partnerships, 

through which community associations, architects, engineers, and local government 

conceive of and develop community infrastructures; (2) technical hybridization of 

                                                
352 Alejandre Delijacov, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
353 Public Official, São Paulo Municipality.  
354 Kroes et al., “Design in Engineering and Architecture.” 
355 Erminia Maricato, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
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existing self-built and new built environments; (3) the development of auxiliary spaces to 

be constructed according to community experience; (4) the establishment of distinct 

neighborhoods, each reflective of what was a unique building culture; (and 5) the 

reconceptualization of infrastructure as an evolving, social and physical phenomena with 

standards determined by communities, not Western nations.356  

Self-help’s spatial proposal generally advocated for distributed systems that 

would support the internal synchronicity of informal settlements while linking local 

infrastructures to broader systems and networks. Collections of small buildings and 

spaces that weave into the physical grain of informal settlements were intended to be 

developed in tandem with housing. In this sense, the mutirão is a hybrid between the IAP 

and School Park urban models. While it promoted peripheral development, the mutirão’s 

emphasis on developing auxiliary buildings, often community centers or schools, created 

conditions that facilitated socio-technical exchange between the mutirão and subsequent 

self-built development. As the cases will demonstrate, the disconnect between the 

mutirão’s idea and implementation led to the reservation of spaces to be built in the 

future without adequate resources for their completion.     

This characteristic is widely critiqued by those who condemn the mutirão for 

catalyzing, like the BNH housing, unchecked self-building. Spaces set aside for schools, 

health clinics, and transportation hubs had housing built on them instead of the intended 

community facilities. Despite these challenges, the key contribution of the participatory 

approaches is its emphasis on the link between learning and city-making. By providing 

people with processes and spaces through which to meaningfully participate in their 

communities, many envisioned that this connection would expand over time into broader 

planning processes.357   

                                                
356 Maricato, Brasil, Cidades. 
357 Bonduki, Arquitetura E Habitação Social Em São Paulo. 
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Participatory approaches like the mutirão were abandoned in the mid 1990s in 

favor of those deemed more conducive to market competition. Cities were no longer 

charged with fostering citizenship, but required to provide economic muscle to a deflated 

State. In-situ approaches reliant on collective land management and project development 

were replaced by decontextualized strategies. These strategies sought to legalize and 

regularize land holdings in informal settlements under the assumption that doing so 

would offer greater financial mobility to those conventionally excluded from formal 

markets.358 While seemingly irrelevant, the economic approach is important here because 

it appropriated the in-situ participatory development toward un-participatory ends. 

   

 4.4 THE NEOLIBERAL TYPE 
 

He robs, but gets it (development) done. What do I care how?359 

With whom do I affiliate? The (political) party that pays.360  

 

The neoliberal type of development can be characterized as one determined by 

flows of capital exchange that describe globalization and, more recently, neoliberalism. 

While the adoption of neoliberal policies cannot be attributed to a singular event or 

political decision, the linking of the real to the dollar in the early 1990s cemented 

neoliberalism’s influence on development in Brazilian cities.361 Neoliberalism is a 

process that is geographically contingent and characterized by market deregulation, free 

trade, and reduced state responsibility.362  Critics condemn neoliberalism for reduced 

                                                
358 Ward, “Self-Help Housing Ideas and Practice in the Americas.” 
359 Resident, Bamburral. “He” is Paulo Maluf of the ARENA (dictatorship) and the Progressive Party. 
Maluf was mayor of São Paulo between 1969 – 1971 and 1993 – 1997.  
360 Resident, São Francisco. 
361 The Real Plan.  
362 Harvey, Spaces of Global Capitalism: Toward a Theory of Uneven Geographical Development. Peck 
and Tickell, “Neoliberalizing Space.” 
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transparency, as greater rollout of responsibility to the market leads to ambiguity in 

decision-making processes. Others argue that the market, embodying a clear choice 

architecture for those who can pay, and no choice for those who cannot, is more 

transparent than a state bureaucracy that pretends to satisfy all parties yet in reality 

creates obstacles for doing so through obscure and convoluted rules and procedures. In 

Brazil, the political volatility leads to left-leaning politicians toward the former, and 

conservative politicians advocating for the latter. The mutirão’s evolution toward in-situ 

approaches that partition services aligns with outsourcing favored by conservative 

governments. 

The previous development models have a strong correlation between the 

development process and the artifact produced. All development is driven by the market 

at some level, yet, as evidenced by the previous models, some incorporate mechanisms 

for citizen influence more equitably than others. What emerges within the neoliberal 

model is an opaque process whereby “participatory ideas are appropriated for economic 

ends.”363 The appropriation of in-situ as an ideal approach and its transformation toward 

ends entirely contradictory to its premise is most exemplified by Paulo Maluf’s 

Cingapura housing projects first implemented between 1994 and 2001.  

For Maluf, a civil engineer, and his developer partner Lair Krähenbühl, favelas 

worsened because residents lacked tenure and therefore pride. The solution, clearly 

illustrated in figure 18, below, was singular: “verticalize” part of the favela, channelize 

waterways, and extend titles to the residents transferred to new units as well as those left 

in barracos (shacks), the symbols of shame.  

 

                                                
363 Erminia Maricato, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
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Figure 18: The Cingapura Proposal 
Source: Folha de São Paulo, March 31, 1993. In França, “Favelas em São 
Paulo (1980-2008) Das Propostas de Desfavelamento aos Projetos de Urbanização a 
Experiência Do Programa Guarapiranga.” 
 

The Cingapura therefore provided a ready-made infrastructural solution for catalyzing 

upward mobility within any and all of São Paulo’s favelas. New housing replaced old 

housing, without community participation or the construction of schools. 

 A public that witnessed a significant increase in informal settlements embraced 

Maluf’s call for the widespread use of Cingapuras. Between 1987 and 1993, the 

population of favelas grew at a rate of 15% per year while São Paulo’s total population 
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grew at 1.7%.364 As favelas expanded along major thoroughfares, they proliferated as a 

symbol to residents and the broader public of a broader State failure to solve the housing 

crisis. Maluf’s idea was compelling not for its ingenuity but because it reflected a 

technical solution to the problem that the previous administration’s social approaches 

failed to solve. To residents, the Cingapura sold respect: “you, too, can have an address / 

receive guests / have security / be respected.”365 These propositions were highly 

attractive to a population considered otherwise invisible in the eyes of the State. From 

this perspective, the legibility of an address was linked to rights, respect, and citizenship; 

not access to participatory processes. 

As figure 19 depicts, the Cingapura spoke to the conservative public with 

definitive promises to resuscitate citizenship considered stolen by the Worker’s Party 

(PT). A 1998 headline claims “Cingapuras get rid of shacks along roadways,” and “In 

one year, the Cingapura will rescue citizenship.”  

                                                
364 IBGE 
365 Krähenbühl, Cingapura: O Encontro de São Paulo Com a Cidadania. 
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Figure 19: “Cingapuras Rescue Citizenship” 
Source: O Estado de São Paulo, March 22, 1998 (top) and O Estado de São Paulo, 
December 17, 1995. In França, “Favelas Em São Paulo (1980-2008) Das Propostas de 
Desfavelamento aos Projetos de Urbanização A Experiência Do Programa 
Guarapiranga.” 
 

Communities along major thoroughfares were targeted, and transformed into 

billboards of outcomes that masked the favela behind them. It may seem absurd that 

Maluf would also promote regularization and upgrading, given his vehement attacks on 

the Worker’s Party proposals to do so. For those familiar with development in Brazil, by 
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the time the Cingapura was proposed, the IDB had already secured a second round of 

funding for Rio’s famous Favela Bairro project, widely recognized as the gold standard 

for in-situ upgrading. As the former Secretary of Operations for São Paulo’s housing 

secretariat remarked, “by the mid 90s, it was no longer an option to build on a blank slate 

– international organizations wouldn’t have it.”366 Therefore, to secure funding from the 

IDB, the Cingapura was coupled with its antithesis: an upgrading project. This move 

secured $150 million in IDB funding between 1997 and 2004. When Suplicy (PT) 

assumed office in 2001, the package was “transferrable” across party lines because it 

involved upgrading. In an attempt to overcome stigma, the name Cingapura was changed 

to Prover even though the project remained virtually unchanged.  

The Cingapura proposed an in-situ densification approach still widely used today, 

and, according to the IBD final report, “reached its development objective: it attended to 

more than 200,000 low-income people… even though tenure was not achieved as 

planned.”367 This approach succeeded, then, in its attempt to significantly expand housing 

supply and promote regularization within settlements.  

For those who have lived with the Cingapuras over time, however, this success 

has come at the cost of adding more people to an already atrophied infrastructure of 

services and amenities. Figure 20, below, reflects an urban metabolism typical of São 

Paulo’s East Zone, where the Cingapura has attracted to its immediate vicinity not only 

more unchecked informal settlement, but neighboring housing blocks built by the 

government in partnership with the private market over the past several years.  

                                                
366 França, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
367 “BR0210 Favelas São Paulo Rehabilitation Program.” 
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Figure 20: Cingapuras in São Francisco 
Source: SEHAB (Fábio Knorr). 
 

In summary, each of the development types has introduced processes and spatial 

change, some of which have been more conducive to engendering citizen participation 

than others. Integrated approaches demonstrated how cultural experts united around 

particular projects of coupled infrastructure in ways capable of universally shaping 

communities and cultural life beyond the domestic realm. For IAP designers, everything 

was to be found within the bounds of the IAP communities. In contrast, intervention list 

approaches departed from any contextual reference and prescribed infrastructures based 

on the gold standards of Western nations. BNH housing and even early self-help 

technologies opened the door for widespread peripheral development propped up by 

adherence to external ideas.  The participatory approach contributes a reliance on 

citizens as partners – not without contentious relationships – and the context of self-built 

communities as the DNA out of which infrastructure is conceived. The disconnect 

between idea and implementation limited the widespread use of self-help, however, as I 
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will demonstrate, key characteristics of its legacy were transformed by citizens who 

experimented with its base approach as a solution to emerging community issues over 

time. Similarly, the economic approach suggests how the principles of in-situ were 

appropriated to provide functional order to informal settlements and transform the image 

of urban life.  

On one hand, development’s evolutionary trajectory has exacerbated uneven 

development by promoting peripheral expansion, reducing substantive participation, and 

eliminating educational spaces from development strategies. On the other hand, the 

trajectory has included in-situ strategies that empower some communities and 

simultaneously transformed into “top down” policies. These dynamics resulted in 

planning gaps that were occupied by organized community groups in informal 

settlements that had benefitted, and consolidated, from the servicing and self-help 

strategies of the participatory approach. 

Each of the development types has influenced policies that shape the development 

of informal settlements. An important conclusion, however, is that the constant shift in 

plans and policies whipsawed communities over the long term, requiring different kinds 

of self-help adaptation to accommodate discontinuity in the persistent top-down direction 

of development processes.  In the next section, I focus on how the participatory type laid 

the social and physical foundations for the transference of self-help housing approaches 

to deficits in education.  

 

4.5 THE APPLICATION OF THE PARTICIPATORY TYPE TO THE CASES: HELIÓPOLIS, SÃO 
FRANCISCO, AND BAMBURRAL 
 

While the influence of the participatory development approach on the three cases 

of this study makes them similar enough to permit comparison, substantial differences in 

its application highlight why, given common political economic conditions, the 
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educational infrastructure outcomes are so distinct. In the following, I will introduce each 

case in turn to analyze how participatory approaches inscribed unique social and spatial 

dimensions that shape a broad scaffolding of educational infrastructure, and conclude 

with an analysis of how each case’s process of consolidation has impacted the (1) Actors 

and Associations; (2) Political Mobilization and Funding; and (3) Content and 

Contributions that underlie Chapter Five’s ethnographies of infrastructure.      

 

Heliópolis 

In the late 1960s, the City of São Paulo removed 100 families from a favela in 

Vila Prudente to pave the way for a large viaduct approximately ten kilometers southeast 

of Centro. Residents, recently arrived from rural northeastern regions, were relocated to 

provisional housing on a large lot owned by IAPA368 in the Sacomã industrial district. 

The next three maps will demonstrate how this plot of land was transformed from the 

IAPA’s future headquarters to the present day Heliópolis favela.  

The first map, figure 21 below, shows the broad structure of the site that shaped 

future development.  

                                                
368 Instituto de Aposentaria e Pensiões dos Profissionais – National Retirement and Pension Institute for 
Professionals. 
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Figure 21: The Heliópolis Favela, 1981 
Source: Historical Aerial Image Courtesy of SEHAB  
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At number one, provisional housing is located next to a 1920s subdivision named 

Conjunto Residential Vila Heliópolis. The construction of the IAPA Heliópolis Hospital 

(2) drew workers to build their homes nearby. Newcomers from the nordeste (rural 

northeast) arrived little by little behind their pioneering relatives already installed on the 

site. The PAM medical center (3) was open to community members, and today the area to 

its west is called “PAM.” The names of early development projects, Heliópolis and PAM, 

have held until today. IAPA sold a portion of the land to SABESP, the city’s waterworks, 

in the late 1990s. At the very the southern tip of the lot is the Campos Salles School, 

constructed by the School Pact in 1957. This southern tip came to serve as the favela’s 

educational center over time.   

The leaders at the time were the grileiros (illegal land bosses) who divided up the 

site, sold off lots, and controlled access to infrastructure, even the soccer fields.369 Over 

time, the grileiros sold the fields off one by one until housing swallowed the very last, the 

Copa Rio, in the late 1990s.  As Dona Carmelita recalls, “You can’t imagine how 

terrifying it was – the grileiro would knock on the door and, leaning against the frame 

while twirling a revolver around his finger demand money for electricity… even for 

fetching water from a well! We weren’t protected because we didn’t exist in the city’s 

eyes. It was lawless.”370   

Transitioning into the 1980s, a core group of alternative leaders formed through a 

Catholic Base Community (CEB) and were the primary interlocutors between the 

community and the State. Antônia Cleide Alves (the current director), João Miranda, 

Genésia Miranda, and Geraldo de Paulo Pinto would eventually form the UNAS 

association and lead education-based development efforts in Heliópolis. João Miranda 

and Antônia (Cleide) Alves are shown in figure 22, below. 

                                                
369 For a detailed account of what Sampaio refer to as the “pathway” of an invasion, see: Sampaio, 
Heliópolis: O Percurso de Uma Invasão (Tenure Thesis). 
370 Resident, Heliópolis. 
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Figure 22: João Miranda Neto and Antônia Cleide Alves, early 1980s 
Source: UNAS Archive 

 

As the Heliópolis favela grew, the IAPA became interested in developing its land in 

service of its industrial constituents. By then, the matadores (killers) vigilante group had 

emerged to fight the grileiros, making land acquisition and infrastructure provision 

increasingly violent. Faced with the threat of displacement from IAPA and internal 

turmoil from gang warfare, leaders pressed the city to acquire the large plot and upgrade 

existing houses. Dona Carmelita’s son-in-law, Raimundo Bomfim, a community leader 

who no longer lives in Heliópolis but occupies State office, explains,  

 

At the time, we were fighting off two opponents – the IAPA, and then the city, 
who wanted to evict all of us – and the grileiros – who wanted to kill us because 
we were trying to convince the city to buy the land from the Feds and, of course, 
displace them from their livelihood. After we convinced the city to buy the lot 
from IAPAS… well, it brought us together in a very powerful way.371   

 

                                                
371 Raimundo Bonfim, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
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The city purchased the land from IAPA in 1984, and passed it to the management 

of COHAB, the municipal housing bank.372 Since this time, the residents of Heliópolis 

are under a concessional use contract, which means that they are permitted to use the land 

for dwelling purposes yet do not retain formal tenure. A cadastro social (social census) 

taken at the time accounted for 20,104 people living in 4,774 residential structures, 

approximately half of which were of masonry construction.373 At this time, 35% of the 

4,373 heads of household surveyed that were over seven years old had no schooling. 

According to the census, the “educational deficit” of spaces – from nursery to middle and 

high schools – was “very high,” however eight community centers had been constructed 

by residents within eight internal neighborhoods physically dispersed amid soccer fields, 

which numbered over twenty in the 70s.374 Cleide convinced residents that lived in other 

parts of the area to open their community centers to Genésia, a leader who schooled 

community children “before we were even recognized as a place.”375 When the State 

deferred responsibility for after school programs to the third sector in the 1990s, Cleide 

and Genésia secured resources from the State and were central actors in convincing the 

community to assist in the long-term development of CCAs (Centers for Children and 

Adolescents) in Heliópolis. The CCAs are managed by the Secretariat for Social 

Assistance and form the institutional spine of Heliópolis’ educational infrastructure.  

Alternative visions for the Heliópolis lot soon emerged, which led to a 

contentious relationship between conservative mayor Jânio Quadras, COHAB, and the 

community. In 1986, COHAB proposed a plan to upgrade the 4,000 houses that had 

already been constructed on site, and to construct 6,000 new apartment units. Leaders, 

however, demanded casas por mutirão (houses by self-help). The group had visited 

several mutirões being undertaken in the city. Yet Quadras “was two faced,” as he had 

                                                
372 Sampaio, Heliópolis: O Percurso de Uma Invasão (Tenure Thesis), 67. 
373 Ibid., 98. There were 70 commercial structures in Heliópolis at the time. 
374 Ibid., 102.  
375 Antônia Cleide Alves, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
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just passed a Law of Desfavelamento, intent on eradicating the central city of favelas to 

build residential towers in their place. The claim shown below in figure 23, made in 

1984, reflects Heliópolis early mobilization around “what we want:” schools, and houses 

that can be built aos poucos  (little by little).  

 

 
Figure 23: Heliópolis’ claim for servicing and self-help housing  
Source: Sampaio, Heliópolis: O Percurso de Uma Invasão (Tenure Thesis) 

 

Quadras agreed to the mutirão and assured leaders it was coming, yet began to 

cordon off the area for the construction of middle class high-rises. Leaders mobilized and 

demanded that the State comply with the upgrading and mutirão plan. On September 27, 

1987, the Diário Popular published an article about the participation of favela residents in 
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urban development titled “Heliópolis cobra promissa da Cohab”376 (Heliópolis demands 

Cohab to ‘make good’ on their promise). The article briefly summarized the aims of an 

upgrading project approved by residents and the reasons behind its failure to materialize: 

 

In parallel with high levels of real estate speculation, discrepancies in the number 
of people counted, and political tension, many challenges have blocked the 
project’s progression.[…] Cohab has opted to construct more apartments instead 
of upgrading existing lots. […] ‘in the midst of so much uncertainty, our struggle 
to realize the project previously elaborated will continue,’ affirmed Miguel Leal, 
associate of UNAS.377 

 

To establish a collective center, the community leaders strategically located their 

first community center in an area where people gained access to water, Rua da Mina. As 

a result of the political discord and an insistence on the mutirão implementation, Quadras 

established a work canteen directly opposite of the community center under the auspice 

of exchange yet in reality its purpose was to monitor leaders’ activities.  

At the time, Heliópolis exhibited patterns not unlike other informal settlements in 

their early stages. Conglomerations of families radiated across the plot, each nucleus with 

its own leader. Urged to do so by a city planner who worked for Quadras, Dr. Maria Ruth 

Amaral de Sampaio, leaders founded UNAS, the União de Núcleos e Associações (Union 

of Nuclei and Associations) in 1987. This was a key move, for it formed a united front 

against Quadras’ plans to remove residents “núcleo by núcleo.”378 As will be seen in the 

next cases, São Francisco’s leaders joined forces only in 2009, and those of Bamburral 

never did so. Heliópolis’ leaders eventually won their luta- struggle – and distributed five 

small mutirão projects across the site, one for each existing community association and 

shown in figure 24, below.  

                                                
376 Compania da Habitação – São Paulo Municipal Housing Bank. 
377 Sampaio, Heliópolis: O Percurso de Uma Invasão (Tenure Thesis). 
378 Geraldo de Paulo Pinto, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
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Figure 24: The Heliópolis Favela, 1989 
Source: Historical Aerial Image Courtesy of SEHAB  
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The red mutirão community centers all became Centers for Children and Youth (CCAs) 

over the subsequent ten years. 

Subsequent to Quadras’ defeat by Erundina (PT) in 1989, the work canteen was 

given to UNAS for their use. The UNAS community center and the work canteen formed 

a critical núcleo (nucleus) for future expansion and cultivation of educational 

infrastructure in the Heliópolis community. The distributed pattern provided the nascent 

structure for a network of people and spaces that UNAS has leveraged toward a 

leadership role in directing Heliópolis’ development.  

As Genésia recalls, the transition from the community centers to the CCAs was 

about “keeping kids educated and off the street.”379 As she emphasizes, “We had basic 

housing, but we didn’t have schools. Things were very violent, mothers had to work so 

that families could survive… kids were on the street amid all the violence we had 

here.”380 Pictured in figure 25, below, Genésia is widely cited as the community’s first 

teacher. 

                                                
379 Genésia Ferreira Miranda, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
380 Ibid. 
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Figure 25: Genésia Ferreira Miranda 
Source: UNAS Archive 
 

At a tense 1993 community meeting held as Military Police were poised to remove a 

section of the community the next day, Genésia argued for the need to look beyond 

housing: “I observe that we stay stuck on the housing issue. We may end up with land, or 

a house, but we can’t advance long term change, we can’t have a housing movement, 

without education.”381 

Figure 26, below, shows how Genésia’s vision unfolded over the next twenty 

years.  

                                                
381 UNAS, Retratos de Genesia, sec. 6:00 – 6:18. 
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Figure 26: Heliópolis’ Educational Infrastructure 
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The community centers highlighted in figure 24 are now CCAs that are linked to 

other community educational spaces and several public schools. The blue circulation 

routes follow historical routes used for community marches and considered by associates 

of UNAS to be safe streets. I will use inset maps in Chapter Five to focus on the 

evolution of the spaces in two key areas of the network. 

Heliópolis’ transformation of a housing storyline into an educational one was 

facilitated by the sociotechnical building blocks of the mutirão. In the next case, this 

transference worked differently and accounted for a network of spaces that follow the 

biophysical flows in São Mateus, one of São Paulo’s most polluted regions. 

 

São Francisco 

In contrast to Heliópolis, settlers of São Francisco from the mid 1970s onward 

were direct migrants displaced from their livelihoods in rural regions. While these early 

self-builders were also joined by those associated with the mutirão (self-help) project 

implemented in the late 1990s, they did not control the land or the location of the 

mutirão. While Guigui, who was fifteen when his mother worked on the mutirão, claims 

that the mutirantes were “the first human beings in São Francisco,” early settlers such as 

Oswaldo recall their settlement a few years after Heliópolis, but 10 kilometers deeper into 

São Paulo’s east zone. While Heliópolis’ surrounding industrial neighborhood of brick 

factories and nascent industry were rising, São Francisco’s residents built amid a bucolic 

setting at the foot of Cross Hill, shown in figure 27, below.  
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Figure 27: São Francisco – Cross Hill 
 

Like Heliópolis, São Francisco’s early leaders fought grileiros and mobilized for 

services. Yet these local efforts were largely disconnected from the implementation of the 

city’s largest mutirão in 1989, a predetermined outcome of the political machinations by 

Erundina when she was a councilwoman in the early 1980s.382  After promising to 

resettle people who had squatted a centrally-located building, Erundina prioritized the 

peripheral site for São Paulo’s first large-scale mutirão. 

At the time, however, intellectuals who were associated with the urban reform 

movement and appointed to São Paulo’s Secretariat of Housing began to see other sides 

to self-help. These individuals, Erminia Maricato and Nabil Bonduki among the most 

prominent, recognized the self-development (autogestão) potential of self-help, yet also 

its polemical nature and tendency to reproduce patterns of peripheral development. At the 

                                                
382 Felipe, Mutirão E Autogestão No Jardim São Francisco (1989 - 1992): Movimento de Moradia Lugar 
Do Arquiteto (Master’s Thesis). 
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same time, they were pressed by social movements to provide the mutirão in large 

quantities. As the Secretary of Housing at the time recalls, “The movements wouldn’t 

have anything else – they wanted self-help en mass – we did not have a choice.”383 As the 

banner in figure 28 below claims, “We don’t want war, we want land:” people sought 

land on which to self-build homes. 

  

 

 
Figure 28: Land occupation movements in São Paulo’s East Zone 
Source: Bonduki, Andrade, and Rossetto, Arquitetura e Habitação Social em São Paulo 
1989 – 1992. 
 

While the idea of self-management (autogestão) was linked to the broad tenets of 

the urban reform movement, and to the mutirão, its implementation by social movements 

was varied.  Bonduki, the Superintendent of Housing during the Erundina administration 
                                                
383 Maricato, Interview with Kristine Stiphany, São Paulo. 
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recalls, “Even in 1989, the project of autogestão was not yet fleshed out. The movements 

were not capable of enacting the origin of the word. They advanced the question of self-

help and the question of land. But the big claim of the movements was ‘1,000 lots in each 

region!’”384 In many cases, the mutirão was merely a technical solution.  

The accumulation of social movement claims led to large land occupation 

movements in São Paulo’s south and east zones. Virtually unstoppable because they held 

the key to the low-income vote, demands were effective in striking a cycle whereby 

occupation catalyzed the mass production of housing without accompanying 

infrastructure such as hospitals, schools, and transportation.  As has been illustrated in the 

BNH and Cingapura development types, housing without adjacent amenities provided a 

base for subsequent self-building.  

São Francisco’s mutirão was the first housing projects of many in São Francisco. 

Destined to be the largest in the city’s history – 3410 units – this mutirão en mass 

appeased social movements and rebuffed critiques that the mutirão was too small to be 

worked up to an economy of scale. While less than half of the proposed units were 

actually constructed, São Francisco’s plot – of 808 units – was the only fully completed 

mutirão project undertaken in São Mateus during the Erundina administration. Figure 29, 

below, shows the São Francisco mutirão outlined in black. North of the mutirão is the 

Sapopemba Landfill.  

 

                                                
384 Nabil Bonduki, Superintendent of the Secretary of Housing (SEHAB) in Felipe, Mutirão E Autogestão 
No Jardim São Francisco (1989 - 1992): Movimento de Moradia Lugar Do Arquiteto (Master’s Thesis). 
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Figure 29: The São Francisco Mutirão  
Source: SEHAB 

  

The street view of the São Francisco mutirão in figure 30, below, shows varying 

levels of consolidation. In contrast to Heliópolis’ mutirões, which have reached between 

two and three stories, approximately twenty-five percent of São Francisco’s mutirões 

have a full second story construction.  
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Figure 30: The São Francisco Mutirão 

 

Just prior to the mutirão’s construction, the city installed the São João landfill one 

kilometer away to replace the Sapopemba landfill, closed by citizen action in 1984. 

Subsequent to the mutirão and the São João, additional housing projects by consecutive 

administrations and self-building proliferated within the community, stressing scarce 

social services – the area had one school at the time. Given the environmental and social 

stresses imposed by the expansion of housing and the environmental impacts of the São 

João landfill and a handful of petrochemical plants, shown in figure 31 below, leaders 

from the community’s sprawling neighborhoods united to address rising environmental 

concerns.  “People were getting sick, the smell was too strong to even eat, yet the 

government continued to build housing.”385  

 

                                                
385 Oswaldo Cruz, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
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Figure 31: Petrobras Petrochemical Plant, São Francisco 
Source: SEHAB (Fábio Knoll) 
 

The Morro das Pedras community center that was constructed as part of the 

mutirão provided meeting space for leaders and concerned residents to address actions 

related to environmental degradation. As Oswaldo notes, “through all of the mobilization 

achieved around housing, we realized our mission was to defend the environment.”386  

This mission was elaborated in the context of a participatory, district-level 

planning process in the early 2000s. At this time, people who had self-built their homes 

noted the presence of natural springs in the area, and proposed to remediate the 

Sapopemba landfill and transform it in to a community park. Guigui, Oswaldo, and others 

believed that such a transformation would instill a practice of protecting the community’s 

environmental resources.  At the time, the city had initiated a Clean Development 

Mechanism (CDM) to sell carbon credits from its two primary landfills, the São João in 

São Francisco and the Bandeirantes in Perus. The funds from this transaction were to 
                                                
386 Ibid. 
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benefit residents of São Francisco and, as will be seen, residents of the third case study, 

Bamburral.  

A citizen action claim abaixo assinado (organized from below and signed by 

community citizens) dated February 3, 2006 charged the Secretariat for the Environment 

(VERDE) with negligence for their failure to comply with CDM requirements that 

surplus be directed locally to projects determined by citizens.387 As Pedro explains, “even 

though we, too, once mobilized for housing, we were tired of being a depository for 

garbage and housing projects. We wanted projects that would deal with preservation, we 

wanted the city to clean up their mess.”388  

It would take almost fifteen years for the Sapopemba park to be remediated and 

opened as a park – a story for the ethnography in Chapter Five. In the meantime, the 

majority of signers formed the Zeladoria Ambiental – the Environmental Caretaking 

Group –  founded to “raise environmental consciousness with a focus on education and 

actions that clean, restore, and construct.”389 Figure 32, below, shows two members of the 

Zeladoria leading a youth Environmental Guides class up Cross Hill. 

                                                
387 The same claims were raised in Perus. See Stiphany and Sowell, “São Paulo’s Green Trash: Carbon 
Credits, Development, and Informal Settlements.” Also see Brose, O Pagamento Por Serviços Ambientais: 
O Mercado de Carbono Promove a Inclusão Social? 
388 Pedro Karanikolov, Interview with Kristine Stiphany.  
389 “Zeladoria Ambiental: Attitude Ambiental Mission Statment.” 
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Figure 32: The Zeladoria Ambiental 
Source: The Zeladoria Ambiental 
 

In a similar situation as Heliópolis, it was social worker Marcos Vieira, contracted 

by the City of São Paulo, who urged community leaders to consolidate in 2009. Until 

today, he has held weekly meetings in the mutirão community center (figure 33) and field 

visits with core leaders Adalgisa, Pedro, Cristina, Carminha, Guigui, Flávio, Maria, and 

Oswaldo. Each participant offers a unique contribution to the Zeladoria’s shared goal of 

environmental education.  
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Figure 33: Members of the Zeladoria Ambiental in the Morro das Pedras Community 
Center 

 

In contrast to Helíopolis, the Zeladoria’s network of educational spaces follows the 

region’s natural systems, shown on the map below. The pink dots indicate a network of 

natural springs that have been mapped by the Zeladoria and, together with the mutirão 

community center, serve as the community’s base educational infrastructure, shown in 

figure 34, below.  
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Figure 34: São Francisco’s Educational Infrastructure 
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Toward distinct outcomes, Heliópolis and São Francisco transferred their mutirão 

experience into educational realms. For UNAS this transfer planted the seeds of an 

educational infrastructure based on social equity, and for the Zeladoria, civic 

environmentalism. In Helíopolis and São Francisco, the expansion of the educational 

infrastructure occurred as each group looked for gaps and conflicts in the urban fabric in 

the case of Heliopolis, or with respect to biophysical processes in the case of the 

Zeladoria. In that regard, Heliópolis focused on remediating buildings as a means of 

constructing their network, and the Zeladoria used environmental amenities as a means of 

constructing theirs. In contrast, the sociotechnical momentum of Bamburral’s mutirão 

began, and largely ended, on site.    

 

Bamburral 

Like Heliópolis, residents of Bamburral were egregiously impacted by two large-

scale infrastructure projects undertaken in São Paulo’s northern Perus district. The 

implementation of the Bandeirantes interstate highway in the late 1970s displaced renters 

in a small favela, who then collectively settled nearby in what would become the small 

favela of Jardim Esperança. Subsequent to the resettlement of these individuals, the 

construction of one of the city’s two primary landfills was initiated behind their plots, and 

the newly-formed community henceforth evolved adjacent to city garbage. The politician 

who built the Cingapura housing, Paulo Maluf, also backed the construction of the 

landfill. Maluf provided piecemeal servicing to the Jardim Esperança favela as it 

expanded throughout the 1980s. Because there was no unified effort to direct 

mobilization, the implementation of infrastructure over the next decades was fragmented 

and lacked community input as to need or location. Key leaders in these four small 

favelas include original settlers Dona Lau and Dona Dalva, Gilvane, and Pelé.  
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In parallel to the mutirões constructed in São Francisco, the city built the Cidade 

das Crianças mutirão uphill from Jardim Esperança, adjacent to the surging landfill. 

Echoing residents of São Francisco, the 100 - unit mutirão was a stress to the sparse 

infrastructure networks that they had worked so hard to achieve. “We never wanted the 

mutirão. […] We were downstream trash to them, the favela that they had escaped 

from.”390 Figure 35, below, shows the Bandeirantes landfill and its relationship to the 

neighboring favelas.  

 

 

 
Figure 35: The Bandeirantes Landfill  

 

To appease existing residents, land was set aside for a school in the neighboring 

Jardim Esperança, a means of establishing an educational center to link small 

communities that in reality would never unite. The plot designated for the school was 

taken over by additional self-built settlement in the 1990s along the landfill’s northern 

boundary. Bamburral was settled soon after, further downhill. Almost twenty-five years 
                                                
390 Resident, Esperança.  
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later, the Cidade das Crianças mutirão, pictured in figure 36, below, is less consolidated 

than that of Heliópolis and São Francisco.  

 

 
Figure 36: Cidade das Crianças Mutirão 
 

As a result of political cycles, the school planned for the mutirão and the 

neighboring communities was not constructed until 2001, at which time the only 

available space was at the foot of the landfill, mutirão, and three favelas.  Instead of its 

original location as a community center, the Fernando Gracioso school now occupies the 

neighborhood’s edge and required the removal of twenty houses for its construction.  

Dalva, pictured below in figure 37, and her family live adjacent to the original 

school site.  
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Figure 37: Dona Dalva 
 

An original settler before the mutirão, Dalva explains what the area was like before the 

mutirão, and her sentiments about the Fernando Gracioso School:  

 

There was nothing here, just a trail. The area down the way…where they are 
supposed to build the housing, Bamburral… there was a mina (an artesian spring) 
right where the school is constructed now. The teachers in that school may be 
educated, but they are uneducada (uneducated)…we are invisible to them.391  

 

While many community leaders mobilized to close the landfill in the 2000s, 

community animosity exacerbated by the mutirão and resentment led to the lack of 

community cohesion and uncoordinated educational infrastructure. While each of the 

small favelas that comprise the broader Bamburral case built small community centers, 

                                                
391 Resident, Esperança.  
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educational activities within them have been little more than piecemeal efforts since the 

1990s.   

Dona Dalva remembers Pelé, another community leader pictured to the left, when 

he was a child, because he “has always been that way… you know, he’s everyone’s 

companion. But he’s had a hard go of things.” Pelé, shown below in figure 38 with his 

son (blue jersey), is one community member who has attempted to take his and other 

community children on weekend outings to parks and museums around the city.  

 

 
Figure 38: Pelé, his son, and two community boys 
 

In contrast to Heliópolis and São Francisco, there is little connection between 

people involved in the mutirão and those involved in education. Even after the 

construction of the Fernando Gracioso school in 2001, the community remained 

fragmented. The fragmentation of sub-communities in Bamburral, then, made coalition-

building and the formation of a unified voice difficult. This fragmentation ultimately 
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weakened the community’s capacity to resist top-down decisions that resulted in removal 

and deconstruction of two segments of the community in 2011. As will be discussed in 

chapter six, Bamburral was seen by local government as socially weaker, and was thus 

more vulnerable to top-down decisions, than the other two cases that enjoyed 

considerably stronger social mobilization.  

Figure 39, below, shows the relationship between the mutirão, in yellow, to 

Bamburral’s educational infrastructure. In comparison to the previous case study maps, 

the settlements that comprise Bamburral are significantly smaller, and are located on a 

shred of land that is bound by two large infrastructures, the Bandeirantes Expressway to 

the west and the landfill to the south.  
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Figure 39: Bamburral’s Educational Infrastructure 
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In addition to the social fragmentation, the physical isolation of the mutirão, the 

subordination of the downhill communities, and disconnection of the educational spaces, 

further exacerbated social fragmentation.  The Fernando Gracioso School, in orange, can 

be seen in the middle of the Bamburral favela. The community’s two educational spaces, 

the Pastoral and the Esperança community center, as well as the mutirão’s community 

center, are shown.  

In summary, the three cases demonstrate that historical patterns of urbanization 

have linked educational spaces with housing development in informal settlements. These 

patterns provide a base foundation of educational infrastructure across the three cases. In 

Heliopolis, the mutirão has provided the physical building blocks for educational spaces 

and a strategy for polycentric development based on central núcleos and distributed redes 

- networks. São Francisco’s mutirão – specifically the community center, has established 

a center from which their activities and spaces of conservation, tied to the region’s 

watershed, have emerged over time. Bamburral’s mutirão, in conjunction with the 

landfill, has resulted in a linear pattern whereby locations identified as educational spaces 

– but then usurped by self-built housing – trickle down from the mutirão along the edge 

of the landfill.  

In addition to the spatial outcomes described above, the experimental storyline 

advanced by the mutirão has resulted in context-specific foci that shape and are shaped 

by each case’s actors and associations. While all development types are in some regard 

experimental because the outcomes remain unknown, the participatory approach’s 

storyline is experimental because it involved a process through which participants learned 

to collaboratively visualize outcomes, work toward their realization, and assess 

outcomes. At a minimum, as is the case of Bamburral, community members envisioned a 

future of housing security – an outcome that was realized once the housing unit neared 

completion. In Heliópolis, however, the mutirão process provided a threshold, not a 
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conclusion. The transference of self-built housing practices to educational ones will be 

further illuminated by the ethnographies in chapter five.  

 

Cultural Domains of Learning and Action 

In this chapter, I have presented four historical development types and 

demonstrated how the participatory type has been applied to the three cases of this study. 

As has been revealed, the type’s application was universally applied yet yielded uneven 

outcomes. Even though the core type components – engagement or creation of a 

community association, state intervention, and technical assistance – were consistent 

across the cases, each case emerged with a different self-help experience henceforth 

mobilized toward educational infrastructure. Differing levels of social mobilization, 

physical space, and connection to external actors resulted in uneven outcomes.  

Yet what were the outcomes of the intersection between the development type and 

these particular cases? How did the application of the mutirão, within the broader 

political transition from a military dictatorship to a democracy, change the cultural ways 

that Brazilians have learned to get things done? These cultural exchanges – a unique 

hybrid of clientelism and emancipatory tenets of a Right to the City – are a unique form 

of Brazilian democracy that Baiocchi et al refer to as an “associational environment” 

whereby civic action is shaped by contradictory relationships between public, private, 

and civic actors.392 In other words, development types cannot be understood without 

situating them within Brazil’s emergent democracy.  

Stretching Baiocchi’s concept of associational environment, there are three 

domains of learning and action that characterize how change happens in Brazil. They are  

(1) Standard Fare; (2) Clientelism, and (3) Development projects.  Standard fare involves 

the conduits of exchange idealized by the concept of a Right to the City, legalized by the 
                                                
392 Baiocchi, Heller, and Silva, Bootstrapping Democracy: Transforming Local Governance in Civil 
Society in Brazil. 
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1988 Federal Constitution, and guided by policy tools encased within the Statute of the 

City. Standard fare is the official version of Brazil’s democracy, the idea that provides 

guideposts continually modified by actual planning processes. Municipal housing, 

education, and health councils, deliberation over ZEIS – Zones of Special Interest –, and 

“town hall” meetings at subprefeitura (subdistrict) offices all serve to channel community 

voices to the various secretaries that comprise the municipal structure.  

A second domain of action involves clientelism. Clientelism works on the basis of 

individual political gain, resulting in an ever-shifting landscape of vereadores 

(councilmembers) and other politicians who operate as middlemen between communities 

and federal deputies to advance projects that would require years to realize through 

standard fare channels. This system is all pervasive, and those coopted and benefited by it 

speak of politicagem (political machinations) as a blessing and a curse.   

The third domain of action, development, involves the insertion of a 

superstructure of coordination and cooptation geared toward advancing a project that has 

been defined by the government and its implementation in a particular place. 

Development involves a series of mechanisms that pass information from, for example, 

the Secretariat of Housing (SEHAB) to communities as well as community field offices 

whereby social workers attend to residents impacted by development. Since the 1990s, 

the State generally outsources community interface to private companies such as 

COBRAPE. One benefit of outsourcing is that it tends to impart stability to community 

engagement traditionally exacerbated by political fragmentation. By way of example, the 

defeat of the Quadras administration truncated Maria Ruth’s official engagement with 

Heliópolis. In contrast, a contract established in 2002 between SEHAB and COBRAPE, a 

private community engagement organization, has maintained the same social worker in 

São Francisco through two contentious elections.  There are challenges and opportunities 

to simply renewing a contract, however these mechanisms have, to some extent, extended 

the spaces of learning within development beyond the build. This continuity begins to 
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bridge the primary difference between standard fare and development, which is that 

development tends to operate within a fixed temporal and spatial domain, and standard 

fare involves ongoing planning activities.  

These tacit domains of learning and action are not formal or informal, but shape 

emergent forms of governance that simultaneously reject and cling to remnants of the 

past – even those that are irrational. Public officials use these domains just as do people 

in informal settlements. Through this study, I have found that the primary difference 

between the two is the willingness of community associations in informal settlements to 

admit to learning their use.    

…if we waited for the government to come up with clear rules that demonstrate a 
housing deficit, the need for a school in one location over another… we’d be 
waiting as long as it takes the babies in this place to turn 70. So we do it, we get 
things done our way.”393  

 

In other words, people have learned to use the system through its ongoing 

construction, and metrics emerge from context.  

The extent to which actors and associations in the cases may choose to freely 

access, contribute to, and hybridize these domains of learning and action is uneven. In 

describing the system of checks and balances established by the Statute of the City and 

how things actually happen, Geraldo describes,  

 

…is dealing with a vereador (councilperson) to pressure a senator in exchange for 
votes any less of a democracy if, in the end, we benefit? We know this is the 
system…It is how we get things done… é o nosso querido Brasil – and this is our 
dear Brazil.”394 

 

                                                
393 Antônia Cleide Alves, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
394 Geraldo de Paulo Pinto, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
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The capacity of communities to navigate these channels and networks is itself 

uneven.395 The cases most successful in establishing and maintaining educational 

infrastructure have facility in engaging all three domains of learning and action 

continuously, what I refer to as Standard Fare Plus. Standard Fare Plus emerges when 

communities have contact with successive waves of development. This continuity 

maintains an increasingly thickened space of action, deliberation, and resistance between 

communities and the private and public sectors. These dynamics offer a greater number 

of opportunities for actors to come together, disband, and negotiate conflict under the 

auspice of a novel planning project. These dynamics, however, are power laden. As the 

cases have already begun to demonstrate, even within consolidated communities there is 

significant variation in the extent to which people are able to realize even minimal 

improvements.  

In the case of Heliópolis, ten core actors associated early and, through the 

experience of resisting several attempts by the government to displace them, developed a 

strong idea that “everybody wanted but no one knew how to achieve. […] When you’re 

labeled a favelado, there are some things that were simply off limits. […] You have to 

remember that most were illiterate, or had… maybe a second-grade education. So it was a 

crazy idea, really, for most.”396  The ambiguity of education in the context of an informal 

settlement permitted actors to attract others over time – some clearly educated in the 

conventional sense of the word, and others that saw UNAS “as a different way of life.” 

While the core leaders of UNAS are associated with the PT and several high-ranking 

political actors, their network is unique because it has associated people from 

antagonistic domains over time – individuals involved in crime, conservative politicians, 

and one elite architect.  

                                                
395 Harvey, Spaces of Global Capitalism: Toward a Theory of Uneven Geographical Development. 
396 Antônia Cleide Alves, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
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The confidence gleaned from the early conquest of land and the mutirão led 

UNAS to continually reinvent its housing story, creating pockets of connection through 

which others joined. In addition to children of self-builders, these pockets have been 

occupied by a wide range of actors, from the LBGT community and teens to abused 

women and elders, as well as institutional and funding affiliates such as Public Health 

and Action Aid. These contacts have allowed UNAS to increase access to diverse 

educational opportunities and build spaces within which people plan and solve problems 

related to their communities. These alliances and the poly-centric distribution of 

differentiated spaces permit a range of actors and funders to plug in in ways that align 

with their interests. There are approximately 700 community members employed by 

UNAS, and 4,500 children and community members that are enrolled or participate in its 

programs. 

In contrast to UNAS, the make up of the Zeladoria’s core leadership is a 

reflection of the mutirão’s influence by social movements and local government, divided 

between what Oswaldo terms “the two São Franciscos – the loteadores and the 

mutirantes.” The loteadores, original settlers akin to UNAS core group, have been 

involved in piecemeal environmental efforts since they closed the Sapopemba Landfill in 

1984. The mutirantes, those involved in the 1989 mutirão, approach the environmental 

education question through continued involvement in housing. On one hand, this means 

that all contribute a unique perspective to environmental education. On the other, 

plurality has bred infighting. The older crew of loteadores advances broad projects, such 

as the remediation of the Sapopemba Landfill, a linear park project, and the conservation 

of a network of springs.  

In contrast, the director of the Zeladoria, a mutirante, wants quick action, and has 

cultivated partnerships with Ecourbs, the owners of the area’s largest landfill, the São 

João, to support programs that advance youth programs. For Guigui, more important than 

who funds is what is funded: “the environment is social – we have to target the drug 
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problem.” The common cause between the Zeladoria’s factions is a fight against self-

building, even though the majority of participants are themselves self-builders. Due to the 

extensive amount of building, leaders agree that public spaces are needed and therefore 

seek to conserve environmental resources as a way to territorialize.  

In contrast, community leaders in Jardim Esperança and Cidade das Crianças 

resisted collaboration for fear that relinquishment of control might diminish their capacity 

to achieve tenure. Dona Lau, for example, has been fighting for her tenure case for over 

thirty years with little progress beyond a document signed by Mayor Marta Suplicy (PT) 

in 2001 that guarantees her house will never be demolished. Dismissed as the political 

machinations of the opposing party, subsequent conservative administrations refuse to 

recognize the document. Since Bamburral was settled in the late 1990s at the bottom of 

the hill, uphill neighbors see it as “a cesspool.” The divisions between the four small 

settlements are more visceral than those of the much larger São Francisco and Heliópolis. 

Whereas contact between community leaders and local government in São Francisco and 

Heliópolis shifted to requests for resources and projects related to extra-housing topics in 

the 1990s, that of Jardim Esperança and Cidade das Crianças has remained squarely 

centered on housing.  

The development trajectory demonstrates a clear strategy for integrating housing 

and education when those strategies are applied in anticipation of, not in response to, 

informal settlements. The IAP projects were delivered as complete communities that 

would structure, and in most cases keep at bay, informal settlement that would come 

later. Similarly, the School Park’s distributed system was designed to territorialize, but 

rested on the idea that it would be embedded within a self-built area – which is exactly 

what happened. While the mutirão adopted an urban design focus and set aside auxiliary 

spaces for schools to be constructed in the future, in most cases lack of vigilance led to 

their occupation by self-built housing. As the case of Bamburral demonstrated, this 

oversight led the school’s location to be pushed farther and farther down the hill until it 
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was constructed at the foot of four favelas and a landfill. Even though the School Pact’s 

Campos Salles School coevolved with the Heliópolis favela, the school was less 

integrated into community affairs until the 1990s.  

From the establishment of these cases and their impact by the mutirão policy, 

origins, networks, and space are points of critical importance for understanding how each 

case evolved established a storyline identity for its future educational infrastructure. 

Heliópolis’ emancipatory educational storyline emerged from early mobilization around 

servicing, which provided leaders with a social base through which to associate into 

UNAS. Once associated, leaders were able to not only resist displacement but obtain 

control over their land. This control led to the distribution of small mutirões and their 

associated community centers in a polycentric spatial pattern not unlike the School Park.  

Particularly striking in the Heliópolis case is the relationship between Maria Ruth 

Sampaio and the core leaders, reflective of a political displacement whereby Sampaio - 

through the experience as the sole interlocutor between the conservative Quadras 

government and the community, moved closer to the core leaders and they to her. The 

transference of the Quadras work canteen to UNAS at the closure of defeat of Quadras by 

Erundina reflects a spatial displacement whereby a building established to keep watch 

over the community became its most unifying center. These dynamics led to an 

emancipatory educational storyline centered around social mobility and equity.  

In contrast to Heliópolis, early mobilization around servicing in São Francisco 

and Bamburral did not lead to external contacts or early association, and leaders had no 

influence on the location of the mutirão. Instead, the singular mutirões and corresponding 

community centers shaped one more neighborhood among several that was thought to 

drain scarce infrastructure.  

São Francisco and Bamburral are distinct for the relationship between the mutirão 

and area landfills. While leaders in both cases crossed neighborhood lines to resist 

landfills in their communities, only leaders in São Francisco translated ad-hoc 
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corroborations into a broader environmental coalition. An environmental storyline, then, 

gave continuity to São Francisco’s ad hoc associations between a core group of leaders 

that formed the Zeladoria Ambiental in 2009.  

In summary, there are cultural domains of learning and action nested within the 

four planning types. Sometimes the cultural domains of learning and action reinforce the 

planning typologies and sometimes they challenge them. The mutirão is important for the 

extent to which people recognized that they could gain a degree of control over the future 

direction of their community by translating a housing storyline into an educational one. 

Table 3, below, outlines the key actors, educational outcomes, and spatial reach 

associated with each case.  

 

Table 3 Cultural Domains of Learning and Action 

 
Actors Educational  

Outcomes 
Realization Cultural domains of 

learning and action 
Heliópolis Leaders 

UNAS 
Public/Private 
sectors 

Social Equity Construction 
of Public  
Space 

Standard Fare Plus 

São 
Francisco 

Leaders 
Zeladoria 
Ambiental 
Public/Private 
sectors 

Civic 
Environmentalism 

Conservation 
of Public  
Space 

Standard Fare 

Bamburral Leaders Housing Security Preservation 
of Private 
Space 

Clientelism 

 

While the mutirão reflects a participatory approach designed to counteract uneven 

development, its genesis emerges from the accumulation of planning knowledge shaped 

by international organizations and planners. It is to what actors in the individual cases 

have done with this raw material that the next chapter will turn. 
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Chapter Five: Ethnographies of Infrastructure  

 

The objective of the six short ethnographies in this chapter is to merge multiple 

viewpoints into a thick but distilled version of a complex issue. In order to arrive at a 

distilled understanding of the intersection of self-built housing and education, I will unite 

some viewpoints and exclude others toward a focused consideration of how different 

spatial components of educational infrastructure are social and technical outgrowths of 

the self-building process. The spatial components I employ are Núcleos, Redes, and 

Ficções (Centers, Networks, and Fictions), which are categories used by community 

members in Heliópolis to describe their educational infrastructure. Therefore, just as the 

last chapter examined how different development types have expanded planning ideas, 

this chapter will consider how each of these can be used as evidence of, as the research 

question asks, the dynamics of self-building.  As the literature has shown, self-building 

redefined the production of housing. Here, the reader will see how, through the voices 

and actions of people in the cases, self-building has redefined the idea and spaces of the 

school.  

Each of the components of Núcleos, Redes, and Ficções (Centers, Networks, and 

Fictions), will be a means of describing how self-building is transferred into education 

and expands the idea of the school and learning contexts. In so doing, each component is 

a contextual response to the community’s educational needs just as self-building is a 

contextual response to housing.  These three components correlate to three key self-

building strategies. The first is that, just like the wet-core, núcleos provide an installed 

base to which other components are added over time. The second strategy is progressive 

construction, whereby the rede (network) grows according to available resources and 

community experience. The third strategy is envisioning a future space through the lived 

experience of people who are conventionally excluded from planning processes. There is 
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an intimacy to visions presented here that is distinct from a professional’s attempt to see 

informal settlements from the outside.  

 

5.1 NÚCLEOS (CENTERS) 

As part of the translation of self-building from housing to education, the building 

of educational centers provides an installed base from which other infrastructure is 

constructed. These centers provide a means of using the relationship between education 

and self-building as a way to facilitate exchange and expand the idea of school into the 

community at large. The first ethnography describes the transformation of a pedagogical 

idea into the tearing down of walls between the school and the favela. The second 

ethnography describes an antithetical situation, where the school and community do not 

engage.  

 

Heliópolis: Installing the Base 
 

The most important aspect about the Heliópolis case is the role of two educational 

núcleos in pedagogically and physically redefining the idea of a school: the UNAS 

headquarters and the Polo Educational Center. As demonstrated in the inset map below, 

the UNAS headquarters and the Polo create two distinct yet interrelated educational 

centers that have evolved as a result of a pedagogical idea in which the literal and 

metaphorical removal of walls expands the school and allows learning to occur across the 

neighborhood and between people and experience, as opposed to an activity directed 

within a room. Inset map A in figure 40, below, corresponds to figure 26 on page 159. 

The spatial logic illustrated by these maps guided how UNAS and the Polo have 

designed, renovated, and expanded over time, and, as the reader will see, how a singular 

event in the community made this need both urgent and concrete.  
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Figure 40: Inset Map A, Two Educational Centers in the Heliópolis favela. 
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On a summer night in 1999, a female student named Leonarda was fatally shot in 

front of the Campos Salles school amid one of Heliópolis most violent periods. Out of the 

mass of mourners that gathered on the street below her home the next day, Braz 

Nogueira, the director of the school, and community leader João Miranda emerged to 

walk the streets. “We didn’t exchange words, because there was nothing to say. But at 

that moment, foi combinado (it was decided) that education and learning would guide our 

neighborhood, not drugs and violence.” As the men walked, they recognized that the 

Campos Salles school had served as a refuge, but not a bridge between the school and the 

favela. Braz recounts, “we each realized that we couldn’t see enough of the problem from 

one side… we were not creating the conditions for transformation.” This walk led to a 

broad pact to combat violence by expanding the idea and space of the school, not 

protecting it. 

The pact was first galvanized, and Braz and João Miranda’s walk extended, 

through the Caminhada de Paz (Peace March), which unites thousands each year on the 

anniversary of the shooting. Community members wear sunflowers and gather at the 

Campos Salles school in the early afternoon, after which the crowd proceeds into the 

community, passes by UNAS’ núcleo,  and adheres to a historical circulation route that 

connects Heliópolis’ northern and southern zones. For Cleide, this route, shown in figure 

41, below, has historical meaning, yet “we walk in areas to be seen by people who still 

think this neighborhood is for violence. We want them to know that we see it 

differently.”  
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Figure 41: Peace March, 2015 
 

As the crowd repeats the chant Paz, Paz, Paz! Violencia Nunca Mais! (Peace! 

Peace! Peace! Violence never again!), with the range of people now involved in what was 

a small community organization apparent as children, senior citizens, adolescents, men 

and women hold hands and walk the streets. This year, participants of UNAS Youth 

Awareness group, shown in figure 42, below, are at the front line. As one remarks “we 

are lucky to have this tradition, to remember what it was that our parents lived through 

before Heliópolis was a Bairro Educador.”   
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Figure 42: Participants in the Youth Awareness Group at the 2014 Peace March 

João Miranda chose Heliópolis because he learned that “it was the only place to 

build.” Equally circuitous, Nogueira came to Heliópolis through the public school system 

after teaching in Centro’s private schools. “Those schools weren’t for me. I chose 

Campos Salles because my family of origin is the same as the families that live here.  

Beyond that, what pulls me to collaborate is the mobilization of the community… it 

means that we can work together, we’ve learned that we can do more together.” While 

many in the public school system understand schools as refuges from favelas, for 

Nogueira, the favela is the refuge:    

 

Here, in this context, learning doesn’t happen within four walls, within what we 
think of as the school. Learning happens everywhere. Yet not all experiences in 
the favela are educative in a productive sense. These kids learn to steer clear of 
drugs, but they also learn that trafficking is an option as they get older. We work 
on continuity that develops different kinds of intelligences unique to each student, 
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but to filter them through political intelligence so that outcomes have a direct 
impact on the spaces that kids actually inhabit, the lives they actually lead.397 

 

 The re-visioning of the idea and space of the school led Braz, João Miranda, and other 

community members to take the matter of greater dialog into their own hands, which 

“needed to happen on a daily basis, in multiple ways.” On his end and in a literal manner, 

Braz drew on his inspiration from Anísio Teixeira and Paulo Freire and created open 

classrooms that were “more conducive to exchange that we so desperately needed at that 

time.” With a wise smile, Braz explains how his open classroom, Shown in figure 43, 

below, actually happened: 

 

I made a proposal to the municipal Secretariat of Education to remove the infill 
walls between a series of small classrooms. Six months went by… eight 
months…and the violence was increasing. I walked over to UNAS on Friday 
afternoon, convinced João (Miranda) and others of my idea, and by Saturday 
night, we had an open classroom.398  

 

                                                
397 Nogueira, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. São Paulo. 
398 Ibid. 
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Figure 43: Braz Nogueira and the open classrooms of the Campos Salles School 
Source: UNAS Archive 

 

 By tearing down the walls, Braz unwittingly hybridized the School Park and as a 

result, based on his knowledge and understanding of the community adapted a historical 

model that was also predicated upon the idea of a school that was experienced beyond a 

singular building. As the reader will see in the third ethnography, just as the School Park 

relies on satellite classrooms, Campos Salles is supplemented by a network of Centers for 

Children and Adolescents (CCAs), which are managed by UNAS and where  

 

40% of our students spend their mornings or afternoons. There, the kids engage 
through dialog, creative activities. Here, we still teach math, reading 
comprehension, science, and writing, but we do it through experiential activities 
and in groups. The open space now permits this exchange. […] I’ve let several 
teachers go since the walls came down, because they preferred to stay in their 
little rooms, hiding from what was going on in plain sight.399  

                                                
399 Ibid. 
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 As Braz and community members tore down walls in Campos Salles, UNAS 

raised them to capitalize on their unique resource of an inherited work canteen and a 

network of community centers established by self-builders in the 1980s. Behind this 

street façade, the transformation of space has been central to altering the pedagogical and 

physical idea of the school. In the same way that there is a lineage for doing so in Dewey 

and Freire, this type of expansion has taken place within the UNAS headquarters itself, 

shown below in figure 44.  

 

  
Figure 44: UNAS Headquarters, 2014 

 

The progression of spaces shown in figure 45, below, of the old work canteen follows a 

typical pattern of self-built expansion.  
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Figure 45: Evolution of the UNAS Headquarters 
 

Funded by St. Edwirges Church, the second story was constructed in the early 90s 

to add meeting and administrative spaces, “which was fundamental for us … we got our 
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feet on the ground with physical organization… before this, we were really a mess. “As 

Geraldo explains, in the mid 90s,  

 

…we opened up the building to the side alley when the city built a sports court 
next door. The sports court was justified as housing had swallowed up the last of 
our soccer fields. Yet it created a dark alley between UNAS and the new building, 
and the alley drew drugs. So we used the steep terrain… we received money from 
Action Aid and built a second classroom space beneath the legal offices.400  

 

Figure 46, below, shows the double-height connection between the street level 

canteen and the alley, reached by a small set of stairs to the lower right.  

 

  
Figure 46: UNAS Headquarters  (Interior) 
 

This space is akin to courtyard spaces in self-built homes that exist as flexible 

internal cores from which new spaces and uses unfold. Whereas domestic expansion 
                                                
400 Geraldo de Paulo Pinto, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
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occurs following marriages or births, UNAS’ additions are precipitated by new 

educational needs. As can be seen through the doors and windows in the blue volume, 

this is precisely what happened in the late 1990s, when the back wall of UNAS was 

punched open to receive a three-story volume, “permitted because of the steep slope.” 

The glimpse of orange to the lower right leads to a classroom dedicated to the Youth 

Awareness group, above which is one of Freire’s Telecentro internet spaces at street 

level, and more administration space on the third level. With each new space, UNAS has 

been able to expand its educational scope and experiment with new frontiers.  

The Youth Awareness group was “very intentional…but experimental because 

they (youth) have such a different experience than we had… there is a lot of crack… 

these kids do not have the obvious question of housing to attend to… so we had to 

provide a common cause alternative to the one of drugs.” The diversity of doors, 

windows, and finishing materials reflects the bricolage of self-building, but also the 

experimental nature of building an educational program from scratch. To pass on the 

knowledge of UNAS’ leaders, and continue their mission, “We house the youth here, not 

in the CCAs, because we want them to have direct and regular contact with community 

leaders… we learn from them, they learn… old tools from us… and todos nos ganham 

(we all win).”401 In essence, transformation of the headquarters building is a test-bed for 

how UNAS operates at other scales.   

The relationship between Braz Nogueira and UNAS culminated in the Polo 

Educacional, a large campus of educational, leisure, and cultural spaces that have been 

constructed around the Campos Salles School since 2005. This achievement did not 

emerge from Heliópolis’ historical connection to the Worker’s Party (PT), or UNAS’ 

adherence to tried-and-true self-building techniques, but through a connection to two of 

the country’s most conservative politicians and an architect who normally designs luxury 

                                                
401 Antônia Cleide Alves, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
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hotels. According to Cleide, the glue between this unlikely cast of actors was “the 

architect’s drawing. At first, Kassab committed to two nursery schools, and Serra to the 

ETEC technical school. Ohtake drew in two additional buildings – a cultural center and a 

CEU school – and they couldn’t say no. We framed it as education against drugs… these 

are, maybe, the only issues to which liberals and conservatives agree.” The Polo, shown 

in figure 47 below, contrasts the austere, yellow nursery schools that were designed by 

the building department; and the bold post-modern forms for which the community’s 

preferred architect, Ruy Ohtake, is known. The Campos Salles School, built by the 

School Pact in the late 1950s, is nested within the trees to the right.  

 

 
Figure 47: The Polo Educational Center 
Source: UNAS 
 

As he describes Ohtake’s work in Heliópolis, Brazil’s most celebrated 

architecture critic sighs in dismay, “…he designed something they (the poor) didn’t even 
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know they needed.”402  As evidenced from the building activities in Heliópolis described 

in this ethnography, the opposite is actually confirmed. Through self-building, residents 

knew what they needed, and recognized the limitations of their technical capacity to 

construct large spaces. The partnership with an architect and unlikely funders permitted 

the construction of a park and spaces to meet the changing educational needs of the 

community.  

Today, the large spaces of the Polo support theatrical performances, exhibits, and 

recreation. A typical day for students in Heliópolis, then, involves beginning at the 

Campos Salles school in the morning, migrating to a CCA in the afternoon, and returning 

to the Polo in the evening for an event. Much like the Peace March, “we rely on the 

circulation of students throughout the community to occupy…to claim our community.”  

As Arlete, a former teacher in the public school system and director of the Cultural 

Center explains, space matters:  

 

Many years ago, I didn’t believe that space had any influence. I always worked in 
public schools na periferia (in the periphery) and the only thing I thought of in 
terms of space … well, was that there wasn’t enough of it, and there weren’t 
enough schools. But as I have been here in Heliópolis… twenty years now… I 
came to see how much it matters in a place where space is scarce and I am certain 
of its importance. How space is constructed matters to its community 
contribution, or it could disarticulate that which is already articulated. It catalyzes 
coexistence or fragments it. There are beautiful buildings, but buildings have to be 
beautiful through their inhabitation, which – here, has raised self-confidence, and 
gives people a sense of importance – this is beneficial for all of us.403  

 

Arlete also explains that Heliópolis is similar to other favelas where people 

maintain a luta (struggle) to get what they need. Heliópolis is different, however, because 

the people have a desejo mais decidido (a determined desire). Counter to the architecture 

critic’s claim, she says, “People here have dreams, they have passion for things, they 
                                                
402 Brazilian Architecture Critic in the context of a private conversation.  
403 Arlete Persoli, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
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know what they want. You may wonder…how do you build passion in a place like this? 

By seeing that it exists in someone else and that it is possible.”404   

This ethnography shows that, like self-building, the flexibility to redirect and 

redefine the idea and space of the school is facilitated by social and technical 

connections, as evidenced in the image of the boundary between the Polo and the favela. 

As Braz, shown in figure 48 below, asserts, “there are no walls between the school and 

the favela.”  

 

 
Figure 48: Braz Nogueira walking in the Heliópolis favela 

 

This connection will continue to be fortified by future Peace Marches, the myriad 

of programs that UNAS and the Polo offer, and through the continued need for 

educational opportunities to supplement the public system.  While this connection 

                                                
404 Ibid. 
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emerged rather seamlessly from the praxis of self-building in Heliópolis, this was not the 

case in Bamburral, on which the next ethnography will focus.  

 

Bamburral: The Favela without a School 

Unlike Heliópolis, Bamburral lacks a robust relationship with the community’s 

only school.  This resulted from the political fallout when the city did not build a school 

in conjunction with the mutirão as planned, but constructed one years later in an area less 

advantageous to the community as a whole. Consequentially, animosity among 

community leaders and fragmentation of efforts limited the cultivation of a collective 

front to address the problem of education. This fragmentation reflects the failure of 

school administration and the community to establish a foundation from which future 

educational initiatives could emerge.  

Shown below in figure 49, the Fernando Gracioso School is located in the middle 

of a ravine, downhill from the neighboring landfill and four small favelas. Citing Brazil’s 

forestry code, which prohibits construction within a riparian zone, a city planner in the 

Secretariat for Environment asserted “the school should never have been constructed.”  
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Figure 49: The Fernando Gracioso School and the Bamburral favela 
 

By suggesting that parents should exercise more responsibility for their children’s 

education and extra-curricular activities, the school director received death threats. She 

explains the challenges of public schools in São Paulo’s peripheral areas: 

 

…because the public school system is for the poor, anything is considered good 
enough because people think they aren’t going to learn anyway. The poor are 
considered to have unstructured families, with needs that surpass those of a 
middle class child. Teachers don’t want to deal with non-middle class children. 
Governments give them the scraps – look at where this school is constructed!405  

 

This observation reflects a common sense among residents that they receive the 

scraps of the system. After relaying that in terms of performance on national test scores 

Fernando Gracioso is the 12th worst school in the city, Sandra echoes Braz and explains 

that many directors who study pedagogy bring lessons of Dewey and Freire to a 

                                                
405 Director, Fernando Gracioso School. Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
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curriculum table filled with teachers that do not want to be at the school to begin with.406 

Given the option to teach at one school for all three periods – a bid for greater 

cohesiveness –  many teachers opt to teach at three different schools for more money. 

The system, then, incentivizes temporal, social, and spatial fragmentation. Due to broader 

structural issues that limit the extent to which a child in a favela will grow up to be a 

teacher, “Most public school teachers either don’t come from favelas or they have 

themselves escaped from poverty and don’t want to associate with that aspect of their 

lives. Teachers think they are above (the favela).”407  

Many residents recall the construction of the schools as a sudden disruption, 

whereby twenty families were displaced to make room for project that sunk massive piles 

and retaining walls into the murky ground. Sergio, an engineer who lives farther up the 

hill, recalls otherwise.  

The school is down there in Bamburral because they (the government) ran out of 
space. Eles enrolaram408 – the plan was to build a school together with the Cidade 
das Crianças mutirão – to give it support, you know? They (the government) set 
aside space, but never constructed. By the time they got back around to the idea 
the original site had been entirely squatted.409   

Negative sentiments among the directorship, teachers, and residents have led to 

the school’s physical and pedagogical impermeability, illustrated in figure 50, below.  

 

                                                
406 Ibid. 
407 Ibid. 
408 Enrolar – literally to “re-roll” – means what the metaphor implies: to roll and re roll a situation so many 
times that the problem or solution are unidentifiable. It is used to make sense of a situation whereby an 
individual or an institution simply does not want to complete something.  
409 Resident, Esperança.  
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Figure 50: The Fernando Gracioso School 
 

In compensation, several ad-hoc efforts have attempted to keep kids off the street 

when not attended to by the requisite four-hour school day. Funded by the St. José’s 

parish and constructed by community members, the construction of a small community 

space in the early 1990s was the first attempt to realize an educational infrastructure in 

the Bamburral area. In Dona Lau’s telling, the Esperança space was constructed because 

she and other leaders were excluded from the mutirão’s community center, used in the 

other cases as a base for subsequent educational spaces. As Lau describes it,  

 

…we built a small community center down here, and used it for after school 
activities because the mutirantes wouldn’t let us use theirs. We were trash to 
them…the favelados that they had been. But the people who moved into the 
mutirão were not mutirantes as you’d imagine this word. Nossa senhora, most of 
them can’t use a hammer.410 

 

Instead, the mutirão’s community center was transformed into a church, shown in 

figure 51, below, and remains closed to the adjacent communities. 
                                                
410 Resident, Esperança.  
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Figure 51: The Cidade das Crianças mutirão Community Center 
 

The Esperança community space has been used by a handful of community 

leaders who provide some opportunities for children to gather and continue extra-

curricular learning efforts. Different community members have overseen this effort to 

assist with homework activities, however none offer the comprehensive vision promoted 

by UNAS or the Zeladoria.   

Gilvane, who moved to Jardim Esperança in the 1990s, befriended Lau and has 

used the small community center to serve the crowds of children that roam the streets in 

Esperança.  

Our family moved to Esperança little by little from the northeast – there was a 
drought in the 90s. We found community here. Still, it was very violent – many 
men were dead on the street, every few days. Today there is still a group of 
adolescent boys that terrorize the place – all hooked on crack. Anyway, I started 
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giving classes a couple of afternoons a week and on Saturday for the kids… they 
were on the street all afternoon. Não pode ter isso – we can’t have this.411  

 

Gilvane describes her attempts to recreate the atmosphere of the schools in the 

northeast, “where teachers care if students show up… they understand their students’ 

home lives because they come from the same life. Parents want to send their kids to 

school, and teachers feel good about sending their students home.” Working with very 

little, Gilvane worked with donations of books and a computer from people at her 

workplace. “…I was able to give basic word processing lessons… at first the kids were 

disappointed that we weren’t going to surf the internet… but I linked lessons to stories, to 

the books, and it worked out. Other days, I allow the kids to watch children’s movies.”412 

Figure 52 shows the Esperança community center where Gilvane held classes. 

 

 
Figure 52: The Esperança Community Center 

                                                
411 Resident, Esperança.  
412 Resident, Esperança.  
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Things changed when the padre of São José, who gives mass in the space, said 

that he’d “never seen a place of worship with a computer, and didn’t want to see one 

now.” As Gilvane reflects “I had no place to put the books or the computer, so I gave 

them to community families. That was the end of the classes up here.” 

Computers were acceptable, however, in his church down the hill. Similar 

concerns about the half-school day led the pastor of the São José church to build a 

provisional educational space, Pastoral do Menor, in the late 1990s as the hilltop favelas 

expanded down toward the neighboring ravine. Funded by a German church, in 2001 São 

José built a subterranean educational facility behind the church, across the street from the 

Fernando Gracioso school. 

Roseli, the director of the Pastoral, explains that she is not from the favela, but 

wanted to help. In 1997 she started the Pastoral in a barracão413 built by community 

members in front of the Church, approximately five years after the Cidade das Crianças 

mutirão was constructed up the hill.  

 

Perus has always been known as a place of the marginals – so I asked myself, 
what can I do to help this situation? Can’t complain if you’re not helping. […] At 
the time, things were really violent. The community grew exponentially in the 
90s. Kids were on the street, there were no schools. They were coming to the 
church just to eat. So a priest came to me and suggested that we start a Pastoral. I 
agreed, but only on the condition that it have an educational component. I didn’t 
want it to simply be a holding tank for kids. So we were in the barracão for years 
– community members and church members built it. And we had another barraco 
up in another favela for adolescents. Here, with the little kids, we have school 
help, art classes, and conversations about what was going on in the community… 
we tried to raise consciousness that the kids are children of God.414 

 

The Pastoral is loved by community children, but resented by those excluded 

from its policy to serve only the poorest families. Lau asserts that the Pastoral “penalizes 

                                                
413 Big shack. 
414 Director, Pastoral. 
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those of us that work. What are we supposed to do with our kids? And that school down 

there is the worst.”415 Echoing Dona Lau, residents condemn the Fernando Gracioso 

director and teachers for their lack of commitment, and couple complaints with a 

reminder that the school construction displaced several families.  

Pele, another community leader, appreciates the Pastoral because it permits him to 

work without worrying that his three children – Paloma, Issac, and Willy – will be on the 

street or with their mother, challenged by substance abuse.  For Lau, who has known Pele 

since he was a child, Pele “doesn’t work. Those kids… they need all the help they can 

get. But you know, he can’t keep a job.”  

For Dona Lau, education is about street smarts, and educaçõ de casa (practical 

education). Her solution to community education is the staging of a Children’s Day 

celebration in which a public gathering space adjacent to her home and shop are 

transformed into an event space. Each year in anticipation of the October 12th event, Dona 

Lau goes door to door to ensure that the community “is giving back to our children.” 

Figure 53, below, shows the transformation of a community space for Children’s Day. 

 

 

                                                
415 Resident of Esperança. 
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Figure 53: Children’s Day in Esperança 
 

As a result of fragmentation and community discord, however, these efforts have 

never coalesced into a cohesive network. Therefore, while the efforts in Bamburral are to 

be lauded, by measures of the other cases they lack broader connective tissue that could 

meaningfully challenge the barriers that exclude the poor from the public system. 

The disconnect between the Fernando Gracioso School and favela came to a head 

in early 2010, when heavy rains caused the large sanitary conduit that deposits the 

mutirão’s waste into Fernando Gracioso’s ravine to collapse. Houses crumbled, setting in 

motion a development project that ultimately demolished the entire favela – except for 

the Fernando Gracioso School.  

In contrast to Heliópolis, the physical consolidation of the favelas that abut the 

Cidade das Crianças mutirão did not lead to the development of an educational 

infrastructure. As a result, the Fernando Gracioso School is the community’s sole 

educational resource, and its own lack of aspiration and internal cohesion fail to connect 
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to its immediate proximity. By the same token, residents maintain a narrow view of the 

school beyond its role as an invader of space and displacer of people. By maintaining 

distance, key leaders have limited the potential of the school to serve as a learning center 

even as they want an improved educational scenario. This incompatibility cannot be 

blamed on the school directorship or the leaders in the favela, but the inability of the 

broader system to use pedagogical programs, teacher training, and spaces to connect 

schools and informal settlements – an achievement of Campos Salles due to the sheer will 

of one director and tenacious community leadership. 

These ethnographies highlight the limitation of any housing project alone to 

catalyze social change. Heliópolis was successful in transforming self-building practices 

into other areas of deficit. This engendered a confidence and capability for transforming 

community planning processes through education. As a result, in Heliópolis, the 

relationship between the school and the community became a primary venue for creating 

the learning neighborhood. In contrast, the experiences of community members and 

leader in Bamburral did not successfully translate self-building and therefore the potential 

relationship between school and community never developed.  

 

5.2 REDES (NETWORKS) 

In building on Star’s characteristics of infrastructure, the núcleos provide an 

installed base from which educational infrastructure has expanded. This has taken the 

form of a network in which nodes within that network expand unique pedagogical 

missions, foster new social relationships and spaces of political action, and physically 

transform the community. In the case of Heliópolis this network takes the form of 

buildings distributed throughout the community, and in the case of São Francisco, is 

devised as a network of natural springs that create an environmental educational 

infrastructure. The first ethnography describes UNAS’ seven CCAs, from their lineage as 
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mutirão community centers to their evolution according to community experience and 

resources. The second ethnography emphasizes the attempts of São Francisco’s Zeladoria 

Ambiental to curb it through the conservation of a network of civic environmental spaces 

that dot the region’s Aricanduva watershed.  

 

A Network of Social Protection: The CCAs in Heliópolis 

Broadly, the CCAs are the primary supplement to the public education system in 

São Paulo’s informal settlements. They have an institutional lineage that can be traced to 

the dictatorship’s social education program OSEM, established in 1975 to provide 

children of poor families with a three-pronged orientation based on professional 

development, school reinforcement, and culture, sports, and recreation programs.416 Since 

1975, these supplementary programs have changed names several times, and evolved 

their content from social control to more recent programs that support public participation 

and capacity-building. Even though the Secretariat for Social Assistance maintains broad 

oversight for CCA implementation and operation, each community has significant 

latitude in adapting the CCA to specific contextual needs.  

The CCAs in Heliópolis are run by UNAS, housed within mutirão community 

centers, and directed by children of self-builders and people who have associated with 

UNAS from the late 1990s onward. Unmapped and significantly smaller than the 

Educational Polo, the CCAs are intentionally dispersed throughout the community, and 

are composed of different shapes and volumes. To find one requires searching for a flash 

of their signature blue paint. 

Strategically, the CCAs are used by UNAS as a means of disseminating UNAS’ 

broader educational mission and directing social and spatial relationships in particular 

community neighborhoods. The link between idea and practice has resulted in UNAS 

                                                
416 Orientação Sócioeducativo do Menor (Youth Social Education Orientation).  
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developing two general territorializing strategies for locating CCAs.  The pioneering get 

there first strategy builds a CCA in anticipation of change as a means of having schools 

before housing, a possibility before 2000 and visible in the CCAs Heliópolis, Mina, 

PAM, and Lagoa. The selective implementation strategy involves the introduction of a 

CCA into an area of drug use to displace immediate and long-term narcotic related 

influence on community youth. The CCAs that I will discuss in this ethnography are 

shown by inset map B in figure 54, below, which corresponds to figure 26 on page 159. 
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Figure 54: Inset Map B, The CCAs  
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Just as the Peace March provides a common event through which the Educational 

Polo and UNAS engage the street, each CCA makes a unique contribution to regular 

CCA events, from marches against the World Cup to art exhibits in the Educational Polo. 

These events unite the approximately 1,500 community children and adolescents who are 

served by the CCAs, and reinforce UNAS’ contention that the streets are a space for 

learning.  

As occupiers and outgrowths of self-building practices, the CCAs demonstrate 

characteristic incremental change and progressive adaptation to community space. Each, 

however, is highly influenced by its immediate context. As a teacher at CCA Mina 

explains, 

 

CCAs were simple shacks with an area to meet and cook…where residents 
mobilized their thoughts and resources. In the early days at what is now CCA 
Mina, we raised money by having a June festival, we had Bingos, sold cakes, 
espeitinhos (kebabs). The space was small, but alive. When we became a 
registered association… we solicited the city for renovations, and those happened 
over time as well… Most of the CCAs have undergone this kind of 
transformation…same as the houses here.417  

 

In contrast to self-built housing, however, CCAs are upgraded in tandem to 

maintain consistency within an uneven system.  As an example, because the CCA Mina, 

shown in figure 55, below, is older, the upgrades to the kitchen, administrative area, and 

Lego room were undertaken in parallel to the construction of the sports court across the 

street with funds from the city. Altering the CCAs in this way ensures that no single 

neighborhood or CCA is privileged within the network. 

 

                                                
417 Teacher, CCA Mina. 
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Figure 55: CCA Mina 
 

The case of the CCA Mina demonstrates how change is linked to the broader network, 

yet also tied to contextual needs. As figure 56, below, illustrates, the CCA Mina has 

expanded over a fifteen-year period from a single-story mutirão community center to a 

multi-level facility in which programs, reflecting UNAS’ broader ambitions and changing 

technology. The addition of a Telecentro, the third of the network, expands available 

learning tools and educational resources.  
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Figure 56: Evolution of the CCA Mina 
 

The CCA Mina also demonstrates how incremental change must be stretched so 

as to be a productive strategy rather than one that is undertaken due to a lack of resources. 
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In this particular instance, the city’s development structure promised funding for an 

expansion after removing a neighboring house, seen in the image and in the drawings. 

However, as a result of political mayhem, the funding stream never materialized and the 

lot has remained vacant for several years. The diversification of funding, be it from 

capital improvements from the city or public private partnerships, would enable the 

evolution of each CCA so that it has a more stable means for altering the broader 

infrastructural network.   

The CCA PAM, shown in figure 57, below, is considered by most to be the most 

situated and at home in its neighborhood. It is physically distinct from the others because 

it has two dominant façades – one that fronts the street and the other that fronts a small 

 

 
Figure 57: The CCA PAM 
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side alley. This unique feature causes the CCA to be heavily used by neighbors, however 

also renders it more vulnerable to crime. As Bárbara, the daughter of a self-builder who 

works in UNAS’ grant writing department explains,  

 

I am very proud that my mother was the PAM’s first director. My friends’ 
mothers worked in service positions, and my mother was a thinker… we live a 
block away from the school and it is a neighborhood center – people use the court 
on the weekends for soccer, and women’s groups meet there at night. …There’s 
also the question of its beauty, as it stands out on our small street. Ela é muita 
querida para a gente - the CCA is very dear to us here.418 

 

At the same time, the PAM CCA, shown below in figure 58, has been robbed several  

 

 
Figure 58: The CCA PAM 

                                                
418 Bárbara Bethânia de Paulo Pinto, Interview with Kristine Stiphany, São Paulo. 
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times. As the current director attests, “The alley is complex, because it is our side yard 

and the community’s front yard.”419 In the image below, the court buffers the school from 

a side alley and creates a middle ground between the CCA and the neighborhood, which 

has not always been copacetic.  

 

For a time, kids were using it (the court) for drugs at night, on the weekends. 
Nothing like the 90s, when I was a kid… but they were vandalizing the place. 
Then we were broken into… four computers were stolen. It’s not helpful to report 
this to the police, because we’re invisible to them and what do they care if we 
have computers… So we took care of things internally. Our computers were back 
within 24 hours.420  

 

In the case of the CCA PAM, getting there first allowed for a community 

relationship to flourish, yet it also made the school susceptible to continued attack. After 

2000, UNAS shifted its strategy of establishing CCAs. While early CCAs were work 

camps associated with the mutirão, after 2000 the CCAs have been located within self-

built structures that are adapted as needed. CCA 120, below in figure 59, is one example. 

 

                                                
419 Director of the CCA PAM. 
420 Director, CCA PAM. 
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Figure 59: The Alvorada Mutirão and the CCA 120 
Source: Source: Bonduki, Andrade, and Rossetto, Arquitetura e Habitação Social em São 
Paulo 1989 – 1992. 

 

CCA 120 is striking, then, not because it has expanded incrementally over time, 

but because it is housed within the Alvorada mutirão, one of a handful of higher density 

mutirões constructed within existing industrial urban fabric. The Alvorada was built on 

Heliópolis’ northern edge across the street from a fenced-in urban forest. Prior to serving 

as a CCA, the space was a residence, and then a bar. Faced with the need to build a CCA, 

yet without the space to do so, UNAS requested that COHAB, the owners of the mutirão, 

permit them to use and renovate the space.  For the director, the CCA is different than 

others because 

 

The area is complicated – we’re at an edge, along this road, and the forest on the 
other side of the street is fenced and off limits. It’s been several years, but people 
still come here looking for drugs – they remember our space as a bar. […] This 
CCA was actually three residential spaces. We kept the bar’s kitchen – here at the 
center – as the cafeteria.421 

                                                
421 Director, CCA 120. 
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Unlike older CCAs, some of which have been gradually upgraded with sports courts over 

the past ten years, the newer CCAs are less adaptable because they are contained within 

existing buildings. While their value arises from strategic location in complicated 

neighborhoods, this technical limitation distinguishes them from other CCAs that receive 

upgrades with greater facility.   

Similarly, the CCA Imperador is not self-built, but located amid a string of bars 

and convenience stores behind which a small pocket of favela has emerged since 2000. 

Area children recognize it as a refuge, many of whom have found the CCA Imperador 

word-of-mouth from other neighborhood youth. As the director explains, 

 

I studied at CCA PAM as a kid. So my point of reference for what a CCA could 
be was naive… I’ll say that. When I was elected director here, the first month was 
difficult – I watched kids weave among bar fights to get in the door, cars and 
buses rumbled by the street in front, and behind us, the favela was really tough. 
We were out of place. Then one night, a child, a five year old, shoeless, barely 
clothed, walked in and said he wanted to study here.422  

 

Many children at the CCA Imperador are self-enrolled – something that does not 

occur in the other CCAs.  As the director explains,  

 

The other CCAs tend to deal with petty crimes when they occur – which is still 
rare. Our outreach is more intensive, continuous, because we must keep 
reminding the community that we are here. They do not have the same sense of 
community of the other CCAs. So each of us (there are six teachers) make 
monthly house visits in the favela to our most vulnerable families. This exchange 
is critical for us to understand what’s going on in the home life. […] When 
relevant, we take what we learn to the UNAS coordination meetings.423 

 

                                                
422 Director, CCA Imperador. 
423 Director, CCA Imperador. 
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This ethnography demonstrates how the CCAS territorialize but also mediate 

immediate contexts. Each of the CCAs follows the same curricular structure coordinated 

by UNAS and approved by the Secretariat for Social Assistance, yet contends with the 

unevenness of Heliópolis itself as it attempts to foment public participation and provide 

community space. The trend for children of self-builders to work within the CCAs 

suggests that they are not only UNAS neighborhood outposts, but are conduits for the 

exchange of knowledge from one generation to another. 

 

Spring Hunters in São Francisco  

Whereas self-building’s translation in Heliópolis led to a network of buildings, in 

São Francisco it led to the mapping and conservation of the area’s natural springs and 

corresponding proposals for their improvement. The Zeladoria Ambiental undertook the 

mapping project in conjunction with COBRAPE social workers and technicians. 

COBRAPE is a private organization that is hired by the city to implement participatory 

processes with communities undergoing development.  

On November 6, 2014, a public meeting at the São Mateus subprefeitura was held 

to discuss the environmental concerns of citizens who live in the city’s greenest – and 

most polluted – peripheral district. In attendance was the Municipal Secretariat for the 

Environment (VERDE), there to consider projects fundable by São Paulo’s Fundo 

Especial do Meio Ambiente (FEMA),424 created in 2001 to compensate areas most 

adversely affected by environmental hazards. As people rose to lodge a complaint – the 

disposal of construction trash in the park – or to hustle funding for projects that ranged 

from absurd to innovative, a man locally known as Chapeu425 stood out from the rest. A 

network of springs, conserved only by word-of-mouth and the efforts of local citizens – 

were in danger of being overrun and the broader water system further polluted. The 
                                                
424 Special Fund for the Environment 
425 Hat 
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adversary was not only State-led development – the topic of most complaints – but 

squatters displaced from other development projects. As Pedro, himself a self-builder, 

claimed, “enough with buildings – self-built, State-built, or otherwise: we want to 

breathe.”426 

Pedro is a member of the Zeladoria Ambiental – a citizen action group of self-

builders in São Paulo’s east zone, “We work as a network, that’s how we get things done. 

Uma coisa vai levando a outra (one thing leads to another).”427 While the Zeladoria 

undertakes several projects in support of its goal of “raising environmental consciousness 

with a focus on education and actions that clean, restore, and construct” the biophysical 

world, its most prominent is the Springs Project to map and conserve fifteen of the area’s 

springs. For Pedro (figure 60), the translation of self-building is best achieved by  

 

 
Figure 60: Pedro at the Caaguaçu Spring 

                                                
426 Pedro Karanikolov, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
427 Ibid. 
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examining  environmental concerns, rather than simply adding more buildings.  

United under the banner of environmental education, members of the Zeladoria 

reflect how the idea of sustainability has been refocused through the lens of self-building. 

For Guigui, the son of self-builders, sustainability entails community events such as the 

celebration of Environment Day in the Sapopemba Park and outreach in local schools as 

evidence that “environmental education is our area. I learned community by watching my 

mother work on the mutirão. Every weekend we’d come here, and every weekend we left 

having completed something.”428  

Dalva, who worked alongside Guigui’s mother on the mutirão, sees sustainability 

differently. For Dalva, access to housing is paramount, and she identifies undeveloped 

land parcels as potential sites for Minha Casa Minha Vida (MCMV) housing – a program 

condemned by her colleagues for continuing the cycle of peripheral development. Far 

from a seamless web of agreement and action, the path of the Zeladoria has followed a 

circuitous and uphill path.  

After a meeting at Morro das Pedras, Guigui explains the contradictions of the 

Zeladoria as a hybrid entity, part community association, part civic group, and part “local 

tool of city government.” Before uniting into the Zeladoria, 15 community leaders 

undertook bottom up actions on behalf of their individual neighborhoods, and 

 

…each núcleo has a leader, do you understand? It was individualistic. So I would 
go to the city and look after things related to my núcleo, not on behalf of the 
larger community. My concern used to be how to regularize my house – I went 
after this and didn’t look after anyone else’s interests. Meetings ended in fights. 
So when the SEHAB technicians came to urbanize (develop) São Francisco, they 
brought the program Attitude Ambiental – and through this we started operating as 
a team.429 

 

                                                
428 Aguinaldo França, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
429 Ibid. 
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As Marco Vieira, the technician who works for COBRAPE – a social 

development company contracted by SEHAB – explains, 

 

Attitude Ambiental is a program I developed in 2008 to fill a gap in social 
development… environmental stewardship… and to adhere to SEHAB’s contract, 
which mandated the inclusion of an environmental component. The project began 
with a diagnostic aspect, designed to facilitate community identification of 
problems related to environmental degradation, mostly related to the lixão – the 
dump. The Springs Project emerged from this diagnostic activity.430  

 

The bifurcation of social and environmental concerns cited by Vieira, particularly 

prevalent in the Global South, derives from Prime Minister of India Indira Ghandi’s 

challenge to the developed world at the 1972 UN Stockholm Convention that “Poverty is 

the worst form of pollution.”431 At the other extreme, Brazil adopted a set of economic 

policies designed to eradicate the pollution of poverty (Brasil Grande Potência) which 

left behind an expansive wake of environmental degradation. The Green Party (PV) 

catalyzed a countermovement in the 1980s, instrumental in key legislation and 

management of the State and Municipal Secretaries for the Environment (VERDE) in São 

Paulo. Much of VERDE’s budget today is directed toward linear parks that eradicate 

informal settlements from riparian zones – a condition of 63% of Brazil’s favelas.432 Yet 

for members of the Zeladoria, Brazil’s elitist environmental movement has little to do 

with sustainability in the periphery. 

The Zeladoria uses the mutirão community center for meetings, however the 

majority of their work happens in the field. Built in parallel to the nearby mutirão, the 

community center is used for support activities such as the distribution of the Bolsa 

                                                
430 Vieira, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
431 Berte, Gestão Socioambiental No Brasil, 36. 
432 Dooling, Sarah, “Ecological Gentrification: A Research Agenda Exploring Justice in the City.” 
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Familia, the Zeladoria’s weekly coordination meetings, adult education courses, after 

school care, and computing classes for teenagers in the afternoon.433  

I learn about the springs project by walking with Pedro to several small 

conservation projects identified by Zeladoria members as their primary educational 

spaces. He explains that the Zeladoria undertakes these projects to protect an ecosystem 

amenity that is threatened by self-building. The projects raise community awareness of 

the practical consequences of self-building, from trash to the occupation of impervious 

cover. They are, as Pedro explains, 

 

…the pilot projects for the Spring Project. The problem with these old lots is that 
they’re deep. When this trail here became a road, people started throwing trash on 
the other side of it, which was the edge of the canal. Then when it flooded… it 
became a small dump filled with water. I got together with these older loteadores 
here.... we called the sub-prefeitura and had them clean up the trash, and then we 
planted it.  

 

As we walk, the pavement gives way to gravel, the road narrows to a path, and 

eventually we climb through a fence and look down to the São João landfill, sunken into 

a large earthen divot amid rolling hills of informal settlement. As Pedro explains,  

 

They can put landfills and the poor out here because the environmental movement 
is an elitist discussion – all of those people live in Pinheiros (a wealthy, central 
neighborhood). The poor are meeting immediate needs – food, a house – they 
don’t think or worry if they’re breathing trash. Water, light, telephone – that’s 
what the poor worry about. So the landfills come, and keep coming. After the 
mutirão started to put people out here, the housing movement feeds the 
cycle…’vote for me – let’s urbanize.’434   

 

                                                
433 The Bolsa Familia (Family Fund) is a widespread social welfare system extended by the (Lula) da Silva 
government in the early 2000s.  
434 Pedro Karanikolov, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
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Known locally as the “spring hunters,” Zeladoria members Pedro, Oswaldo, and 

Flávio in partnership with Marcos Vieira and several members of SEHAB’s technical 

team undertook a meticulous diagnostic mapping between 2011 and 2014 of fifteen 

springs because  

 

“…They can’t expand the landfill into an area where there’s a spring.”435 The 
methodology, elaborated in the final report, includes a georeferencing of the 
springs with respect to the area’s hydrologic system and interviews with residents 
that live near or know about the springs; fieldwork and photographic registration; 
and categorization of the springs – including presence of trash, type of built 
environment; level of urbanization; and geotechnical risk.436   

 

For the Spring Hunters, the mapping included both empirical data about the water 

quality and proximate conditions and interviews with people because, “each spring has a 

culture. To map them is to ask people to take care of them…the most important spring is 

Itaguaçu, here on Cross Hill, because it is within conserved jungle.” The Springs Project 

was expanded by the inclusion of the Zeladoria’s environmental guide course, whereby 

elders teach community youth how to identify and map ecological resources. By mapping 

the springs, and using them as outdoor classrooms, the Zeladoria has provided a way to 

reveal the intersection between biophysical, social, and technical processes.  

The Zeladoria moved beyond simply mapping spaces, and designed proposals that 

visualize how the springs might be developed in the future. Each spring, then, has a 

corresponding proposal that was facilitated by a connection to the COBRAPE technical 

team, hired by SEHAB. As Oswaldo explains, “we learned from the Sapopemba (landfill) 

project that if we don’t make a plan for our natural resources out here, the government 

will turn them into landfills, or the squatters will build them out… and we’ll lose.”437   

                                                
435 Pedro Karanikolov, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
436 Zeladoria Ambiental, “Projeto Agua Nossa de Cada Dia.” 
437 Oswaldo Cruz, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
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Mapping and proposal making at the local level to direct development shifts focus 

to the use of data to make informed decisions about development. More critically for the 

immediate term, the Zeladoria contributes to a broader desire to build appreciation for 

environmental resources in which the public becomes a caretaker.   

The Zeladoria has used the springs project to resuscitate their older, 2005 

proposal to transform the Sapopemba Landfill into a park. Written into São Mateus first 

district plan (2002), the park project was eventually passed to the Secretariat for the 

Environment (VERDE).438 Rather than developing the project internally, as they have 

done for previous linear parks, VERDE passed the project to Ecourbs – the owners of the 

São João landfill439 – in lieu of a compensation tax for polluting São Francisco. Even 

though compensation projects are to be participatory, the community was never 

consulted, the park never remediated, and the outcome little more than an open green 

space with a concrete marquise. As we pass by its vast landscape (figure 61) – considered 

finished by Ecourbs – I listen to Pedro outline the original plan.440  

 

                                                
438 Following the release of the Statute of the City in 2001, São Paulo’s districts were required to develop 
community plans.  
439 Stiphany and Sowell, “São Paulo’s Green Trash: Carbon Credits, Development, and Informal 
Settlements.” The São João landfill replaced the Sapopemba in the late 1980s. The São João and the 
Bandeirantes landfill in Perus – next to the Bamburral case study –  received all of São Paulo’s trash until 
the Bandeirantes was closed in 2008 and the adjacent Caieiras landfill was built in replacement.  
440 Pedro Karanikolov, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
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Figure 61: The Sapopemba Park 
 

To avoid this kind of project in the future, the Zeladoria has developed a proposal 

for a nearby linear project in an area where there are springs and squatting. In so doing, 

the group has transcended simply mapping spaces to the establishment of a platform that 

permits other technicians or actors to participate. Of equal importance, the development 

of their own proposals, as shown below in figure 62, below, reflects a shift to a more 

proactive engagement of the planning process. 
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Figure 62: The Zeladoria Ambiental’s Proposal for Spring Conservation 
Source: COBRAPE 
 

In summary, the Zeladoria’s network of learning spaces contrasts Heliópolis’ 

CCAs because it tracks a biophysical system that, once mapped, leveraged other 

programs in support of its activities. Whereas UNAS maintained and expanded the base 

structure of self-building’s sociotechnical networks in Heliópolis, the Zeladoria has 

transformed them in São Francisco.  

Together, these two ethnographies demonstrate how adaptability occurs when 

strategy encounters context. The CCAs reflect the adaptation of a familiar sociotechnical 

network to unknown contexts. The retooling of knowledge and everyday practices 

ensured that the CCAs accommodated fluctuations in external funding and remained 

flexible to internal technical constraints. This malleability was paired with a consistent 

branding of the self-built structures – using simple blue paint – in the formation of a 
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multifaceted territorializing strategy. Whether the structures were built in the initial phase 

of urbanization, or were strategically inserted into dense neighborhoods to counter drug-

related activity, the CCAs provided recognizable landmarks within an evolving 

community fabric. In so doing, UNAS merged practical service to the community with a 

novel pedagogical approach that permitted second-generation self-builders to contribute 

to the story.  

In recognition that São Francisco needed to limit new housing construction, the 

Zeladoria departed from self-building as a technical solution and transformed the 

technology’s social and experiential aspects for an environmental context. Toward this, 

the Zeladoria’s leaders applied their own experiences as self-builders to an educational 

infrastructure that sought to raise environmental awareness, remediate degraded 

landscapes, and conserve ecological resources. By virtue of being un-programmed 

(unlike the highly-programmed CCAs) the springs permit not only activists committed to 

the broader environmental cause to construct their own experience and interpret 

environmentalism accordingly, but the broader community that is just beginning to 

recognize what was previously a hidden community resource.  Each of these objectives 

was undertaken with an understanding that the Zeladoria needed to maintain resilience by 

including the broader community and building a network of partners outside of the 

system. Be it mapping the invisible, fluctuating boundaries of biophysical processes with 

COBRAPE technicians, constructing a network of public spaces that protect the springs, 

or training environmental guides, the Zeladoria promoted a transdisciplinary framework 

for the co-construction of knowledge.  

While the approaches for the respective networks differ, each community has 

built a distributed educational infrastructure in order to transform their community 

socially and physically. In so doing, development has been directed toward or away from 

particular sites, and imparts to the broader network each case’s core pedagogical ideas.  
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5.3 FICÇÕES (FICTIONS) 

 

How can a group of uneducados (uneducated people) lead an environmental 
education movement?441 

…What do I want to say here…In my time, it was almost impossible for a person 
like me to want an education…. Foi uma ficção para a gente (it was a fiction for 
us).442 

 

If núcleos establish and redes expand an educational infrastructure’s social and 

technical boundaries, then the third set of ethnographies, designated as ficções or fictions, 

test them. The previous sections examined the links between actors and spaces that 

guided the transition from housing to educational infrastructure. Here, I focus on the 

community youth who have utilized the established educational infrastructure to 

construct their own educational storyline, whereby fictions provide a means of 

reimagining and occupying space. The use of fictions reflects how the activities of these 

young actors construct an understanding of the world in which they live, even as they 

operate within an established system. In this manner, the youth expand on self-building 

practices, such that envisioning and implementing change are altered or adjusted by 

immediate feedback loops made possible by building at full scale. This experiential 

learning permits the youth to propose alternative scenarios that address social and spatial 

relationships, while enabling them to incrementally modify their ideas and their 

community.  

In the two ethnographies that follow, youth in Heliópolis and Bamburral utilize a 

range of technologies in order to challenge how communities are represented and what 

that means. Of critical note is that community youth build the educational infrastructure: 

                                                
441 Public official, São Paulo Municipality. 
442 Manoel Otaviano da Silva, Interview with Kristine Stiphany, São Paulo. 
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in Heliópolis young actors graft onto that which has been established by UNAS, while in 

Bamburral they make their own. 

 

The Youth Awareness Group in Heliópolis 

 

We learned to speak in public places. No one used to talk to one another. Now, 
anywhere, we have a voice.443 

 

It is Monday and as a part of their daily afternoon program, teens associated with 

UNAS Youth Awareness group are hosting a radio show. As they scroll through 

Facebook, their peers call in to initiate conversations most dramatic for them at this 

particular stage: sex, drugs, and hip-hop. Buried within a foam-padded jewel box of 

equipment, in figure 63, below, the four teens are isolated from the other spaces of UNAS 

yet connected to any room dialed in. In contrast to their parents, who used technology to 

change space, this group uses technology to reach across it.   

 

                                                
443 Participant, Youth Awareness Group.  
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Figure 63: The Youth Awareness Group 
 

UNAS Youth Awareness (YA) group was established in 2010 through a grant 

made possible by the federal Fund for Children and Adolescents. Composed of twenty 

teens between the ages of 15 and 18, they meet during the afternoon at UNAS 

headquarters. They take on projects relevant to their peer group but fold into UNAS’ 

broader focus on combating drug use by offering alternative venues for familiar youth 

practices: from hip-hop and filmmaking to social media that urges teens to communicate. 

These teens represent a generation that has enjoyed a stable educational infrastructure. As 

beacons of cool, one might expect that these teens seek to radically change the system. In 

reality, they expand it, not only to maintain momentum, but to guide its future direction. 

One participant emphasizes how the YA refines the infrastructure and experience: 

 

I like learning here, because they listen to us. In school, the professor speaks and 
we keep quiet. Here, there are many ways to learn – dynamically… music, 
theater, drawing… it happens between us, we learn from one another. Here we 
have confidence together. I learned to lose the shame I had when I tried to express 
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myself. Here, you can express your thoughts, your real thoughts. In the school 
you can’t do this.444 

 

The YA system relies on three different programs to expand UNAS opposition 

against drugs and violence. The first of these is a weekly radio show in which four 

members of the group host a talk show and music broadcast in which peers are able to 

call in and initiate conversations on sensitive topics. The teens utilize the music as a 

means of branding their message.  

The companion program to the radio show is a series of dance and music events 

in which the teens transform the UNAS headquarters into a rave scene. Music and dance 

offs, known as Balada Black, are held at midnight to counter the drug dealers’ use of 

baile funks to peddle narcotics. Lamented by community residents, baile funk involves 

the occupation of public spaces by four to five automobiles outfitted with customized 

stereo systems. Placed in an array, drug dealers invade public space through deafening 

music in order to create outdoor clubs whose sole purpose is to infiltrate the community 

with illicit substances and the allure of drug culture.  

As a counterpoint to the baile funk, the events transform the common medium of 

music and dance to influence decisions within their social group. As one participant 

explains,  

 

Funk demoralizes women, the lyrics say terrible things about them…but the 
women at the Baile Funk love it. And they dress the part, it becomes their style: 
high heels, shorts that are almost underwear… For the men, it is an image, 
because all the funk videos show money, beautiful women, luxury, big cars, so, 
they think… if they don’t have a job but only think of this ideal, what do they do? 
They rob. To be like that… it’s because they never studied, they don’t learn.445 

 

                                                
444 Ibid. 
445 Ibid. 
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Like the radio, these tactics expand their reach in public spaces across the 

community through the production and distribution of flyers and social media that 

advertise the rave. In so doing the youth use the educational facilities as well as new 

technologies to adapt the existing infrastructure toward a persistent challenge that has 

evolved since the 90s. 

At its inception eight years ago, the Balada Black was considered uncool. Two 

participants describe their efforts to transform an event of twelve people in 2007 to a 

thundering 500-person rave in the UNAS sports court:  

 

The first three were really chato (boring) – and people said nothing had changed. 
They didn’t have a theme, a big story to bring people in. So, we did some 
rethinking. My friend here joined… her friends came along… 

Yeah… well, we started to think of things to bring to the balada. We decided to 
publicize it more… to do street campaigns… and then the dance competition. We 
got to boys who are kinda famous on Facebook – they’re my friends and dance. 
So we had a competition of the passinho do romano (little roman step). The music 
is funk, but the passinho – little step – is different. I’ll show you. … Aí bombou  
(it exploded).  

 

The evolution of the Balada Black reflects the experiential learning that occurs 

amongst group members as they test and adjust the event’s components. Figure 64, 

below, shows an advertisement for the Balada Black, illustrates the adoption of the dance 

competition and hip-hop influence and demonstrates the event’s evolution to “cool.” 
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Figure 64: UNAS Youth Awareness Dance Party Advertisement 
Source: UNAS 
 

The selection of hip-hop as the medium for the events provided a deliberate 

alternative to the lewd lyrics and dance characteristic of the baile funk.446 More critically, 

hip-hop’s fundamental elements of a DJ, graffiti, and a dance competition afforded the 

ability to construct fictions, alter social relationships, territorialize public space, and 

transform the educational infrastructure. The graffiti, undertaken as a part of the general 

hip hop culture, serves as a means for the teens to tag their environment as a symbol of 

anti-drug. The DJ is a member of the teen group and has special skills for utilizing music 

to craft a story about life in the periferia. The structured dance competition displaces the 

use of funk music and dance to raise consciousness about the use of drugs and alcohol 

and enables the teens to convert the UNAS facility into a peer learning space.  

                                                
446 The Baile Funk and Hip-Hop music are distinct musical genres in Brazil. In Heliópolis, the former is 
associated with mobile, street-based clubs that distribute crack and disrupt the neighborhood, and lyrics and 
dance moves that denigrate women and celebrate a mythical “gangster life” where crime earns fame and 
relative fortune. 
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Outreach between the teens and students at the CCAs parallel the YA’s music and 

dance activities. Once a month, the group circulates between the various CCAs and holds 

a hip-hop class for younger children. Building momentum for their broader agenda, one 

teen emphasizes to a 10-year old, “don’t get into the crime, get a little older, come to the 

Balada Black, win the dance competition, girls will love you.” Yet the workshop is not 

dedicated to honing body movements in space. In addition to talking about the hip-hop 

triad, the teens come up with fun ways to discuss rights and equity issues that align with 

Brazil’s federal Statute of the Child and Adolescent.  

Second generation self-builders whose parents are directly involved in UNAS 

readily accept and expand the educational infrastructure. The youth group, however, 

points to a more compelling outcome of what UNAS has constructed, which is the desire 

for students to actively advance the educational infrastructure. UNAS has created a 

culture in which learning and teaching are a part of community building and civic 

responsibility. Through the use of existing educational infrastructure, the teens are 

learning to articulate their fictions. 

 

The Art Collective (Coletivo) in Bamburral 
 

Let’s go out into the favela!447 

 

If fictions become realities when the teens of the Youth Awareness group occupy 

public spaces, for the children of the Bamburral Art Collective (The Coletivo), fictions 

are translated into the present when children build their world through drawings, images, 

and film.   

 

                                                
447 7-year old, from a veranda in the middle of the Bamburral favela. 
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It is a fall day, and fourteen children are running on a dirt path through the 

Bamburral favela. Bound by façades of sheet material and brick, the path is punctuated 

by a series of openings, each giving way to staircases that tumble down the hill, out into 

rickety wooden bridges, and over a dark stream of murky water to “lower” Bamburral. 

Sharing a camera that I had given them in pairs, the children hold hands and dart up and 

down the stairs, announcing discoveries, turning the lens on their peers, and prying elders 

for answers: where are you from? (Bahia) Where is Bahia? As the children document 

their community, a young girl recounts the previous weekend’s mudslide to her friend: 

“Isn’t it great? Now, we have our own waterfall.”  

I came to understand education in informal settlements by introducing new 

technologies, both “low” and “high,” that changed how children see themselves and their 

community. As I conducted fieldwork about the building methods and materials of self-

building in Bamburral, a group of children approached me to say that they, too, wanted to 

draw their community. They asserted that I had missed places only they knew about. 

They were correct.  

Over the course of two years, 15 children gathered on a veranda in Bamburral and 

sought refuge not in the spaces I was mapping, but in other worlds drawn with crayons, 

markers, and watercolors. As I recorded intricate details of the favela, none of this reality 

appeared in the Coletivo’s initial drawings. When participants outgrew the veranda in the 

second year, they suggested that we broaden the physical range of the Coletivo.  

The introduction of clipboards provided a “low” technology that changed where 

we drew and what was drawn. Mobility afforded by the clipboard allowed participants to 

move up the adjacent staircase, onto the street, and into new nooks in order to capture 

aspects of their daily routine that were out of sight from the veranda’s confines. Pitched 

roofs – which do not exist in informal settlements yet appeared in earlier drawings – were 

slowly replaced by flat roofs characteristic of Bamburral. Participants moved into the 

interiors of houses depicting scenes of kitchens complete with gas tanks and dining room 
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chairs. The bricks of unfinished facades were drawn in lieu of painted elevations and 

fences, shown in figure 65, below.  

 

 
Figure 65: Imaginary (upper left) and reality drawings of the Coletivo  

 

The second, “higher” technology came by the way of four donated cameras. The 

camera was used in structured and unstructured ways. For one hour each week, four 

children were allowed to roam free and photograph at leisure while others drew. This 

allowed photographing participants to familiarize themselves with the camera, and for the 

activities of the Coletivo to become more differentiated and expand in space. More 

structured activities involved asking participants to photograph particular phenomena. In 

groups of two, participants would pair up and locate instances of different colors or 

connections, overlap, textures, and standards. Through this creative territorialization, 

community members and the participants themselves became accustomed to the idea of 

Bamburral as a focus of inquiry, with even the adults even joining in from time to time.   
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The base maps used for the Coletivo were derived from sub-municipality CAD 

drawings I used in my research on self-building in the Bamburral favela.448 Because these 

early drawings captured only the official boundaries of Bamburral, I used the City of São 

Paulo’s shape files to generate maps of the larger neighborhood, which the Coletivo used 

to mark points and make notes.  

During the testing boundaries phase, participants were asked where they learned 

things in their community and what they learned. Because educar (to educate) in 

Portuguese means to both have experience or to be formally educated, the former is often 

referred to as “educação ‘de casa’ – of the house; with the latter known as educação ‘da 

escola’ – of the school. Participants easily grasped that both kinds of learning operate 

simultaneously. Each day, the group would follow the route that led to a particular place 

identified as an education space. Along the way, the group would orient itself and mark 

the map through stories: “Oh, you’re talking about the stairs by Dona Mara’s house. 

Here’s Dona Mara’s house – is this where the stairs are? What direction do you think we 

need to go next?” Through these kinds of exercises, participants became literate in the 

expansiveness of Bamburral’s materials, rhythms, sounds, smells, surfaces, and forms. 

This catalyzed the re-scripting of boundaries that were often taken for granted, as 

illustrated in figure 66, below. As can be seen by the places identified by participants as 

educational, the boundaries extend far beyond, for example, those depicted by the city.  

 

                                                
448 The structures in these base maps are coded by number, which reference an excel file that documents 
material and any related observations and interviews undertaken during a Fulbright-funded study of the 
building methods and materials of self-building in Bamburral between 2008 and 2009. 
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Figure 66: Bamburral Boundaries and Places Mapping 
 

One participant explained with pride to his friend, “my soccer field is off the 

map!” to which the friend responded “that’s not part of the community.” This common 

exchange revealed the differences in children’s perceptions of what was in and outside of 

Bamburral. The test of these expanded boundaries came through an exhibit at the 

Fernando Gracioso School, whereby parents and community residents viewed the 

boundaries map and the drawings and images taken by the children. Many were 

surprised, “You went all the way up there? What did you see? Did you run into Lé? She 

lives there, you know.” The perspectives of children, then, reframed how adults saw 

Bamburral: while participants had learned to point out on a map where they were located 

in space, parents and other respondents utilized the map to tell other stories. 

The use of two new technologies, film cameras and mapping exercises, revealed 

that there was more “data” beyond what planning’s digital tools and methods (GIS) 

captured. Within the Coletivo’s broader goal of developing situated data, an important 
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sub goal was to identify particular places toward which the housing secretariat might 

focus the upcoming development project. This form of assessing the community from 

resident perspectives encompasses what Bidwell refers to as post-normal science.449 Post 

normal science “expands the traditional boundaries of science to include extended peer 

community and extended facts.”450 In this case, the Coletivo used different venues – from 

walks in the community to the exhibit – to extend its peer community and gather more 

facts related to the community. Based on these experiences, participants then focused on 

community places that were significant for learning. 

Unexpectedly, the points identified as significant by participants lie beyond the 

official boundaries of Bamburral. While this indicates an alignment between the 

perception of children and city planners, who advocated for the development of housing 

on the Bamburral site, it also reflects the extent to which children were thinking of 

learning in Bamburral as a spatially distributed, rather than concentrated, activity. This is 

not to suggest that the children agree with what was ultimately a complete demolition of 

Bamburral, but it does suggest a reframing of development as a series of projects based 

on the Coletivo’s assessment, rather than as a singular housing estate.  

By May 2011, half of Bamburral had been demolished. When we met at the 

Grasioso school or on the veranda, there were small bulldozers and men using 

sledgehammers to break apart structures in the immediate vicinity. A small handful of 

participants left with their families for rental situations. Two families returned to the rural 

northeast of Brazil. Those of the Coletivo participants who remained were also forced to 

move to a small community space outside of Bamburral.  

Within this volatile situation, the focus of the Coletivo turned to the points on the 

map that had been identified through the previous phases’ activities. These places were 

not inert points and numbers, but areas where activity continued to unfold. We discussed 

                                                
449 Bidwell, “Is Community-Based Participatory Research Postnormal Science?” 
450 Ibid.  
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how to “tell” Bamburral even as it was being dismantled. Based on the outcomes of these 

conversations and an interest in film, funding was used to purchase five inexpensive 

digital film cameras. The cameras permitted participants to return to the areas identified 

as significant and record them in greater depth. Data developed in these places was coded 

to numbers on the base maps. 

To structure this phase of the study, four adolescents undertook interviews with 

children – participants and non-participants – in seven places identified as significant 

educational spaces. Simultaneously, younger participants and adults photographed, drew, 

and filmed activities taking place in those areas. Long heralded by conventional science 

as valuable for ensuring the validity of a study, triangulation of data in this context 

involved the use of multiple methods and perspectives to identify community educational 

spaces.451 The integration of data types, perspectives, and places, as shown in the final 

outcome of the project, the film “Bamburral, O Meu Lugar,” emphasized the value of 

merging different rationalities in order to arrive at solutions that more faithfully reflected 

Bamburral’s heterogeneity.  

As Freire notes, literacy about the material dimensions of the immediate 

environment is a precursor to grasping, and confronting, broader political economic 

constraints.452 Through “emancipatory literacy,” students drew upon experience to 

reconfigure dominant customs.453 By employing representational technology to collect 

empirical evidence about their own community and recording it on a map, participants of 

the LGP began to cultivate what Ann Whiston Spirn refers to as “landscape literacy.”454 

For Spirn, the key difference between emancipatory literacy and landscape literacy is that 

“many professionals responsible for planning, designing, and building the city are not 

                                                
451 Calabrese, The Dissertation Desk Reference. 
452 Freire and Macedo, Literacy: Reading the Word and the World. In Spirn, “Restoring Mill Creek: 
Landscape Literacy, Environmental Justice and City Planning and Design.” 
453 Ibid. 
454 Spirn, “Restoring Mill Creek: Landscape Literacy, Environmental Justice and City Planning and 
Design.” 
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landscape literate.”455 Referencing the extent to which youth in low income 

neighborhoods are often more literate about historical and geographical conditions than 

most professionals, Spirn argues that “like literacy, urban planning and design are 

cultural practices that can serve either to perpetuate the inequalities of existing social 

structures or to enable and promote democratic change.”456  

Often the first conduit of communication between communities and local 

government, development reflects a constant negotiation between the invited spaces 

created by States for the purpose of undertaking requisite participation activities, and the 

existing invented spaces that reflect “collective actions by the poor that directly confront 

the authorities and challenge the status quo.”457 In January of 2012, participants were 

invited to present the film at the symposium “São Paulo Calling” as evidence of the City 

of São Paulo’s participatory measures. 

The film was the primary conduit through which high-ranking city officials were 

made aware of the data developed by the participants of the Coletivo.458 Two adult 

community members introduced the young participants and the project to a sea of people 

who had never before heard of Bamburral next to the larger Heliopolis and Paraisopolis 

projects presented previously. Both emphasized the importance of valuing places that 

have meaning for the community and would be shown in the film. As the film rolled, the 

participants pointed to the screen as their work appeared, and one particularly energetic 

seven year old participant exclaimed “Sou Fatima; Sou muita Fatima!” – I’m Fatima, a 

lot of Fatima!” In other words, Fatima asserted that she is a force to be reckoned with. 

Alternative technologies afford different data and different perspectives and 

thereby emphasize that there is no singular lens through which to see informal 

settlements. The city’s remote identification of Bamburral’s official boundaries as 

                                                
455 Ibid., 410. 
456 Ibid. 
457 Miraftab, “Insurgent Planning: Situating Planning in the Global South.” 
458 The Bamburral, O Meu Lugar, film can be seen at: https://vimeo.com/42279061. 
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enclosing an area of risk shaped a centripetal development strategy that failed to see 

beyond a “tried and true” boundary. Community youth stretched these boundaries and 

development possibility beyond housing and into the realm of education. If development 

aspires toward in-situ strategies, as it claims to do, it would then follow that community-

identified spaces would have an influence, particularly when the identified points do not 

interfere with physical domains on which new housing is projected to be constructed.  In 

other words, the community envisioned by youth in Bamburral was not only 

complementary to that of the city, but reflected – quite precisely – the city’s key planning 

idea that the most important spaces were those outside of Bamburral’s boundaries. 

In summary, the ethnographies in the fictions section reveal the role of alternative 

visions in testing boundaries and envisioning future change. While not all participants 

were children of self-builders, their sensitivity to the social and physical phenomena of 

self-built environments adds another dimension to self-building’s evolutionary trajectory. 

Similar to the Coletivo, the youth group in Heliopolis transformed technology in order to 

alter how spaces are used and perceived. In this process, the teens relied on different 

knowledges and practices to develop Balada Black – a mix of social media, music, and 

dance – as a counter to the drug influence of baile funk. Through these technologies, the 

teens construct their educational infrastructure relative to spaces of conflict: the UNAS 

HQ provides support and mentorship, while their occupation of contested public space 

expands their, and the community’s, spaces of learning.  

The Coletivo’s work altered how the community saw itself. The representation 

techniques as a set of practices, and the artifacts that resulted from those techniques, 

captured the children’s interpretation of space, both real and imagined. This process 

suggests that those typically excluded from planning processes can benefit from a 

platform that facilitates communication about where and what children learn in informal 

settlements. In so doing, the mapping and fictions – drawings, photographs, or films – 

challenge the community’s metaphorical and literal boundaries: old spaces were infused 
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with new activity, invisible phenomena were revealed, and perspectives of different 

generations were shared.  

As multiple generations of residents in the three cases have translated their 

fictions into reality, the City of São Paulo used plans and architectural drawings to craft 

their own fictions. These fictions, however, were told with different tools and 

assumptions. Learning to tell stories, even with the simple tools demonstrated here, plant 

the seeds of collaborative planning. This possibility, as undertaken by São Paulo’s 

Urbanization of Favelas program, is examined in the following chapter.  
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Chapter Six: In-Situ and Situated Development  

 

In the preceding chapters, I argued that an overlooked dimension of self-help 

housing as a participatory approach is its experiential transformation by communities 

after the build. Analysis of the development types in chapter four suggests that persistent 

change in top-down development required different kinds of self-help adaptation. As the 

ethnographies of infrastructure demonstrate, the transference of housing practices to 

educational ones reflects different ways that community groups have adapted an in-situ 

approach, the mutirão, to a situated development approach in order to influence the 

educational unevenness that afflicts their everyday lives. Situated approaches to 

development are dependent on the social and physical contexts in which they are 

undertaken. Situated approaches are distinct from in-situ in that community members 

identify problems, determine priorities, and develop solutions rather than policy-makers, 

planners, or architects. Processes and outcomes of a situated approach rely on, but are not 

driven by, external connections. While in-situ approaches intervene in the physical 

contexts of informal settlements, and may even celebrate their social dimensions and 

support what Miraftab refers to as invited participatory spaces, they limit major decision-

making processes to conventional positions of planning held by planners, architects, and 

policy makers. In-situ approaches, while technically innovative, tend to underutilize the 

invented spaces and their associated actors analyzed in the preceding chapters.  As one 

resident of São Francisco plainly explains, “the difference lies in working horizontally, 

which we do here, versus vertically.” As this chapter will argue, because neither approach 

is sufficient on its own, a hybrid strategy is needed so that the multiple actors involved in 

urban development might better communicate and act collaboratively.   

As chapter four revealed, the advent of self-help (mutirão) policies across the 

Global South led to a general shift in focus from the eradication to the maintenance and 
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upgrading of informal settlement. This shaped subsequent policies and development 

strategies that generally claimed an in-situ ethic, and, in communities, permitted social 

organizations to consolidate over time and enact their own forms of development. The 

three cases revealed differing capacities to do so.  

Not unlike the three cases, governments modified the in-situ mutirão approach to 

housing over time, beginning with the Covas government in the early 1980s up until the 

most recent Kassab administration (2006 – 2012). In this chapter, I examine the 

intersection between self-help’s experiential transformation across the three cases and the 

institutional appropriation of in-situ by SEHAB as deployed by the Urbanization of 

Favelas (UF) program between 2005 and 2012.  The points I raised in the previous 

chapters concerning how the actors in each case have mobilized their experience of self-

help toward a situated development approach are here explored in relation to the in-situ 

approach deployed by SEHAB.  The primary argument is that differences between an in-

situ and situated approach contributes to conflict, yet suggests areas of potential 

collaboration.  

 

6.1 INFORMAL SETTLEMENT DEVELOPMENT: SÃO PAULO’S URBANIZATION OF 
FAVELAS PROGRAM (UF) 2005 - 2012 

Due to the volatility of Sao Paulo’s political cycles, how different political 

administrations interpret and undertake in-situ development in informal settlements has 

resulted in widely diverse outcomes. The Urbanization of Favelas (UF) program, like 

past programs, generally entails the development of projects that recognize and emerge 

from the physical realities of self-built environments.  According to SEHAB’s director of 

operations, architect and urbanist Elisabete França, their version is most directly 

influenced by the quality projects of the IAP, as well as Rio de Janeiro’s Favela Bairro 

program and São Paulo’s Guarapiringa programs.  
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The Guarapiringa is the second generation of urbanization projects. The Erundina 
administration advanced the first, but they were only concerned with 
infrastructure. The Guarapiringa is different because it attempts to link the formal 
and the informal city. The most sophisticated aspects of (the UF) come from this 
(Guarapiringa) experience.459  

 

What are referred to as “urbanization” projects are pioneering because they 

championed urban design as a method for building within, rather than removing, the 

physical grain of informal settlements. From these precedents, São Paulo’s UF hybridized 

strategies for upgrading favelas and loteamentos, including: the removal of structures 

considered to be within an area of risk, the construction of new housing, servicing and 

upgrading of existing self-built structures, urban design of public space, environmental 

management, and, depending on the area, varying forms of community engagement. 

These dimensions of UF’s approach were applied on a case-by-case basis to a range of 

informal settlement types across the city.  

There are several characteristics that distinguish the UF from other in-situ 

approaches, including the development of the HABISP Housing Information System, a 

highly competent technical team, the contracting of high-profile local and international 

architects, and, relatedly, the prioritization of projects with high architectural quality. The 

HABISP Housing Information System was created within SEHAB in partnership with the 

Cities Alliance as a tool for the planning, financing, and sustainable implementation of 

housing and urban development policies.460 Referenced as a tool for the democratization 

of information, HABISP was designed to merge geographical, technical, social, 

economic, and legal data for use by policy makers and SEHAB’s technicians in making 

“rational decisions” related to urban development.461 Based on this technology, SEHAB 

                                                
459 Elisabete França, Interview with Kristine Stiphany.  
460 City of São Paulo, Secretary of Housing, Habisp: Mapeando O Habitação Na Cidade de São Paulo. 
461 Cities Alliance, “Technology that Transformed Urban Planning in São Paulo: HABISP.” 
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was able to concretely catalog a range of conditions that are critical to project 

prioritization, design, and development.  

SEHAB was generally structured by an internal team of architects, planners, 

engineers, and social workers, under government or private contract, who undertook 

projects in parallel to privately-contracted architecture offices. Sub-teams of social 

workers were responsible for particular city regions, and interfaced with internal project 

teams that developed schematic design plans for particular sites.462 Alternatively, 

externally-contracted offices were hired to develop a schematic design for an informal 

settlement, which was more often than not passed to the general contractor who would 

execute the project, often with significant modifications given the project budget.  

It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to engage the project management of 

development projects, however, the most glaring pre-project deficit was the lack of 

connection between designers and users, and post-project evaluation undertaken by users. 

Architects cited the lack of opportunity to engage residents beyond SEHAB’s meetings 

where they were asked to present a finished product. SEHAB planners claimed that 

architects could have taken more initiative to spend more time in communities to engage 

residents directly. In parallel, responses by residents ranged from dismissal of community 

engagement (they were satisfied with receipt of a house) to significant disappointment in 

the protracted project timeline that maintained residents in a state of uncertainty. 

The challenges were paralleled by the production of well-crafted projects and a 

media campaign that made the development of informal settlements legible to the world 

as never before.  The award-winning Cantinho do Ceu project was undertaken by Marcos 

Boldarini, who began his work in informal settlements in partnership with França as part 

                                                
462 In Brazil, there are three general project phases to any architecture and urban design project: Pre-
Project, Basic Project, and Executive Project. While it is preferred that projects are bid and constructed 
according to an Executive Project drawing set (equivalent to a Construction Document set in the United 
States), a Basic Project (equivalent to Schematic Design) set is legally sufficient for bid and construction. 
What generally happens, then, is that contractors build to a Schematic Design set, significantly altering the 
original design to fit the project’s budget.  
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of the 1990s Guarapiringa project. The Jardim Edite housing project by MMBB 

Arquitetos, in contrast, is one of many projects undertaken by offices that generally cater 

to the wealthier classes and whose principles were new to actually implementing a social 

housing project. Seasoned or new-to-social housing, as one architect explained, França’s 

permeability to architects “closed a loop,” by which he meant that the door opened to 

architecture by the Erundina administration and closed by subsequent conservative 

governments was reopened, even though Mayor Kassab is also conservative. As Pritzker-

prize winning architect Paulo Mendes da Rocha attested, “… Bete (França) changed the 

culture of social housing in São Paulo.”463 

Within this context, SEHAB’s approach to participation has been widely 

criticized for targeting select organized community groups, rather than extending 

widespread participation. As both social workers and community members have attested, 

“there were hundreds of meetings that were effective in passing information to 

communities, but little meaningful exchange.” This is not entirely the fault of SEHAB, as 

one architect asserts, because “how to actually undertake community engagement is not 

taught in architecture schools. Social workers engage communities, architects design the 

project, and engineers and contractors implement physical outcomes. This is a structural 

problem that concerns many of us.” Rather, SEHAB was constrained by a lack of tools 

that would move beyond requisite community meetings and toward actual community 

engagement. 

As a component of the program that attempted to compensate for the lack of what 

most would consider participation, SEHAB’s media campaign revealed experiential 

qualities of the settlements selected for development and stimulated local and 

international discourse and debate through high-quality publications, exhibitions, and 

competitions. The use of large quantitative datasets, symposia that united high-ranking 

                                                
463 Paulo Mendes da Rocha, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
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politicians and international experts, and intimate photographic narratives of life in 

informal settlements portrayed the development of informal settlements as 

simultaneously scientific, erudite, and practical. Given the focus on the architectural and 

urban qualities of projects, SEHAB cultivated an architect-centric culture.  

 

6.2 URBANIZATION OF FAVELAS PROJECTS FOR THE THREE CASES  

The case studies are but three of almost 200 settlements impacted by the UF 

program between 2005 and 2012, shown in figure 67, below. 
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Figure 67: SEHAB Development Projects in São Paulo 2008 – 2012 
 

Whereas in the last chapter, Heliópolis rose to the fore as exceptional for its 

prolific production of educational infrastructure, here it recedes as an anticlimactic 
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interface with the UF. Distinct from my study of Heliópolis I had direct experience in the 

Bamburral and São Francisco cases as their development processes unfolded – even as 

they stalled for an indefinite period. Between these cases, São Francisco emerges as a 

particularly productive example of SEHAB’s approach to community engagement, and 

Bamburral as an egregious failure. I will review the cases in turn. 

 

Heliópolis: Resistance and Momentum 

On a Sunday afternoon in 2008, hundreds of community members crowded 

around Heliópolis’ Copa Rio, designated for the removal of 180 houses and businesses 

according to SEHAB’s latest proposal. Typical per the countless confrontations staged in 

defense of their land, residents waited shoulder to shoulder in deep anticipation for 

Mayor Gilberto Kassab to appear. As Geraldo recalls, “We were ready for a fight.” As 

the crowd calmed and Kassab – who had recently agreed to build more housing, a school 

at the community’s edge, and two nursery schools – addressed the crowd, it quickly 

became clear that such a contentious moment would not, in fact, unfold. As Cleide 

recalls, “He told us ‘we’ll do it your way.’ And that was it … Really, I think the 

architects made a mistake… it seems that someone looked at an aerial image of our 

community and just … fez qualquer coisa – drew something in.” Due to either a poor 

design or community mobilization, the plan to displace residents at the Copa Rio was 

blocked.   

Community mobilization, a succession of historical community victories, and a 

capacity to provide a large block of votes leave politicians from each party with little 

option but to develop in Heliópolis. Even though residents generally vote PT, Heliópolis 

provides conservatives such as Kassab an opportunity to prove that the State is fulfilling 

its public responsibility. For those directly involved in interfacing with SEHAB from 

UNAS, this is a fair trade: “Logically some governments are more open than others to our 
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participation in the project… it is not about left or right or center. Our objective is to help 

families and at the end of the day, so is theirs.” As Manuel, an elected member of the 

Municipal Housing Council, explains,  

 

Once a month we discuss how broad housing goals are being implemented in the 
community.  The disagreements emerge around the master plan, because the 
broader public thinks that it is just about housing for the poor, but it is not. If we 
don’t improve the movement of people within the community – between their 
homes, jobs, and schools – we’ll all be trapped within our own vehicles.464 

 

SEHAB’s urban plan for Heliópolis, as articulated by their attention to 

transportation and circulation, emphasized a way to “re-learn the community as an 

integral part of the city.”465 As outlined and illustrated in the plan, three community 

engagement meetings were undertaken to determine resident interest. Meetings held 

between SEHAB technicians and community groups led to the determination of ten 

community desires, ranging from regularization (first) to sustainability (last).466 The 

emphasis on regularization is important here because it reflects a possible internal 

conflict between everyday residents’ interest in regularization and UNAS’ interest in 

maintaining collective use. If Heliópolis shifted from concessional use to thousands of 

small privately-owned plots, UNAS’ strategy of occupation could be susceptible to 

broader threats of gentrification. Yet more important is the plan’s focus with respect to 

the data collected.  

Upon proving that community meetings were held, the remainder of the plan 

provides abstract diagrams that depict how circulation works in a favela, in the formal 

city, and according to a hybrid proposal. This hybrid proposal emphasizes the 

sinuousness of circulation yet proposes a rigid overlay based on what the planners 

                                                
464 Manoel Otaviano da Silva, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
465 SEHAB “Plano Urbanistico Heliópolis.” 
466 SEHAB, “Plano Urbanistico Heliópolis.” 
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perceive as barriers to flow and areas that are morphologically isolated from the rest of 

the community. As an aerial view might reveal, these isolated areas are concentrations of 

social housing projects at the community’s eastern edge.  

Per the plan, internal connections are identified by a series of random arrows, to 

which Cleide previously alluded as “just anything,” followed by a proposed system of 

pedestrian, one-way, and larger public transportation streets, central to which is bicycle 

travel.  For many, this plan “is interesting, but the flows do not follow what’s happening 

here.” The second part of the plan focuses on housing whereby people removed from 

areas of street widening are relocated to rental housing and, in theory, housing built at the 

community’s margin. Like many informal settlements, the pattern of removing families 

and structures that settle within riparian zones corridors is generally undisputed, and in 

Heliópolis “there were five areas that community groups agreed should be removed and 

residents resettled.”467 As will be emphasized in the Bamburral plan, the problem arises 

with latent timelines that leave residents in limbo for five or more years.  

As the ethnographies demonstrate, Heliópolis’ educational infrastructure is 

structured around the linkage between historical community divisions, the mutirão, and 

the CCAs. Referencing historical aerial maps, SEHAB made the same calculation. 

However, in lieu of the CCAs, planners proposed a network of parks that follow this 

historical pattern. Taken to an extreme, this could imply that SEHAB intended to open up 

the favela by removing the built environment in small sections to give it over to the park 

space. If this were to be the case, based on SEHAB’s map in figure 68, below, the CCAs 

are in danger of Ecological Gentrification whereby social land uses are removed under 

the ethic of environmental ones.468 

                                                
467 Antônia Cleide Alves, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
468 Dooling, “Ecological Gentrification: A Research Agenda Exploring Justice in the City.” 
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 Figure 68: SEHAB Plan for Green Space in Heliópolis 
Source: SEHAB 

 

Given that it is unlikely that this is the message SEHAB intended to convey, the plan, as 

Cleide suggests, is abstract, yet reflects an overarching recognition on the part of SEHAB 

that connectivity both in terms of ecological systems and movement of people could be 

based on historical patterns of development.  

 

We wanted streets to be widened, for the channelization of two occupied creeks, 
the urbanization of the Lagoa and Ilha areas, and housing. These areas (Lagoa and 
Ilha) are really dense and many still don’t have light, water, and sanitation. 
There’s also the danger of fire in these areas. We got housing – 320 units and 800 
more to go – but didn’t reach consensus on the master plan. The idea to remove 
Copa Rio was completely random – houses there are consolidated… there are 
businesses…  
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Within a classic case of antagonism between community and governments, 

particularly when deep political divides cloud perspective, overlap between SEHAB’s 

spatial strategy and UNAS’ social one demonstrated learning on the part of both.  It is the 

environmental proposal of the plan – deemed the least important by community members 

– where this overlap occurred most productively. As França asserts,  

 

Sustainability for SEHAB is that families have access to water, sanitation, 
recycling, and public space… and, the elimination of areas of risk. It’s not 
sustainability in a classic sense, of protecting the Amazon rainforest. 
Sustainability is the improvement of an urban dweller’s environmental quality.469  

 

While SEHAB productively expanded on this idea in the case of São Francisco, 

here this idea would have included direct participation with the community in mapping 

out existing amenities and resources that would facilitate connectivity improvements and 

provide needed public space. Given SEHAB’s claim to “learn from preexisting 

conditions,” had they done so, the CCAs would have served as logical points for 

intervention.  

Neither UNAS nor SEHAB made the connection of how they might work 

together within a shared approach to networked urbanism – UNAS with their CCAs and 

SEHAB with abstract green spaces. However, UNAS did remind SEHAB that use of 

PAC funds requires that 5% of the development budget must be directed to the upgrade 

of existing community infrastructures, broadly conceived.470 This very small conciliation 

would not, of course, have happened had UNAS been unaware of the provision. The PAC 

funds provided a means of linking the idealized network of the planners with the 

community’s existing network in order to better embed the plan within the community 

context. However, the paltry outcome, which consisted of a renovated kitchen and a small 

                                                
469 Elisabete França, Interview with Kristine Stiphany.  
470 Programa de Aceleração de Crescimento – Program of Accelerated Growth.  
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concrete surfaced park to the rear of the CCA PAM, shown below in figure 69, is unusual 

given the quality of projects and widespread recognition typical of work undertaken by 

both institutions.  

 

 
Figure 69: The CCA PAM Park 
 

The conflict of rationalities between proposals idealized by planners and the 

social and technical realities of informal settlements is here exemplified as modern and 

participatory.  For Manoel, the modern process is unproductive not because it lacks good 

ideas, but because it lacks the true collaboration that he experienced in the mutirão: 

 

Today participation is physical. There are laws that say participation has to 
happen… so they bring people together and say it’s participation, but it is not 
because there is no exchange. We aren’t invited to see what’s happening along the 
way. For me, to put people in a room, get feedback, and then fail to implement it 
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isn’t participation. I’m tired of seeing things that planners can change – it’s 
realistic to change – but they don’t. Participation isn’t about learning today.”471 

 

The key conflict emerges around the tools and methods utilized by UNAS and 

SEHAB, respectively, to increase access to educational opportunities and housing. 

Neither system was technically or ideologically prepared to link to the other. Given the 

PAC financing that is dedicated to infrastructure in informal settlements, SEHAB’s claim 

to work within preexisting territories, and UNAS savvy in acquiring schools, one would 

expect the PAM and LAGOA renovations to have resulted in more sophisticated projects.  

The process indicates that UNAS and SEHAB adopted methods that had garnered 

previous success for addressing immediate needs, even as these processes aligned with an 

emancipatory storyline. This section demonstrates that UNAS excelled when it works 

within its own system, yet was not as innovative when connecting to, or modifying, a 

broader sociotechnical system. Likewise, SEHAB maintained its own technological 

momentum, which permitted it to gather data about informal settlements from macro 

positions. The problem, however, is that this data collection is often irrelevant, not only 

for site-specific conditions but for the broader political agenda of which it is a part. While 

one might argue that Kassab backed down because of Heliópolis’ stature, it is more 

reasonable to suggest that he recognized the poverty of the plan and walked away. Given 

his strong backing of other projects with stakes like similar to Heliópolis, such as Parque 

Real in the wealthy Morumbi neighborhood, the Copa Rio incident remains unusually 

anticlimactic.  

Heliópolis’ development reinforces the idea that both UNAS and SEHAB, and the 

structures they represent, are embedded in effective cycles of technological momentum 

whose brief points of contact are insufficient for either system to graft onto the other. 

                                                
471 Manoel Otaviano da Silva, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
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Building on the proposed and actual networks of both, however, will be undertaken in the 

conclusion. 

 

São Francisco: Productive Partnerships 

In the wake of Kassab’s defeat in the 2012 mayoral elections, the relationship 

between SEHAB and the Zeladoria Ambiental came to a close. From this point onward, 

the members of the Zeladoria were faced with the challenges of directing their own 

course, finding their own projects, and securing their own funding. As the months passed, 

weeds engulfed project sites once abuzz with cranes, leaving pockets of open land that 

were quickly reoccupied.  The work canteen grew quiet as social workers whose terms 

were not extended slowly trickled out, and remaining technicians had little to do. As the 

project was slowly dismantled, the Zeladoria faced degrees of uncertainty as it grappled 

with the aftermath of indefinitely suspending one of the city’s largest development 

projects.  

Two years prior, SEHAB had initiated a relationship with a group of community 

leaders who were self-builders long united around environmental issues. These leaders 

had been previously engaged by a COBRAPE social worker, Marcos Vieira, who was 

contracted in the early 2000s when São Francisco was developed under a previous 

administration (Suplicy). The renewal of Vieira’s contract permitted him to develop an 

environmental education project that would, in theory, satisfy community and SEHAB’s 

interests.  As a part of this process, SEHAB financed a seven-month course for leaders to 

strengthen skills, which culminated in the formation of the Zeladoria Ambiental 

(Environmental Caretaking Group). As Guigui explains, “before 2009, we were leaders, 

but we didn’t know how to lead.” Over the next two years, França ensured the varied 

interests and activities that each of the leaders brought to the group. In addition to the 

springs project previously discussed, this partnership supported community gardens 
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planted in old social housing areas and an after-school arts program in the mutirão 

community center.  

In addition to the Zeladoria, SEHAB constructed a work canteen adjacent to the 

community center built during the period of the mutirão. While community leaders use 

the community center for after-school activities, adult education courses, and the 

Zeladoria’s activities, the work canteen houses social workers and technicians who 

perform SEHAB’s fieldwork. In conjunction with the contracted social worker and the 

leadership group, the canteen is one way of coopting community participation. At another 

level it provides a mechanism for SEHAB to establish necessary local political networks 

with the settlement’s darker underbelly. Several residents question the power dynamics of 

these partnerships and point to the inherent unevenness behind the initiatives and 

relationships created between the community and SEHAB.  

Since the government shifted in its political orientation, and França’s SEHAB was 

passed to the conservative, SEHAB’s support for the Zeladoria became increasingly 

precarious. As a result, recent entities such as Ecourbs, the owner of the São João landfill, 

as well as several politicians, have funded the Zeladoria’s activities in exchange for 

political support or, as one member attests, “to keep us quiet about the environmental 

degradation in the area.” The severance of their relationship with SEHAB has inspired 

the Zeladoria to “walk on its own legs,”472 yet rendered the group vulnerable to 

associations that are antithetical to its fundamental mission. 

São Francisco’s primary conflict, then, emerges between the environmental 

actions undertaken by community members and the ideology of environmental education 

constructed within SEHAB. This disconnect limited both planners and citizens from 

meaningfully participating in planning processes, and was exacerbated by both entities’ 

lack of coordination with the Secretary of the Environment (VERDE). SEHAB’s 

                                                
472 Vieira, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
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temporary support facilitated another dimension of collaboration within an already 

associated group, even though the planning system at large remained blind to the role of 

education in facilitating long-term environmental planning beyond distinct development 

projects. In so doing, political fragmentation and a lack of continuous funding from local 

government to the Zeladoria significantly limited the reach of this productive planning 

idea.  

 

Bamburral: A Lack of Education (Uma falta de educação)473 

In May of 2012, the children of the Coletivo de Arte do Bamburral were invited to 

present their film, Bamburral, O Meu Lugar, at the São Paulo Calling symposium. For 

the first time, the Fernando Gracioso School was used as a point of exchange between 

residents of Bamburral and city officials, even though by that time there was little left of 

the favela beyond the school’s walls. Several secretaries were in attendance and aligned 

along a raised platform, in front of which the beat up gymnasium brimmed with people. 

Dona Lau, dressed smartly, stood and spoke about the merits of a project that assisted 

those less fortunate in the neighborhood, and Pele, proud in front of his children, 

introduced the Coletivo and its activities over the previous four years. As the film rolled, 

the profiles of Paloma, Issac, Willy, Gislane, Diego, and Gege stood out against those of 

the politicians who shifted their chairs, even if just for a moment, to see Bamburral from 

another perspective. 

The Bamburral development project actually began years earlier, when city 

officials determined that the city’s largest landfills could generate carbon credits valuable 

for local development. In 2003 Biogas Ambiental, an international consortium, was 

commissioned by the City of São Paulo to generate electricity from the landfill’s methane 

under a Clean Development Mechanism (CDM). CDMs, the creation of the Kyoto 
                                                
473 A social worker assigned to the Bamburral development project described the project as “A lack of 
Education,” on the part of local government and the general contractor involved.  
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Protocol, an environmental accord among nations, grant countries of the developing 

world carbon credits474 for reducing their greenhouse emissions. These credits may then 

be sold on the world market under the condition that profits are directed toward local 

sustainable development.475 Per the economic logic of CDM, “everybody wins.”476  

In 2007, following the citizen protests cited earlier by Pelé, the landfill stopped 

receiving trash and half of the carbon emissions reductions (CER) created by the 

methane’s recovery were sold by the City of São Paulo in the first of two auctions.477 

Between methane recovery at Bandeirantes and the São João Landfill next to São 

Francisco in São Mateus, a total of R$71 million was generated for the municipal 

Secretary for the Environment’s Special Fund for the Environment and Sustainable 

Development (FEMA).478  Per the requirements of the CDM, the money was to be 

utilized for compensation projects that provide infrastructure to the benefit of the people 

most immediately affected by the environmental degradation created by the Bandeirantes 

and São João landfills.     

Meanwhile, as shacks were accumulating along the ravine upstream from the 

Fernando Gracioso School, several sub-prefeitos (sub mayors) came and went from 

Perus’ local district office. Kassab’s appointment of Sandra Santana in 2006 corresponds 

to the first auction of credits in December of 2006, yielding R$35 million reais.  Early 

rumblings of a development project ensued as Santana viewed Bamburral as “our worst 

                                                
474 Carbon credits are officially designated by the Kyoto Protocol as Carbon Emission Reductions (CER). 
475 There are two CDM projects related to Landfills in São Paulo: the Bandeirantes Landfill (CDM 
executive board project #0164) and the São João Landfill (CDM executive board project #0373). 
476 Kill et al., “Trading Carbon: How It Works and Why It Is Controversial.” 
477 NYCGP, “Best Practice: Landfill Emissions Control.” Based on the CDM, Biogas and the City of São 
Paulo divided  equally the total number of carbon emissions reductions (CER). The first auction occurred in 
September 2007, when the City of São Paulo held an auction through the Securities, Commodities, and 
Exchange (BM&F) for capture period between December 2003 and December 2006.  808,450 credits sold 
at €16.20 per credit, yielding R$ 34 million. The auction was won by Fortis Bank NV/SA. The second 
auction was held in September 2008 and offered 713,000 credits (453,343 from a capture period between 
January 2007 and March 2008 at the Bandeirantes Landfill, the remainder from São Joao). This auction 
generated R$37 million from Suisse Mercuria Energy Trading paying €19.20 per credit. 
478 Fundo Especial do Meio Ambiente 
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of the worst favelas.” Several area favelas including the neighboring Recanto dos 

Humildes (hideout of the humble) had been urbanized in recent years, mostly involving 

waterway channelizations that are condemned by VERDE but favored by engineers. 

Santana envisioned the same for Bamburral, and farmed out the project to councilman 

Police Neto for propaganda and Biogas for financing. Bíogas was to pay into the FEMA 

for its pollution activities, and instead was offered the option to fund a projeto basico 

(schematic design) for the channelization and upgrading of Bamburral. 

Biogás contracted the architecture office of Brasil Arquitetura to develop a plan 

for Bamburral, and I served as the project architect. As detailed in the preface, during this 

time, I served as the sole interlocutor between the community of Bamburral, Brasil 

Arquitetura, and numerous city offices.  Over the course of two months, I held 

community meetings in the community on Saturdays and established a cycle whereby I 

gathered resident input and returned a week later with plans and eventually a physical 

model. Based on community-developed drawings, the model was employed to show 

residents which houses would be removed along the water corridor.  

Figure 70 below shows the physical model superimposed into a Google earth 

image, and key zoning boundaries that complicated the project.  
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Figure 70: The Bamburral favela 
 

The red line represents Brazil’s environmental code, which prohibits construction within 

fifty meters of any waterway. Because so many favelas in Brazil are located within 

riparian zones, this code creates conflict between environmentalists and housing 

advocates.479 Yet the entire site was also zoned a ZEIS, a zone of special social interest, 

which permitted the use of a permeable erosion-control paver, and conceded to the 

community an additional 25 meters. Rather than a full removal per the environmental 

code, then, the community was afforded an upgrading project. The project retained the 

consolidated structures that lined the streets, and removed those in direct contact with the 

water’s edge, shown within the yellow boundary. From the community’s perspective, this 

was a viable solution, as families along the water corridor were the newest settlers and 

the most vulnerable.  The yellow boundary also shows staircases that were to be 
                                                
479 Rademacher, When is Housing an Environmental Problem? Reforming Informality in Kathmandu. 
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upgraded with lighting and handrails. The final project, shown in figure 71 below, 

extended the existing staircases to a central deck that connected the community to the 

Fernando Gracioso School.  

 

 
Figure 71: The First Bamburral Project Proposal  
Rendering: Brasil Arquitetura (Vinícius Spira) 

 

Limited in its provision of housing, and lacking a long-term environmental 

management plan, the project was most important for exploring how a common cause, 

the channelization of a waterway, galvanized a group of people otherwise considered 

unfit to contribute to planning processes.  

Several months into the project, Brasil Arquitetura was informed by the sub-

prefeitura that the project was no longer solely to upgrade and channelize Bamburral, but 

to also build housing. To the upgrading project, we haphazardly added five long housing 
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structures into a strip of land at the edge of the landfill, requiring the removal of more 

families. The lack of space for housing ultimately rendered the channelization project 

unviable in the city’s eyes, and the project was transferred from the sub-prefeitura’s 

office to SEHAB.  

The project was accelerated when the most vulnerable portion of Bamburral 

collapsed during heavy rains in January of 2010, shown in figure 72, below. 

 

 
Figure 72: Mudslide in the Bamburral favela 
 

While SEHAB rejected the community-designed project in practice, it was used in 

several of its publications as evidence of a unique partnership between social and 

environmental concerns, financially cemented through the CDM. The message of 

newspaper articles with titles such as “Carbon Credits humanize favela,” came to be 

retold in Bamburral, when those teetering on the edge of a gaping hole were cited in the 

news as exclaiming “we just want the city to get us out of this lixão – big dump.” 
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The mudslide, however, led to an official storyline shift in late 2010. At this time, 

community members were informed that Bamburral was situated in an area of physical 

risk, and that all structures – except for the Fernando Gracioso School – would be 

removed. As Pele recalls,  

Social workers came to the door, took down our information, and spray painted 
yellow numbers on the house. Everyone’s house had a number to keep people 
from entrando no projeto (entering the project) by building a shack here just for 
the money. We were shown videos of mudslides in Rio… we had a mudslide… ja 
sabemos (we already know what that feels like). Anyway, I just hope the city 
keeps its promise. A little improvement here would be muito bom pra gente  
(really good for us). 

 

Uphill, Dona Lau predicted that the project would snake back up along the edge 

of the landfill and that she, too, would be removed. Shown in a typical stance in figure 

73, Lau wants nothing to do with the government unless they provide a title for the land 

on which her family’s houses are constructed. As another resident of Bamburral argued 

when offered a mortgage in a future housing unit, “No one but God lives above me.” 

 

 

Figure 73: Dona Lau 
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As described in the preface, residents were offered $13,000 reais for their land or 

a $400 reais per month rental subsidy until project completion, or, “enough to rent a 

room in another favela.” According to a social worker, approximately 75% accepted the 

subsidy offer.480 

Brasil Arquitetura proposed a “new neighborhood,” shifting the public face of 

Bamburral from an upgrading made viable by an alliance between VERDE and SEHAB, 

to an architectural masterpiece that conquered an area of risk. While the architects did 

attempt to upgrade the Fernando Gracioso School in the context of the second project, 

neither the Secretary of Education or SEHAB were prepared to finance the extension of 

what was largely a housing project into an educational one. Bamburral’s second project, 

shown in figure 74 below, was designed without community input and, like the Fernando 

Gracioso School, must be structurally outfitted to withstand hazards from the same area 

of risk from which residents were removed.  

 

                                                
480 Activists associated with the housing movement in Heliópolis report that the increase of stalled or 
abandoned housing projects has significantly increased rental demand in informal settlements, permitting 
rental house owners to increase rents correspondent to the R$400.00 / month government subsidy. As one 
resident of Heliópolis explained, “because of the subsidies, one room rentals that went for 150 or 200 reais 
a month ago are now 400 reais a month.”  
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Figure 74: The Bamburral Project (Brasil Arquitetura) 
Source: Brasil Arquitetura + SEHAB 
 

The new story, exemplified by headlines such as “Community Prepares itself for 

the Formal City,” held for some time.481 This story was propelled by the São Paulo 

Calling event that, for one day, occupied the barren site and entertained residents with 

food trucks, a sound stage, a miniature circus, and a tent for children’s drawing activities. 

The construction of the red “conversation house,” shown above, was henceforth used by 

SEHAB to exhibit drawings and renderings of the new project, and to answer resident 

questions about project status. Four years after the event, Pele remarked “Casa da 

conversa? There was no conversation.”  

Beyond typical political discontinuity that ensues when one administration 

replaces another, there are several hypotheses that have been offered as to why the 

                                                
481 “Community Prepares Itself for the Formal City.” 
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Bamburral project stalled. The outgoing government blamed the incoming (Haddad, PT) 

government of intentionally draining SEHAB’s budget, given that Haddad passed the 

SEHAB to the conservatives in a pre-election deal. This hypothesis was consistent with 

several interviews undertaken with social workers, who initially remained employed 

during the transition but have since been dismissed. In June of 2014, many reported that a 

slashed budget had trebled their physical area of attendance, which was 

 

…more stressful because all of the projects are on hold. And we have no control, 
and thus no status report to provide. The physical displacement, yes, that’s a 
major issue. But the ongoing uncertainty once removed… this is the real danger 
of these projects. Families don’t know where to go with their lives.”482  

 

The second hypothesis is that the contractor, Gomes Lourenço, defaulted on the project. 

Gomes Lourenço officials are unavailable for comment and thus this hypothesis remains 

empirically ungrounded. Four years after demolition, the unfinished project, as shown in 

figure 75 below, has been reported on the City of São Paulo website as “in process.”  

 

 
Figure 75: The Bamburral Urbanization Project, July 2015 
Source: Kirsten Larson 

Questions remain as to where the 71 million reais from the carbon credits has 

been directed, if not to the Bamburral urbanization project. A portion of the proceeds 

covered the removal of residents considered to have damaged an environmentally-
                                                
482 Interview with two SEHAB social workers. 
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protected area, and the subsidized rent that continues to be paid out on a monthly basis. 

Managed by VERDE, the majority of funds were applied toward upgrading projects and 

the construction of one small plaza in front of the Fernando Gracioso school that “we 

could have made in a weekend.”483 The upgrading projects were not located in 

Bamburral, per the CDM, but in the Anhangüera State park, which is situated on the 

opposite side of the six-lane Bandeirantes expressway. Trail improvements, a shop for 

woodworking lessons, and a recycling center were among a set of green projects 

prioritized by the CDM’s local managers and undertaken “without community 

participation.”484  

I have had the opportunity to keep in touch with several of the families removed 

from Bamburral as they, like the city, have abandoned the site. Of those who accepted the 

R$13,000 payout, one moved back to Bahia and built a house no meio da mata mesmo 

esse vez (really in the middle of the jungle this time); while three purchased self-built 

homes that they renovated in Francisco Morato, located ten kilometers beyond Perus into 

São Paulo’s periferia. Figure 76, below, shows the new home of a young Art Collective 

participant in Francisco Morato. 

 

                                                
483 da Silva, Conversation with Kristine Stiphany. 
484 Interview, Mario Bartoto, August 23, 2014 
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 Figure 76: The home of a family displaced from the Bamburral favela  
 

Another family that accepted subsidized rent moved to the southern state of Parana to live 

with family, and regularly returns to São Paulo to receive the subsidy check.  

Pele’s family has not fared well. After accepting the SEHAB payout of 13,000 

reais, the da Silvas bought a very small house next door to Lau in order to stay in the 

neighborhood and maintain their children in the Fernando Gracioso School. After two 

years, the family was out of money and living on canned sardines. Pele sold the house 

and moved in with friends, and then into a rental situation. By the summer of 2014, the da 

Silvas moved to another rental situation in Parada de Taipas, a large valley of multiple 

informal settlements between Perus and the city center. There they occupied three rental 

situations before entering into an informal loan for an apartment in a small, six-unit 

complex. In all, the da Silvas have moved seven times since being removed from 

Bamburral in June of 2011. When I last visited the family in Parada de Taipas, Willy, in 

the green jersey in figure 77 below, had just settled in to his new neighborhood. 
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Figure 77: Parada de Taipas soccer field 
 

The key conflict in the Bamburral case emerges around power. Bamburral 

exemplifies a case large enough for the government to garner political points yet too 

small for anyone – including residents – to care about over the long term. Given the 

social challenges of the Bamburral site, the problem was not a top down or external 

vision, but project management of two proposals that were each limited. Within this 

context, the tenacity of community children to plainly state their needs, and the 

facilitation of continued discourse by committed outsiders, highlights the potential of 

ethnographic engagement for pushing the epistemological boundaries assumed to hold for 

settlements, like Bamburral, that are exceptionally vulnerable. Actors associated with 

development cannot be expected to singlehandedly create communities as they fulfill a 

public responsibility to provide technically adequate housing and improved public space. 

They are, however, expected by the local and global public to fulfill an ethical 
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responsibility to the world’s most vulnerable citizens and in this role, in this case, there is 

no doubt that the development system and its local operations failed.  

SEHAB has attempted an in-situ approach to development that involves selecting 

projects by a hybrid process – part geospatial and demographic analysis, part politics –  

and determining project proposals and outcomes on a case-by-case basis. As a result, the 

outcomes – gross negligence in the case of Bamburral, productive contributions to local 

environmental education efforts in São Francisco, and the upgrading of some CCAs in 

Heliópolis – reflect the challenges and opportunities of an in-situ approach.  

The social and technical dimensions of UNAS’ self-help experience provided the 

momentum for the creation of educational infrastructure. The early union of core leaders 

and their capacity to associate actors from within and beyond the system’s boundaries 

permitted UNAS to create and expand a system beyond what is expected in informal 

settlements. However, as it gained momentum with each new contact, the system became 

more difficult to modify because of its appropriate scale and embeddedness within its 

own diverse sociotechnical system. Community members rely on the location of núcleos 

and redes to go about their daily lives, but to also explore less tangible future aspirations. 

These benefits are challenged by development, which revealed the extent to which UNAS 

is less apt to modify the system than it is to create conditions to ensure its continuation. In 

that sense, the case is anticlimactic from this development position because there was 

potential to actually re-write what the system could become, so that something new could 

be grafted on to something old. Because there is little resistance to what the infrastructure 

provides – the lack of a competitor – there is no force to shift change in another direction. 

UNAS’ educational infrastructure has become embedded, and as a result has created its 

own obduracy. Given the capacity of core leaders to recast their housing experience into 

an educational one, it is reasonable to consider what might propel UNAS in another 

direction beyond confrontation, crisis, and tragedy.   
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As I have demonstrated, UNAS’ catalyst was the Zeladoria’s departure. Given the 

crisis of overbuilding in São Mateus, members of the Zeladoria broke from a the 

trajectory one might expect to see in an informal settlement. Rather than continue the 

social and technological dimensions of self-building, members of the Zeladoria had the 

capacity, in contrast to UNAS, to see beyond its immediate context. While the Zeladoria 

has been less successful in creating a tiered network of support between immediate and 

macro ecological domains, the mapping of the springs and making of future plans points 

to a transformation of self-help’s technical system into an ecological one. Most critical in 

the São Francisco case is the extent to which actors associated with SEHAB and the 

Zeladoria shifted toward one another. While we cannot say, or expect, that França would 

directly engage with the concerns of Guigui, it is clear that França learned from a 

limitation of the Guarapiringa project and made am attempt at supporting existing 

environmental stewardship when given the opportunity. While the relationship between 

SEHAB and the Zeladoria was power laden and ultimately tipped in the favor of SEHAB, 

the accounts of members suggest that both benefitted from the partnership. Had the 

members of the Zeladoria not previously associated – first around self-built housing and 

then around environmental issues, this may not have been the case.  

Self-building galvanized little beyond the sociotechnical system boundaries of 

leaders’ homes in Bamburral. Because leaders never meaningfully transferred their 

experience of self-help into an educational realm, there was no established base from 

which to build. While the first project storyline proposed an alternative, the second spoke 

to this housing concern and for this reason proceeded relatively unquestioned. Minimal 

techniques such as the Casa da Conversa and the São Paulo Calling event punctuated this 

familiar storyline with enough aberrant, but attractive, images so that few looked beyond 

the ultimately empty cloud of carbon credits and into the project’s early, unfinished 

narratives. 
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The failure of the development project to emerge owes to the lack of a dominant 

frame. Similar to the Cerda plan for Barcelona, no one vision drove the project.485 Given 

opportunities to catalyze the incorporation of the Fernando Gracioso School into either 

development project reflects the limitation of all actors involved, including myself, to 

realize an exceptional project. One might wonder, however, how things might have been 

different had the school, and the Secretary of Education, become involved in the 

development project. Given the Secretariat’s rejection of this possibility, proven 

productive in the case of Heliópolis, this hypothesis remains untested in Bamburral.  

In this chapter, I distinguished between situated and in-situ approaches to 

development in order to illustrate how various community, public, and private actors 

have associated in order to accomplish their institutional and organizational ambitions. 

For SEHAB, in-situ means sensitively intervening within the physical grain of informal 

settlements, and selectively engaging and even creating social organizations within 

communities selected for development. While planners, architects, and the myriad of 

national and international partners tuned into SEHAB’s efforts between 2005 – 2012 

learned more about informal settlements and SEHAB’s projects, development products 

remained largely architectonic and lacked a long-term social commitment. SEHAB 

disseminated completed projects and hosted exhibitions and competitions; however those 

products of high architectural quality lacked high social quality beyond engagement of 

experts within the design and planning communities. São Paulo Calling may be 

considered an attempt to engage, but was largely superficial.  As a result, there is a 

missed opportunity for development to gain feedback from actual communities as a 

means of learning from past decisions. For pragmatic pedagogy, such feedback holds the 

possibility of evolving a learning process according to diverse contexts. From a 

pragmatist lens, development is a creative activity that happens differently in different 

                                                
485 Aibar and Bijker, “Constructing a City: The Cerda Plan for the Extension of Barcelona.” 
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places. Doing development, then, involves seeing the contexts to be developed from 

different perspectives, henceforth creating a dialog between many actors, not just 

planners and designers.486 As both Freire and Dewey attest, it is through dialog that 

people can re-envision their past in order to create new futures.487    

UNAS’ conception of a situated planning approach involves a sociotechnical 

trajectory of activities, spaces, and relationships through which community experience 

and spatial change are intertwined. Yet learning in the planning sense is also insular for 

UNAS. Reliant on historical clout and tried and true ways of navigating a clientelistic 

system, UNAS is geared more toward their education mission than their research and 

development potential for meaningfully engaging the planning process. As Arlete 

remarked, “we do many amazing things here, but lack the data to prove it and the tools to 

visualize it.”488 While broad in reach, UNAS’ bandwidth is narrow in terms of how it 

assesses its performance. UNAS makes planning achievements, yet these achievements 

cannot be decoupled from the simple fact that any politician would be foolish to not 

engage them. That said, UNAS is conversant with both law and policy; their recognition 

that 5% of SEHAB’s project costs must cover community infrastructure provides but one 

example. While spaces constructed and operated by UNAS address community needs and 

are emblematic of the iterative process from which they emerge, many of these buildings 

lack basic standards and the architectural sophistication of the projects built by SEHAB.  

Loyalty to affiliations prevents bipartisan partnerships between organizations like 

UNAS and SEHAB when conservative governments are at the helm. As many who are 

inside of it admit, “the PT is a machine for cooptation.” Heliópolis supplies the PT with a 

broad voting base, within which UNAS exerts a heavy influence. Yet for all that the 

conservatives “get done,” the inequitable context of Brazil still results in progress that 

                                                
486 Healy, “The Pragmatic Tradition in Planning Thought.” 
487 Dewey, The Public and Its Problems. Freire and Macedo, Literacy: Reading the Word and the World.  
488 Arlete Persoli, Interview with Kristine Stiphany. 
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unfortunately is achieved at very high costs. Conflicts between different conceptions of 

what in-situ means within a volatile political context illuminate divergent realms of 

power, negotiation, and impact, further refining unevenness as it relates to informal 

settlements. This unevenness in planning processes is not endemic to Brazil, but is 

heightened by an as-yet emergent democracy and sustained by a profoundly inequitable 

society.   

After all of this, one might speculate on the advantage of joining UNAS under 

Cleide’s leadership and SEHAB under Bete’s purview in order to work education into 

planning and, ultimately, into the development of informal settlements. While both might 

shudder at this proposal, as might their constituents, there are benefits to the way each 

organization conceives of an in-situ approach that could be useful to the broader 

development system. While some might argue that such a partnership would inevitably 

favor SEHAB, the alternative that produces no change or experimentation is not an 

option.  

Both UNAS and SEHAB have transformed housing storylines, reconceived 

development infrastructure, and advocated for positive change. For UNAS, this story is 

education and the iterative production of a supporting sociotechnical infrastructure. 

SEHAB remains obligated to build housing, yet has managed to engage an urban design 

scale that expands development’s technical repertoire and has transformed entire 

neighborhoods. Building quality spaces, however, is not enough. The vandalism of some 

of SEHAB’s projects and the care shown to others reflect the need for a sensitive 

programming lens.  The programming of the CCAs is one example of where SEHAB 

could begin to draw on UNAS’ expertise in social programming.  

The data collection for this kind of work requires mapping at various scales and 

the collection of data in different mediums, from the geographical to the experiential. In 

this sense, SEHAB has the option of choosing a range of mapping and representational 

technologies. UNAS doesn’t have sophisticated tools, but does have experience. In its 
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own planning efforts, the Zeladoria has learned to partner in order to unite citizens, 

engineers, architects, and a social worker and identify a problem, gather data, and 

produce a publically-legible document.489  

Both UNAS and SEHAB conceive of infrastructure in urban design terms. For 

UNAS, social activities – marches, symposia, and other events – are ways of 

territorializing drug domains from which many in informal settlements are excluded. 

SEHAB uses urban design in ways that dovetail with UNAS’ social needs that lack 

space. The meso realm – spaces beyond housing in informal settlements – and the 

sociotechnical possibility of developing small projects over time could diversify an 

environment that includes spaces and programs that move beyond just housing.  

While UNAS gathers and exchanges data through house visits, coordination 

meetings, and hundreds of “eyes on the street,” SEHAB created its own eye (HABISP) 

and coupled it with a social mapping project that attempted to unite different social 

groups in communities undergoing development.  While UNAS’s site measures are 

experiential, those of SEHAB black box the dimensional qualities of everyday life in 

informal settlements in order to facilitate a planning process.490  

This chapter demonstrates two things. First, that unevenness is cyclical.  

Fundamental structural conditions have not really changed, but conditions on the ground 

have. Through successive waves of development, people have indeed become more 

sophisticated in interfacing with local government. However, there remain significant 

barriers that limit people in informal settlements, even in the most evolved cases, from 

fully engaging processes in ways that serve their own interest. Second, that there is an 

opportunity for a “hybrid” approach to in-situ planning that is closer than entrenched 

actors may recognize.  
  

                                                
489 Bidwell, “Is Community-Based Participatory Research Postnormal Science?” 
490 Latour, Pandora’s Hope. 
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Chapter Seven: Learning Displacement 

 

Understanding the operationalization of uneven development in particular places 

requires empirical analysis of socially-determined patterns of differentiation, not 

ideological declaration. More than fifty years after Levi-Strauss remarked that Brazil has 

an intrepid capacity to change without actually developing, it cannot be said that 

development has been equitable.491 Had it been so, major shifts precipitated by Brazil’s 

urban reform movement would never have emerged. What can be argued, however, is 

that some types of development have reduced the impacts of unevenness; not because 

these development types, analyzed in chapter four, are accepted wholesale, but because 

citizens have transformed them into outcomes that counteract key social and spatial 

variables of uneven development. In this dissertation, I have demonstrated that self-

building, in practice and policy, is one development approach whose efficacy draws from 

its displacement by citizens from a housing to an educational focus. Within this 

trajectory, the cases have demonstrated how new forms of knowledge and infrastructure 

have been produced. 

Of the development approaches that Brazil has utilized for intervening in informal 

settlements, self-help housing policies have catalyzed long-term transformative change 

for a number of informal settlements in São Paulo. In some communities, the production 

of new educational infrastructures reflects a spillover effect of typical community 

consolidation processes whereby residents continue to fill infrastructural gaps 

characteristic of large-scale, State-led development projects. This study shed light on the 

atypical or emergent sociotechnical dimensions of community consolidation, and how 

processes that have built up over time in the area of housing have been transferred to deal 

with the chronic problem of under-education.   

                                                
491 Levi-Strauss, Tristes Tropicais. Gilbert and Gugler, Cities, Poverty, and Development: Urbanization in 
the Third World.  
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Because of the extent to which it is known that there are social and spatial 

benefits of self-help that extend beyond the build, many have emphasized the importance 

of analyzing self-help’s evolutionary trajectory in order to better understand its long-term 

outcomes and, more critically, how they might inform contemporary planning 

processes.492 From a position that recognizes the inherent contradictions of self-help 

housing, in this dissertation I have demonstrated how actors in some consolidated 

informal settlements have drawn on these contradictions to improve access to educational 

opportunities and to realize an in-situ approach to community development that is framed 

through the lens of education.  

In the following, I present the concept of learning displacement and this study’s 

findings in relationship to the four theoretical themes presented in chapter two.     

 

7.1 LEARNING DISPLACEMENT 

Learning displacement is one way to conceptualize the knowledge transference of 

self-building from housing to education. It is a sociotechnical platform for better aligning 

the ongoing planning efforts in communities with those of local planning agencies. 

Although planners and architects educated in the rational, or modern, tradition eschew the 

incorporation of this kind of practical knowledge, the cases compellingly demonstrate 

uneven ways that actors have learned to mobilize ideas and spaces to shift current 

conditions to preferred ones.493 As the cases of Heliópolis and São Francisco 

demonstrate, the translation of self-building into new cultural domains of learning and 

action has begun to compensate for underdeveloped educational infrastructure provided 

by the State. These social and technical displacements challenge the centralized logic of 

planning and development processes with new forms of infrastructure that increase 

                                                
492  Ward, Jiménez, and Di Virgilio, Housing Policies in Latin American Cities: A New Generation of 
Strategies and Approaches for 2016 UN Habitat III.  
493 Simon, Sciences of the Artificial. 
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access to education, expand citizen participation, and contribute to broader urban 

networks.   

While I have drawn on several interpretations of displacement beyond its 

conventional meaning, the most critical interpretation rests in the production of 

educational infrastructure’s utility for provoking the displacement of privileged positions 

embedded within the hierarchical strains of planning practice. To return for a moment to 

the first pages of this dissertation, Bamburral resident Valdemar recognized that one of 

the limits of his education was the displacement of people, rather than the exchange of 

ideas within a planning process. In the following, I return to the four theoretical themes 

of uneven development, self-building, infrastructure, and knowledge to examine why this 

recognition led to different outcomes in other communities. 

 

7.2 UNEVEN DEVELOPMENT 

Access to quality education is unequally distributed in Brazil generally and São 

Paulo specifically.494 These structural dynamics have a profound effect on people’s 

capacity to fend for themselves and engage in broader planning processes. While people 

are not without agency within disempowering global political economic processes, how 

people construct spaces makes a significant difference in how they connect to urban 

amenities, mobilize resources, and contribute to broader knowledge structures. As a 

general finding, communities closer to the city center and within the inner ring of 

consolidated informal settlements experience more successful transitions into the urban 

realm. As case comparison suggests, these transitions facilitate a more effective 

transference of the praxis of self-help housing to an educational one.  

As the case of Heliópolis demonstrates, its central location has bolstered access to 

educational opportunities, which in turn impact agency and a general capacity to cultivate 
                                                
494 Plank, The Means of Our Salvation: Public Education in Brazil 1930 - 1995. Torres and de Oliveira, 
“Primary Education and Spatial Segregation in the Municipality of São Paulo.” 
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practices of community self-care. Higher concentrations of CCAs and, despite an overall 

deficit, a greater number of schools, make concrete the claim that Heliópolis is not a 

favela, but an educating neighborhood. These educational achievements have occurred in 

part because generations of residents have become embedded in the urban milieu through 

access to jobs, transportation, and cultural amenities that are still beyond reach to 

residents of São Francisco and Bamburral. These broad benefits have positioned leaders 

in Heliópolis to make claims for commensurate educational spaces that serve various 

levels of the population around diverse content. Consequentially, Heliópolis has been 

able to fortify a network-in-construction that continually adapts to site-specific 

dimensions of unevenness. 

Due to its proximity to the center, changes to Heliópolis affect broader social and 

technical networks, and very generally render Heliópolis more visible to the public eye.  

The transformation of the Campos Salles School from a place for favelados to a 

neighborhood cultural center, similar to those imagined for the School Park, demonstrates 

Heliópolis’ long-term impact on the adjacent neighborhood. In contrast, this connectivity 

is decreased farther into the periphery, where communities are more isolated. Given São 

Francisco and Bamburral’s adjacency to two landfills on which the city depends, policy 

makers are less apt to address issues that even minimally interfere with zoning that 

benefits the middle and upper classes housed in Centro. As the case of São Francisco 

demonstrated, that it took ten years for the Sapopemba Landfill to be minimally restored 

is evidence that the city’s priorities lie elsewhere. These initial conditions of unevenness 

influence the extent to which communities are capable of reconfiguring the experience of 

self-building to realize the communities they desire – in relation to the center, where you 

start from makes a difference.  
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Within these broad spatial differences, community capacity to confront the ill 

effects of uneven development is itself uneven.495 Brazil’s politicians have not yet 

realized the promises made in the 1930s to provide equitable education. Great variability 

has occurred across the cases, where people have made attempts to reconfigure the 

processes and extra spaces from which they have been historically excluded. Leaders in 

Heliópolis guide their actions with a broad interest in social equity, considered by them to 

be the primary barrier to improved mobility. For São Francisco, multiple environmental 

crises shape tools and practices that re-categorize environmentalism through the lens of 

peripheral urban regions.  As the cases of Heliópolis and São Francisco demonstrate, the 

new forms of development that emerged out of the turbulence of the 1990s did not 

necessarily dismantle broader structural inequalities, yet have slowly chipped away at its 

foundations from positions of relative marginality. In sum, where people get thrown in 

the city, and when, by the centrifugal forces of uneven development makes a difference. 

But, citizens might still co-construct spatial agency through other means. 

 

7.3 FROM SELF-BUILDING TO SELF-DEVELOPMENT  

Self-building catalyzed agency within some communities and laid the foundations 

for its application to education. Initially resisted, self-building was ultimately embraced 

by the city. Its institutionalization and translation into a myriad of self-help policies that 

supported the existing conditions in informal settlements cultivated conduits of social and 

technical exchange among residents, communities, and local government. Through this 

exchange, citizens themselves became conscious of broader problems of unevenness, and 

education’s role in stabilizing communities and providing inroads to greater social 

inclusion. Because people involved recognized how their own limited access to education 

                                                
495 Harvey, Spaces of Global Capitalism: Toward a Theory of Uneven Geographical Development. 
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constrained broad public participation, it put them in a position to forge future pathways 

of learning and action.  

These dynamics gave rise to networks of educational infrastructure that have a 

lineage in the praxis of self-building. This lineage involves the incremental evolution of 

the built environment shaped by collaborative partnerships, and adaptation to economic 

as well as diverse social, technical, and biophysical resource streams. The production of 

educational infrastructure is unique, however, as its influence radiates beyond the 

immediate sphere of the housing unit. The expansion of networks and evolution of 

individual spaces involves a contested process of sociotechnical territorialization through 

which educational infrastructure becomes further embedded in communities as it links to 

external actors and institutions. A productive sociotechnical obduracy is fortified as each 

association increases citizen participation, opens up spaces for political mobilization, and 

proposes urban design solutions that build upon existing sociotechnical characteristics of 

informal settlements. These dynamics establish education as a community-development 

device that is structured to adapt to long-term change.  

As the cases have shown, the mutirão is not just a technical response for 

improving housing in informal settlements. Its adaptation according to the unique case 

contexts demonstrates how this social learning process evolved into new frontiers of 

action. In the case of Heliópolis, leaders used the construction of the mutirão as a way to 

structure a broader community. To garner some degree of control over a citywide 

increase in informal settlements, leaders opted to distribute multiple mutirões that 

ultimately served as community sub-centers. This network established an “installed base” 

from which future housing and educational spaces were grafted and were, in turn, limited 

and propelled by that base.496  

                                                
496 Star and Ruhleder, “Steps Toward an Ecology of Infrastructure: Design and Access for Large 
Information Spaces.” 
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In contrast, the mutirão served as a point of departure in São Francisco. Given the 

continuous construction of mass housing projects, associated squatter sprawl, and 

installation of landfills, self-builders united around a growing concern for environmental 

degradation. Through the ongoing experience of these dynamics, leaders learned to 

privilege conservation over any new construction – self-built or otherwise. By discarding 

self-building’s technical attributes, the Zeladoria broadened self-building’s system 

boundaries to frame educational infrastructure through ecological processes and 

landscape amenities. Bamburral’s lack of connection between the mutirão and adjacent 

communities emerged from inter-community class battles. As the least consolidated, 

Bamburral’s mutirão was little more than a mere technical approach that never evolved. 

This difference emphasizes that it is not the mutirão policy in itself that catalyzed agency, 

but its intersection with each community’s particular nexus of leaders and their spatial 

location within the city that engendered its ongoing evolution.  

The extent to which leaders in Heliópolis and São Francisco have created a 

system that impacts broader structures of inequality as it enhances life conditions in 

communities is evidence of the translation of autoconstrução (self-building) to 

autogestão (self-development). In cases where this translation has been successful, actors 

have moved beyond the rote adoption of an in-situ approach and suggest how educational 

infrastructure’s situated lens might better account for the social contingency, 

experimentation, and transdisciplinary and inter-generational collaborations that 

characterize its evolution. These dynamics have permitted Heliópolis, and to a lesser 

extent São Francisco, to leverage a track record of achievements toward increased 

educational resources.  

In sum, the sociotechnical infrastructure created by these processes creates a 

positive kind of obduracy in that it stabilizes community development as it resists 

external market-driven development pressure. Self-development is, then, a kind of 

resistance in the form of obduracy. 
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7.4 INFRASTRUCTURE 

Life-enhancing infrastructure evolves through the displacement of people and 

spaces from conventionally regulated practices, not the displacement of citizens from 

discrete plots of land. As the cases have demonstrated, infrastructure is not just about 

pipes, roads, viaducts, and water canals. These familiar definitions have proven 

inadequate, and even dangerous, in their application to informal settlements because they 

fail to recognize how different technologies and tools standardized the dominant class’ 

approach to development.497 Rather, as shown here, infrastructure is a relationship 

between people, the environment, and technological apparatus that evolves between local 

contexts and broader networks. 

Both housing and educational spaces are part of a broader urban infrastructure. In 

Heliópolis and São Francisco, citizens were aware of that need and were successful in co-

constructing infrastructure in a way that balanced the unevenness from urban services. 

These infrastructures are context-dependent. As the case of Heliópolis has demonstrated, 

people contribute to what the educational infrastructure is, but are, in turn, ordered by it. 

The establishment of an installed base set the conditions for a learned system that enables 

local and external actors who encounter it to engage with minimal effort.498  The CCAs 

are recognizable to local residents, who use them for daily ties, yet invisible to those who 

use the planning approaches discussed in chapter four. Likewise, the city knows how to 

engage the system because it has pulled, in part, from public school system standards. 

Through the use of social programming to maintain the movement of people between a 

range of spaces – from iconic modernist school buildings to small self-built blue 

structures in the community – Heliópolis has created a system with which a variety of 

actors and institutions can engage. 

                                                
497 Star and Ruhleder, “Steps Toward an Ecology of Infrastructure: Design and Access for Large 
Information Spaces.” 
498 Ibid. 
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In contrast, São Francisco’s system is less visible and less easily learned – hence 

the need for local spring hunters. As an underground network whose points of contact 

with the earth’s surface are also relatively hidden, it is engaged only by a small handful 

of actors. As a result, the system is more idiosyncratic. Efforts to fund the springs project 

confront the unfortunate conceptual bifurcation of social and environmental issues in 

peripheral areas. This bifurcation frustrates the connection of the Zeladoria’s general 

efforts to broader practices by, for example, the Secretariat for the Environment. In this 

case, an “ecosociotechnical infrastructure” was attempted, if not successfully 

sustained.499 

Both Heliópolis and São Francisco have created a sociotechnical infrastructure 

that they have leveraged to impart incremental shifts in local planning processes and 

more broadly, challenge what is expected from citizens that have experienced uneven 

access to education. In these cases, the mobilization of this infrastructure depends on 

learning alliances formed through existing coalitions of leaders in contact with external 

actors, some hinged to education yet committed to its broader critical and empirical 

frontiers in informal settlements.  

While the educational infrastructure in Heliopolis and São Francisco resists 

displacement, absorbs external support, and contributes to their immediate and 

neighborhood domains, those of Bamburral have not and were ultimately vulnerable to 

physical displacement by external factors. This emphasizes the link between uneven 

development of education and the establishment of quiet encroachment practices that are 

everyday survival strategies in informal settlements. 500  Disconnected from a shared 

political project, these efforts remain relatively invisible to the city at large.  

                                                
499 Moore, “Units of Production and Consumption: Reframing Social Housing as Sustainable 
Infrastructure.” 
500 Bayat, “From Dangerous Classes to Quiet Rebels: Politics of the Urban Subaltern in the Global South.” 
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In summary, the cases highlight the extent to which the production of 

infrastructure in particular places reveals unevenness in knowledge production between 

what is being learned in communities and within modern technocratic planning agencies. 

This disconnect emphasizes the need for empirical analysis of unevenness to complement 

political economic macro evaluations and to provide better data to planning and 

development processes. 

 

7.5 SITUATED KNOWLEDGE: OPPORTUNITIES FOR GREATER ALIGNMENT IN DECISION-
MAKING PROCESSES 

The displacement of knowledge can be either good or bad. Community groups 

and local development agencies like SEHAB have reproduced, refashioned, rejected, and 

in some instances entirely remade a legacy of past development types. The extent to 

which in-situ development approaches are shaped by decisions and actions in informal 

settlements will change as actors incrementally intersect with the private market.501 As 

the cases of Heliópolis and São Francisco have shown, the relationship of educational 

infrastructure to broader flows of political economic unevenness, progressive urban 

policies, overarching storylines, and complex contextual variables has generated social 

and technical outcomes with potential to influence urban planning processes and 

development projects in the coming years.   

On the good side of knowledge displacement, as the case of Heliópolis in 

particular demonstrates, a different kind of practical knowledge was produced in the 

streets and balanced formal, abstract knowledge. By understanding that municipal 

schools need not be the only spaces of education, community leaders discovered 

alternative domains of knowledge production that tended to balance possibilities. This 

                                                
501 Bouillon, Room for Development: Housing Markets in Latin America and the Caribbean. 
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balancing, then, began to compensate for unevenness, and demonstrates that 

displacement was productive for fostering situated approaches to knowledge production.  

Reciprocally, planners are also the product of displaced knowledge. The case of 

the Urbanization of Favelas program reflects the sophisticated hybridization of historical 

development types as outlined in Chapter Four. This program made significant physical 

improvements to the communities in which it operated, and has made attempts at new 

approaches to the in-situ planning process. Yet it, and Brazilian planning in general, 

remains blind to the role of education in facilitating participation. Therefore, while 

planners have adopted the rhetoric of in-situ planning, lessons learned have not 

translated beyond the words and into the situatedness that characterizes the ongoing 

planning efforts that communities engage in order to realize their aspirations. Emphasis 

on expert knowledge reflects a reformulation of rational planning at a smaller scale, 

maintaining inquiry, discourse, and project development at a distance from community 

achievements. These abstract approaches limit consciousness of the elite situated position 

of architecture and planning in Brazil with respect to the myriad of other building 

cultures that shape the physical world. In Bamburral, the tools and methods used to map, 

engage, and design development led to an understanding of the community that moved 

away from seeing what was really there. Also context-dependent, this displacement 

reflects a key distinction between how people in communities and planners produce and 

apply knowledge to realize enhanced conditions.  

In sum, although self-developing citizens and well-intended planners have both 

adopted some language constructed by the other social group, neither has been able to 

bridge the epistemological divide that separates them. 
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7.6 TOOLS FOR SITUATED, RATHER THAN IN-SITU, DEVELOPMENT 

Of the many dimensions of uneven development that afflict people in informal 

settlements, the extent to which unevenness in education constrains people from engaging 

in public decision-making processes is of critical import. The intersection of SEHAB’s 

version of in-situ planning and those of the cases revealed key conflicts that are relevant 

for contemporary development. It is necessary to recognize, however, that conflict is not 

inherently bad. Rather, conflict can be productive if people on all sides have the tools and 

opportunity to articulate their position. Given the recent shift of focus to peripheral 

expansion of housing estates, it is a critical moment to emphasize how these conflicts 

might be used productively toward development strategies that build on community 

achievements, not the displacement of people. These conflicts emerged broadly around 

data, which shapes the social and technical dimensions of a project’s scale, dependent on 

consistent exchange or feedback loops between actors involved.  Currently, data 

collection by SEHAB occurs in ways that limit planners from designing from existing 

resources. Technological tools permit SEHAB to focus on particular variables – such as 

an area of risk – and then standardize that variable as a de facto reason for a particular 

type of development. As Busch argues, standards, as “recipes for reality,” provide a way 

to manipulate outcomes.502  

The cases of Heliópolis and São Francisco demonstrate that community groups 

often lack tools for gathering data around topics they have determined to be relevant. 

Planners associated with SEHAB do not lack data, but are limited in their understanding 

of the practical knowledge used by community members to make decisions.  This conflict 

results in projects that are incremental, enhance immediate community scales, and are 

socially transformative; or projects that are large and physically transformative. 

Heliópolis’ success in developing small CCA spaces in conjunction with, for example, 

the Polo buildings, is exemplary for merging physically distinct projects that provide 
                                                
502 Busch, Standards: Recipes for Reality. 
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different social uses. Central to UNAS’ achievement and the efforts of the Zeladoria is 

continuity or the maintenance of consistent feedback loops. SEHAB can be applauded for 

establishing contact between a social worker and a coalition of self-builders that are both 

dedicated to education and environmentalism. However, the establishment of contact, 

devoid of meaningful feedback loops that directly impact projects, limits these efforts. 

Small, incremental projects nested within large transformative ones might begin to craft a 

hybrid infrastructure between community groups and State agencies. For this to happen, 

development must be delinked from political cycles. These conflicts emphasize that 

educational infrastructure in informal settlements is intricately entwined in the same 

hybridized domains of learning and action as development undertaken by the State. As 

Genésia, a community respondent in Heliópolis, warned in 1993, entrenchment in the 

question of housing limits people from envisioning broader change. This association 

distinguishes a situated development approach from an in-situ one; inspired by an 

educational storyline that is linked, but not determined, by technical solutions.  

The conflicts that emerge as community development collides with large-scale 

development suggest a more refined lens for analyzing uneven development that includes 

three reciprocal dimensions: (1) Recognition of an initial condition of unevenness (e.g. 

poor distribution of housing and education); (2) Development of processes that shrink, or 

dismantle unevenness (e.g. educational infrastructure); and (3) Development projects that 

are focused on social and ecological, rather than only physical, outcomes. The inequitable 

distribution of housing and educational infrastructure as a first condition of unevenness 

led to the production of novel and experimental forms of infrastructure.  

These novel infrastructures took the form of new and uneven processes that 

emerge out of self-building’s inherent contradiction yet work at immediate and broad 

scales to counteract the inequitable network of housing and education cast across São 

Paulo’s urban realm. Development, the third condition, currently adopts a strategy that is 
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ineffective. This is not for lack of data, but because its data does not account for the ways 

communities themselves deal with unevenness.  

Both SEHAB and community organizations are effective in deploying novel 

approaches to community planning and the production of particular infrastructures, yet 

both lack a tool for measuring the gap between intentions and outcomes, or the change 

induced by infrastructure experimentation. I understand this as a failure of both sides to 

communicate in the face of obstacles, yet see this as an opportunity to develop a hybrid 

system. In sum, the shift from in-situ to situated development might be managed by 

substituting empirical analysis for ideological declaration in the short and long term.   

 

7.7 PUTTING ETHNOGRAPHY TO WORK 

What emerges from the work presented here is not an analytic conclusion, but a 

new hypothesis for action. The hypothesis is that through continued ethnographic 

engagement I can help communities and public planning entities develop a shared 

technology, or platform for exchanging data. The engagement of conflict could integrate 

situated observations toward a communication tool that supports the role of education in 

the planning process. The focus of my post-doctoral research will be to co-construct, not 

only with residents in Heliópolis and São Francisco, but with planners involved in 

municipal development, a tool through which they can effectively communicate with one 

another and visualize future design scenarios that are legible to the range of actors 

involved. So far, these achievements have not happened even though there is evidence 

that the raw material exists for such collaboration – even in Bamburral. This 

communication tool will be not only appropriate for São Paulo, but for planning 

processes in general that design from difference. While the tool will emerge from the key 

conflict between an in-situ versus a situated approach to development revealed by this 

case, it will focus generally on the development of a communication technology that will 
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allow people in communities to produce new kinds of data and allow planners to see 

uneven conditions through the documentation of those that live them. Such a tool holds 

the potential, particularly in the developing world, for planners to recognize new 

categories of data. In turn, new categories yield new descriptions of places that may 

include multiple frames of seeing and interpreting reality. The co-construction of this 

tool is not about a trade for votes or greater participation, but about producing an 

alternative reality using alternative means. If actors involved can see how conditions can 

be reconceived in their interest, then it becomes possible for social learning to take place. 

It is not the expectation that conflict will recede, but that it can be useful if identified and 

engaged in clear and present ways. 

As Teixeira and Freire recognized long ago, sociotechnical evolution occurs as 

citizens conventionally displaced from civic discourse become conscious through the “art 

of life.”503 Through such lived consciousness, people have come to see, learn, and 

ultimately act more effectively in their communities. Such consciousness assigns agency 

not to discrete artifacts, but to the vision that emerges from collective action in particular 

places. Brazil will continue to change as a greater number of people learn to act in 

response to the recognition that, as residents of Heliópolis claim, sem escola o mundo não 

rola (without schools, the world does not turn). Yet until all citizens are confident that 

their contributions to decision-making processes will enhance conditions in immediate 

and broader realms of being, Brazil will not develop to the potential that its citizens claim 

to desire.  
 
  

                                                
503 Teixeira, Culture and Technology, 17. 
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Appendix A: Interviews 

Interviews 
1 Bamburral - Leader Community / District 
2 Bamburral - Leader Community / District 
3 Bamburral - Leader Community / District 
4 Bamburral - Resident Community 
5 Bamburral - Resident Community 
6 Bamburral - Resident Community 
7 Jardim Esperança - Resident Community 
8 Jardim Esperança - Leader Community / District 
9 Jardim Esperança - Leader Community / District 
10 Director  

Local school (Bamburral) 
Municipality 

11 Bamburral - Resident Community 
12 Teacher  

School Park  (Salvador, Bahia) 
Municipality 

13 Teacher 
School Park  (Salvador, Bahia) 

Municipality 

14 Teacher  
School Park  (Salvador, Bahia) 

Municipality 

15 Director  
School Park  (Salvador, Bahia) 

Municipality 

16 Bamburral - Resident Community 
17 Bamburral - Resident Community 
18 Bamburral - Resident Community 
19 Secretariat of Housing  Municipality 
20 Architect – Private sector Municipality 
21 Bamburral - Resident Community 
22 Bamburral - Resident Community 
23 Public Sector Planner / Landscape Architect 

Secretariat for the Environment (VERDE) 
Municipality 

24 Public Sector Planner / Architect / Academic 
Building Department / CEU School 
Designer 
The University of São Paulo 

Municipality 

25 Architect  
The University of São Paulo 

Municipality 

26 Architect / Academic 
FDE School Designer 
The University of São Paulo 

Municipal 

27 Sociologist / Architect / Former Dean 
The University of São Paulo 

Global 

28 Public Sector Planner / Architect 
The Secretariat of Housing (SEHAB) 

Municipality 
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29 Former Secretary of Education 
Federal Policy Maker 

Municipality  
Federal 

30 Social Worker 
COBRAPE 

Municipality 

31 Social Worker, Lead 
The Secretariat of Housing (SEHAB) 

Municipality 

32 Social Worker 
The Secretariat of Housing (SEHAB) 

Municipality 

33 Director  
CIEP School (Rio de Janeiro, Rio de 
Janeiro) 

Municipality 

34 Director  
Education Development Foundation (FDE) 

State 

35 Architect 
Pritzker Prize Winner 
The University of São Paulo 

Global 

36 Social Worker, Lead 
The Secretariat of Housing (SEHAB) 

Municipality 

37 Heliópolis- Leader Community / District / 
Municipality 

38 Heliópolis- Leader Community / District / 
Municipality 

39 Director of the local school (Heliópolis) Municipality 
40 Former Teacher 

Director of the Cultural Center in Heliópolis 
Municipality 

41 Director  
Pastoral School (Bamburral) 

 

42 Jardim Esperança - Resident  
43   
44 Social Worker, Lead 

The Secretariat of Housing (SEHAB) 
Municipality 

45 São Francisco - Leader Community / District 
46 São Francisco - Leader Community / District 
47 Housing Deputy State 
48 Housing Deputy Municipality 
49 Housing Deputy State 
50 Secretariat of Housing 

Ministry of Cities 
Federal 

51 Heliópolis – Resident Community 
52 Social Worker 

The Secretariat of Housing (SEHAB) 
Municipality 

53 Social Worker 
The Secretariat of Housing (SEHAB) 

Municipality 

54 Director 
Secretariat of Urban Development 

Municipality 
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55 Public Sector Planner / Architect 
The Secretariat of Housing (SEHAB) 

Municipality 

56 Public Sector Planner / Architect 
The Secretariat of Housing (SEHAB) 

Municipality 

57 São Francisco - Resident Community 
58 São Francisco - Resident Community 
59 São Francisco - Resident Community 
60 São Francisco - Resident Community 
61 Heliópolis – Leader 

Housing Social Movement 
Community / District 

62 Social Worker 
COBRAPE 

Municipality 

63 Former Secretary of Housing 
The University of São Paulo 

Global 

64 Public Sector Planner / Architect 
The Secretariat of Housing (SEHAB) 

Municipality 

65 Heliópolis - Resident Community 
66 Public Sector Planner / Architect 

The Secretariat of Housing (SEHAB) 
Municipality 

67 Public Sector Planner / Architect 
The Secretariat of Housing (SEHAB) 

Municipality 

68 Former Sub-Mayor 
Perus Sub-District 
Environmental Activist 

District / Municipality 

69 Heliópolis - Resident Community 
70 Director / Teacher 

CCA PAM 
Community / District 

71 Director / Teacher 
CCA 120 

Community / District 

72 Director / Teacher 
CCA Imperador 

Community / District 

73 Second-Generation Self-Builder 
UNAS Grants department  

Community / Municipality 

74 Second-Generation Self-Builder 
Polo Nursery School 

Community  

75 Second-Generation Self-Builder 
Director 
CCA Lagoa 

Community 
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Appendix B: Interview Survey Questionnaire 

Questionário  
 
Este questionário procura estudar e medir 1 – a relação entre práticas de autoconstrução 
de moradia e o avanço da agenda educacional de base comunitária em assentamentos 
informais e 2 – a relação entre espaços de ensino (escolas da comunidade e escolas 
públicas) e os processos de urbanização. Participantes serão selecionadas por um método 
“snowball sampling” que foca as pessoas da comunidade que construíram as próprias 
casas e têm filhos. Este questionário será entregue casa a casa com base nas comunidades 
Árvore São Tomás, Heliópolis, e São Francisco entre junho e agosto de 2013.  
 
 
O questionário está divido em nove seções:  
1 – Características físicas (planta, localização, imagem da fachada) 
2 – Características domiciliais socioeconômicas  
3 – Os recursos e serviços públicos comunitários 
4 – Construção da casa 
5 – Construção do espaço educacional dentro de casa 
6 – Atitudes sobre a educação 
7 – Interação com a prefeitura, participação e reurbanização. 
8 – Comentários adicionais 
9 – Elaboração de pontos interessantes 
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1 – Características físicas: planta, localização, imagem da fachada 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (Desenhos e fotos aqui) 
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Matérial-prima 
 
Material-secundário 
 
Andares 
 
Fundação 
 
Topografia 
 
Condições especiais 
 
Consolidation Score 
Construção da alvenaria (1 – 10) 
Água encanada (1 – 10) 
Acabamento exterior (1 – 10) 
Acabamento interior (1 – 10) 
Fechamentos (1 – 10) 
Ventilação (1 – 10) 
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2 – Dados socioeconômicos – laços domiciliais e comunitários  
Vou fazer-lhe algumas perguntas sobre sua família e sobre a comunidade.  
 
 2a. Número de pessoas na família  
  idade 1 e cidade do nascimento 
  idade 2 e cidade do nascimento 
  idade 3 e cidade do nascimento 
  idade 4 e cidade do nascimento 
  idade 5 e cidade do nascimento 
 
 
2b. Maior nível de escolaridade atingido pela mulher chefe de família 
 
 
2c. Maior nível de escolaridade atingido pelo homem chefe de família 
 
 
2e.Ocupação  
  Onde você trabalha? Há quanto tempo você está neste trabalho? 
 
   
 2f. Há quanto tempo você vive nessa casa? Você participou da construção da 
casa? 
 
 
  
             2g. Onde você morava antes de se mudar para (Árvore São 
Tomás/Heliópolis/São 
Francisco)? 
 
 
2h. Algumas pessoas se mudam para ficar perto de membros da família, por causa do 
emprego ou porque a comunidade tem algo que faz com que a pessoa queira estar 
próxima. Quais foram as razões para você ter escolhido se mudar para cá? E por que você 
construiu neste lugar em particular? Por favor, descreve a facilidade com que tinha acesso 
a casa ou terra? 
   
 
 
3 – Recursos comunitários 
Vou fazer-lhe perguntas sobre a comunidade de (Árvore São Tomás/Heliópolis/São 
Francisco) 
  
 
3a. De que maneira a comunidade mudou desde que você veio morar em (Árvore São 
Tomás/ Heliópolis/São Francisco)? 
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3b. Quais são os aspectos que têm mais valor na sua comunidade?  
  
 
 
3c. O que você deseja que tenha na sua comunidade que ainda não existe?  
 
 
3e. Que tipo de ações você e seus vizinhos fazem para conseguir o que vocês querem e 
precisam do governo local? 
 
 
 
3f. O que tem sido possível conseguir do governo local?  
  
 
 
3g. O que não tem sido possível conseguir do governo local? 
 
 
 
3h. Existe algum politica que frequente a comunidade? Ou, algum que foi promovido por 
as lideranças?  
 
 
 
3i. Qual governo atendeu as suas necessidades?  
 
 
 
             3j. Que partido político você se identifica?  
 
 
 
3k. Recentemente, os governos e os estudiosos têm falado em fazer comunidades 
completas, onde as pessoas possam viver e ter tudo o que elas necessitam. Eu estou 
interessada em ouvir de você o que a ideia de comunidade completa inclui. Você poderia 
descrever para mim o que é para você uma comunidade completa? O que precisa ter em 
uma comunidade, quem precisa viver na comunidade e quais tipos de oportunidades 
precisam existir em uma comunidade para que ela possa ser considerada completa? 
 
3l. Você faça parte de uma associação? 
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4 – Construção da casa 
Eu vou lhe fazer algumas perguntas sobre como sua casa foi modificada no decorrer do 
tempo em relação, por exemplo, a abrir um cômodo para estudos em sua casa. Eu 
também estou interessada em entender como você transformou sua casa a relacionando 
com as mudanças nos espaços da comunidade e nas escolas.  
 
 
 
4a. A sua casa é da sua propriedade? Desde quando? 
  
 
 
4b. Você construiu em cima de uma estrutura existente ou o lote estava vazio?  
  
 
 
4c. Você construiu sozinho ou foi ajudado por outras pessoas? Quem foram as outras 
pessoas? 
 
 
 
4d. Como sua casa foi construída? Você tinha ideia de necessidades, por exemplo 
quantos quartos, área para cozinhar, a sala, área de estudos, etc.? 
 
 
 
4e. Como você adquiriu os materiais para a construção da sua casa? Comprou tudo 
numa vez ou aos poucos? 
 
 
 
 
4f. Geralmente as casas mudam quando as famílias aumentam ou diminuem. Você 
poderia descrever como sua família se transformou enquanto você morou nesta casa, e 
como a sua casa mudou em resposta às mudanças da família? 
 
 
 
4g. Você reservou espaços na sua casa para o estudo? Onde? 
  
 
 
 
4i. Quais tipos de espaços de aprendizagem você construiu na comunidade enquanto 
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morou nessa casa? Quando esses espaços foram construídos? Você poderia descrever 
para mim como esses espaços são usados pelas pessoas, principalmente para os seus 
filhos? 
  
 
 
4j. A construção da sua casa está completa? Desde quando?  
 
 
 
4k. Se não, quais mudanças você pretende para a casa? 
 
 
 
4l. De que forma você usa suas habilidades na construção de casas na comunidade? 
   
  
 
5 – Espaços Educacionais 
 
 
5a. Espaços educacionais são espaços onde as pessoas aprendem e são parte de 
qualquer bairro. Tanto crianças, quanto adultos aprendem nesses espaços. Eu estou 
interessada em ouvir você descrever os diferentes espaços educacionais na sua 
comunidade. 
 
 
 
5b. Você tem acesso às escolas públicas? 
  
 
 
 
5c. Quais são as necessidades educacionais na sua família? Essas necessidades são 
satisfeitas pelos espaços educacionais na comunidade? 
  
 
 
 
5d. Se não, como você compensa essa falta? Quais outros espaços da comunidade você 
usa para propostas educacionais? O que você aprende lá? Quais os tipos de necessidades 
da família que esses recursos educacionais satisfizeram? 
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5e.Você esteve envolvido em ajudar a escola local em conseguir o que ela precisa para 
os estudantes aprenderem? 
 
 
 
  
5f. Você participou no desenvolvimento, na construção ou na gestão de espaços 
educacionais da comunidade? Se sim, você poderia descrever essa experiência para 
mim? Eu gostaria de saber quando você fez isso, quem mais participou e o que você fez. 
  
 
  
5g. Quais fatores influenciaram na decisão de construir um espaço educacional na 
comunidade? 
 
 
 
5h. Você poderia descrever o que se aprende e sobre o que se fala nos diferentes 
espaços educacionais na sua comunidade? 
 
 
 
5i. Você continuou envolvido com os espaços educacionais que você ajudou a construir?  
 
 
 
6 – Atitudes sobre Educação 
 
6a. O que a educação significa para você? Que tipos de educação você considera 
importante? 
 
 
  
6b. Que tipos de coisas a sua educação o ajudou a atingir? 
 
 
 
6c. Você poderia descrever como a sua atitude em relação à educação mudou assim 
que você se tornou mais velho? Assim como seus filhos cresceram. 
 
 
 
6d. Em quais sentidos a educação mudou desde que você era criança até agora? 
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6e. Em que sentidos as experiências do seu filho na educação são diferentes das suas? 
 
 
 
 
6f. Que tipo de coisas você acha que a educação vai ajudar o seu filho a alcançar? 
 
 
 
 
6g. Que tipos de educação que seu filho não recebe atualmente que você pensa que é 
necessário? 
 
 
 
6h. Você ache que desde o seu tempo de escola, os cursos melhoraram e estão mais 
modernos? 
 
 
 
 
7 – Interação com o governo local e reurbanização 
 
 
 
7a. Você teve contato com a subprefeitura ou prefeitura desde que veio morar aqui? 
Quando e diante de quais circunstâncias? 
 
 
  
7b. Quais projetos de reurbanização / melhorias na comunidade foram realizados 
durante o tempo em que você tem morado aqui? 
 
 
 
7c. De que forma você foi pessoalmente atingido pela reurbanização?  
 
 
 
7d. Você está ciente do projeto de reurbanização que está em andamento? Como você 
encontrou mais sobre isto? 
 
 
  
7e. Como você se mantém informado sobre o projeto de reurbanização?   
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7f. A reurbanização está de acordo com as necessidades da comunidade? Quais são os 
recursos que o projeto de reurbanização trará? 
 
 
 
7g. Você interage com a subprefeitura ou prefeitura a respeito do projeto de 
reurbanização? Diante de quais circunstâncias? 
 
 
 
7h. A subprefeitura e a prefeitura estão cientes das necessidades da comunidade? Por 
que ou por que não? 
 
 
 
7i. Quais são as necessidades mais urgentes que você acredita que deveriam ser 
abordadas pela reurbanização? O que a comunidade tem feito para alcançar estas 
necessidades? 
 
 
 
 
 
8 – Obrigada por disponibilizar seu tempo. Antes de finalizarmos, há alguma coisa mais 
que você gostaria de compartilhar sobre o seu bairro? Tem alguma coisa que eu não 
perguntei para você? 
 
 
 
9 – Eu o entendi corretamente quanto você disse (algo que foi interessante)? 
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Appendix C: Educational Spaces 

 
Educational Spaces   
Heliópolis   
 Name Year 

Constructed 
Self-Building Consolidation 

1 CCA Heliópolis 1985 Y 88 
2 CCA Mina 1986 Y 59 
3 UNAS HQ 1992 Y 73 
4 UNAS Sports 1994 Hybrid 66 
5 CCA PAM 1986 Hybrid 98 
6 CCA 120 1992 Hybrid 72 
7 Library 1995 Y 61 
8 CCA Lagoa 1990 Hybrid 88 
9 CCA Parceiros 2000 Hybrid 77 
10 Radio 2000 Y 51 
11 CCA Imperador 2002 N 90 
12 Campos Salles 1957 N 109 
13 Cultural Center 2009 N 100 
São Francisco   
1 Spring 1 Vale 

Encantado 
   

2 Spring 2 Morro 
Pelado 

   

3 Spring 3 Fonte de 
Caaguaçu 

   

4 Spring 4 
Caaguaçu 

   

5 Spring 5 Núcleo 
B 

   

6 Spring 6 Parque 
Linear 

   

7 Spring 7 Núcleo 
D 

   

8 Spring 8 Rua São 
Paulo / Rodolfo 
Pirani 

   

9 Spring 9 Cipoaba    
10 Spring 10 Rua 

Bandeira do 
Aracambi 

   

11 Spring 11 Rua 
Bandeira do 
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Aracambi 
12 Morro das Pedras 

Community 
Center 

1989 Y  

Bamburral   
1 Esperança 

Community 
Center 

1984 Y 30 

2 Fernando 
Gracioso School 

2001 N 77 

3 Pastoral 1994 N 88 
4 Veranda 2008 Y 30 
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1. HELIÓPOLIS: CCA HELIÓPOLIS 
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2. HELIÓPOLIS: CCA MINA 
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3. HELIÓPOLIS: UNAS HQ 
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4. HELIÓPOLIS: UNAS SPORTS 
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5. HELIÓPOLIS: CCA PAM 
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6. HELIÓPOLIS: CCA 120 
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7. HELIÓPOLIS: LIBRARY 
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8. HELIÓPOLIS:  CCA LAGOA 
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9. HELIÓPOLIS:  CCA PARCEIROS 
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10. HELIÓPOLIS:  RADIO 
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11. HELIÓPOLIS:  CCA PARCEIROS 
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12. HELIÓPOLIS: CAMPOS SALLES SCHOOL 
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12. HELIÓPOLIS: POLO CULTURAL CENTER 
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1 – 11.  SÃO FRANCISCO: SPRINGS 

Refer to the Zeladoria Guidebook of Springs, Agua Nossa de Cada Dia (Our Everyday 

Water). 
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12. SÃO FRANCISCO: MORRO DAS PEDRAS COMMUNITY CENTER 
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1. BAMBURRAL: ESPERANÇA COMMUNITY CENTER 
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2. BAMBURRAL: FERNANDO GRACIOSO SCHOOL 
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3. BAMBURRAL: THE PASTORAL 
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4. BAMBURRAL: THE COLETIVO VERANDA SPACE 
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Appendix D: Heliópolis Inset Map A 
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Appendix E: Heliópolis Inset Map B 
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Glossary 

 

Agency is the capacity of an individual or collective to access tools and resources 
necessary to change current into enhanced conditions, including and not limited to 
participation in public decision-making processes, shaping of the built environment, and 
social change.  
 
Development is a value-laden and intentional process that involves structural 
transformation over the long term; social and physical outcomes that respond to desired 
targets over the short term; the production of knowledge; and shapes a series of local and 
global discourses that describe how diverse people, disciplines, cultures, and institutions 
understand the relationship between existing and preferred conditions.504 Central to 
development is the idea of benchmarks – baseline levels used to evaluate the growth of 
places and people.   
 
In this dissertation, I focus on two interrelated development processes – those undertaken 
and directed by community residents, advocates, and governments on an ongoing basis; 
and those that are referred to locally as “punctual” projects – development projects that 
are temporally and spatially bound, directed by state agencies, and largely focused on the 
construction of new housing. Both of these processes rely on scientific/expert and 
practical/lay knowledge, formal and informal practices, and result in formally and 
informally constructed spaces. I reject these categories in this dissertation and instead use 
infrastructure as a unit to analyze the various spaces and actors that determine change in 
informal settlements. 
 
Because residents of informal settlements in São Paulo hold various forms of tenure, 
from none to concessional use, they are at risk of displacement – when people are 
“excluded from the use of territory on which they relied.”505 The key criteria for 
displacement is the identification of a physical domain as an “area of risk,” defined as an 
“area improper for habitation due to the fragility or instability of land cause by nature or 
acts of man.”506 The displacement cycle in São Paulo involves three primary steps (1) 
physical removal from a building or plot of land; (2) no compensation, compensation in 
the form of a cash payment, or compensation in the form of partially subsidized rent until 
a more permanent arrangement is made in (3) a resettlement situation (a developed 
housing community constructed on the same site / within the same area of risk or an 
existing development elsewhere). 
 
Housing and educational infrastructure in informal settlements is defined as the set 
of network of practices, knowledge, and physical structures and spaces – self-built and 
                                                
504 Escobar, Arturo, Encountering Development. Sumner, “What Is Development Studies?” Chambers, 
“Ideas for Development.” 
505 Penz, Drydyk, and Bose, Development by Displacement: Ethics, Rights, and Responsibilities, 3. 
506 Brazilian State Secretary for Public Order: http://www.seops.df.gov.br/frentes-de-fiscalizacao/2012-08-
21-17-01-06/area-de-risco.html 
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conventionally built –  that facilitate the distribution, access, and operation of housing 
and education. Educational infrastructure in informal settlements is composed of 
networks of self-built and self-organized educational spaces as well as schools that are 
constructed and managed by States.  
 
Informal settlements are self-built parts of cities that are characterized by irregular 
morphological patterns; limited access to public resources such as hospitals, schools, and 
health centers, and a demographic that is generally poor or very poor, has achieved low 
levels of education, and is employed in the informal sector. While some kind of informal 
settlement can be found in most large cities worldwide, informal settlements are 
generally phenomena of cities in developing world regions.  
 
Infrastructure is defined as the “substructure or underlying foundation or network used 
for providing goods and services; especially the basic installations and facilities on which 
the continuance and growth of individuals, communities, governments, and cities 
depends.507 Examples include roads, water systems, communications facilities, sewers, 
sidewalks, cable, wiring, schools, power plants, and transportation and communication 
systems.”508 As a practical matter, the interpretation of infrastructure depends heavily 
upon the context in which the term is used.”509  
 
Network is a tool for understanding the workflows of social and non-human actors that 
aggregate and disaggregate according to a task. A network is (1) “a point to point 
connection” that can be traced and empirically recorded; (2) a connection that “leaves 
empty most of what is not connected, as any fisherman knows when throwing his net into 
the sea.” (3) composed of nets that require agency and work to evolve and adapt to 
changing conditions.510 
 
Self-building is an incremental and non-neutral city making process undertaken by a 
social network of actors with lineage in community, state, and private realms that 
produces outcomes indicative of the social network’s values, struggle, and differences. 
Inherently contradictory, self-building has been alternatively framed as (1) way of life 
that occupies gaps in time and space left behind by uneven development; (2) an “urban 
growth process that emerges, in part, beyond institutional control,”511 (3) a mechanism 
that “exploits workers by reducing their cost of labor,”512 and creates isolated 
“experiments” that cannot be scaled up within the capitalist mode of production;513 just as 
it (4) creates urban space based on use, rather than exchange, value;514 (4) an 

                                                
507 Environmental Protection Agency, "Infrastructure.” 
508 The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language. 
509 Moteff and Parfomak, Critical Infrastructure and Key Assets: Definition and Identification, 2. 
510 Latour, Bruno, Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor Network Theory, 132. 
511 Rossetto, Organismos Internacionais E Autoconstrução: Análise E Reflexões Sobre as Politicas de 
Habitação Para a População Da Baixa Renda (Masters Thesis). 
512 Ibid. 
513 Burgess, “Self-Help Advocacy: A Curious Form of Radicalism. A Critique of the Work of John F.C. 
Turner,” 91. 
514 Turner, Housing by People: Toward Autonomy in Building Environments. 
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emancipatory and intentional process through which the poor are “de-alienized” and 
empowered to define new forms of production;515 and (5) a “way of satisfying and 
controlling the necessary essential” of housing.516  
 
Self-building involves social learning processes related to mobilizing and staking claim 
to land and home building as well as community development practices that involve 
negotiating with local government for tenure, resources, and infrastructure such as 
electricity, water and wastewater removal systems.517 Self-building derives from the idea 
of “self help” or “pulling oneself up by the bootstraps,” whereby individuals take 
responsibility for identifying and resolving their problems and achieving improved life 
opportunities outside of governmental assistance.518  
 
While self-building was linked to the eradication of informal settlements in the 1960s, it 
shaped self-help policies that were applied in developing world regions from the 1970s 
onward. Underwritten by international institutions and modified by local government, 
self-help policies defer resources and technical assistance to communities and/or 
individual families who then build their own housing or upgrade existing housing with 
electricity, piped water, and sanitary sewers. Self-help policies are associated with the 
consolidation of informal settlements, which means the incremental upgrading of 
neighborhoods through small iterative measures such as sidewalk paving and public 
illumination or larger housing development projects built within the existing fabric of the 
settlement. In Brazil, self-help policies are referred to as mutirão, and served as a pillar of 
São Paulo’s housing policy as it emerged from the military dictatorship (1964 – 1984) in 
the 1980s and early 1990s. Consolidated settlements are generally within 10-15 
kilometers from the city center and are inherently hybrid because they have been 
upgraded incrementally – not removed – by different actors since governments for 
upwards of forty years.  
 
Uneven Development is a process founded on the intrinsic contradiction between 
metropolitan regions and rural countrysides, or areas of extreme wealth and poverty. 
Uneven development advances through cycles of fixed investment and mobile 
divestment, creating uneven access to economic resources and differentiated patterns of 
spatial growth.519 From an environmental logic, “human and non-human habitats, 
resource use, and allocation of environmental hazards” constitute uneven development.520 

 
This dissertation takes as a unit of analysis the educational spaces in informal 
settlements that arise out of the gaps in the housing and educational networks that have 
                                                
515 Rossetto, Organismos Internacionais E Autoconstrução: Análise E Reflexões Sobre as Politicas de 
Habitação Para a População Da Baixa Renda (Masters Thesis). 
516 Ibid. Sampaio, Heliópolis: O Percurso de Uma Invasão (Tenure Thesis). 
517 Gilbert, Alan and Peter M. Ward, Housing, the State, and the Poor. Holston, “Autoconstrução in 
Working Class Brazil.” 
518 Ward, “Self-Help Housing Ideas and Practice in the Americas.” 
519 Harvey, Spaces of Global Capitalism: Toward a Theory of Uneven Geographical Development. 
520 Campbell, “Sustainable Development and Social Justice: Conflicting Urgencies and the Search for 
Common Ground in Urban and Regional Planning,” 77. 
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been historically cast by State-led development in São Paulo, Brazil. These educational 
spaces are neither formal or informal but built, managed, and developed by a range of 
community, State, and private actors in response to (1) lack of access to quality 
education; and (2) community issues including but not limited to environmental 
degradation, crime, and drugs and together constitute a community’s educational 
infrastructure. 
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